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Abbreviations and symbols 

Av  asymmetrical variation
CA  Classical Arabic
def  definite
du  dual
EA  Egyptian Arabic
f  feminine
Fv  free variation
lit.  literal translation
MA  Moroccan Arabic
obl  oblique case
pl  plural
Pv  Pseudo-variation
Rv  Restricted variation
SA  (Modern) Standard Arabic
‹›  contain transliteration
()  contain irrelevant distinctive graphic elements
[]  contain accidentals (graphic elements responsible for irrelevant semantic 

differences)
{}  contain expected variants and expected variations (not recorded in the 

corpus)
*  marks non-existing (not recorded and not expected) forms
<  in transcription, indicates the underlying morphological structure

Arabic words that have no gloss (morphological description) are masculine singu-
lar and – in the case of nouns, adjectives and participles – indefinite. 

A key to the abbreviations of the titles of the literary works cited as sources is 
given in References, under Primary sources.
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Transliteration and transcription 

Transliteration consists in converting the graphs of Arabic script into Latin let-
ters, if needed with diacritics, or, in rare cases, into special signs, with a one-to-
one correspondence in both directions (biuniqueness). Transliteration, whether of 
separate graphs or graphic words, is given in angle brackets: ‹›. It is used in this 
book alongside the Arabic notation to ensure the precision of description on the 
one hand and to facilitate the reading to those that do not have a good command 
of Arabic, on the other hand.

The transliteration system proposed for the present book uses mostly sym-
bols borrowed from the Romanization systems used in Arabic Studies for SA, 
modified and expanded with the addition of some other signs1. The translitera-
tion symbols are generally intended to reflect the most typical phonetic value 
of a given graph in SA or MA or, in less frequent cases, its shape. 42 primary 
graphs are distinguished. They include the 28 elements of the Arabic alphabet, 
for which the term ‘letter’ is reserved, the bare hamza sign: ء ‹o›, and modifi-
cations of these letters consisting in adding the hamza or the madda signs and 
changing the number and/or position of the dots and strokes. The graphs are 
given in Table 1, with their four forms depending on their graphic environ-
ment, i.e. whether they are or are not connected to the preceding and following 
graph2.

1 A complex system for transliterating Arabic script with special characters is proposed 
and used in Mumin & Versteegh (2014: 12-21). However, the symbols used there to reflect the 
writing practices in numerous African languages would lack transparency in a study devoted 
to MA.

2 Since some graphs (non-connectors) are never connected to the following graph, even in the 
word-medial position, and because the graph ‹o› is never connected on either side, the factor deter-
mining the shape of a graph is the environment, and not its position in a word, as is misleadingly 
stated in some presentations of Arabic script. Hence, the terms ‘initial’, ‘medial’ and ‘final’ used here 
refer to the position in a group of letters connected with one another. Coulmas (2003: 123) calls it 
a ‘writing group’ and remarks that it does not always concide with a graphic word. For instance, the 
graph ل ‹l› is word-medial in the SA graphic word ملء ‹mlo› malʔun ‘(the act of) filling’, but is final 
in its writing group. 
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Table 1. The transliteration system

Isolated 
form

Non-isolated forms
Transliteration

Final Medial Initial

ا ـا ـا ا ‹a›
أ ـأ ـأ أ ‹å›
آ ـآ ـآ آ ‹ã›
إ ـإ ـإ إ ‹ḁ›

ب ـب ـبـ بـ ‹b›
پ ـپ ـپـ پـ ‹p›
ت ـت ـتـ تـ ‹t›
ث ـث ـثـ ثـ ‹ṯ›
ج ـج ـجـ جـ ‹ǧ›
ح ـح ـحـ حـ ‹ḥ›
خ ـخ ـخـ خـ ‹x›
چ ـچ ـچـ چـ ‹č›
د ـد ـد د ‹d›
ذ ـذ ـذ ذ ‹ḏ›
ر ـر ـر ر ‹r›
ز ـز ـز ز ‹z›
س ـس ـسـ سـ ‹s›
ش ـش ـشـ شـ ‹š›
ص ـص ـصـ صـ ‹ṣ›
ض ـض ـضـ ضـ ‹ḍ›
ط ـط ـطـ طـ ‹ṭ›
ظ ـظ ـظـ ظـ ‹ẓ›
ع ـع ـعـ عـ ‹ʕ›
غ ـغ ـغـ غـ ‹ġ›
ڢ ـڢ ـڢـ ڢـ ‹f›̣
* ف

(ڧ or ف)
 ـف

(ـڧ or ـف)
ف  ف  ‹f› 

(‹ff› or ‹fq›)
ق ـق ـقـ قـ ‹q›
* ڤ

(ڨ or ڤ)
ـڤ

(ـڨ or ـڤ)
ڤـ ڤـ ‹v›

(‹vf› or ‹vq›)
ك ـك ـكـ كـ ‹k›

گ ـگ ـگـ گـ ‹ǵ›

* ـڭ ـڭ  *ـڭ ڭ ‹ĝ›
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ل ـل ـلـ لـ ‹l›

م ـم ـمـ مـ ‹m›

ن ـن ـنـ نـ ‹n›

ه ـه ـهـ هـ ‹h›

ة ـة / / ‹ħ›

و ـو ـو و ‹w›

ؤ ـؤ ـؤ / ‹ẘ›

ى ـى / / ‹á›

ي ـي ـيـ يـ ‹y›

ئ ـئ ـئـ / ‹ẙ›

ء ء ء / ‹o›

Notes
A slash / means that a graph is not used in a given position. 
* For the discussion of these graphs, see Sect. III.1.
Since the graph ڜ , i.e. a ش ‹š› with three extra dots below, the use of which has been recorded in MA (Lerchundi 
1900: 4 [1872: 5, footnote 1]), does not occur in the texts examined within the framework of the present study 
nor has been described in recent scholarly literature, it is not included in the table. 

The vocalization signs, i.e. the secondary graphs, are generally considered 
irrelevant for the purposes of this study. They are transliterated as superscript 
vowels reflecting their function in SA: The fatḥa, َـ , marking short a in SA, is 
transliterated as ‹a›, the kasra, ِـ  , marking short i, is transliterated as ‹i› and the 
ḍamma, ُـ , marking short u, is transliterated as ‹u›. The šadda, which in SA marks 
the lengthening (gemination) of a consonsant or semivowel, is transliterated as ‹ː› 
following a given transliteration symbol. The sukūn, which in SA marks the ab-
sence of a vowel after a consonant, but in MA can also mark ǝ (cf. Aguadé 2006: 
256), is tranliterated as a superscript bullet ‹•› following a given transliteration 
symbol. The tanwīn, i.e. ًـ ٍـ ,   or ٌـ , is transliterated as a superscript ‹an›, ‹in› or ‹un›, 
respectively. Space is transliterated as a low line: ‹_›. For instance, ًدايما daymǝn 
‘always’ is transliterated as ‹daymaan›; اف اْلغُرَّ  had l-ġŭṛṛaf ‘this water jar’ is هاذ 
transliterated as ‹haḏ_al•ġurːaaf›.

Apart from transliteration, broad transcription, combining phonological and 
morphological representations, is given for every SA and MA graphic word, in 
italics, with hyphens separating affixed units (such as the definite articles, suf-
fixed pronouns, some prepositions, particles and conjunctions). For MA, the 
symbols and notation follow those used in Aguadé & Benyahia (2005). Some of 
the symbols differ significantly from their corresponding IPA characters: ṯ = [θ],  
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ǧ = [ʤ], ž = [ʒ], č = [ʧ], ḥ = [ħ], ḏ = [ð], š = [ʃ], ġ = [ɣ], y = [j]. A dot bellow a let-
ter, except for ḥ, signals pharyngealization, e.g. ṣ = [sˁ], ẓ̌ = [ʒˁ], etc.3. The symbols 
ā, ī and ū, used in transliterating SA, represent long vowels. Reflecting some kind 
of an idealized spoken norm, the transcription system adopted in the present study 
is thus a systematic transcription, which arguably is sufficient for our present pur-
poses. An alternative choice, i.e. using impressionistic transcription, which would 
reflect all of the phonetic features of a given phonetic word, has been rejected for 
a number of reasons. First, a graphic word may represent more than one phonetic 
word. Second, certain phonetic features, such as affricatization or the exact pho-
netic value of some vowels, are never reflected in writing and are irrelevant for 
our considerations. Finally, in most cases, phonetic transcription is not necessary 
for elucidating the aspects under analysis. It is supplied, in square brackets, [], 
only in special cases, if the phonetic form of an element under discussion is at 
odds with the broad transcription used4.

In quoting Arabic data from other authors, the original notation is retained, ex-
cept for those taken from Harrell (1962): four of the transliteration symbols used 
there are replaced as follows: e > ǝ, o > ŭ, ع > ʕ and ح > ḥ.

As a rule, graphic words are analyzed and represented regardless of their 
graphic environments. However, if there is a possibility that the graphy of a given 
graphic word is influenced by a neighbouring one, this is taken into consideration. 

The full description of every graphic word used as an example comprises: its 
(photo)graphic reproduction, transliteration, abbreviation – in parentheses – indi-
cating its source (see References, under Primary sources) with the page and line 
number (the superscript means ‘the n-th line from the top’, the subscript – ‘the 
n-th line from the bottom’), transcription and English translation. Whenever nec-
essary, the heterograph represented on the left is referred to as Form A, or simply 
A, and the one represented on the right as Form B, or simply B.

3 Pharyngealization is one of the two phonetic manifestations of emphasis in MA, the other one 
being velarization (cf. e.g. Caubet 2008: 275).

4 For a detailed presentation of the sounds of MA, see Aguadé (2003). 
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Introduction 

For some time now, writing activity in MA5 has been experiencing relatively con-
siderable progress. Moroccans communicate more and more in written form in 
non-formal situations, via the Internet and mobile phones, and they seldom do 
this in SA. Written MA is also used for advertising purposes and in the press, both 
printed and electronic. Since the middle of the 20th century, an increasing amount 
of printed literary texts has been being published in MA, although this growth 
is by far not as intensive as in Egypt, where books written in the local variety of 
Arabic are easily available nearly in any modern bookshop. It is this type of text, 
more specifically prose and theatre pieces, that will be of interest to us here.

Putting aside the issue of MA being written with the use of the Latin alphabet6, 
the present study is devoted to how it is written with the use of Arabic script, used 
primarily for writing SA. In this respect, SA, the official, formal and prestigious 
variety of Arabic, has the status of a donor language. Since MA, not unlike other 
Arabic dialects7, is considered as low prestige and thus unfit for being a vehicle 
of formal written communication, its spelling has not been standardized by any 
official body. Instead, it is created, often collectively, by authors, editors and pub-
lishers, who, in this specific function, will be jointly referred to as ‘spellers’8.

Since the phonetics, phonology, morphology and vocabulary of MA differ, 
sometimes significantly, from those of SA, the orthographic principles of the latter 
cannot always be easily adopted for writing in the former. Therefore, they are of-
ten modified, disregarded or deliberately violated. The lack of generally acknowl-
edged spelling rules for MA – in contrast to SA, the orthography of which is gov-
erned by relatively strict norms – and the fact that authors writing in MA create 
their own spelling rules but often do not feel obliged to stick to them throughout 
the entire text makes its graphy unstable and fraught with variational heterography 

5 A term often used in both scholarly and popular literature to refer to MA is d-dariža (darija 
in English and French), a word borrowed from SA (اللغة) الدارجة (al-luġa) ad-dāriǧa ‘the colloquial 
(language)’.

6 Like many other important Arabic dialects, MA is often written in Latin script in the Internet 
and SMS communication (Caubet 2004, 2012, 2013; Moscoso 2009), but sometimes also in the 
press (Benítez Fernández 2012a). The translation Hhi. is a rather isolated example of a literary work 
written in MA with the use of this script.

7 Maltese, with its special history, structure and status of a national language, is a notable 
exception.

8 I am using this term in this meaning after Carney (1994).
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– a phenomenon consisting in more than one graphic word corresponding to one 
phonetic word (see Sect. III.2.1. for details). Variational heterography, a pervasive 
trait of MA spelling, can occur even in a text written by a single author, on a single 
page and in a single line. Example (1) shows a pair of heterographs occurring in 
one line.

(1)       

 ‹almra› (N 308)   ‹almraħ› (N 308)
 lǝ-mṛa ‘womandef’

In (2), two different graphies are used for the same phonetic word repeated in 
a correlative conjunction.

(2)         

 ‹swa›    ‹swá› (DB 2122-3)
 swa… swa… ‘either… or…’

Graphic multiplets, i.e. sets of more than two different graphic words for one 
phonetic word, are easy to find in MA, even within a single text. For instance, the 
negated future auxiliary ma ġadi-š has three heterographs in three adjacent lines 
in N:
   
(3)
       
 ‹ma_ġadyš› (N 2912)   ‹maġadyš› (N 2913)    ‹ma_ġdyš› (N 2914)
 ma ġadi-š ‘not going to’ (negated future marker)

A yet greater number of heterographs can be identified if various sources are 
compared. Below, eleven heterographs of the MA phrase had š-ši ‘this’ illustrate 
how numerous they can be, especially for frequently used words (the vocalization 
signs are disregarded).

(4)

‹hḏšy› ‹hadšy› ‹haḏšy› ‹hd_šy› ‹had_šy› ‹haḏ_šy›
(QQ 464) (Ṣa. 2215) (ʕD 1078) (ṮM 533) (Ḍa. 554) (ḤB 4612)
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 ‹hḏ_alšy› ‹had_alšy› ‹haḏ_alšy› ‹hḏa_alšy› ‹haḏ_alšẙ›
 (XM 554) (Bǝ. 438) (ḤB 4712) (ḤD 211)  (ḌK 223)
 had š-ši ‘this’, lit. ‘this thing’

Heterographs may differ from one another in more than one respect. The three 
basic types of heterography are: (i) qualitative, when different graphs are used, 
(ii) quantitative, when a graph is present in one graphic word and absent in an-
other, and (iii) linear, when one heterograph is written without a space and another 
contains a space. Example (4) shows that heterography can also be mixed, i.e. 
combine two or more basic types. And it is very often the case.

The MA graphy is a triply complex macrosystem: First, there is not one Mo-
roccan Arabic dialect but a bundle of Moroccan dialects. Second, there exist 
a number of different individual spelling microsystems. Third, these are usually 
internally unstable. Nevertheless, the graphic macrosystem of MA does work: 
texts written in it are readable without greater difficulties. This suggests that the 
existence of the area of variation, used by spellers quite extensively and imagi-
natively, does not result in serious comprehension problems and that apart from 
these shifting sands there must be a core of stability.

The task of describing such an unstable object may be difficult but it is worth 
undertaking since we are currently witnessing an intensified crystallization of 
what in the future may evolve into a system of generally acknowledged spell-
ing norms. In other words, the current graphic unstability of MA is most prob-
ably a stage preceding, by an unspecified period of time, standardization. This is 
a stage which most languages with standardized orthography have passed through. 
However, even without any standardizing aspirations in mind, the phenomenon of 
written MA deserves investigation for theoretical linguistic reasons as it repre-
sents a natural, spontaneous stage of the development of a writing system in which 
no regulatory and restrictive powers intervene. Examining it gives us an insight 
into the relationships between the units of its graphic macrosystem as well as into 
the linguistic awareness of its users. 

The extant studies dealing with how modern Arabic dialects are written are 
not very numerous and are primarily concerned with how particular sounds are 
represented in writing (see Sect. II.1.). This issue is also discussed in the introduc-
tions to those text books and dictionaries of Arabic dialects in which Arabic script 
is used. However, these presentations are merely of a practical character and do 
not tell us much about the structure of the graphic system(s). The aim of the pres-
ent linguistic study is to provide a systematic non-normative and non-evaluative 
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description of the graphic (macro)system of MA (used in literary texts), as far 
as qualitative variation is concerned, and thus to fill, at least partly, a gap in our 
knowledge about this fragment of the reality of MA, and, by extension, of the Ara-
bic language. My initial intention of providing a complete description of the three 
types of heterography in MA – qualitative, quantitative and linear – had to be nar-
rowed down to the first type when the scope of research turned out to be too large 
for one volume. The decision to limit the study to qualitative heterography may 
seem to restrict the heterography landscape in the horizontal dimension. However, 
in the vertical one, it allows us a more profound penetration of the problem. The 
two remaining types of heterography will be hopefully studied and described in 
the future.

Since the linguistic reality to be described, the MA graphic system, is an ab-
stract entity, it is accessible for empirical examination only indirectly via written 
texts, which are its most tangible manifestation. The description is therefore based 
on a corpus. It includes literary texts written by native speakers of MA and pub-
lished within a period of twenty years (1991-2012)9. Its character is synchronic, 
as changes which might have occurred within the MA graphic system during this 
time are not taken into consideration.

In order to describe this abstract system, the corpus is subjected to an analysis 
consisting in reading the texts, extracting relevant data, i.e. pairs of heterographs 
at the level of graphic words, establishing pairs of variants at the level of graphs 
and finally categorizing them in a systematic way. The theoretical framework pro-
posed for this purpose will be based, to some extent, on structuralist concepts used 
in phonetics and phonology as well as graphetics and graphemics. Since within 
graphetics and graphemics, attention has been generally devoted to graphic sys-
tems which use Latin script (see, for instance, Günther 1988: 64-98 for German), 
some existing concepts need to be modified in order to make them capable of 
capturing relevant phenomena characterizing Arabic script.

The study revolves around two axes. The first axis is the hypothesis that some 
elements in MA graphic words are characterized by variation while others are not. 
If this hypothesis is verified, the following questions arise: (1) Which elements 
show variation and which do not? (2) What are the reasons for variation, i.e. what 
are the spelling principles underlying the graphy of particular graphs? (3) Which 
words are graphic invariants and why?10 (4) How ambiguous is MA graphy? (5) 

 9 The year of publication of a text does not necessarily coincide with the year of its composi-
tion. This concerns, for instance, theatre pieces, some of which were written and staged in the 1970s 
(cf. Langone 2008: 57).

10  A similar question was asked by Hoogland (2013: 68): “What do these words [i.e. words that 
have only one spelling variant throughout his corpus – M.M.] have in common that would explain 
this uniformity in their spelling?”. However, his answer (according to which these words contain 
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What system is constituted by relations between the units of MA graphy (graphs)? 
At present, only qualitative variational heterography and qualitative invariants are 
investigated, but absolute graphic invariants are obviously the most interesting 
issue from the theoretical and descriptive point of view. They are also of greatest 
importance for a possible future standardization of the MA graphy. The second 
axis is an attempt at establishing an inventory of MA graphemes on the basis of 
the variational properties of graphs. In order to do this, it needs to be decided what 
relations between the graphs of MA and what other factors are relevant for clas-
sifying particular graphs into graphemes. 

The description of such a complex entity as the MA spelling system requires 
some idealizations and simplifications because not every aspect of the problem 
can be taken into consideration. One such aspect that could not be properly inves-
tigated in this study is the exact frequency of particular graphies, an issue that has 
not been considered to be of great relevance for our principal concerns. However, 
whether a form is frequently used or marginal and exceptional is always signalled 
in the text.

The results of the study are intended to contribute to Arabic linguistics, but also 
to enrich the general linguistic knowledge about the systems of writing used for 
various languages. Apart from providing theoretical insights, they may be practi-
cally useful for anyone interested in developing and using a systematic graphy of 
MA (authors writing literature, dictionaries or course books, teachers, etc.).

only one long vowel, which might explain “the agreement on the representation of the vowels”, 
and that these words do not have SA cognates, which could inspire disagreement) accounts for only 
a fragment of the MA graphic reality.
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The corpus 

The corpus consists of nearly 1900 printed pages representing 32 literary texts 
written by native users of MA and published in Morocco (with two exceptions 
which appeared in Lebanon and Syria)11. Analyzing a larger number of texts rep-
resenting one single genre has been preferred to examining a corpus composed 
of various genres, for instance: press and electronic sources such as the Internet 
social networking services, chat rooms, Internet forums, etc., in order to avoid the 
necessity of accounting for possible graphic pecularities of particular text genres. 
The literary works included in the corpus are both prose and drama texts pub-
lished in the form of printed books. A list of their titles with their abbreviations 
used throughout this book is given in References, under The Corpus. Some of 
these works are written entirely in MA or contain chapters or longer passages in 
this variety, while others are written mostly in SA but contain isolated MA words, 
phrases or sentences. Poetic fragments are generally not taken into consideration 
because of the risk that the form of a given graphic word is a result of licentia 
poetica or stylization. Words occurring in poetic contexts are used on condition 
that they can be considered free of these influences. Well-established borrowings 
from other languages, mostly French and Spanish, are treated as belonging to 
MA, whereas foreign expressions resulting from code-switching or code-mixing 
transcribed into Arabic script are not analyzed in this work. 

The texts included in the corpus are not stylistically and lexically uniform. 
Some, e.g. ḤB or MX, represent a very colloquial style, which would correspond 
to what Youssi refers to as “arabe marocain quotidien” (1992: 25-26). Some oth-
ers, e.g. Ṛḥ., are written in a more educated variety, situated closer to SA, used in 
spoken formal situations,  avoiding regional features and known from Moroccan 
radio and television, which Youssi terms “arabe marocain moderne” (1992: 25). 

The analysis of written sources of this kind is fraught with particular practical 
problems. Since there is no digitized and indexed corpus of MA texts that could 
be used, paper editions analyzed in a traditional way, i.e. read visually, constituted 
my only source of data. Some of the titles have been digitized by Google (Google 

11 The corpus does not include collections of proverbs. Spelling systems used or proposed by 
both Westerners and Arabs in scholarly works, such as Otten & Hoogland (1983), al-Fāsī (1986: 
25-28), al-Midlāwī (2001) and Durand (2004), as well as in didactic publications, e.g. Hoogland 
(1996), Benjelloun (1998), Moscoso García (2006) and Moroccan Arabic (2011), are a separate 
phenomenon and are not taken into consideration.
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Books) but this tool turned out to be of limited use because it offers, at best, only 
a snippet view for them, normally with no page number indication and often very 
poorly OCRed; there is no possibility to purchase a complete digital copy, either. 
Google Books was an auxiliary tool used for targeted queries for some forms, 
which each time had to be localized in the paper editions.

Putting together a collection of printed MA literary texts has not been an easy 
task. There is no bibliography of such works that one could rely on. They are not 
easily available either. The choice of modern titles written in MA in big and small 
bookstores in Rabat and Casablanca was limited to three in 2012 and it decreased 
to two upon my return two years later (without counting some collections of po-
etry). Some titles are hard to find in Moroccan state libraries. In this respect, my 
visits to the Library of the King Abdul-Aziz Al Saoud Foundation for Islamic 
Studies and Human Sciences in Casablanca were most rewarding. However, since 
my practical access to its resources was restricted by the library’s rules prohibit-
ing any photographing and allowing only a part of every book to be photocopied, 
some books are only partly analyzed.
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I.  Written Moroccan Arabic  
and Written Standard Arabic 

The term ‘Moroccan Arabic’ should not suggest that there is one homogeneous 
Arabic dialect used in Morocco. Instead, it is normally used to refer to a group of 
varieties of Arabic spoken in this country. The area of what is nowadays Morocco 
was Arabized in two stages: the Islamic conquest in the 7th century and the con-
quest by the tribe of Banū Hilāl in the 12th century. These two migration waves 
are reflected in the two strata of dialects: pre-Hilalian and Hilalian. Heath (2002: 
1-12) classifies Moroccan Arabic dialects into four major groups (the list below is 
based on a summary in Aguadé 2008: 288):

(i) the northern type (sedentary, pre-Hilalian): Tangier, Tetouan, Jbala, ancient medina of 
Rabat, Fes, Sefrou, Taza, etc.,
(ii) the Saharan type (Hilalian, Bedouin but now sedentary): Ḥassāniyya in Saharan towns 
like Mḥamid, Tata, Goulimine, Bedouin dialects (e.g. Zʕir) in the plains between Rabat 
and Casablanca,
(iii) the central type (Hilalian, sedentary, rural): dialects of Oujda, Atlantic coast south of 
Rabat, Casablanca, rural dialects around Fes and Sidi Kasem, Atlantic coast south of Casa-
blanca, El Jadida, Essaouira, Marrakesh, Skura, etc.,
(iv) the Jewish dialects (pre-Hilalian, sedentary): in the traditional Moroccan towns, now 
almost completely disappeared.

This polydialectal situation is witnessing a process of koineization. The modern 
koine, based on the dialect of Casablanca, has developed as a result of the in-
creasing influence of this commercial, industrial and political metropolis to which 
speakers of rural dialects are attracted in great numbers. This variety, most wide-
spread in Morocco,  is “structurally closest to the «central» type in its basic pho-
nology (…) and grammar” (Heath 2002: 10). By way of simplification, it is this 
koine that is often referred to as the ‘Moroccan Arabic’. 

As elsewhere in the Arab world, MA exists in the sociolinguistic situation of 
diglossia (Ferguson 1959 is the seminal paper on this concept). Diglossia means 
that a linguistic community uses two different but genetically related varieties of 
a language, usually characterizable as high and low, the functions of which are 
mostly complementary. The use of MA, the low variety with no codified stan-
dard for its spoken and written forms, is limited to determined, primarily oral, 
communicative situations, such as private conversation, popular music, popular 
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poetry and films of a secular character as well as written texts intended to reflect 
orality, e.g. theatre plays, comic strips or some dialogue parts in prose texts. This 
variety is acquired naturally by children by exposure in their domestic environ-
ment. Characterized as being of low prestige, it is sometimes considered by its 
very users to be a corrupted version of the real and pure language12. By contrast, 
the high variety, SA (Literary Arabic, al-ʕarabiyya al-fuṣḥā) has a codified stan-
dard for its both spoken and written forms13. Normally not resorted to in ordinary 
conversation, it is generally used in official situations such as public political and 
religious speeches, the press, television and radio news, books, including belles 
lettres, as well as science and education. The SA variety has no native speakers, 
but is acquired, to various degrees, sometimes on a very poor or passive level, by 
way of official instruction in schools14.

12 On the other hand, it seems that Arabs have a very intimate relation to their dialects, which is 
usually ignored or underestimated in the sociolinguistic descriptions. Arabs tend to see in their dia-
lects the repository of their inner, private and social life, which should not be exposed to outsiders. 
These should be rather impressed with the richness, intricacy and deep-rootedness of SA.

13 To be precise, being used in an extended area and having no pan-Arab authoritative regulato-
ry organization to unify it, SA cannot be absolutely homogeneous. It suffices to have a look into one 
of its standard dictionaries, for instance Wehr (1980, and other editions), to find words or graphies 
the use of which is limited to particular countries and regions. As observed by Diem (2006: 2), SA 
is chiefly standardized  as far as writing and morphology are concerned, whereas pronunciation and 
vocabulary are characterized by regional peculiarities. He also adds that the reason for the impres-
sion of the uniformity of SA is the confusing multitude and diversity of Arabic dialects.

14 This dichotomous model has been found to be insufficient to properly account for the lan-
guage situation in the Arabophone world. Descriptions have been proposed using the concept of 
multiglossia (polyglossia), i.e. a continuum of particular varieties or levels between which speakers 
can shift during one conversation (e.g. Badawī 1973; El-Hassan 1978; Meiseles 1980; Kaye 1994). 
As Bassiouney (2009: 15) observes, since such levels have no clear boundaries, “one could theoreti-
cally propose an infinite number of levels”. Alosh (2005: 7) decisively argues against the “compart-
mentalization of styles into discrete language varieties”. 

Similar insights have also been made for the sociolinguistic situation of Arabic in Morocco. It 
has been described with the use of such concepts as triglossia, in which SA is differentiated from 
CA, and quadriglossia, in which, in addition, MA is differentiated from Educated MA (Ennaji 2005: 
47-50). According to Youssi (1992, 1995), the Moroccan triglossic model comprises: (1) arabe 
marocain (Moroccan Arabic, i.e. ‘Moroccan dialectal varieties in the daily and intimate usage”),  
(2) arabe marocain moderne (Modern Moroccan Arabic, also referred to as the middle variety 
[arabe moyen], i.e. ‘the formal pan-Moroccan variety, intermediate between l’AM [arabe marocain], 
and l’AL [l’arabe littéral]’), and (3) arabe littéral (Literary Arabic, i.e. ‘the ancient and modern vari-
eties of written Arabic, irrespective of the period’) (Youssi 1992: 16-17). Ennaji emphasizes that the 
sociolinguistic complexity of Morocco makes this country different from the rest of the Arab world 
(2005: 6-7), with Berber covering “the domains of home and street” together with MA and with 
French having “functions and domains which overlap with those of Standard Arabic, in addition to 
covering the private sector, science, and technology” (2005: 2). Bilingualism or multilingualism are 
other important linguistic characteristics of Moroccan society.
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The primary domain of SA is writing but it also functions in speech (television, 
radio, public communication, education). By contrast, until recently, most Arabic 
dialects had functioned almost exclusively in speech. Literature written in dialect 
had been considered to be of low grade, since the only ‘true’ language of literature 
was SA, close to Classical Arabic, in which the Quran was revealed and classical 
and canonical texts were written. The complementarity balance, however, seems 
to have been tipped in favour of SA. As Bauer observes, nowadays, more people 
have knowledge of SA than before and it is used in speech on an everyday basis, 
while written dialect is still by far an exception (Bauer 1996: 1488, cf. also Diem 
2006: 87-95 and Langone 2008). Nevertheless, in some parts of the Arab world, 
notably in Egypt and Lebanon, the dialect has begun to be perceived by some 
groups and individuals as an exponent of national, or at least regional, identity. To 
a lesser extent, this is also visible in Morocco, where since the 2000s15, MA has 
had its champions on the literary, artistic, social, academic and journalistic levels. 
The use and empowering of MA is outspokenly advocated by figures such as the 
linguist ʕAbd al-Raḥīm Yūsī [Abderrahim Youssi] (e.g. Youssi 2013), author of 
a grammar of MA (Youssi 1992)16, and writers Fouad Laroui (Laroui 2011) and 
Murād ʕAlamī, author of a number of literary translations into MA and a “novel in 
the vernacular Moroccan language” (included in the corpus as Ṛḥ.). MA has also 
received some legal acknowledgement: Article 5 of the Moroccan Constitution of 
2011 stipulates that the State acts to protect “the dialects and cultural expressions” 
(al-lahaǧāt wa-t-taʕbīrāt aṯ-ṯaqāfiyya) used in Morocco.

The change of attitudes towards dialect and new communication technolo-
gies such as the Internet (social networking services, blogs, forums, etc.), SMS 
messages and others have enabled the vernacular varieties to be used in everyday 
informal electronic communication in written form, in the Arabic or Latin script 
(for Arabic in general, cf. Belnap & Bishop 2003; for MA: Berjaoui 2001; Benítez 
Fernández 2003; Caubet 2004, 2008: 274, 2012: 388-399, 2013, 2017 and Srhir 
2016: 113-115). It is also used by some media, both printed and electronic (for 
MA see Aguadé 2012; Benítez Fernández 2012a and b; Miller 2012, 2017; Caubet 
2012; Elinson 2013: 717-719; Hoogland 2013b, 2018; Langone 2003 and Srhir 
2016: 110-113). As for literary creation, the dialect has started to be used in this 

15 Cf. Miller (2017: 91), who observes, in addition: “it is only in the late 1980s, early 1990s 
that the first public stands toward the valorization of dārija started to emerge” (p. 93). Elinson (2017: 
194) places the beginning of the discussion around the topic of writing in MA as far back as in the 
mid-1970s.

16 To be precise, it is a grammar of what the author refers to as Modern Moroccan Arabic 
(arabe marocain moderne), which is a form intermediate (moyen) between various Moroccan Ara-
bic vernaculars and SA. As Durand (2004: 40) points out, this book is a historic work for more than 
one reason: it is of considerable scope (485 pages), was written by a Muslim native speaker of the 
described variety and was published in Morocco.
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function on a larger scale, not only in poetry and theatre plays, but also in prose 
works17. This does not apply to some Arab countries, for instance, to Algeria, 
where it is nearly impossible to publish works in the dialect (Langone 2008: 54), 
or Syria, where the only literary work in Syrian Arabic I was able to get hold of 
in the numerous bookshops of Damascus in 2003 and 2004 (and I would be very 
surprised if the situation should have changed a lot by now) was the transcript of 
a popular radio drama, thus, a text primarily destined for oral performance. There 
are, however, countries in which more and more texts written in dialect are pub-
lished every year. Egypt, with EA, the indisputable leader as far as written literary 
production in dialect is concerned (see Rosenbaum 2004 on this dialect gaining 
the status of a language of written literature and Elinson 2013: 727, footnote 4, 
for bibliography), is followed by Lebanon in this respect. As for modern literary 
creation in MA, it is considerably less rich18. Its use in contemporary belles lettres, 
including literary translations (see Elinson 2013: 723-726), has been described 
from a broader perspective by Ferrando (2012a), Elinson (2013: 719-726), Miller 
(2015, 2017) and Srhir (2016: 103-110), while studies devoted to one or more 
specific cases are: Aguadé (2005, 2008: 295, 2013), Ferrando (2012b), Langone 
(2006) and Hoogland (2013b). Let us remark at this point that despite the growing 
activity in the sphere of literary creation in MA, books of this kind are rarely avail-
able in bookshops and many of them are confined to library shelves.

I.1. Written Standard Arabic

The relation high variety–low variety (standard language–dialect) which binds 
SA and MA in terms of functions and prestige is reflected in another one: that of 
donor–recipient as far as script is concerned19. Since SA is the prestigious variety 
with a long writing tradition, it is natural for MA to borrow from it its graphic 

17 As Cachia observes, texts “of artistic quality” written in dialect “have long existed, even 
outside folk literature”; what was problematic was their acceptance within the literary canon (Cachia 
2010: 190). On the use of Arabic dialects, in general, in literary production see Diem (1974: 96-125), 
Grotzfeld (1982), Bauer (1996: 1488-1490), Davies (2006), Walther (2010: 189) and Cachia (2010).

18 Colin (1986: 1207) outlines the oldest poetical tradition in MA, the earliest texts being speci-
mens of the poetry of the towns preserved in Ibn Khaldūn’s al-Muqaddima, poems in honour of the 
Prophet, and zaǧal (all in the Spanish Arabic dialect). The dialectal poetry in the period that followed 
was referred to as məlḥūn (see Pellat 1991), the first known and most famous qaṣīda in məlḥūn being 
that by al-Maġrāwī (16th c.). For the contemporary situation of zaǧal see Elinson (2017).

19 Arabic script has been adapted, for a larger or shorter period of time, for many other lan-
guages, the most notable cases being Persian, Turkish and Urdu (see Daniels 2013: 425 for a non-
exhaustive list). The situation of MA, like other Arabic dialects, is special in this respect since in this 
case both the donor and the recipient are closely related genetically and structurally.
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system and adapt it for its own needs20. It is not necessary to present the historical 
background of this script here21, yet of importance is to mention the existence of 
two orthographic traditions, which, following Mumin & Versteegh (2014: 6-7), 
will be referred to as the Ḥafṣ tradition and the Warš tradition. They are associated 
with the two major Quran readers and exegetists, ʔAbū ʕAmr Ḥafṣ ibn Sulaymān 
ibn al-Muġīra al-Kūfī (d. 796) and ʕUṯmān ibn Saʕīd Warš al-Qurašī al-Miṣrī (d. 
812). The Ḥafṣ tradition became dominant in the East of the Arab world, while the 
Warš tradition established itself in its Western parts. In addition to the issues of 
correct pronunciation and interpretation of the Quran, they differed in the form of 
the graphs marking three sounds: f, q and n (Mumin & Versteegh 2014: 6-7). Rem-
nants of this divergence can still be seen today: While the prevalent SA graphy of 
f and q in the entire Arabophone world is ف ‹ff› and ق ‹q›, respectively, in some 
texts printed in Morocco, the graphs with a different pointing (naqṭ), ڢ ‹f›̣ and ڧ 
‹fq›, are used (see Sect. III.1.)22. The fact that these two sounds were written dif-
ferently by people in the West (ʔahl al-Maġrib) and in the East (ʔahl al-Mašriq) 
was well known to the classical Arabic philologists concerned with the art of writ-
ing, both in the West (e.g. al-Dānī 1997: 37) and in the East (e.g. al-Qalqašandī 
[n.d.]: 154). Other significant geographical differences concern the notation of 
the word-medial glottal stop by means of the hamza sign (see Parkinson 1990), 
the use of the so-called Egyptian yāʔ, i.e. marking word-final ī by means of ى ‹á›, 
typically marking ā23, or the notation of foreign sounds, particularly g (cf. Badawi 
et al. 2004: 17-19). This divergence results, to a considerable degree, from the 

20 The Latin script, with digits adapted for marking some sounds specific to Arabic, is another 
solution chosen by some native users of Arabic (Caubet 2004, 2012, 2013; Moscoso 2009; Benítez 
Fernández 2012a). One can thus speak of a digraphy, albeit not acknowledged or standardized, in 
the dialectal sphere of the Arabophone world. The informal Latin-based writing system for Arabic 
has no established name, but usually it is referred to as al-ʕarabīzī (a blend of ʕarabī ‘Arabic’ and 
ʔinglīzī ‘English’), ʕarabiyyat ad-dardaša (‘the chatting Arabic’) or al-frānkū. Ubiquitous in the 
Internet and mobile phones, this phenomenon is especially interesting insofar as it is not always used 
as an alphabetical system for representing the phonetic form of spoken utterances but often retains 
the Semitic spelling principles of not marking short vowels or assimilations, e.g. that of the definite 
article al-. In this respect, this system is sometimes very close to the transliteration of Arabic script 
into Latin characters. 

21 For the origin and development of Arabic script see Gruendler (2006) and Daniels (2013: 
420-424, 2014). For the development of SA orthography, see Diem (1976, 1979-1983, 1982), Gold-
enberg (2013: 38-39) and Saiegh-Haddad & Henkin-Roitfarb (2014: 15-19).

22 In addition, a specific calligraphic style, al-maghribi, originated in the Western parts of the 
Arab world (see Houdas 1886; van den Boogert 1989; ʔAfā & al-Maġrāwī 2007 and Gacek 2008), 
but it has no direct relevance for the matters we are concerned with in the present work.

23 The double phonetic function of ى ‹á› is reflected in the lack of unanimity among Arab phi-
lologists on how this graph should be referred to. Some authors (e.g. Qabbiš 1984: 103, 106) call 
it “yāʔ without dots”, while others (e.g. al-ʔAsmar 1988: 63) consider it a type of the ʔalif, viz. the 
so-called ʔalif maqṣūra (‘shortened ʔalif’), which has “the form of yāʔ without dots”.
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lack of an efficient regulatory body whose orthographic authority would extend 
over the entire Arab world. The national Arabic language academies in Damascus, 
Cairo, Baghdad, Amman, Tunis and Rabat exert only regional influence, while 
the Union of the Arabic Language Academies, established in 1971, is concerned 
mainly with standardizing terminology (Sawaie 2007: 640). The SA orthographic 
norms, usually referred to as (qawāʕid) al-ʔimlāʔ (from ʔamlā ‘to dictate’), are 
a frequent topic of didactic publications, e.g. Qabbiš (1984), al-ʔAsmar (1988), 
Hārūn (1993), al-Ṭabbāʕ (1993) and Ḥasanayn & Šaḥāta (1998), and are some-
times included in manuals of Arabic grammar, e.g. al-Ġalāyīnī (2002 [1912]: 265-
283) and Daḥdāḥ (1989: 12-14). There have been various proposals for reforming 
Arabic script, accounts of which are Al-Toma (1961), Meynet (1971) and Hamza-
oui (1975). 

I.2. An outline of Standard Arabic graphy

The SA alphabet (al-ʔalifbāʔ) is an inventory of 28 letters (primary graphs, see 
Sect. III.1. for this term). The Arabic script is not an alphabetic system but an 
abjad, i.e. a system in which only consonants are represented. Strictly speaking, it 
is an imperfect abjad because, in most cases, long vowels, too, are represented by 
means of letters (called, in this function, matres lectionis)24. 

Most graphs of the SA alphabet connect with the following graphs and are re-
ferred to as connectors. The non-connectors, which do not show this feature, are: 
the ʔalif, whether bare,  ا ‹a›, or with a hamza, أ ‹å›, إ ‹ḁ›, or madda, آ ‹ã›, as well as 
 o› with› ء ẘ› and, finally, the hamza sign› ؤ ,‹w› و ,‹z› ز ,‹r› ر ,‹ḍ› ض ,‹ḏ› ذ ,‹d› د
no support, traditionally not counted as a letter of the alphabet (one of its oddities 
being that it is never connected on either side). There is one obligatory ligature, 
i.e. special shape for two connected graphs: ال for ل and ا (instead of لـا)25. Other 
ligatures are facultative and depend on the handwriting or font used.

The shapes of the graphs of the Arabic script are modified depending on their 
graphic environment, i.e. whether they are or are not connected to the preceding 
and following graph, or, as Coulmas (2003: 123) puts it, depending on their posi-
tion in a writing group (see footnote 2). For instance, the four formally different 
units:  غ ,غ ,غ and غ all represent one sound, ġ in SA, and belong to one graph: غ 
‹ġ›. It is superfluous to demonstrate that they belong to one set since it is known 
by convention. The formal differences between them are determined purely by 
linear-distributional factors (cf. the case of the Greek sigma, with two graphies: 

24 As Daniels (2013: 415) remarks, a pure abjad was used only for writing Phoenician.
25 This ligature has sometimes been counted as a 29th letter of the alphabet (Daniels 2013: 

413).
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the non-word-final σ and the word-final ς), therefore they are sometimes described 
as positional variants of one grapheme (Polański 2003c: 38). This issue is of no 
special theoretical interest, but it will reappear in the context of the positional neu-
tralization of heterography in Sect. III.1. Some graphs are not allowed to occur in 
certain positions and are obligatorily replaced. For instance, ى ‹á›, used primarily 
to mark ā in SA, occurs only word-finally. If any graphic unit is attached finally, 
this graph is obligatorily replaced by ا ‹a›. Likewise, under same circumstances, ة 
‹ħ› is obligatorily replaced by ت ‹t›. Being systematically predictable and obvious, 
such situations are of no further interest to us here.

The spelling of ʔ, the glottal stop, is governed by special historically moti-
vated rules. This sound is marked by means of ء ‹o›, i.e. the symbol of the hamza26 
written directly on the line (traditionally not included in the alphabet, but con-
sidered a graph on its own in this study), or its combination with another letter 
serving as its support. These letters are: ا ‹a›, i.e. the ʔalif ṭawīla (the hamza can 
be written above or below it), ى ‹á›, i.e. yāʔ without dots (called nabra), or و ‹w›. 
The resulting combinations: أ ‹å›, إ ‹ḁ›, ئ ‹ẙ› and ؤ ‹ẘ›, are considered separate 
graphs in this work. Which one of these graphs is used depends on the position of 
the sound within a word and its phonetic environment, but also other factors. One 
of them is, for instance, whether the word-medial position of the letter to mark 
ʔ is accidentally medial (mutawassiṭ ʕaraḍan, al-ʔAsmar 1988: 180; termed also 
‘quasi-medial’, šibh mutawassiṭ, by al-Ġalāyīnī 2002 [1912]: 273), i.e. caused by 
attaching an affix to a graphic word ending in a hamza (ʔ being the final radical of 
the word), or if this position is inherently medial (in al-Ġalāyīnī’s terms: ‘properly 
medial’, mutawassiṭ ḥaqīqatan, p. 273), i.e. the graph marking ʔ being a non-final 
radical of the word. To illustrate the graphy of ʔ in an accidentally medial posi-
tion: yaqraʔu ‘he reads’ has only one spelling: يقرأ ‹yqrå›, i.e. ʔ is marked as أ ‹å›, 
its position being word-final. But yaqraʔūna ‘theym pl read’, in which the position 
of the graph to mark ʔ becomes word-medial because of adding the plural suffix 
-ūna, can be written (1) يقرؤون ‹yqrẘwn›, with ʔ marked as ؤ ‹ẘ›, i.e. in accor-
dance with the rules for its word-medial position, or (2) يقرأون ‹yqråwn›, with ʔ 
marked as أ ‹å›, i.e. as if its position is still word-final (al-ʔAsmar 1988: 180-181). 
In al-ʔAsmar (1988: 129-193), a popular spelling book, more than thirty pages are 
devoted to the issue of marking this sound (cf. also Badawi et al. 2004: 11-14 and 
Parkinson 1990 for an analysis of inconsistencies in its spelling).

Some SA phonetic elements are marked in writing by means of additional 
signs termed vocalization or, less often, vowelization (taškīl). Vocalization signs 
constitute a secondary graphic system, which, being unable to exist on its own, is 

26 In Arabic, this term refers both to the sound and the graphic symbol marking it.
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superposed on the largely self-sufficient primary system of graphs marking con-
sonants and long vowels27. The vocalization signs are used to mark:

a.  short vowels and vowellessness (the signs being termed ḥarakāt, see ‘Translit-
eration and transcription’ for details), 

b.  the nominal affix -n (the sign being referred to as tanwīn, or ‘nunation’ in Eng-
lish, from nūn, the name of the letter ن ‹n› marking this consonant),

c.  the lengthening (gemination) of consonants, elision and the sequence ʔā (the 
signs being termed šadda, waṣla and madda, respectively, known collectively 
as ḍawābiṭ).

The use of these signs is facultative because the phonetic units they represent can 
nearly always be inferred from the context by readers having a sufficient com-
mand of Arabic (cf. the principle of economy in writing, below). The real usage 
of vocalization can be described as a continuum with one extreme constituted by 
fully vocalized texts, e.g. editions of sacred books (the Quran and the Holy Script) 
and critical editions of classical texts, and the other by completely unvocalized 
texts, e.g. a piece of news in a newspaper. In an average text, the general tendency 
is to keep it close to no vocalization, the šadda being most likely to be used, and 
to mark vowels in ambiguous contexts, i.e. if the two (or more) different pronun-
ciations and meanings result in semantically coherent utterances. One single sign 
may suffice to indicate the intended reading, as in (1), showing a news heading 
from an online news service:

(1) 

 ‹åzmħ_alʕalm_ttṣaʕd_byn_bġdad_wḁqlym_krdstan›28

 ʔazmatu l-ʕalami tataṣāʕadu bayna Baġdād wa-ʔiqlīmi Kurdistān
 ‘The crisis of flag escalates between Baghdad and Kurdistan’.

Without the fatḥa َـ ‹a› marking a, the graphic word marked in bold would have the 
form العلم ‹alʕlm›, and thus would be ambiguous since another reading: al-ʕilmi ‘of 
science’ would be possible. As a matter of fact, the problem of semantic ambiguity 
is relative and in most cases can or cannot be solved pro captu lectoris.

The use of vocalization signs can be quite unpredictable and irregular. Some-
times, they may be not written when they would be helpful, while at other times, 

27 One could also distinguish tertiary graphic signs, i.e. indications for reciting the Quran, and 
perhaps even quaternary elements: ornamental fillings in Arabic calligraphy.

28 http://www.aljazeera.net/news/arabic/2017/4/2/أزمة-العلم-تتصاعد-بين-بغداد-وإقليم-كردستان (accessed 
5 Dec 2017).
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more often, they are written when they are superfluous. The graphic word which 
a vocalization sign is supposed to clarify may be clear even for a first-year student 
of Arabic, as exemplified in (2).

(2) 

 ‹swf_åfʕal_ḏlk› (Ṯaʕ. 263)
 sawfa ʔafʕalu ḏālika 
 ‘I will do that’

The fatḥa ‹a› is absolutely redundant here as the unvocalized graphic word ‹åfʕl› 
can have no other reading than ʔafʕalu ‘I do’ in this context.

In classical writing, it was a common practice to signal the exact phonetic 
form of a word by means of the ḍabṭ, i.e. describing in words whether a given let-
ter is dotless (muhmala) or has so and so many dots (e.g. muṯallaṯa ‘tripled’, i.e. 
triply dotted), whether it is followed by a (maftūḥa or bi-l-fatḥ), u (maḍmūma or 
bi-ḍ-ḍamm), i (maksūra or bi-l-kasr) or no vowel at all (maskūna or bi-t-taskīn). 
Instances of this procedure can be occasionally encountered in contemporary us-
age as well, for example in the following phrase:

أناديها حبيبتي، بتسكين الحاء        (3)
 ‹ånadyha_ḥbybty_btskyn_alḥao› (FB 665-6)
 ʔunādī-hā ḥbibt-i bi-taskīni l-ḥāʔ
 ‘I call her ḥbibti (my love), with a vowelless ḥ’

The ḍabt is used here, instead of a sukūn, to indicate that the graphic word حبيبتي 
‹ḥbybty› represents the dialectal ḥbibti ‘my love’, not SA ḥabībatī, although it is 
used in a SA context.

The redundancy of vocalization is strictly linked to an important feature of the 
Arabic script: context-dependence, i.e. the role of context in solving representa-
tional and semantic ambiguities. Only exceptionally does this context-dependence 
concern letters, i.e. the primary signs. This is, for instance, the case of the follow-
ing graphic expression:

(4)  

 ‹whá_tnẓr_ḁlá_bḥyrħ› (Taġ. 2457)
 wa-hiya tanẓuru ʔilā buḥayratin ‘and she is looking at a lake’
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or
wa-hiya tanẓuru ʔilayya bi-ḥayratin ‘and she is looking at me with perplexity’

The phrase is taken from a book published in Egypt, where the graph ى ‹á›, apart 
from marking the final ā, is also used to mark the final ī or y. Because of its phonetic 
ambiguity, the graphic word which contains it is ambiguous, too. It may represent 
either: ʔilā ‘at, to’ or  ʔilayya ‘at me’ (each reading entails a different reading of the 
graphic word that follows: buḥayratin ‘a lake’ or bi-ḥayratin ‘with perplexity’, respec-
tively). However, the context (there is no lake to be seen and the first-person narrator 
speaks of a woman talking to him) allows only the latter interpretation. 

Variational heterography, i.e. the use of various graphies for the same phonetic 
word, can be encountered in SA, although its standardization makes this phenom-
enon seem rather infrequent, especially in comparison with the graphy of Arabic 
dialects. Linear variational heterography in SA is rather rare29. It concerns, e.g., 
the compound conjunction kay-lā ‘in order not to’, which can be spelt كيال ‹kyla› 
or كي ال ‹ky_la› (e.g. al-ʔAsmar 1988: 282). More instances are found if non-ca-
nonical graphies are taken into consideration. For instance, the orthographic rules 
require the auxiliary mā zāla ‘to keep on, not to cease’ to be spelt ما زال ‹ma_zal›, 
but the graphy مازال ‹mazal› is very often used. Contrary to classical rules, teo-
phoric names, for instance ʕAbd al-Karīm, lit. ‘Servant of the Generous’, have 
frequently continuous graphy, viz. عبدالكريم ‹ʕbdalkrym›, instead of being written 
as two graphic words: عبد الكريم ‹ʕbd_alkrym›. Quantitative variational heterogra-
phy affects mostly loanwords and foreign proper names, e.g. film ‘film, movie’ is 
spelt as both فيلم ‹fylm› and فلم ‹flm›, but also some native Arabic words, e.g. miʔa 
‘hundred’ is written مائة ‹maẙħ› and  مئة ‹mẙħ›30. Qualitative variational heterogra-
phy in SA can often be observed in marking foreign sounds such as g, e.g. garāž 
‘garage’ is usually spelt جراج ‹ǧraǧ› in Egypt, but كراج ‹kraǧ› in Syria. It also af-
fects native Arabic words: Thus, the final ī or y has two graphies ي ‹y› and ى ‹á›, 
e.g. ʔilay-ya ‘to me’ can be written إلي ‹ḁly› or إلى ‹ḁlá›. The variational spelling of 
ʔ was mentioned some paragraphs earlier. Some of these phenomena, including 
the qualitative graphy, are mirrored in the graphy of MA, and will be discussed in 
respective paragraphs.

29 Discontinuous and continuous graphy are described in traditional Arabic grammar under the 
headings faṣl ‘separating’ and waṣl ‘joining’, respectively (e.g. al-ʔAsmar 1988: 279-299).

30 In traditional Arabic grammar, the issue of quantitative variational heterography is described 
in terms of two procedures: ziyāda ‘addition, augmentation’ and ḥaḏf ‘deletion’ (e.g. al-ʔAsmar 
1988: 247-276), the latter also called also naqṣ or ʔinqāṣ ‘diminishing’ (al-Ṭabbāʕ 1993: 110). The 
former consists in adding a letter that marks no sound, while the latter means that a sound is not 
marked by a letter. Thus, the point of reference for both procedures is the phonetic form. In the pres-
ent study (Sect. III.2.1.2.), no differentiation of this kind is made.
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I.3. Orthographic principles in Standard Arabic graphy

Some orthographic principles identified by scholars, mostly for Latin-based scripts 
used in Western languages, underly the spelling of SA as well. Different authors 
propose and discuss different sets of such principles31, out of which the phonetic 
(not always distinguished from phonological or phonematic) and morphologi-
cal principles appear most frequently (e.g. in Dürscheid 2006: 142, a university 
course book on the linguistics of writing). These principles should be conceived of 
in terms of mere tendencies, the interrelations of which are often unsystematic and 
the effects of which may overlap (cf. Bußmann 1990: 628). For a given spelling, 
more than one underlying principle can be identified, or, in other words, a spell-
ing resulting from one principle may be coincident with the result of another. In 
what follows, orthographic principles underlying SA graphy are identified and 
discussed, partly with the use of the concepts given in Bußmann (1990: 628-629). 

1. Phonetic principle: the spelling reflects the pronunciation of the word so that 
one sound corresponds to one written sign and, ideally, vice versa32. For such 
a principle to be applied, there must exist an inventory of relatively stable cor-
respondences between graphs and sounds, usually in the form of an alphabet. The 
phonetic values of graphs are usually fixed only to some extent, e.g. in English, 
the graph ‹c› is used to mark more than one sound: [s], [k] and, less often, [ʧ]. In 
SA, the phonetic principle underlies the graphy د ‹d› in ازدهر ‹azdhr› ʔizdahara 
‘he/itm flourished’, in which it marks the sound d, although on the morphological 
level the transfix of this verb is ʔi-ta-a-, with t.

2. Phonological principle: one written sign corresponds to one phoneme. For ex-
ample, the SA graph ا ‹a› marks [aː], [æː] or [ɑː], three sounds that belong to one 
phoneme (other functions of this graphs can be disregarded at this point). Another 
instance of phonological spelling concerns the feature of emphasis (manifested in 
pharyngealization or velarization), which is not graphically represented if a non-
emphatic consonant becomes emphaticized due to its linear vicinity to an em-
phatic sound (emphasis spread) (cf. Saiegh-Haddad & Henkin-Roitfarb 2014: 23, 
esp. footnote 24).

31 For instance, Bußmann (1990: 628-629) distinguishes nine for German, while Polański 
(2016b: 11-12) gives four for Polish.

32 It goes without saying that phonetic spelling is different from phonetic transcription in the 
scientific, linguistic sense (in order to stress this, in Michalski 2017, the term “pronunciation-orient-
ed” was used rather than “phonetic”). 
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3. Morphological principle: the spelling represents the abstract morphological 
structure of a word without reflecting phonological processes such as voicing, de-
voicing, assimilation, etc. In other words, the graphy reflects the phonetic form of 
the basic (unmarked) allomorph. This principle is pervasive in SA graphy. For in-
stance, ʔaradtu ‘I wanted’, pronounced [ʔaratːu], is written أردت ‹årdt›, with د ‹d›, 
because its abstract root is r-w-d (not *r-w-t) and the sound d is pronounced when 
no factors cause devoicing, e.g. in ʔarāda ‘he wanted’, pronounced [ʔaraːda]. The 
morphological principle enables words belonging to one inflectional paradigm 
to have a common spelling of their lexical morpheme despite different phonetic 
forms. This principle is also responsible for the definite article in words beginning 
with assimilating consonants being spelt as ‹al› although the phonetic form con-
tains a lengthened consonant, not [l]. For instance, [ʔazːajt] ‘oildef’ is written الزيت 
‹alzayt› (not *اّزيت ‹azːayt›)33.

4. Historical principle is responsible for preserving relics from earlier stages of 
the language in the graphy of some words. As Polański (2016b: 12) puts it, it un-
derlies spellings which cannot be accounted for by contemporary language aware-
ness, but reflects historical processes of the development of a language. It mani-
fests itself in the graphy of numerous SA words. The most prominent cases are:

a.  The graph ا ‹a› is written facultatively in the graphic word مائة ‹maẙħ› 
miʔatun ‘hundred’. It is said to have been introduced as a disambiguating 
element at a time when dotting was not used and the graphic word for 
‘hundred’ could be confused with min-hu ‘from him’ (al-Ġalāyīnī 2002 
[1912]: 268; Qabbiš 1984: 76)34. Nowadays, with the two meanings clearly 
differentiated in writing even without ا ‹a›, cf. مئة ‹mẙħ› for miʔatun and منه 
‹mnh› for min-hu, this graph has become redundant.

b.  The ʔalif al-wiqāya, lit. ‘ʔalif of prevention’ (known also as the ʔalif al-
fāriqa ‘the separating ʔalif’ or ʔalif al-fāṣila ‘idem’, sometimes referred 
to as the ‘otiose ʔalif’) is written word-finally in the 2nd and 3rd person 
personal plural past and non-indicative present tense forms of the verb, e.g. 
in كتبوا ‹ktbwa› for katabu ‘they wrote’. Its function was to distinguish و 
‹w› marking the verbal suffix -ū from و ‹w› marking the conjunction wa- 

33 The morphological principle corresponds to Bußmann’s etymological principle (1990: 629), 
according to which etymologically related words are spelled analogously.

34 Not very convincingly, Wright (1974 [1859-1862]: 258) attributes the use of ا ‹a› to “a piece 
of bungling” on the part of the oldest writers of the Quran, who probably thought it to indicate the 
sound a, but inadvertently misplaced it. Let us also remark that this archaic graphy is taken at face 
value by some speakers of SA, including television newsreaders, who mispronounce the word for 
‘hundred’ as [mæːʔa] instead of [miʔa]. In this way, the redundant ʔalif acquires phonetic value.
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‘and’ at a time when no spaces were used to separate words (Wright 1974 
[1859-1862]: I, 11; Holes 2004: 92). According to another explanation, 
given e.g. by Qabbiš (1984: 77), it distinguishes verbs from nouns on the 
one hand and radical units (ʔaṣliyya) from inflectional ones (ṭāriʔa) on the 
other hand. Nowadays, with spacing used consistently in typography, it has 
turned redundant but remains obligatory.

c.  There are various graphies of the hamza symbol used to mark ʔ. The rea-
son for this is that while the original spelling was based on West Arabian 
Ḥiǧāzi forms, e.g. suwāl ‘question’, written سوال ‹swal›, the classical pho-
netic standard subsequently adopted relied on East Arabian pronunciation: 
suʔāl. Eventually, the hamza sign was superimposed on the original spell-
ing (Goldenberg 2013: 39; cf. Beeston 1970: 26), resulting in سؤال ‹sẘal›, 
a graphy which is in use currently. Modern presentations of the Arabic 
spelling explain the rules for marking ʔ differently: in terms of the phonetic 
environment of this sound.

d.  The graph ى ‹á›, i.e. the ʔalif maqṣūra, marks final ā in such verbs as نمى 
‹nmá› namā ‘he/itm grew’. Again, the spelling ى ‹á› reflects West Arabian 
pronunciation -ay (or similar), while the SA phonetic norm is based on 
East Arabian pronunciation -ā (Beeston 1970: 27). Nowadays, the current 
explanation of this graphy is synchronic and morphological: ى ‹á› is said to 
indicate that the third radical of the verb is y, not w. In the latter case, ā is 
marked as ا ‹a›, for instance in نما ‹nma›, which has the same pronunciation 
and meaning.

e.  The current shape of ة ‹ħ›, called the tāʔ marbūṭa, lit. ‘the linked tāʔ’, 
reflects its two historical phonetic functions. First, it used to reflect the 
non-classical pronunciation h word-finally in all contexts (with h being 
marked as ه ‹h›, a graph from which ة ‹ħ› derives its basic shape, the so-
called rasm), while the two dots, characteristic of ت ‹t›, were added to it in 
order to make it reflect classical pronunciation t (Beeston 1970: 27, cf. also 
Fischer 1972: 10 and Holes 2004: 92)35. However, nowadays, its functions 
in SA are different. First, it marks t in some nouns in the construct state 
(the first term of the genitive construction), e.g. in laylatu ‘night’ used in 
-lylħ_alʕyd› laylatu l-ʕīdi ‘the night of the feast’. The second func› ليلة العيد
tion is actualized in the pausal form of such nouns. The pausal form of the 
word for ‘night’, layla, is written in the same way. If the fully vocalized 

35 The transliteration symbol “ħ”, i.e. an “h” with a horizontal stroke, used in this study, is an 
attempt to reflect this formal two-facedness. Obviously, it should not be confused with [ħ] used as 
an IPA symbol.
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form, ٌلَْيلَة ‹lay•laħun›36 is considered, ة ‹ħ› does not represent any sound (“is 
silent”, according to Wright 1974 [1859-1862]: I, 7, footnote). It seems, 
therefore, that ة ‹ħ› has been re-interpreted as marking the final a, taking 
over this function from the fatḥa, usually not written37. Finally, it should 
also be added that in nouns in the free state (i.e. those that are not qualified 
by a noun in the genitive), including those in the pausal form, ه ‹h› is some-
times used instead of ة ‹ħ› in less conscientious spelling.

5. Homonymy principle: words differing in meaning that have the same phonetic 
form (and usually morphological structure) are distinguished in spelling. The few 
examples that can be found in SA are proper names as opposed to (semantically 
related) common nouns. For instance, yaḥyā meaning ‘he/itm lives’ is spelt يحيا 
‹yḥya›, while the homophonous male given name Yaḥyā is written يحيى ‹yḥyá› (cf. 
Qabbiš 1984: 105). 

6. Principle of economy: reduntant elements are not written. Its most notable man-
ifestation is the practice of not marking short vowels, consonanst lengthening and 
other units (represented only occasionally as vocalization signs). In addition, in 
some words, even long vowels are not written: e.g. ā in the demonstratives such 
as hāḏihi ‘thisf’, written هذه ‹hḏh› (not *هاذه ‹haḏh›). 

7. Principle of aesthetics: some graph combinations are avoided. A manifestation 
of this principle in SA is the avoidance of putting two identical letters together 
(karāhat iǧtimāʕ al-miṯlayn). For instance, while suflā ‘lowerf’ is written سفلى 
‹sflá›, with word-final ى ‹á›, i.e. the dotless yāʔ, the morphologically analogous 
ʕulyā ‘upperf’ is written عليا ‹ʕlya› (not عليى* ‹ʕlyá›), in order to avoid the sequence 
of two yāʔs, even though one would be dotted and the other dotless. Similarly, 
some spellers of SA prefer to write ruʔūsun ‘heads’ as رءوس ‹rows› rather than 
 rẘws›, in order to avoid two wāws occurring together, even though one of› رؤوس
them is merely a support of the hamza. 

The above list of orthographic principles is still insufficient to account for all 
graphic phenomena in SA. For instance, graphs with no phonetic value are used 
to avoid the homography of different meanings and phonetic forms: Thus, the 

36 The nominative case and indefiniteness of this word, marked by ‹un›, chosen arbitrarily for 
this example, are of no relevance here.

37 This is reflected in the way the pronunciation of ة ‹ħ› is described in Western scholarly lit-
erature. For instance, according to Beeston (1968: 12), this letter “indicates a pronunciation which 
fluctuates between -at and -a”. Similarly, Król (2009: 39-40) characterizes it as being pronounced in 
Modern Arabic as short a (in contexts other than the construct state).
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function of و ‹w› in عمرو ‹ʕmrw› is to ensure that this graphic word is interpreted 
as the name ʕAmr, not ʕUmar (the latter being written عمر ‹ʕmr›)38. According to 
another principle which was operative in Arabic writing from its beginning, the 
graphy of a word reflects its pronunciation in isolation (Goldenberg 2013: 38). For 
instance, the word-initial graph ا ‹a› marking the prothetic ʔa in ʔaz-zaytu ‘oildef’, 
written الزيت ‹alzyt›, is retained even if the prothesis is elided as a result of prefix-
ing a unit ending in a vowel, such as the conjunction wa- ‘and’. Thus, wa-z-zaytu 

‘and oildef’ is written والزيت ‹walzyt›, with the graph ا ‹a› retained39. The final issue 
is the word-medial graphy of ʔ, which is different in the same phonetic environ-
ment depending on whether it is treated as being word-medial accidentally (e.g. 
as a result of prefixing a definite article to a graphic word with an initial hamza) 
or as being inherently word-medial (i.e. if ʔ is a non-final radical of the word). To 
illustrate this, the sound ʔ in the phonetic environment -lʔu- is marked as أ ‹å› in 
 alẘm› ʔulʔum ‘be vile!’. The› الؤم ẘ› in› ؤ alåm› ʔal-ʔummu ‘motherdef’, but as› األم
reason for this differentiation is that the former graphic word retains the word-
initial graphy without the definite article (cf. أم ‹åm› ʔummun ‘mother’), with the 
word-medial position of the graph marking ʔ being accidental.

MA is a special case as far as the principles underlying its graphy are con-
cerned. Since it has borrowed its script from a genetically and structurally related 
donor language which is a prestigious variety, the donor-receiver relationship is 
an important factor shaping its graphy. In order to describe it adequately, yet other 
principles need to be proposed, in addition to those operating in SA. This will be 
done in Ch. V with  respect to graphies affected by variational qualitative heterog-
raphy.

38 Since the graph ‹w› used in this case is a remainder of the Nabatean roots of the Arabic 
graphy (al-Ḥasan 2003: 111), it could also be interpreted as a manifestation of the historical prin-
ciple.

39 An exception to this rule concerns the elision of the prothetic ʔa in the definite article to 
which the preposition li- ‘to, for’ is attached. In this situation, the graph ا ‹a› is never written, e.g. 
li-z-zayti ‘for oildef’ is spelt للزيت ‹llzyt›, not *اللزيت ‹lalzyt›.
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II.  General characteristics of Moroccan 
Arabic written in Arabic script 

The issue of the Arabic script used for writing modern MA has been approached 
by scholars from various angles40. The articles by Aguadé (2005) and (2013) are 
case studies of MA graphy as used in particular books, while Aguadé (2006) is 
a comprehensive description of MA spelling practice, based on a heterogeneous 
selection of texts. Hoogland (2013a) analyzes a corpus of texts, belonging to vari-
ous genres, in order to find common elements in MA graphy41. By formulating 
some recommendations, this study also represents the normative aspect in dealing 
with MA. Additional graphic phenomena in MA were described by Michalski 
(2016), who used an enlarged corpus of literary texts. Chapters or passages de-
voted to the graphy of MA are in Benítez Fernández (2010: 218-220) and, for 
MA used online, Caubet (2017: 133-136). Al-Midlāwī (2001) is a work of partly 
normative character as it contains proposals for marking in writing some specifi-
cally MA sounds.

II.1.  Previous research on the qualitative features  
of Moroccan Arabic graphy

In the studies enumerated above, several important phenomena of various types: 
qualitative, quantitative and linear (see Sect. III.2.1. for a discussion of these con-
cepts) have been identified in MA graphy. There is no need to recapitulate all 
of them here. The following presentation is limited to the most important issues 
related to qualitative variational heterography. 

a. Non-Arabic sounds, p, v and g, are represented as ب ‹b›, ف ‹f› and ك ‹k›, 
respectively, in older texts due to the lack of special characters in printing presses, 
but since the generalization of the use of computers they have been marked as پ 
‹p›, ڤ ‹v› and گ ‹ǵ› (Aguadé 2006: 255). The sound g is marked by means of ق ‹q›, 

40 For observations on the spelling of Arabic dialects in general see Holes (2004: 92-95), also 
minor remarks in Saiegh-Haddad & Henkin-Roitfarb (2014: 22). For a comprehensive discussion of 
the graphy of EA, see Rosenbaum (2004). 

41 His early work (1983) was unfortunately unavailable to me.
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 ǧ› in words in which it corresponds to SA ǧ› ج ĝ›, as well as› ڭ ǵ›42 and› گ ,‹k› ك
and in borrowings from Berber and European languages (in the latter case, excep-
tionally by means of چ ‹č›, Aguadé 2006: 259; Benítez Fernández 2010: 219-220). 
Rather marginally, it is marked by means of غ ‹ġ› (Michalski 2016: 386) and, in 
one source, as ـ  with three (.á› – M.M› ى) k› and “a ya› ك a digraph composed of , كپ
dots below it” (Hoogland 2013a: 71)43. Thus, g is the sound with the by far largest 
number of evidenced graphies: as many as eight.

b. Letters marking interdental fricatives in SA are sometimes used to mark 
dental stops in MA if the latter correspond diachronically to the former (cf. Agua-
dé 2006: 257; Hoogland 2013a: 63, 72; Benítez Fernández 2010: 219). Michalski 
(2016: 385-386) observes a pseudo-correct use of these letters for marking sounds 
that are not interdental fricatives either in MA or SA, e.g. الذود ‹alḏwd› d-dud 
‘worms’ (BT 1163) (cf. SA الدود ‹aldwd› ad-dūdu ‘idem’)44.

c. Pharyngealized consonants resulting from secondary pharyngealization 
are marked by means of letters used for plain (non-pharyngealized) consonants. 
According to Aguadé (2006: 258),  this is “normally” the case, whereas the use 
of letters marking pharyngealized consonants is rare (cf. also Benítez Fernández 
2010: 219).

d. The suffixed personal pronoun of the 3rd person masculine singular -u ‘him, 
his; itm, itsm’ is written as ه ‹h› or و ‹w›, the latter graphy being used more often 
according to Aguadé (2006: 262-263) and Hoogland (2013a: 69).

e. The prefix of the 3rd person non-feminine present tense form, y-/i- (cf. dis-
cussion under  “ا ‹a› ~ إ ‹ḁ›” in Sect. VI.1.) is normally written ي ‹y›, but also إ ‹ḁ› 
(or إي ‹ḁy›), as observed by Aguadé (2006: 265).

42 In the enumeration given in the Arabic script in Aguadé (2006: 259), گ and  are shown 
beside each other as two distinct graphs. I am not sure if these two actual graphs, differing only in 
the shape of the bottom stroke (a result of using two different fonts?), deserve being described as 
representing two different graphs. Examples adduced by the author suggest that he might have had 
.ڭ in mind. See also Sect. III.1. for the discussion of ك and گ

43 Hoogland counts this “strange” graphy, which he recorded in Ami.,  among “peculiar cases”. 
I could not confirm the existence of this phenomenon since I had no access to this source. However, 
according to Mion (2014: 193), this sound is marked as گ ‹ǵ› there. The discrepancy between the 
two authors cannot be a result of them relying on two different editions of Ami. (2009 and 2014), 
because Mion (2014: 188) consulted both of them. A different question is whether the digraph de-
scribed by Hoogland involves a yāʔ with three dots below it (ۑ) or rather پ ‹p›, since the difference 
between them is graphically neutralized in تكپلس tǝglǝs ‘you sit down’, the example adduced by 
Hoogland. In either case, whether having پ ‹p› or ى ‹á› with three dots below as its second compo-
nent, it would be the second digraph I have been able to identify in the MA graphy (the other one is 
.(”‹č› چ tš› used to mark č, see discussion under “GRAPH› تش

44 An analogous phenomenon in EA has been described by Rosenbaum (2004: 289-290).
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f. The final vowel a is written in a number of ways. Aguadé (2013: 214) ob-
serves that in Mi., ى ‹á› indicates that the 3rd radical of a verb is y, while ا ‹a› is 
used as a rule in other sources he examined. In addition, in Mi., ة ‹ħ› is “naturally” 
used to mark the feminine gender of nouns and adjectives, although it also appears 
in the intensifying adverb zǝʕma, spelt زعمة ‹zʕmħ›, while other adverbs are writ-
ten with the final ا ‹a› there (2013: 214). Hoogland remarks that “different authors 
have made different choices” (2013: 70), but does not specify this with respect to 
word classes or grammatical categories. According to Michalski (2016: 388-390), 
who observes strong variation in the corpus which he used, there are as many as 
ten ways to mark the final a if vocalization signs and zero sign are taken into con-
sideration: Apart from the usual ا ‹a›, ى ‹á›, ة ‹ħ›, ه ‹h›, ‹a› and the zero sign, there 
are also infrequent instances of أ ‹å›, اة ‹aħ›, اه ‹ah› and ي ‹y›. Verbs are spelt with 
either ا ‹a› or ى ‹á›, with “a considerable freedom”, the choice between them being 
unrelated to the root of the verb. In the imperative, however, ا ‹a› is dominant. In 
nouns, the variation is between ا ‹a›, ى ‹á› and ة ‹ħ›, while in adverbs ه ‹h›, ‹a› and 
the zero sign are used, in addition.

g. The word-medial and word-final a in words that have SA cognates with the 
corresponding ʔ can have the phonetic spelling ا ‹a› or the “classicizing” graphy أ 
‹å›. It was also observed that the abstract classical rules of the hamza spelling are 
sometimes applied to the phonetic reality of MA words (Michalski 2016: 388). 

Major spelling principles (or tendencies) operating in MA have been observed 
in previous research, of which the two most conspicuous were characterized by 
Aguadé (2006: 255) as follows:

(…) when writing in dialect Moroccans have two opposite possibilities: either to preserve 
as much as possible the orthography of Classical Arabic or to innovate trying to represent 
the phonemes of the spoken language: the result is generally a fluctuation between both 
tendencies45.

In the present study, the former principle will be referred to as the principle of 
donor-orientation46 (resulting in donor-oriented graphies47), while the latter cor-
responds to the phonetic principle, a special case of what is termed here the prin-
ciple of self-orientation (resulting in self-oriented phonetic graphies).

45 Such a situation was observed earlier for EA by Rosenbaum (2004: 284). 
46 This term intends to name the donor-receiver relationship between SA and MA in a language 

non-specific way. I also decided to employ it instead of the term ‘classicizing’ (used in Michalski 
2016) in order to avoid the suggestion that what MA imitates are forms limited to CA, while in real-
ity they are mostly SA forms.

47 Aguadé calls them “fuṣḥā oriented graphies” (Aguadé 2006: 265).
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The principle of donor-orientation is responsible for the graphy of any MA 
unit which cannot be interpreted as self-oriented (phonetic or morphological, dis-
cussed below) but is identical with the graphy used in its SA cognate48. For in-
stance, the graphy ث ‹ṯ› used in MA ثاني ‹ṯany› tani ‘secondm’ to mark t is neither 
phonetic or morphological. Instead, it copies the graphy of the SA cognate of this 
word: ثاٍن ṯānin ‘idem’49. 

The principle of self-orientation divides into two subprinciples: phonetic and 
morphological. The phonetic principle means that the spelling of a given MA unit 
reflects its pronunciation. As mentioned in Sect. I.3., this requires a relatively 
stable correspondence between graphs and sounds, normally inventoried in an 
alphabet in which the graphs are given names indicating their basic, typical pho-
netic value50. For a language or dialect that has no alphabet of its own, like MA, 
positing the phonetic principle presupposes that it relies, more or less regularly, on 
the graph-sound correspondences obtaining in the alphabet of the donor language. 
For instance, in  تاني ‹tany› tani ‘secondm’, the sound t is marked as ت ‹t› in accor-
dance with the SA graph-sound correspondence. Being a more complex issue, the 
phonetic principle is elaborated upon in Ch. V.

The other subprinciple of the principle of self-orientation, underlying a con-
siderable number of graphies, is the morphological principle (cf. Michalski 2016: 

48 For the needs of this study, two words are considered cognates if they share a common lexi-
cal and/or morphological structure. Lexical cognates share radical consonants and semantics, even 
though their morphological structures differ. For instance, MA tqal ‘itm became heavy’ is structured 
following the morphological pattern C1C2aC3, which differs considerably from C1aC2uC3-, the pat-
tern of its closest SA cognate, ṯaqul- ‘idem’. In spite of this, these two words can be compared with 
respect to the graphs marking their radicals, e.g. t and ṯ. In lexical cognacy, the donor form-oriented 
graphy does not have to consist in transferring an entire SA form to a MA text without any changes; 
it may rather consist in preserving some particular features, like, in the present case, the graph mark-
ing a particular radical in the SA cognate.

Morphological cognacy, by contrast, binds MA and SA words having the same morphological 
patterns. This concept turns out to be of relevance if graphic variation affects an affix. For instance, 
the SA lexical cognate of MA išuf ‘he looks’ is SA yatašawwaf u ‘he expects’, but it is morphologi-
cally too distant for comparison. In such cases, a morphological cognate is taken into consideration, 
for instance, SA yašūbu ‘he mixes, he corrupts’, as far as the imperfect prefix is concerned (i- in MA, 
ya- in SA). Words that are both lexical and morphological cognates are full cognates, e.g. MA iqul 
or igul ‘he says’ and SA yaqūlu ‘idem’.

49 The use of donor-oriented graphies can be understood in terms of bivalency, a phenomenon 
defined as “the simultaneous membership of a given linguistic segment in more than one linguistic 
system in a contact setting” (Woolard & Genovese 2007: 488). In the present case, bivalency con-
sists in a given graphy being used in the graphic systems of both MA and SA.

50 The reason for adding the qualifications ‘basic’ and ‘typical’ here is that some SA graphs are 
used in secondary functions to mark non-standard sounds (and these functions tend to be reflected 
in dialectal graphies). For instance, ج ‹ǧ› in Egyptian SA (and in EA), ق ‹q› in Saudi SA (and Saudi 
Arabic), ‹ġ› and ‹k› in Levantine SA (and in Levantine Arabic) are all often used to mark g.
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387, where it is shown to be responsible for some cases of quantitative heterog-
raphy). It is illustrated in (1), showing two heterographs of the word džib ‘you 
bring’. Form A represents the (frequently used) morphological graphy, with ت 
‹t› marking the abstract morphological affix t- (assimilated to d- at the phonetic 
level), while Form B represents the phonetic graphy (used marginally).

(1)     

 ‹tǧyb› (ṢX 928)  ‹dǧyb› (Ṣa. 2531)
 džib (< t-ǧib) ‘you bring’

A graphy which is identical with the SA graphy but can be interpreted as 
phonetic or morphological is said to be phonetic or morphological (respectively) 
coincident with the donor graphy. The graph ن ‹n› in ثاني ‹ṯany›, marking n pho-
netically, is an example thereof. 

Both opposite principles, that of donor-orientation and that of self-orientation, 
can be operative in a single graphic word (cf. also Aguadé 2006: 258). For in-
stance, in راس ‹ras› ṛaṣ ‘head’, the graphy ا ‹a› is phonetic (the donor-oriented one 
would be أ ‹å›, cf. SA رأس ‹rås›), while س ‹s› is donor-oriented (the self-oriented 
phonetic graphy would be ص ‹ṣ›). 

The oscillation between imitating the SA model and orientation towards the 
MA phonetic substance reflects the sociolinguistic and pragmatic situation of the 
spellers, which itself is a sort of attitudinal dualism: They reject SA as a language 
medium but at the same time accept the Arabic, rather than Latin, script as the 
graphic medium. As Miller (2017: 91) puts it, “a tension between local authentic-
ity and literary prestige” is the reason why in many cases “writers will opt con-
sciously or not for hybrid systems”51.

Another spelling principle is responsible for giving up a particular SA spell-
ing which would well reflect MA pronunciation in favour of another graphy. This 
phenomenon was hinted at by Hoogland (2013a: 73): “it may be the case that cer-

51 Why should authors writing in MA want to borrow graphic forms from SA rather than use 
self-oriented spelling is an issue which deserves investigation. In some cases, such as the use of 
 ḏ› to mark t and d, it may be a matter of habit: SA graphies impose themselves on the› ذ ṯ› and› ث
spellers of MA, among whom there is hardly anybody who would not be primarily a user of written 
SA. In others, donor form-oriented graphies may be used consciously to facilitate the recognition 
of a word. For instance, writing the words hada ‘this’ and dǝll ‘he humiliated’ in the donor-oriented 
way, هذا ‹hḏa› and ذل ‹ḏl›, rather than phonetically, هدا ‹hda› and دل ‹dl›, may reflect an intention 
to distinguish them in writing from hda ‘he calmed down’ and dǝll ‘he indicated’, whose phonetic 
graphy is: هدا ‹hda› and دل ‹dl›, respectively.
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tain authors want to stress the non-conformity of Darija [MA – M.M.] spelling to 
MSA [Modern SA – M.M.] orthographic rules”. I believe, however, that it is more 
accurate to interpret such graphies as being aimed at distancing themselves from 
the SA graphy. Therefore, I will refer to the underlying principle as the principle 
of donor-defying. An example, quoted from Michalski (2017: 238, where spell-
ings resulting from it were referred to as ‘anticanonical’), is ا ‹a› marking the final 
a in Form A in (2), in contrast to the phonetic graphy ة ‹ħ› in Form B, coincident 
with the donor graphy.

(2)    

 ‹baġya› (ṢX 962) ‹baġyħ› (ḤB 187)
 baġya ‘she wants’, lit. ‘wishingf’
 (cf. SA باغية ‹baġyħ› bāġiyatun ‘desiringf’)

Such a principle should be included in the list of spelling principles of MA, since 
many graphies cannot be explained otherwise. It is also understandable that writ-
ers who decide to give up SA as a medium of literary creation also want to rebel 
against SA spelling. 

The orthographic principles discussed above are not enough to account for 
the entire system of MA spelling. A more complete list will be proposed in Ch. V. 

Qualitative variation in the MA graphy has been observed rather occasionally in 
the extant studies, which have been tending to focus on the issue of correspondence 
between sounds and graphs. As such, research in this area can thus be characterized 
as having been conducted chiefly within the representational approach (see Sect. 
III.2.2.1.). While providing us with important insights about how MA is written, 
it puts us only halfway towards a complete picture of this linguistic phenomenon. 
By contrast, the primary interest of the present study are the relationships between 
particular graphs, rather than those between graphs and sounds, with the latter being 
studied only insofar as this is necessary for the description of the former. With this 
study concentrating on this issue (signalled in Michalski 2017: 242), it is hoped that 
a step in another direction in the studies on MA graphy can be made.

II.2. Internal heterogeneity of Moroccan Arabic

Since MA is not one homogeneous dialect, different pronunciations belonging 
to different MA dialects may be reflected in texts (cf. Aguadé 2005: 247, 2.2.1.). 
When analyzing the graphy of a text, it is necessary first to determine which va-
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riety of MA it is written in. In most cases, this will be the modern koine or, less 
frequently, one of the major dialects used in the important Moroccan cities. De-
termining the variety used should be done on the basis of intratextual rather than 
extratextual evidence (i.e. the formal features of the text should be considered 
more conclusive than, for instance, the author’s city of origin), because a styliza-
tion consisting in imitating other dialects is always possible. Intratextual evidence 
consists in dialectal peculiarities that a written text evinces in an unambiguous 
way. The features of WM, for instance, indicate that it is written in a northern dia-
lect (Tangier): the allative preposition n- ‘to’ (rather than l-, cf. Heath 2002: 238), 
e.g. ن طنجة ‹n_ṭnǧħ› n-Ṭanža ‘to Tangier’ (WM 44); the pronoun ntina ‘you’ (WM 
184) (rather than nta) or the form منادم ‹mnadm› mnadǝm ‘human being(s)’ (WM 
277) (rather than bnadǝm, cf. Heath 2002: 177). In addition to these intratextual 
arguments, the text is some sort of a sequel to Al-xubz al-ḥāfī, a well-known novel 
written by Muḥammad Šukrī set in some Northern Moroccan cities, including 
Tangier. In FL, the intratextual evidence is the traditional Fez pronunciation, with 
ʔ used instead of q and ġ instead of r/ṛ (cf. Durand 2004: 69), which the speller 
marked by means of brackets, for instance:

(3)      (4)

 ‹swo› (FL 1446)    ‹mbġwk› (FL 1445)
 suʔ ‘souq, market’   mǝḅġuk ‘blessed’
 (cf. suq in the modern koine)  (cf. mǝḅṛuk in the modern koine)

By contrast, the MA passages in Ḍa. show features of the Marrakesh dialect, for 
example, bit-ǝk ‘I want you’ (Ḍa. 4710) is used there rather than bġit-ǝk (cf. Brunot 
1931-1952: II, 58; Sánchez 2014: 135) and hir ‘only’ (Ḍa. 481) rather than ġir (cf. 
Sánchez 2014: 240-241). These features alone may not be sufficiently dialect-spe-
cific, but, added to the fact that the autobiographic text of Ḍa. is set in Marrakesh, 
they allow us to conclude that these passages are written in this variety. Graphic 
words which represent such words of limited regional distribution are generally 
not used as examples in the present study. 

II.3. Vocalization in the Moroccan Arabic graphy

Similarly to SA, vocalization signs are not written consistently in MA (Agua-
dé 2006: 256-257). A text written in this dialect may have no vocalization, but 
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some are, by contrast, fully vocalized52. The majority of MA works, however, is 
partly vocalized: The vocalization signs are written in some words or with some 
graphs, the most frequent one of these signs being the šadda marking the con-
sonant lengthening. In contrast to SA, MA has no generally acknowledged rules 
for vocalization. In addition, the three vowel signs borrowed from the SA graphy 
are insufficient to represent the vocalic system of MA (see Aguadé 2010 for its 
description). Below, some examples are given.

A fully vocalized text has not been found in the corpus. Only single words rep-
resent this feature. What is vocalized seems to be aleatory. The same graphic word 
may appear in a single text vocalized to different degrees, e.g. ma bit-š ‘I did not 
want’ (Marrakesh variety) is written in two ways in Ḍa.: ما بيتْش ‹ma_bytš•› (Ḍa. 
137) and َما بِيتْْش ‹maa_biyt•š•› (Ḍa. 517). In BB, vocalization signs tend to be used 
only word-finally, for instance:

(5)

‹ma_ʕndha_flws•_baš•_tdyr•_lf•lam› (BB 1085)
ma ʕǝnd-ha flus baš ddir lǝ-flam
‘she has no money to make movies’

Sometimes vocalization is used for semantic disambiguation. For instance, the 
task of ُـ ‹u› in يضربو العُوْد ‹yḍrbw_alʕuwd•› iḍəṛbu l-ʕud ‘they draw lots’, lit. ‘they 
hit the wood’ (ḤB 258) is to prevent a less expert reader from reading the unvocal-
ized graphic word العود as l-ʕəwd ‘the horse’, even though the reading ‘they hit 
the horse’ would make little sense in this context. Rarely, vocalization is used to 
distinguish MA from SA, for example, the kasra in ِكما كان ‹kima_kan› (BB 7010) 
is the only thing to indicate that the graphic phrase represents MA ki-ma kan ‘as 
he/itm was’, not SA ka-mā kāna ‘idem’. However, more often that not, vocaliza-
tion is redundant. For example, only one reading would be possible for وتِْزيْزْنْت 
‹wt•ziyz•n•t•› u-ḍẓiẓǝnt ‘and I became speechless’ (ḤB 396) in its context even with-
out vocalization signs.

Another conspicuous feature of vocalization used in the sources examined 
is that it is often applied in a way contrary to expectations a reader may have 
developed on the basis of its use in SA. An example of a vocalization sign that 
appears to serve goals other than those in SA is ْـ ‹•›, the sukūn, written quite fre-
quently where ǝ or ŭ are pronounced (cf. Aguadé 2006: 256), e.g. ْبْعدَه ‹b•ʕ•dah› 

52 Aguadé (2006: 256) considers this “absurd choice that helps only to make reading of such 
texts more difficult” to be “a Moroccan peculiarity”, which he contrasts with EA, where vocalization 
is “very unusual” (cf. Rosenbaum 2004: 294).
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bǝʕda ‘already; first’ (Mn. 446), تَياْخذ ‹tayax•ḏ› ta-yaxŭd ‘he takes’ (Ḍa. 477), ر  كيدّوْ
‹kydw:•r› ka-yḍŭwwǝṛ ‘he searches’ (Fʕ 622). Such graphies probably reflect the 
phonological awareness of the MA spellers, according to which there is no vowel 
there (cf. Aguadé’s opinion in Michalski 2016: 387, footnote 4), although schol-
ars (Benhallam 1980, 1990, as cited in Boudlal 2011) have posited a shwa split-
ting initial three-consonant clusters. An alternative explanation might be based on 
Durand’s view (2004: 61-64) according to which the MA phonology does allow 
words to begin with a three-consonant cluster, hence, at least in some cases, the 
sukūn might mark the real absence of a vowel. A similar issue is the use of a sukūn 
after a geminate, where, according to the SA usage, one could expect a sukūn with 
a šadda, e.g. يدُْوزوا ‹yduw•zwa› ydŭwwzu ‘they spend’ (BB 1075), تَتَْحْب ‹tat•ḥab•› 
ta-tḥəbb ‘she loves’ (Ḍa. 411), as if gemination were not perceived as such by the 
spellers of MA (cf. Durand 2004: 75)53. Spellings such as these are quite often and 
cannot be considered mere misprints. They rather show new functions of vocal-
ization signs developed within MA.

Although most vocalization signs are redundant, some of them, those denot-
ing vowels that otherwise are signalled by primary graphs which function as ma-
tres lectionis, can be said to be functionally equivalent to primary graphs, e.g. َرجل 
‹raǧl› vs. راجل ‹raǧl› ṛažǝl ‘man’54. However, the use of vocalization signs in this 
function is restricted: primary graphs can be used in any position of a graphic word 
while vocalization signs normally mark vowels word-medially (since they always 
follow a graph, they cannot be used word-initially). Vowels signalled by a vocal-
ization sign word-finally are rare; the most frequent of them seems to be ‹i› mark-
ing -i in feminine pronouns, e.g. أنِت ‹ånti› nti ‘youf’ (BB 446) and in 2nd person 
singular past verbs, e.g. قلِت ‹qlti› qŭlti ‘you said’ (N 6011), as opposed to أنتي ‹ånty› 
(ʕD 327) and قلتي ‹qlty› (Ṣa. 2154) written with a final ي ‹y›. There are only isolated 
cases of the word-final use of ُـ ‹u› or َـ ‹a›, e.g. in عمُر ما ‹ʕmru_ma› ʕǝmmṛ-u ma ‘he 
never’ (ṮN 86) and شِوَي ‹šwiya› šwĭyya ‘a little’ (ṮM 545), as opposed to the usual و 
‹w› and ة ‹ħ›, respectively, as in عمرو ما ‹ʕmrw_ma› (ṮM 492) and شوية ‹šwyħ› (Aʕ 
427). The šadda, too, can be functionally equivalent to a primary graph because it 
can be written word-medially instead of a repeated consonant graph to signal the 
lengthening of a consonant or semivowel. For example, the geminated l in mǝlli 
‘when’ is marked by means of a šadda in ِملِّي ‹milːiy› (Mm. 1164), and as ‹ll› in مللي 
‹mlly› (Ṛḥ. 864). Sometimes, these co-functional units co-occur, for instance in 

53 In contrast to the absence of an expected šadda, this sign is sometimes written with no jus-
tification when a consonant is not lengthened, e.g.: دابّة ‹dabːħ› daba ‘now’ (BB 447), نَّْكلُو ‹nːak•luw› 
naklu ‘we eat’ (ṮM 667).

54 Forms without a vocalization sign or a mater lectionis are also currently used, e.g. رجل ‹rǧl› 
‘idem’.
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mllːy› (BB 4410)› مللّي
55. Such redundancy may be caused by the superposition of 

two spelling principles if gemination is a result of assimilation. For instance, in 
the graphic word نّضت  ‹nḍːt› (Ṛḥ. 14811) for nəḍt ‘I got up’, pronounced [nǝṭṭ], the 
šadda signals gemination phonetically, while the graphy ‹ḍt› is morphological56. 
Another case of the šadda having a function similar to that of a primary graph is 
its being written after ب ‹b› to indicate that the sound p is intended, e.g. البّيسين 
‹labːysyn› lapisin ‘swimming pool’ (Ṛḥ. 1758). As already mentioned before, al-
though some of the vocalization signs are co-functional with primary graphs, they 
are not taken into consideration in the present work. 

II.4. The context-dependence of Moroccan Arabic graphy 

Like SA graphy, the graphy of MA is context-dependent, i.e. a context is needed 
for some graphic words to determine their intended meaning and, consequently, 
pronunciation. Two principal reasons for this situation are specifically related to 
Arabic script. The first of them is that some sounds are not represented graphi-
cally. The second one is the ambiguity of some graphs and the homography of 
some sounds, caused chiefly by the absence of special graphs for marking some 
Moroccan sounds in Arabic script. A linguistically universal factor is the existence 
of homophones, which in most cases are also homographic. In (6)-(8), examples 
of homographs are given with two meanings and two pronunciations which can-
not be determined without resorting to context.

:‹dak› داك (6)
 dda-k ‘it took you’ dak ‘that’
 

 ‹åš_dak_ant_lhḏ_alšy› (ṮM 672) ‹dak_alšy_ʕlaš›  (QQ 4710)
 aš dda-k nta l-had š-ši? dak š-ši ʕlaš…
 ‘What business is it of yours?’, ‘that is why…’, lit. ‘that thing why’
 lit. ‘What took you to this?’

55 Forms with neither šadda or a repeated graph, such as ملي ‹mly› (ṮM 422), as well as forms 
with neither šadda or ال ‹al› marking the definite article morphologically, such as هاذاك شي ‹haḏak_
šy› hadak š-ši ‘that’, lit. ‘that thing’ (Ḍ 10012), can be found too.

56  This practice was observed also in SA, by Badawi et al. (2004: 15).
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:‹kal› كال (7)
 gal ‘he told, he said’ kal ‘he ate’ 

 ‹škwn_ally_kal_lyk› (ʕD 20210) ‹ally_kal_alḥdǧħ› (ḌK 89)
 škun lli gal li-k lli kal l-ḥǝdža
 ‘Who told you’? ‘The one who ate a colocynth57’

:‹kwnt› كونت (8)
 kŭwwǝnt ‘I hid and waited’ kŭnt ‘I was’ 

 ‹wåna_kwnt_ʕlyh› (ṮN 1812) ‹kwnt_kanšaṭrw_nfs_alšʕwr› (Ṛḥ. 241) 
 w-ana kŭwwǝnt ʕli-h  kŭnt ka-nšaṭṛ-u nǝfs š-šʕuṛ
 ‘and I hid and waited for him’ ‘I reciprocated his feelings’

(9)-(11) show examples of homographs with two different meanings but the same 
pronunciation.

:‹smʕtwa›  سمعتوا (9)
 smǝʕt-u ‘I heard him’ smǝʕtu ‘youpl heard’ 

 ‹ʕmrny_ma_smʕtwa_qal› (ṮN 183) ‹yak_šftw_åw_smʕtwa_åhl_alqbylħ›  
  (Ṣa. 2301-2)
 ʕǝmmǝṛ-ni ma smǝʕt-u qal… yak šǝftu aw smǝʕtu ʔahl lǝ-qbila
 ‘I never heard him say…’ ‘Have youpl seen or heard the people  
  of the tribe?’

57 The bitter fruit of colocynth is a symbol of sorrow in Arabic culture.
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 :‹mašy› ماشي (10)
 maši ‘going to’ (future marker) ma-ši ‘is not’

 ‹åna_mašy_åan•samːʕuw_alklam› ‹mašy_bḥal_alsma_dyalna› (Ṛḥ. 1635)
  (MX 167)
 ana maši nsǝmmʕ-u l-klam ma-ši bḥal s-sma dyalna
 ‘I will give him a piece of my mind’ ‘it is not like our sky’

:‹hany›  هاني (11)
 hani ‘peaceful, calm’ ha-ni ‘presentative + I’

 ‹kn_hany› (QQ 634) ‹hany_xalṭ_ʕlyk› (ṮN 301).
 kun hani ha-ni xalǝṭ ʕli-k
 ‘Don’t worry!’, lit. ‘Be calm!’ ‘I’ll be right with you’

Generally, homography in MA is not a problem as far as determining the meaning 
is concerned, if the context is given. Determining the pronunciation intended by 
the speller may be however impossible in some cases (see Sect. IV.2.1.).
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III.  Methodology  
and theoretical considerations 

In this chapter, graphetic, graphemic and other linguistic concepts used in the 
subsequent parts of this work will be introduced and illustrated with exam-
ples taken from MA. Graphetics is understood here as a branch of linguistics 
dealing with graphs58, i.e. units of written language that are distinguishable 
on a purely formal basis without taking into consideration relations based on 
their meaning-differentiating functions59. The latter relations are the object of 
graphemics (cf. Günther 1988: 64, 71). This distinction between graphetics and 
graphemics is, at least at some points, analogous to that between phonetics and 
phonemics60.

First, graphetic concepts such as the actual graph, homography (in the broad 
sense), graph, heterography and continuous graphic words are introduced. This is 
followed by a presentation of graphemic concepts such as discontinuous graphic 
words, distinctive and variational heterography, with its three types: qualitative, 
quantitative and linear, as well as graphemic variation, graphemic opposition and 
grapheme.

58 Recall that the term ‘letter’ is reserved for any of the 28 elements of the Arabic alphabet 
(abjad). In adopting the term ‘graph’, I follow Kohrt (1986: 90), who, arguing for a graphematic ter-
minology that is as close as possible to the phonemic one, says: “since the term ‘phone’ is normally 
understood to designate a particular instance of a ‘phoneme’, we should stick to a parallel interpreta-
tion of the term ‘graph’, i.e. a graph has to be considered as a materialization of a certain grapheme 
in a concrete written utterance”. In some contexts, however, the terms ‘letter’ and ‘graph’ can be 
used as synonyms in the present study, without this leading to misunderstandings.

59 Different conceptual and terminological decisions can obviously be made in this respect. 
For instance, in the model proposed by Hammarström (1966: 58), as long as pronunciation is not 
taken into consideration, the units of analysis are referred to as ‘type’ and ‘typeme’, while the 
concepts of ‘graph’ and ‘grapheme’ are used when the text description is connected with avail-
able knowledge about the pronunciation. Hammarström understands ‘types’ as “variants of the 
letters”, which are “the smallest written segments capable of differentiating significations” (1981 
[1964]: 91), and ‘graph’ as “a typeme or a combination of typemes which denote a phoneme” 
(1981 [1964]: 96).

60 The term ‘graphemics’ is chosen here rather than ‘graphology’, used, for instance, by Crystal 
(2008: 220). Although the latter, ending in ‘-logy’, has the virtue of indicating that it is to graphetics 
what phonology is to phonetics, it is too strongly associated with the popular concept of the analysis 
of handwriting. 
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III.1. Graphetic concepts

When looking at a text written in Arabic script, or in any other alphabet or abjad, 
what we are faced with are actual graphs, i.e. those that can be seen on a particular 
medium: usually printed on a particular piece of paper or displayed on a particu-
lar screen61. Actual graphs that differ only with respect to such features as size, 
colour, the kind of printing type (italic, bold), font or style, i.e. features which are 
deemed irrelevant by users for the identification of the (abstract) graphs, are said 
to be bound by the relation of homography (in the broad sense, i.e. irrespective 
of the meaning and pronunciation). For instance, all actual graphs shown in Table 
2, representing various printing types and fonts, are homographic and belong to 
a single (abstract) graph غ ‹ġ›62 (the fact that it is used in SA graphy to represent, 
in most cases, the sound ġ is irrelevant at this point).

Table 2. Various actual graphs belonging to graph غ ‹ġ› 

In practice, the distinction between actual graphs and (abstract) graphs is not 
needed in most cases and using the term ‘graph’ will not lead to misunderstand-
ings in our further considerations. 

Actual graphs or graphs that are not homographic are heterographic. This is, 
for instance, the case of the pair غ ‹ġ› and ق ‹q›. The relation of heterography is 
discussed in more detail in subsequent paragraphs. 

In order to be able to analyze the relations between graphs, i.e. basic units 
of the present description, we need to clarify what is and what is not considered 
a graph. The SA alphabet composed of 28 letters can be used as a point of depar-
ture but is not an exhaustive list. The set of graphs must be understood in a broader 
sense and will also include extra-alphabetic graphs. These are, on the one hand, 
graphs used in CA and SA but not counted as separate letters: the hamza sign with 
no support, ء ‹o›, and its combinations with other letters functioning as its support: 

61 The idea of distinguishing graphs from actual graphs is based on that of the distinction be-
tween actual phones and phones proposed in Bańczerowski et al. (1982: 121-123).

62 They would be considered allographs by some authors, e.g. Rogers (2005: 11) and Crystal 
(2008: 20).
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 á› (the ʔalif› ى ã› (the ʔalif madda)63, as well as› آ ẙ›, including› ئ ,‹ẘ› ؤ ,‹ḁ› إ ,‹å› أ
maqṣūra, i.e. the dotless yāʔ) and ة ‹ħ› (the tāʔ marbūṭa, i.e. the dotted hāʔ). On 
the other hand, the extra-alphabetic graphs comprise six graphs not used in the 
standard classical version of SA spelling but encountered in texts written in Arabic 
dialects, less frequently in various local varieties of SA, to denote sounds absent 
from CA and SA pronunciation (they are also used for writing other languages). 
These graphs are: پ ‹p›, چ ‹č›, گ ‹ǵ›, ڭ ‹ĝ›, ڤ ‹vf› and ڨ ‹vq›. Finally, there are two 
graphs belonging to the local Moroccan variety of Arabic script, i.e. the Maghrebi 
script: ڢ ‹f›̣ and ڧ ‹fq› (the latter being the one of the two shapes of ف ‹f› which is 
used in the non-neutralized position).

Ligatures (see Sect. I.2.), which are phenomena pertaining only to the graphet-
ic or typographical level, are considered irrelevant in this work. In transliteration, 
they are solved into their constituting graphs. For instance, the only obligatory 
ligature ال is transliterated as ‹la›. 

Being entirely predictable and of little theoretical importance, the differences 
of the shapes of graphs depending on the graphic environment, i.e. whether a giv-
en graph is isolated, connected to the right and/or left, are disregarded. However, 
some comments are necessary about the issue of the positional neutralization of 
heterography, of which three instances have been identified in the course of this 
work. This term means that a pair of actual graphs describable as belonging to 
two different graphs on account of their formal differences in a non-neutralized 
position in a graphic word shows no formal difference in a neutralized position 
– and should thus be considered belonging to a single graph. More specifically, 
in the three pairs identified, the non-neutralized position is ‘non-connected to the 
left’ and the neutralized position is ‘connected to the left’. In the discussion which 
follows, these actual graphs are represented in their shapes used in the non-neu-
tralized positions. 

Two of these three pairs share a relevant feature which enables them to be 
discussed together: Their rasms (bare shapes without dots) in the non-neutralized 
position are ڡ and ٯ, i.e. have a shallow versus deep bowl (a description borrowed 
from Daniels 2013: 413). Generally, the shallow-bowled rasm ڡ is used as the 
basis for:

63 Following this approach, the distinction between such units as, for instance, ا ‹a› and أ ‹å›, is 
qualitative. In an alternative description, one could assume that each of the following graphs, ا ‹a›, 
 ẙ› (in the› ئ ẘ› and› ؤ ,‹ḁ› إ ,‹å› أ o›, to result in› ء y›, can be combined with the graph› ي w› and› و
case of ي , this combination would automatically require the deletion of the two dots). Thus, for 
instance, أ ‹å› would be described as composed of two graphs, the ʔalif ا ‹a› functioning as the sup-
porting graph and the hamza sign ء ‹o›. Consequently, the opposition between ا ‹a› and أ ‹å› would be 
quantitative. This approach has been rejected as descriptively more troublesome and less adequate.
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a. ف – marking f (and v, in borrowings) in general Arabic graphy and
b. ڢ – marking f in local Maghrebi graphy.

The deep-bowled rasm ٯ is the basis for:

a. ق – marking q (and g, in borrowings) in general Arabic graphy and
b. ڧ – marking q in local Maghrebi graphy.

Since the graphs based on the shallow-bowled rasm ڡ mark fricatives (f and v), 
while those based on the deep-bowled rasm ٯ mark plosives (q and g), one could 
speak of the ‘fricative rasm’ and ‘plosive rasm’. It might be concluded that the 
shallow-bowled graph ڤ marks v (fricative) while the deep-bowled ڨ marks g 
(plosive). However, the writing practice revealed in the corpus does not confirm 
such correspondence (see under “ق ‹q› Rv ڤ ‹v›” and “GRAPH ڤ ‹v›” in Ch. VI).

Having unique pointings, the graphs ڢ , marking f in local Maghrebi graphy, 
and ق , marking q in general Arabic graphy, are never affected by the positional 
neutralization of heterography. The two remaining pairs, ف vs. ڧ and ڤ vs. ڨ , 
need to be discussed. Within the first of these pairs, the graph ف ‹ff› (the Ḥafṣ 
tradition) marks f in general Arabic graphy, whereas ڧ ‹fq› (the Warš tradition) 
marks q in the local Maghrebi graphy (see Sect. I.1.). The neutralization of het-
erography between them is exemplified in فال , a graphic word which represents 
MA fal ‘omen’ if it is read according to the Ḥafṣ tradition and qal ‘he said’ if the 
Warš tradition is followed. Such ambiguities do not happen if the two traditions 
are combined in a sensible way64. However, a problem arises in a macrodescrip-
tion including the totality of graphs used in both traditions.

In consideration of our initial assumption that graphs are identified exclusive-
ly by virtue of their formal features, ف and ڧ cannot be distinguished as two dif-
ferent graphs in the neutralized (connecting) position, where each of them has the 
shape ف. For this reason, a single graph ف is posited in the description, transliterated 
‹f›65, with two different non-linking shapes: ف  and ڧ. The latter are differentiated 
from each other in transliteration by means of subscripts reflecting the (typical) 

64 The combination of the Warš graphy of ڢ for f with the Ḥafṣ graphy of ق ‹q› for q (this is 
the case of the SA and MA text in Ḥaš.) does not result in a dysfunction. By contrast, combining the 
Ḥafṣ graphy ف ‹f› and ف ‹ff› for f with the Warš graphy ف ‹f› and ڧ ‹fq› for q would be dysfunctional 
because of the neutralization of heterography between these two graphs in the connecting positions.

65 It seems impossible to propose a transliteration symbol which would reflect both phonetic 
functions of this graph. Ultimately, I have decided that ‹f›, rather than ‹q›, is a more intuitive choice, 
because marking f is by far more frequent a function of ف than marking q, the latter being marginal, 
as the corpus reveals.
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phonetic value of their unconnected rasms: ‹ff› and ‹fq›, respectively66. The same 
solution is adopted for ڤ and ڨ , a pair which is a differently dotted analogon of 
 They too are formally differentiable only in the non-connecting position .ڧ and ف
and are thus treated as one graph, ڤ ‹v›67, with two non-linking shapes: ڤ and ڨ. 
Their differentiation from each other in transliteration is achieved by means of 
subscripts: ‹vf› and ‹vq›, respectively.

The third case of the positional neutralization of heterography is a graph 
which in the neutralized position has the form ڭ , i.e. that of a kāf with three dots 
above. Its function is to mark g. In the non-connecting position, two forms can 
be taken into consideration: ݣ and ڭ. They are based on the two non-connecting 
rasms of the kāf: ک and  ك,  described by classical Arab grammarians in the 
following way: The first of them (used nowadays in modern Persian graphy) is 
termed al-kāf al-maškūla, i.e. one ‘provided with a straight line [šakl – M.M.] 
above its stem’ (Gacek 2001: 79) serving as a diacritic mark which distinguishes 
it from word-final ل ‹l› (cf. al-Qalqašandī [n.d]: 80-81, 155). Ibn Durustawayh, 
a classical philologist (d. 956), disapproves of using this final rasm (1921: 72-
73). The second rasm, ك, used currently in SA graphy, has no such line (is 
muʕarran min al-šakl ‘lacking the šakl’, Ibn Durustawayh 1921: 67). Instead, it 
has a little Arabic ک inside it to distinguish it from ل ‹l› in the word-final posi-
tion. Which of these two non-neutralized rasms is the base for the kāf with three 
dots in MA is not obvious. According to Kew (2005: 4-5), “the base form used is 
consistently ک and not ك”. He observes that “there are sources that show authors 
deliberately using a final kashida68 to force a ك-shaped character to take on the 
shape ك, so strong is the feeling that ݣ rather than ڭ is the correct form (…)”. 
Unfortunately, we do not know what sources Kew meant. The form indicated in 
Aguadé (2006: 259) is ڭ , while in Caubet (2017: 134), by contrast, it is ݣ , or, 
to be precise, , with a different shape of the bottom stroke (probably a result 
of the use of a different font). As for the usage in the corpus, the graph in ques-
tion appears only in ḌK and ḤB. However, in the analyzed fragments of the 

66 It could be argued that the actual graphs ف and ڧ , which I decided to consider unconnected 
forms of a single graph ف ‹f›, should be described as two different graphs because they are formally 
distinguishable. This is true. However, such a solution would make the description too complex, 
with as many as three graphs having to be distinguished: ف , ڧ (each of them occurring only in non-
neutralized positions) and ف (occurring only in neutralized positions).

67 A transliteration symbol reflecting both phonetic functions of this graph would have to be 
some sort of a combination of ‹v› and ‹q›. I have opted for ‹v› because marking v rather than q is its 
more frequent function.

68 The term kashida (Arabic كشيدة kašīda, borrowed from Persian كشيده käšidä ‘extended’, ‘elon-
gated’) is used in typography and computing to denote the character ‹ـ›, marking a horizontal elonga-
tion of a letter in a word printed with the use of Arabic script (in this sense, it is also called taṭwīl 
‘elongation’). Originally, in Arabic calligraphy, it means such an elongation in a handwritten word.
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former source, it does not occur in a non-neutralized form. In the latter, wher-
ever a non-neutralized form should be used, its neutralized connecting form ڭ 
appears, e.g.:

(1) 

 ‹fwĝ› (ḤB 168)
 fug ‘over, upon’

This probably confirms Kew’s opinion (although the solution adopted in ḤB was 
to use a Unicode connecting presentation form rather than to add a kashida). 
Since more corpus data are needed to decide on the relationship between ݣ and ڭ, 
I transliterate ڭ as ‹ĝ› without any further distinction. 

Following the above considerations, a list of 42 graphs has been established, 
including the 28 letters of the Arabic alphabet and 14 graphs not contained therein, 
listed in Table 1 in Ch. ‘Transliteration’.

A space is understood as a spatial distance between two graphs that is per-
ceived as such by the users of MA graphy. Whether a space is there or not is easy 
to determine in a position following a connecting graph because this is visible in 
the shape of the graphs: For instance, م ا ‹m_a› is written with a space, while ما 
‹ma› is not. By contrast, in the case of non-connecting graphs the issue is a matter 
of only a relative distance, cf. ام vs. ا م, which may be dubious. Another problem is 
that connecting graphs can sometimes be found written very close to the following 
graph but in their non-connecting form, e.g. . However, since in this study only 
qualitative relations are dealt with, no special distinctions need to be introduced 
for such phenomena for the time being. 

A generic term covering both graphs and the space used in this description is 
characters.

Graphic units that are not bound by homography are bound by heterography 
(symbolically, Hg)69 and are heterographs with respect to each other. This relation 
may bind both graphs, e.g. غ ‹ġ› with ع ‹ʕ›, and graphic words (examples below). 
It is defined on purely formal criteria and obtains regardless of the relationhips 
of meaning, pronunciation and morphology. This is visible in the translations and 

69 This term is not to be understood in the conventional manner, as defined, for instance, by the 
Oxford English Dictionary, as “Spelling that differs from that which is correct according to current 
usage; ‘incorrect’ spelling”. Its sense is closer to, but not identical with, the second meaning indi-
cated there: “Irregular and inconsistent spelling (as the current spelling of English)” (“Heterography, 
n.” 2018).
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transliterations given, not always exhaustively, for the graphic words in the fol-
lowing examples:

 منكم Hg من كم (2)
 ‹mn_km›  ‹mnkm›
 mǝn kŭmm  mǝn-kŭm
 ‘from a sleeve’  ‘from youpl’

 ماكانش Hg ما كانش (3)
 ‹ma_kanš›  ‹makanš›
 ma kan-š  ma kan-š
 ‘he was not’  ‘he was not’

 اديال Hg   ديال  Hg  ديل (4)
 ‹dyl›  ‹dyal›  ‹adyal›
 dil  dyal  dyal
 ‘tail’  ‘of’ (possessive  ‘of’ (possessive 
   preposition)  preposition)

 بئر Hg   بير  Hg   بيت (5)
 ‹byt›  ‹byr›  ‹bẙr›
 bit  bir   bir
 ‘room’  ‘well’  ‘well’

Three types of heterography can be distinguished depending on the type of the 
distinctive unit which differentiates two graphic words. In (2)-(3), the distinc-
tive unit is the space as opposed to its absence. This type of heterography is 
termed linear heterography. In (4), the distinctive unit is a graph as opposed 
to its absence. This type of heterography is referred to as quantitative70. In 
(5), the distinctive unit is graph x in a given position of the graphic word as 
opposed to graph y in the same position. This type is termed qualitative het-
erography.

The pronunciation of a graphic unit (a graph, a graphic word etc) is a real 
or potential phonetic form that can be associated with it71. For instance, the 

70 Linear heterography and quantitative heterography can be both viewed as subtypes of quan-
titative heterography in the broad sense because each of them relies on the opposition ‘presence of 
a character’ vs. ‘absence of a character’, the respective distinctive character being a space or a graph.

71 The phonetic form is understood here as systemic, not impressionistic. As has been men-
tioned at an earlier point, broad transcription is used throughout this work as long as the phonetic 
transcription is not necessary.
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graphic word كتبت ‹ktbt› ‘she wrote’, the meaning of which is assumed here 
to be known from context, has two pronunciations: kǝtbǝt and kǝtbat, with the 
vowel a in kǝtbat being not represented in writing. By contrast, the graphic word 
 ktbat› ‘idem’ has only one pronunciation: kǝtbat, because the vowel a is› كتبات
explicitly signalled in writing. Another example is the graphic word قال ‹qal› 
‘he said’. It has two pronunciations: qal and gal, used interchangeably in some 
regions of Morocco. By contrast, گال ‹ǵal› ‘idem’ has only one pronunciation, 
gal, because the graph گ ‹ǵ› is used specifically to represent g. A graphic unit 
(a graph, a graphic word, etc.) which has more than one pronunciation is called 
phonetically ambiguous, while those with only one pronunciation are phoneti-
cally univocal72. Phonetic ambiguity denotes the mere fact of having more than 
one pronunciation, irrespective of whether the pronunciation intended by the 
speller can or cannot be identified by the reader, e.g. with the help of the context 
(as opposed to phonetic indeterminacy, see Sect. IV.2.1.).

Graphic words73 can be continuous or discontinuous. A continuous graphic 
word is a graphic unit composed of graphs without spaces (punctuation marks are 
disregarded). Examples:

(6) (7) (8)

 ‹makntšy› (MḤ 4513) ‹klšy› (DB 2511 )  ‹knt› (Mu. 4713)
 ma kŭnt-ši kŭll ši kŭnt 
 ‘I was not’ ‘everything’ ‘I was’

Discontinuous graphic words are defined on the basis of semantic and phonetic 
properties of continuous graphic words. Hence, they are discussed in the follow-
ing chapter, devoted to graphemic concepts.

72 A need to introduce the concept of the set of all pronunciations which can be associ-
ated with a graphic unit was perceived by Hammarström (1976: 115), who proposed the term 
‘nunceme’ to denote “[a]ll pronunciations of a letter (typeme), or of certain combinations of let-
ters (…)”.

73 A distinction between (abstract) ‘graphic words’ and ‘actual graphic words’ can be made, on 
analogy to that between (abstract) ‘graphs’ and ‘actual graphs’. In practice, however, such a distinc-
tion would seldom be needed.
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III.2. Graphemic concepts

With the characters, viz. graphs and spaces, being analyzed with respect to their 
meaning-differentiating and pronunciation-differentiating functions, the function-
al aspects of MA graphy come into play. This is thus the point where the graphet-
ics meets semantics and phonetics, and where the analysis is shifting from the 
graphic level to the graphemic level74. 

The first concept to be introduced here on the basis of the semantic and pho-
netic properties is that of a discontinuous graphic word. It is understood as a linear 
sequence of two – or more – continuous graphic words divided by a space – or 
spaces – and for which a homosemantic (having the same meaning) and homo-
phonous (having the same pronunciation) continuous graphic word (divisible con-
tinuous graphic word) exists75. Examples:

(9)     (10)

 ‹ma_knt_šy› (MX 1811)   ‹kl_šy› (ḤB 353)
 ma kŭnt-ši    kŭll ši
 ‘I was not’    ‘everything’

The discontinuous graphic words in (9) and (10) have their homosemantic and 
homophonous correspondents in discontinuous graphic words shown in (6) and 
(7) in the preceding section. For the continuous graphic word given there in (8), 
no corresponding dicontinuous graphic word exists. 

On the basis of the semantic and phonetic relations between graphic words, 
heterography can be divided into distinctive and variational. Distinctive hetero-
graphy (symbolically, DH) binds heterographic words that differ, even context-
independently, in meaning and pronunciation. The examples (2ʹ), (4ʹ) and (5ʹ) 
given below, based on (2), (4) and (5) shown above, illustrate this relation in its 
three types: linear distinctive heterography (2ʹ), quantitative distinctive heterogra-
phy (4ʹ) and qualitative distinctive heterography (5ʹ).

74 Note that in the present approach to MA graphy, graphemics is understood in its broad sense, 
i.e. as dealing not only with the distinctive functions of graphs as opposed to one another (qualitative 
graphemics) but also graphs as opposed to their absence (quantitative graphemics) and the space as 
opposed to its absence (linear graphemics).

75 Here and in other parts of the present work, what is understood by such concepts as “ex-
ists”, “can be substituted for”, “can be added”, “can be deleted”, etc., is that a given form has been 
recorded in the corpus or, in a looser sense, can be predicted as an expected form on the basis of 
analogy; cf. the concept of expected forms introduced at the end of this chapter.
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منكم DH  من كم (ʹ2)
 ‹mn_km›  ‹mnkm›
 mǝn kŭmm  mǝn-kŭm
 ‘from a sleeve’  ‘from youpl’ 

ديال DH  ديل (ʹ4)
‹dyl›  ‹dyal›

 dil  dyal
 ‘tail’  ‘of’ (possessive preposition)

بير DH  بيت (ʹ5)
 ‹byt›  ‹byr›
 bit  bir
 ‘a room’  ‘a well’

Variational heterography (symbolically, VH) binds heterographic words 
which are homosemantic and homophonous76 (even though for some graphic 
words, this can be determined only with the help of context77). Such words are 
called variational heterographs (or simply heterographs, if this shortening does 
not involve any ambiguity). They are the principal object of our interest in this 
work. Below, some graphic words used in (3)-(5) are given to illustrate its three 
types: linear variational heterography (3ʺ), quantitative variational heterography 
(4ʺ) and qualitative variational heterography (5ʺ). Each of these types is discussed 
in more detail in Sect. III.2.1.

 ماكانش  VH ما كانش (ʺ3)
 ‹ma_kanš›  ‹makanš›
 ma kan-š ‘he was not’

dyal  اديال VH ديال (ʺ4)
 ‹dyal›  ‹adyal›
 ‘of’ (possessive preposition)

76 Heterographs which are homophonous but not homosemantic also exist in MA but they do 
not concern us here.

A third condition for graphic words to be considered bound by variational heterography could 
be added: that of having the same morphological structure. For SA, it would exclude such pairs of 
graphic words as verbs نما ‹nma› and نمى ‹nmá›. They both have the same meaning, ‘he/itm grew’, the 
same pronunciation, but different morphological structures, which becomes visible in other inflec-
tional forms. This is, however, a rare phenomenon and can be disregarded for MA.

77 Cf. the discussion of neutralized graphemic relation between graphs in Sect. III.2.2.2.
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بئر VH بير (ʺ5)
 ‹byr›  ‹bẙr›
 bir ‘a well’

Some comments on the conditions of the variational heterographs being homoph-
onous and homosemantic are needed. As for homophony, the pronunciations of 
the heterographs do not have to be absolutely identical as long as the phonetic 
differences do not influence the graphy in question (this concerns, for instance, 
affricatization, not marked in writing). In some cases, the condition of being ho-
mophonous does not mean that the two graphic words must have exclusively iden-
tical pronunciations. They only need to have at least one shared identical pronun-
ciation. For instance, in the pair گال ‹ǵal› and قال ‹qal›, the pronunciation of the 
former is gal, while the latter can be pronounced either gal or qal. If no extra- or 
intratextual circumstances indicate which of these two pronunciations was intend-
ed by the speller, the two graphic words are considered homophonous – because 
both are pronounceable as gal. 

The condition of homophony excludes from the relation of variational het-
erography the following pairs of graphic words:

(11)

 ‹bḥal› (Ṣa. 20912) ‹fḥal› (WM 256)
 bḥal fḥal
 ‘like, similar to’ (preposition)

Both these graphic words mean the same and, historically, are composed of the 
noun ḥal ‘state, situation’ with a preposition meaning ‘in’. However, the preposi-
tions are different, b- and f-, which results in different pronunciations, depending 
on the dialect variety (cf. Heath 2002: 235-36).

(12) 

 ‹ktqwl› (MX 1311) ‹ttqwl› (LŠ 532)
 ka-dgul ta-dgul
 ‘you say’

Both graphic words have the same meaning and the same morphological struc-
ture: a present verb with an aspectual preverb. The preverb, however, has two 
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different phonetic forms: ka- and ta-, the use of which depends on geographical 
distribution (cf. Kjamilev 1968: 44, footnote 80; Aguadé 1996: 198-199)78.

(13)       

 ‹ǧhħ› (Ṛḥ. 17410)  ‹ǧht› (Mn. 233)
 žiha    žiht
 ‘direction, place, side’

These graphic words have the same meaning but different pronunciations due to 
their different syntactic status: Form A is used in the free state (e.g. in the expres-
sion kŭll žiha ‘everywhere’) and its feminine suffix is -a. By contrast, B is used in 
the construct state (e.g. in the expression mǝn žiht ‘on the part of’) and its femi-
nine suffix is -t. 

(14)     

 ‹bnadm› (ḤB 911)  ‹mnadm› (WM 277)
 bnadǝm    mnadǝm
 ‘human being(s)’

These two graphic words both mean the same and are historically related with SA 
ʔibn ʔādam ‘human being’, lit. ‘son of Adam’. The form bnadǝm is the dominat-
ing form in Morocco, while mnadǝm, resulting from the nasalization of b caused 
by the neighbouring n, is used only in some varieties (cf. Heath 2002: 177). 

(15)     

 ‹swq› (ḤB 4413)   ‹swo› (FL 1446)
 suq    suʔ
 ‘souq, market’

78 According to Youssi (1992: 61), the two different preverbs have ceased to mark any regional 
or dialectal differentiation and have become free variants, although ka- may seem preferrable to 
some users and, in addition: “dans une suite de verbes d’un même énoncé (coordonnés ou subordon-
nés), le premier a la variante ka et un ou plusieurs des verbes suivants peuvent avoir ta”.
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These two graphic words have the same meaning. Form A has the pronunciation 
suq, which is dominant in Morocco, while B is pronounced suʔ, i.e. with a glottal 
stop instead of q, a trait characteristic of many Jewish and some Muslim urban 
pre-Hilalian dialects (Aguadé 2003: 87), like that of Fes, the pronunciation of 
which is represented in FL (note the brackets added by the speller to mark this 
local peculiarity).

It is more difficult to decide how to treat graphic words which represent pro-
nunciations resulting from phonetic reductions, especially consonant-cluster re-
ductions, whether occurring in rapid speech or having occurred historically. In 
such cases, it cannot be ruled out that Form A, representing the non-reduced form, 
can, apart from the primary non-reduced pronunciation, can also be pronounced 
the same way as Form B, representing the reduced form, especially in rapid, less 
careful speech. Examples:

(16)     

 ‹ḥt(á)_waḥd› (Ṣa. 2225)   ‹t(a)_waḥd› (XM 8210)
 ḥǝtta waḥǝd and tta waḥǝd?  tta waḥǝd
 ‘nobody’

(17)     

 ‹mn_ally› (ḤM 818)   ‹mally› (ḌK 156)
 mǝn-lli and mǝlli?   mǝlli
 ‘when’ (conjunction)

Should such a more flexible approach be adopted, A and B would be considered 
variational heterographs. However, in order to avoid an excessively complex de-
scription, a stricter perspective has been preferred which assumes that such graph-
ic words are pronounceable always in accordance with their graphy.

In quite numerous pairs of graphic words, heterography is functionally am-
biguous, a phenomenon responsible for the context-dependency of MA graphy. 
It occurs whenever at least one graphic word in a heterograph pair has ambigu-
ous graphy. Then, determining whether these words have the same meaning (and 
pronunciation) is possible only on the basis of context, not the graphy itself. An 
example of ambiguous linear heterography is the pair composed of the univo-
cal graphic word ما شي ‹ma_šy› ma-ši ‘is not’ (Mn. 437) and its heterograph ماشي 
‹mašy›, which is an ambiguous graphy since it may have the same meaning, ‘is 
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not’ (e.g. Ṛḥ. 16311), or a different one: ‘going to’ (future marker) (e.g. MX 2114) 
(with the pronunciations being the same). Ambiguous quantitative heterography 
is exemplified by the pair of the univocal graphic word كتبات ‹ktbat› kǝtbat ‘she 
wrote’ and the ambiguous graphic word كتبت ‹ktbt›, which may have the same 
meaning, ‘she wrote’, or a different one, for instance: ‘I wrote’ (its pronunciation 
being different: ktǝbt). An example of ambiguous qualitative heterography is the 
pair in which گال ‹ǵal› gal ‘he said’ is a univocal graphy, while the ambiguous 
graphic word كال ‹kal› may have the same meaning, ‘he said’, or a different one, 
‘he ate’ (with its pronunciation being different: kal).

Since variational heterography can be identified between words both context-
dependently and context-independently (in contrast to distinctive heterography, 
which can only be identified irrespective of the context), some cases of ambigu-
ous heterography are cases of variational heterography. 

Two other concepts that need to be introduced at this point are expected 
forms and conditioned graphy. An expected form is a graphic word which has 
not been recorded in the corpus but its occurrence is reasonably predictable on 
the grounds of analogy with other forms recorded in the corpus. For instance, 
 k› is used to› ك karw› for gaṛṛu ‘cigarette’ is an expected form because› كارو
mark g in borrowings and, in addition, a corresponding definite noun has been 
found in the corpus: لكارو ‹lkarw› l-gaṛṛu ‘cigarettedef’ (ḤM 8910). However, 
positing an expected form can be risky because it may never be recorded. For 
instance, MA emphatic (pharyngealized) consonants which correspond to SA 
plain, i.e. non-emphatic (non- pharyngealized) consonants, are frequently writ-
ten phonetically. Some words, however, resist this tendency, the most notable 
cases being the frequent words ḍaṛ ‘house’ and ṛaṣ ‘head’, which are always 
written دار ‹dar› and راس ‹ras›, never *ضار ‹ḍar› and *راص ‹raṣ›, respectively, in 
the corpus. This preference being given to donor form-oriented graphy in these 
particular cases can be attributed to ‘the weight of the orthography of the classi-
cal language’ (Aguadé 2013: 210, 214).

Conditioned graphy is a graphy which can occur only if another particular 
graphy is used in a given graphic word (or graphic text). Consider the following 
graphic word: الدواء ‹aldwao›  d-dwa ‘medicine, drug’ (Mn. 1411). In order for the 
donor form-oriented graphy ending in ء ‹o› to be possible, the graph preceding it 
must be ا ‹a›, not ى ‹á›, because the latter never marks a word-medially (the form 
 aldwáo› is not expected). Conditioned graphy also affects the use of the› الدوىء*
Maghrebi traditional graphy: If a speller decides to use ف ‹f› to mark q, then also f 
must be marked in accordance with the Maghrebi graphy, i.e. by means of ڢ ‹f›̣, 
not ف ‹f›, in order to avoid ambiguity. However, using the Maghrebi ڢ ‹f›̣ to mark 
f does not require marking q as ف ‹f›, because no ambiguity arises then (as is the 
case in Ḥaš.).
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In the case of some graphic words, conditioned graphy is associated with 
a varying frequency of use. For example, the word myat ‘hundred’ followed by 
a noun denoting the counted object is most frequently written in either of the two 
ways: ميات ‹myat› is thoroughly self-oriented (phonetic), e.g. ميات آلف ‹myat_ãlf› 
myat alǝf ‘a hundred thousand’ (XF 591), while مائة ‹maẙħ› is thoroughly donor 
form-oriented, e.g. مائة ألف ‹maẙħ_ålf› ‘idem’ (MX 4212). The latter form copies the 
SA مائة ‹maẙħ› ‘hundred’, in which ا ‹a› marks no sound but is a historical disam-
biguating graph (see point 4.a. in Sect. I.3.), ئ ‹ẙ› marks ʔ and ة ‹ħ› marks t. Forms 
with mixed graphy are recorded but rare: In مياة ‹myaħ›, e.g. مياة أورو ‹myaħ_åwrw› 
myat oṛo ‘a hundred euro’ (Ṛḥ. 1263), the phonetically spelt sequence ‹ya› is com-
bined with the donor form-oriented ة ‹ħ›. In ماية ‹mayħ›, e.g. ماية ريال ‹mayħ_ryal› 
myat ryal ‘a hundred rial’ (MX 4612), the unpronounced SA ا ‹a› is combined with 
the phonetically spelt ي ‹y›. Yet other combinations, e.g. مائت ‹maẙt›, with the SA 
.t›, have not been recorded› ت ẙ› combined with the self-oriented› ئ a› and› ا

III.2.1. Variational heterography

Until the present point, examples of minimal heterography, i.e. one based on one 
distinctive unit only have been used. By contrast, non-minimal heterography 
binds heterographs which differ in more than one distinctive unit of the same kind 
(mixed heterography, involving distinctive units of various kinds, is dealt with in 
Sect. III.2.1.4.). Maximal heterography, in turn, means that two heterographs dif-
fer in the largest possible number of distinctive units (as evidenced by the corpus 
or, in a looser approach, as can be expected on the basis of analogy). Finally, there 
are graphic invariants, i.e. graphic words that have no variational heterographs 
at all. Identifying these would be very useful as a basis for anyone intending to 
propose orthographic norms for MA.

Although only qualitative heterography is dealt with in this book, some basic 
issues related to the two remaining types of heterography, including those intro-
duced in the preceding paragraph, will be discussed in what follows.

III.2.1.1. Linear variational heterography

The most frequent case of linear variational heterography is the minimal linear 
variational heterography, i.e. one binding a divisible continuous graphic word 
with a homosemantic and homophonous discontinuous graphic word which con-
tains one space. In more traditional terms, this means that the same phonetic word 
can be written either as one word or as two words. An example, based on (7) and 
(10), is given in (18).
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(18)    

 ‹klšy› (DB 2511)  ‹kl_šy› (ḤB 353)
 kŭll ši ‘everything’ 

Non-minimal variational linear heterography binds linear heterographs in which 
the distinctive unit consists in more than one space, as in the following example, 
based on (6) and (9):

(19)    

 ‹makntšy› (MḤ 4513)  ‹ma_knt_šy› (MX 1811)
 ma kŭnt-ši ‘I was not’

At the same time, (19) shows maximal linear heterography, because Form A con-
tains the largest posssible number of spaces as distinctive units. 

A category of graphically prefixed words needs to be distinguished in order 
to account for the specific behaviour of some word-medial graphies. A graphi-
cally prefixed word, or a graphic word resulting from graphic prefixation, is 
a linearly continuous graphic word corresponding to a phonetic word which is 
analyzable, whether synchronically or diachronically, into two components: the 
prefix (the definite article, a conjunction or a preposition) and the main com-
ponent. As a result of graphic prefixation, the originally word-initial graph of 
the main component becomes accidentally word-medial (see Sect. I.2.). Graphs 
which otherwise do not occur in this position will be referred to as remnants79. 
For instance, if the definite article l-, written لـ ‹l› or الـ ‹al›, is prefixed to a graph-
ic word beginning with إ ‹ḁ›, e.g. إبرة ‹ḁbrħ› ibra ‘needle’, the resulting graphic 
word, اإلبرة ‹alḁbrħ› l-ibra ‘needledef’, contains word-medial إ ‹ḁ›, a remnant, 
since it does not occur word-medially in other situations. By contrast, the com-
positional structure of a graphically prefixed word can be obscured by writing at 
least one of its components in a way which is never used without graphic prefix-
ation (such graphy may be called synthetic). For instance, if the conjunction w- 
‘and’ is graphically prefixed to ila ‘if’, normally written الى ‹alá›, إلى ‹ḁlá› or يلى 
‹ylá›, the graphs ا ‹a›, إ ‹ḁ› or ي ‹y› marking the word-initial i may be retained: 

79 This phenomenon is reminiscent of the SA spelling principle according to which graphically 
prefixed conjunctions, prepositions and the definite article do not influence the graphy of the initial 
graph of the main component.
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 wlá› (Bǝ. 415). The›  ولى :wylá›, or be dropped› ويلى wḁlá› or› وإلى ,‹walá› والى
latter graphy is an instance of synthetic graphy because *لى ‹lá› is never used for 
an unprefixed ila ‘if’. 

III.2.1.2. Quantitative variational heterography 

Let us recall that quantitative variational heterography between two graphic words 
means that they are homosemantic and homophonous but one of them contains 
a graph or graphs absent from the other. This graph, which will be referred to as 
augment, may be added word-initially, word-finally or word-medially. In MA, it 
is easy to find such augments marking stable (long) vowels: For instance, in (20), 
the augment ا ‹a› in Form B is used to mark a.

(20)     

 ‹rǧl› (LŠ 357)   ‹raǧl› (Ṣa. 2149)
 ṛažǝl ‘man’

An augment, however, may have no phonetic function, for example:

(21)    

 ‹dyalk› (MḤ 694)  ‹adyalk› (FL 11110)
 dyal-ǝk ‘yours’, lit. ‘of yours’

Here, the augment in B is ا ‹a› used to mark a word-initial consonant cluster.
The two above examples show pairs of quantitative heterographs differing in the 
absence or presence of one graph. They are thus cases of minimal variational 
quantitative heterography. Non-minimal quantitative variational heterography is 
easy to find. For instance, in the following pair, two augments, ا ‹a› and ل ‹l›, are 
added word-medially in B.

(22)     

 ‹mly› (Ṣa. 2116)   ‹mally› (ḌK 156)
 mǝlli ‘when’ (conjunction)
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In quite frequent cases, one heterograph has an augment (or more), while the 
other heterograph has another augment (or more). Put in a different way, either 
of the heterographs is augmented with respect to the other. This kind of quantita-
tive variational heterography will be termed enantiodiacritic (from Greek έναντιος 
‘opposite’ and διακριτικός ‘distinguishing’). To illustrate, below are two hetero-
graphs of the pronoun nta ‘you’. In A, the augment is the final ا ‹a›, while in B, the 
augment is the initial أ ‹å›.

(23)     

 ‹nta› (ḤB 483)    ‹ånt› (BB 4410)
 nta ‘you’

In maximal quantitative variational heterography, one heterograph has no 
augments and the other has all possible augments. The pairs in (20)-(22) are in-
stances thereof. Three others are given below.

(24)    

 ‹mknwš› (LŠ 352)   ‹makanwš› (Mu. 56)
 ma kanu-š ‘they were not’

(25)    

 ‹kdwr› (Ṣa. 2222)  ‹katdwr› (ʕD 1116)
 ka-ddur (< ka-t-dur) ‘itf turns’

(26)    

 ‹bḥalw› (ḤB 49)   ‹abḥalwa› (XM 574)
 bḥal-u ‘like him/itm’

Some pairs that show minimal quantitative heterography show also maximal 
quantitative heterography. This is the case of (20) and (21) above. In yet another 
situation, some words cannot accept or lose any augments and are thus quantita-
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tive invariants. As evidenced by the corpus, quantitative invariants include such 
graphic words as: باب ‹bab› bab ‘door’ and ديك ‹dyk› dik ‘cock, rooster’, i.e. those 
which represent phonetic words following the pattern CVC, with V being a stable 
(long) vowel. Further research is, however, needed in order to arrive at a complete 
picture of this issue.

III.2.1.3. Qualitative variational heterography

The distinctive unit in qualitative variational heterography is a graph being in 
graphemic variation with another graph in the same position of a graphic word. 
Graphemic variation or variation, for short, can be defined with the use of the 
concepts of substitutability and variational heterography. Two graphs x and y are 
said to be bound by variation if there is at least one graphic word in which a sub-
stitution of graph x for graph y results in its (qualitative) variational heterograph. 
For instance, the graph ا ‹a› is in variation with أ ‹å› because a substitution of ا ‹a› 
for أ ‹å› in رأس ‹rås› ṛaṣ ‘head’ results in its (qualitative) variational heterograph 
.‹ras› راس

Depending on the relation between the sets of graphic words allowing varia-
tion, the following three types of variation are distinguished:

i.  Free variation between x and y (symbolically: x Fv y or y Fv x) means that 
in every graphic word in which x is used it can be substituted for y and vice 
versa. Graphs bound by this relation are termed free variants. 

  Example: گ ‹ǵ› and ڭ ‹ĝ› in MA (in all positions80), because in every graphic 
word in which گ ‹ǵ› is used, ڭ ‹ĝ› can be substituted for it and vice versa.

ii. Asymmetrical variation between x and y (symbolically: x Av y) means that:
 1. in every graphic word in which y is used, x can be substituted for it and 
  2. in at least one graphic word in which x is used, y cannot be substituted for 

it. 
  Graphs bound by this relation are termed asymmetrical variants. The prede-

cessor of this relation (x in x Av y), i.e. the asymmetrical variant which can 
be used in a greater number of graphic words, is termed strong variant. Its 
successor (y in x Av y), i.e. the one which can be used in a lesser number of 
graphic words, is termed weak variant.

80 For some graphs, their substitutability by other graphs depends on their position in the word. 
This is discussed under each pair of variants in Ch. VI. 
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Example: ا ‹a› Av أ ‹å›, word-finally, because:
  1. in every graphic word in which أ ‹å› is used, ا ‹a› can be substituted for it, 

e.g. يبرأ ‹ybrå› and يبرا ‹ybra› yǝḅṛa ‘he gets cured’,
  2. in at least one graphic word in which ا ‹a› is used, أ ‹å› cannot be substituted 

for it, as illustrated by the graphic word كتبوا ‹ktbwa› kǝtbu ‘they wrote’, of 
which *كتبوأ ‹ktbwå› is not a variational heterograph.

  Asymmetrical variation is a transitive relation. For instance, if ا ‹a› Av أ ‹å› 
word-initially and أ ‹å› Av آ ‹ã› word-initially, then also ا ‹a› Av آ ‹ã› word-
initially. 

iii. Restricted variation (symbolically: x Rv y or y Rv x) means that:
  1. in at least one graphic word in which y is used, x can be substituted for it,
  2. in at least one graphic word in which y is used, x cannot be substituted for 

it and
  3. in at least one graphic word in which x is used, y cannot be substituted for 

it. 
 Graphs bound by this relation are termed restricted variants. 

Example: ه ‹h› and و ‹w› word-finally, because: 
  1. in at least one graphic word in which  و ‹w› is used, ه ‹h› can be substituted 

for it, e.g. كتبو ‹ktbw› and كتبه ‹ktbh› kǝtb-u ‘he wrote it’ are qualitative varia-
tional heterographs. 

  2. in at least one graphic word in which و ‹w› is used, ه ‹h› cannot be substi-
tuted for it, as illustrated in كتبو ‹ktbw› kǝtbu ‘they wrote’, of which كتبه ‹ktbh› 
is not a variational heterograph (it can represent, for instance, kǝtb-u ‘write it’ 
or ‘he wrote it’). 

  3. in at least one graphic word in which ه ‹h› is used, و ‹w› cannot be substi-
tuted for it, as illustrated in كلمه ‹klmh› kǝlma ‘word’, of which كلمو ‹klmw› is 
not a variational heterograph (it can represent kǝllm-u ‘he talked to him’, ‘talk 
to him!’ or kǝllmu ‘they talked’).  

The relations Fv and Rv are symmetrical and graphs bound by each of them can 
be indicated in free order, e.g. گ ‹ǵ› Fv ڭ ‹ĝ› is the same as ڭ ‹ĝ› Fv گ ‹ǵ›. By 
contrast, relation Av is not symmetrical and the graphs bound by it must be given 
as ordered pairs, e.g. ا ‹a› Av أ ‹å›, but not *أ ‹å› Av ا ‹a›, i.e. with the strong variant 
given first. Its inverse relation, symbolically x Av-1 y, means that x can be substi-
tuted for by y in all graphic words, but not so the opposite.

Finally, there are pairs of graphs which are never in variation, i.e. in no graph-
ic word can graph x be substituted for y or vice versa without a change in meaning 
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and/or pronunciation. The relation binding them is graphemic opposition. It binds, 
for example, ب ‹b› and ر ‹r›, because in no graphic word can ب ‹b› be substituted 
for ر ‹r› or ر ‹r› can be substituted for ب ‹b› without a change in meaning and/
or pronunciation. This relation is, for the time being, of no interest because it ex-
cludes variational heterography.

Below are some examples of non-minimal qualitative variational heterogra-
phy, i.e. one based on the difference of more than one graph.

(27)      

 ‹had•ra› (Ḍa. 515)  ‹hḍrħ› (ḤB 186)
 həḍṛa ‘talk, conversation’

(28)       

 ‹akṯr› (Bǝ. 484)   ‹åktr› (Ṛḥ. 1631)
 ktǝṛ ‘more’

(29)      

 ‹tlṭːaš› (Ṛḥ. 954)   ‹ṯlṯaš› (Ḍa. 9913)
 ṭǝḷṭaš ‘thirteen’

(30)      

 ‹ḁlá› (ṮN 813)   ‹yla› (XF 5611)
 ila ‘if’

Maximal qualitative variational heterography means that all substitutable 
graphs in one graphic word are substituted for in its heterograph. Examples (27)-
(30) show this relation. A special and rather exceptional case of maximal qualitative 
heterography is one in which all graphs in a graphic word are substitutable and 
are substituted for in its heterograph. The only example of this absolute qualitative 
variational heterography that I have been able to find in real texts is for SA. It con-
cerns, rather unsurprisingly, the graphy of a short word, viz. the preposition fī ‘in’:
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(31)     

‹fá› (ʔIṯ. 58)   ‹fỵ› (Ḥaš. 36)
fī ‘in’ (SA)

These two graphic words have different geographical distributions: such forms as 
A can be found, for instance, in Egyptian SA (A is taken from a book published in 
Cairo, see “ى ‹á› ~ ي ‹y›” in Sect. VI.1. on the Egyptian yāʔ), while B uses the lo-
cal Maghrebi graphy and can be found in Moroccan SA. As such, they are highly 
unlikely to be found in a single text. In MA, the same pair of graphies can be used 
for the preposition f- ‘in’ (cognate of SA fī). Indeed, فى ‹fá› is used in Ṛḥ., but no 
occurrence of ڢي ‹fỵ› has been recorded in the corpus. Potentially, absolute quali-
tative variational heterographs can bind graphic words representing such phonetic 
words as qfa ‘neck’ (قفى ‹qfá› ~ فڢا ‹ffạ›), gǝffa ‘basket’ (قفه ‹qfh›  ~ فڢة ‹ffħ̣›), fǝqṣa 
‘sorrow, affliction’ (فقصا ‹fqṣa› ~ ڢفسة ‹ff̣ṣa›) or qǝddǝf ‘he rowed’ (قدف ‹qdf› ~ فذڢ 
‹fḏf›̣). The main reason why these pairs cannot been found in the corpus seems 
to be that the traditional Maghrebi graphy, on which they partly rely, is almost 
inexistent there. 

By contrast, qualitative invariants, i.e. graphic words that admit no qualitative 
variation, are quite abundant, e.g. بيت ‹byt› bit ‘room’, كتاب ‹ktab› ktab ‘book’, ديال 
‹dyal› dyal ‘of’ (possessive preposition), كنت ‹knt› kŭnt ‘I was’, المغرب ‹almġrb› 
l-Mǝġṛib ‘Morocco’. An attempt to formulate conditions for a graphic word in 
MA to be a qualitative invariant is undertaken in Sect. VI.2.1. 

Although the greatest weight in identifying qualitative variation rests on rela-
tions between graphs rather than those between graphs and sounds, sometimes 
the representational aspect needs to be taken into consideration as well. This is so 
because the substitutability of graphs which fulfil two different functions, includ-
ing marking two different sounds, should be treated in a special way. The first 
argument for taking the representational aspect into consideration is that without 
it, one type of variational heterography can be mistaken for another. Consider the 
second and third graphs of each graphic word in (32) (the variation of the final 
graphs can be disregarded here).

(32)     

‹myat› (Ṛḥ. 1612)   ‹mayħ› (MX 4612)
myat ‘hundred’ (in the construct state)
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These graphs are ‹ya› and ‹ay›, respectively. From a purely formal perspective, 
it appears that ي ‹y› is in variation with ا ‹a›, and ا ‹a› with ي ‹y›. But when the 
representational functions of these graphs are considered, it becomes evident 
that what we are faced with here is a stable ي ‹y›, marking y in both hetero-
graphs, and an enantiodiacritic ا ‹a›, which in A marks a, while in B it marks 
no sound, but results from copying the SA historical disambiguating graph ا 
‹a› (cf. SA مائة ‹maẙħ›). Without considering the relationships between graphs 
and sounds, quantitative heterography binding this pair could be mistaken for 
qualitative.

Another argument for taking the representational aspect into consideration 
is the existence of a phenomenon which will be referred to as pseudo-variation 
(symbolically: Pv). It occurs between two graphs which are used in two hetero-
graphic words in the same position but mark two phonetically different and un-
related phenomena. Generally speaking, this happens when in one of the hetero-
graphs, graph x marks sound s1, while in the other heterograph, graph y marks 
sound s2 (usually immediately linearly adjacent to sound s1) or does not mark any 
sound at all (because it has some other function). Consider, for instance, the sec-
ond graph of each graphic word in (33).

(33)    

 ‹lala› (Fʕ 498)  ‹llla› (FL 817)
 lalla ‘madam’

These graphs, ا ‹a› and ل ‹l›, appear to be in variation. However, each of them 
marks a different sound: in Form A it is a, in Form B it is l (to be more precise: 
together with the third graph, also ل ‹l›, it marks the geminated l). In reality, these 
graphic words are bound by enantiodiacritic quantitative heterography, which is 
only apparently qualitative: in Form A, ا ‹a› is the augment, while in Form B, ل 
‹l› is the augment – a situation which is not evident unless the representational 
criterion is resorted to. In this case of pseudo-variation, each of the two graphs, al-
though having a different function, represents a phonetic phenomenon, viz. marks 
a sound. Since both of these phenomena (sounds) pertain to one variety of Ara-
bic, viz. MA, this type will be referred to as intra-variety pseudo-variation. By 
contrast, in inter-variety pseudo-variation, each of the two graphs has a function 
belonging to the domain of a different variety. Consider the third graph of each 
graphic word in (34).
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(34)  

 ‹alåwlá› (Ḍa. 6610)  ‹allwlá› (ḤB 127)
 l-lŭwwla ‘firstf def’ (cf. SA األولى ‹alåwlá› ʔal-ʔūlā ‘idem’)

These graphs, أ ‹å› in A and ل ‹l› in B, appear to be in variation. However, أ ‹å›, 
used in the donor-oriented graphy, reflects the sound ʔ pronounced in the SA cog-
nate, while ل ‹l›, used in the self-oriented phonetic graphy, reflects the lengthened 
l in MA pronunciation. Thus, each of them carries out a different function, related 
to a different variety. 

By contrast, graphs that have the same function but one of them is a self-
oriented graphy while the other one is a donor form-oriented graphy, e.g. ت ‹t› 
and ث ‹ṯ›, both marking t in تاني  ‹tany› and ثاني ‹ṯany› tani ‘second’, or ا ‹a› and أ 
‹å›, both marking a in راس ‹ras› and رأس ‹rås› ṛaṣ ‘head’, are considered to be in 
variation, not pseudo-variation.

With pseudo-variation being a separate phenomenon, distinct from variation, 
the fact that two graphs are bound by this relation will not be considered relevant 
for classifying them into a single grapheme or two different graphemes (see Sect. 
III.2.2.2. and VI.2.3.).

Finally, it should be observed that the intensity of variation between graphs 
can be analyzed on two levels: abstract and actual. On the abstract level, what is of 
interest is the proportion of abstract graphic words in which a given type of varia-
tion occurs. On the actual level, it is the frequency of actual graphic words, i.e. 
graphic words recorded in the corpus, which are manifestations of a variation ob-
taining on the abstract level. For instance, on the abstract level, the substitution of 
 t› by virtue of analogy (analogical graphy) can happen in every word› ت ṯ› for› ث
containing ت ‹t›; on the level of actual words, however, it is a marginal variation, 
i.e. one represented by relatively few pairs in the corpus. Situations like this one 
are due to the marginal occurrence of one of the variants (e.g. ث ‹ṯ› marking t, ذ ‹ḏ› 
marking d, غ ‹ġ› marking g, ى ‹á› marking i) or both of them (e.g. those used for 
marking ʔ word-medially) in the corpus. By contrast, the substitutability between 
 w› is limited on the level of abstract graphic words as it occurs only if› و h› and› ه
these graphs mark the personal suffix -u ‘him, his; itm, itsm’ word-finally. On the 
level of actual graphic words, however, it is very frequent. For a description of the 
MA graphy, both levels are important and this issue should be taken into consid-
eration when proposing an inventory of MA graphemes, to which purpose, mar-
ginal variation will be considered irrelevant. Hence, any variation should also be 
characterized with respect to the frequency of its manifestation on the actual level.
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III.2.1.4. Mixed variational heterography

Variational heterography can also be based on distinctive units representing two or 
three different types. It is then referred to as mixed variational heterography. For 
instance, (35) shows the co-occurrence of the qualitative and quantitative type.

(35)     

 ‹baraka› (XF 15015)  ‹barkħ› (Ṣa. 2106)
 baṛaka ‘enough’

Qualitatively, the final ا ‹a› in A is substituted for with ة ‹ħ› in B. Quantitatively, 
A has the augment ا ‹a› (following ر ‹r›).

Instances of mixed variational heterography involving the qualitative, quanti-
tative and linear type at one time are less frequent. An example thereof are the two 
following triply mixed heterographs representing the expression nʕam-as ‘sir!’ 
(a contraction of nʕam, a-sid-i ‘yes, my sir’):

(36)     

 ‹nʕm_ãs› (Bǝ. 839)   ‹nʕamas› (ḤB 214)
 nʕam-as ‘sir!’

Qualitatively, آ ‹ã› in A is substituted for by ا ‹a› in B. Quantitatively, ا ‹a› is added 
after ع ‹ʕ› in B. Linearly, A has a space following م ‹m›, while B has none.

In the two above examples, the heterography of each kind was minimal. The 
two examples below show mixed variational heterography with the quantitative 
type being non-minimal.

(37)     

 ‹lbġyt› (LŠ 512)   ‹lly_bġyt› (Ṣa. 21511)
 lli bġit ‘what I want’

In this pair, augments ل ‹l› and ي ‹y› are added in B (which one of the two graphs 
 l› is the augment is indeterminate). The pair shows doubly mixed heterography› ل
because the graphic words also differ linearly: B has a space preceding ب ‹b›.
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(38)    

 ‹fá_almya› (Ṛḥ. 379)  ‹flmayħ› (ḤB 1510)
 fə-l-mya ‘per cent’

In (38), qualitatively, the final ا ‹a› in A is substituted for with ة ‹ħ› in B. Quan-
titatively, A has two augments: ى ‹á› and ا ‹a› preceding ل ‹l›, while B has one: ا 
‹a› following م ‹m› (enantiodiacritic quantitative heterography). Linearly, A has 
a space and B has none. Thus, this pair shows triply mixed heterography and its 
quantitative heterography is non-minimal and enantiodiacritic.

Finally, maximal mixed variational heterography binds heterographs which 
are based on two or three types of variational heterography and differ in every 
possible distinctive unit. In other words: qualitatively, every substitutable graph 
is substituted for; quantitatively and linearly, every augment and space which can 
be added or removed is added or removed. In short: the two graphic words cannot 
differ more. For instance, in (39)-(41), the qualitative and quantitative variation 
is used up maximally (the pairs show no linear heterography since each of these 
graphic words is a linear invariant).

(39)    

 ‹bḥalħ› (BB 1073)  ‹abḥalwa› (XM 574)
 bḥal-u ‘like him/itm’

Qualitatively, ه ‹h› marking -u ‘him, his; itm, itsm’ in A, is substituted for by و ‹w› 
in B. Quantitatively, ا ‹a› is added word-finally (the false ʔalif al-wiqāya, written 
by virtue of analogy, see point 4.b. in Sect. I.3.) and word-initially (signalling 
a word-initial cluster).

(40)    

 ‹axḏa› (MḤ 6611)  ‹xdá› (Ṛḥ. 3611)
 xda ‘he took’

Qualitatively, ذ ‹ḏ› marking d in A (donor-oriented graphy) is substituted for 
with the phonetic د ‹d› in B, while the word-final ا ‹a› is substituted for by ى ‹á›. 
Quantitatively, ا ‹a› (signalling a word-initial cluster) is added word-initially in A.
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Pairs showing maximal mixed variational heterography with three types of 
heterography are difficult to find. One is given in (41).

(41)    

 ‹n•quwliyk•› (Ḍʔ 135)  ‹anǵwl_lk› (XM 1195)
 ngul-lik ‘I tell you’
 (Pronunciation with g and i for A and B, respectively, is assumed)

Qualitatively, ق ‹q› in A is substituted for by گ ‹ǵ› in B. Quantitatively, A has the 
augment ي ‹y›, while B has a (discontinuous) gemination of ل ‹l› (which one of the 
two graphs ل ‹l› is the augment is indeterminate) and word-initial ا ‹a›. Linearly, 
A has no space and B has one. 

Sometimes, the co-occurrence of quantitative and qualitative heterography 
involves the conditioned graphy of some graphs. Consider the following hetero-
graph pair:

(42)      

 ‹aldːwá› (Ṛḥ. 20010)  ‹aldwao› (Mn. 1411)
 d-dwa ‘medicine, drug’

Quantitative variation, i.e. the addition of the augment ء ‹o› word-finally, requires 
a qualitative variation: ى ‹á› in A must be substituted for by ا ‹a› in B, because ى 
‹á› cannot occur word-medially.

III.2.2. Grapheme

The grapheme is one of the fundamental notions in the lingustic study of writing. 
As the term itself suggests, its theoretical status within graphemics is assumed 
to be analogous to that of phoneme in phonology. This analogy is true at least 
insofar as the grapheme, like the phoneme, has been conceptualized and defined 
in many various ways since this term was used for the first time by Baudouin de 
Courtenay (1901: 116, cf. Ruszkiewicz (1981b [1978]: 21, 27). For the needs of 
the present work, instead of recapitulating its history (for an overview see Kohrt 
1985), it seems preferrable to present the two principal conceptions that have 
evolved around it and which will be referred to, following Günther (1988: 72), as 
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the representational conception (‘Repräsentanzkonzeption’) and the distinctivity 
conception (‘Distinktivitätskonzeption’). In the following paragraphs, they will 
be presented and discussed in the context of MA graphy. Further on, problems re-
lated to describing MA graphy with the use of the concept of grapheme within the 
distinctivity conception will be highlighted and a modified approach proposed. 

III.2.2.1. Two main approaches to the concept of grapheme

According to the representational conception, a grapheme is understood as a graphic 
representation of a sound or a phoneme. Graphemicists who adhere to this view ask 
questions about how particular sounds or phonemes can be represented in writing 
by means of graphemes.  The result of their analyses are lists of correspondences 
between sounds, or phonemes, and graphemes. As far as linguists are concerned, 
this view is held, for instance, by Hammarström, who defines the grapheme as “the 
class of graphs which denote the same phoneme” (1981 [1964]: 97). It can also be 
encountered in publications intended for a wider audience. For example, the Ox-
ford English Dictionary defines a grapheme as:

The class of letters and other visual symbols that represent a phoneme or cluster of pho-
nemes, as e.g. the grapheme ‹f› consists of the allographs (…) f, ff, F, Ff, gh, ph, and Ph 
which represent the phoneme /f/ in fun, huffy, Fingal, Ffoulkes, cough, graph, and Philip 
respectively; (…) (“Grapheme, n.”, 2018). 

In contrast, the distinctivity conception is based on an assumption that writing is 
a self-contained system and, consequently, it regards the grapheme as a language 
unit independent from whatever sound(s) or phoneme(s) it can represent. Within 
this approach, a grapheme is conceived of as a unit that should be analyzed with 
respect to other graphemes in terms of its distinctive functions, without asking 
questions about its representational function, which matters on a different level, 
the phonetic one. In this manner, the grapheme is defined by Günther (1988: 72) 
as the least meaning-differentiating unit of written language. This is where its 
resemblance to the phoneme is believed to reside81.

The feasibility of establishing graphemes in a way analogous to phonemes has 
been challenged by some linguists. For instance, Kohrt argues that the grapheme 
and the phoneme “can never be really on a par” (1986: 91), the main reason for 
this being that they have different domains: The written units (graphs, letters, 

81 Because of this postulated analogy between the grapheme and the phoneme, Kohrt (1986: 
84) terms this conception analogical conception (or conception of methodological analogy). Refer-
ence conception is his term for Günther’s representational conception.

There are also other uses of the term ‘grapheme’, one of them being a synonym for a ‘letter’ or 
other unit of a script, “with no theoretical content at all” (Daniels 2013: 415, footnote 9).
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graphemes) are pre-established for a specific purpose, or “prestabilized from the 
outset”. Only at a later stage are they ‘blended’, resulting in a continuum, which 
is thus secondary. In spoken language, by contrast, the continuum is primary, and 
its units must be detected and individuated (p. 90). Besides, as Kohrt observes, 
“[w]riting always presumes some kind of consciousness (which is not necessary 
in the sphere of spoken language)” (p. 93), with which Daniels (2013: 415) agrees, 
speaking of writing as “the consciously devised phenomenon”. Another reason 
why the number of analogies between the units and relations of written language 
and those of spoken language is limited is because the influence and impact of an 
individual user on the totality of written texts (relatively smaller) are much stron-
ger than those on the totality of spoken utterances (relatively larger). This is one 
of the reasons why, as Günther (1988: 79) points out, the relationships between 
units of written language are much more unsystematic than those between units 
of spoken language (cf. also Rogers 2005: 11, who remarks that “writing is much 
more varied in its structure than speech”). For a discussion of the controversy on 
the possibility of a structural graphemics, see Daniels (1992, 1995) and Herrick 
(1995a, 1995b). In the following section, the problem of the grapheme will be dis-
cussed in the context of MA against the background of its phonological relations. 

III.2.2.2. The grapheme in the context of Arabic script

Previous research on the Arabic script used for MA, and SA as well, which was 
presented in Sect. II.1., can be characterized as following the representational ap-
proach: It concentrates on describing which letters or signs (sometimes referred 
to as ‘graphemes’, e.g. Aguadé 2006: 256, footnote 18, 259) are used to mark par-
ticular sounds. However, should the representational conception of the grapheme 
be consistently applied to MA, it would have to be specially modified in view of 
some peculiarities of its graphy. One of them is that two classes of graphemes 
would have to be distinguished: obligatory graphemes and facultative graphemes, 
corresponding to the primary and secondary graphic system, respectively, dis-
cussed in Sect. I.2. Secondly, and more importantly, following the model of SA, 
the Arabic script used for MA uses graphs which do not represent any sounds, 
but have other functions: For instance, the graph ا ‹a› marks some verbal cat-
egories (the ʔalif al-wiqāya) or signals a word-initial consonant cluster (pseudo-
prothesis). On the other hand, some MA sounds, in particular vowels, may be not 
represented in script. Thus, when drawing up an inventory of MA graphemes un-
derstood representationally, one would have to depart from two different points: 
from graphemes, to which sounds are assigned, and from sounds, to which graph-
emes are assigned. Another difficulty in this approach is that graphic words are 
frequently phonetically ambiguous (see Sect. III.1.), which sometimes makes as-
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sociating graphemes with sounds (or phonemes) very unsystematic. This applies 
to both MA and SA. For instance, in SA, ة ‹ħ› marks t in graphic words used in 
the construct state, but in pausal positions, it is interpretable as marking either 
a or no sound at all (if the task of marking a is assumed to be carried out by the 
fatḥa, a vocalization mark hardly ever written in this position). In the free state, 
this graph marks either a or t, often depending on the speaker’s free choice. The 
representational function of ة ‹ħ› also depends on semantic factors: For instance, it 
is practically never pronounced when used in graphic words representing personal 
names. Within the representational approach, special descriptive treatment would 
also be required for MA words following a donor-oriented graphy which is at odds 
with MA pronunciation: This approach would be at a loss as to how to reflect the 
fact that in the case of the donor-oriented graphy the relationships are not ‘MA 
meaning > MA phonetic form > MA graphic form’, but rather ‘MA meaning > SA 
phonetic form > MA graphic form’.

The distinctivity approach, by contrast, does more justice to the self-con-
tainedness of the writing system. This relatively strong independence of written 
language from spoken language is especially visible in the case of Arabic script. 
While reading texts written in this writing system, it is usually not necessary to 
know the pronunciation of particular words, especially as far as vowels are con-
cerned (let alone to read these words aloud) in order to understand what they 
mean82. Thus, in reading a MA text written in Arabic script, knowing the meaning 
is, in a way, cognitively prior to knowing the pronunciation.

However, while this study gives precedence to the distinctivity approach in 
order to focus on variational heterography with the aim to establish graphemic 
relations between graphs and thus arrive at graphemes, the representational con-
ception is sometimes resorted to as well. Representational relationships between 
graphs and sounds cannot be disregarded completely, unless one is willing to ne-
gate the fact that writing has been developed as a means of reflecting spoken 
language. In numerous cases, a close look at representational relationships helps 
to identify spelling principles underlying particular graphies, especially to dis-
tinguish variation (different spellings for the same phonetic phenomenon) from 
pseudo-variation (different spellings signalling different phonetic phenomena).

The distinctivity approach is not without its problems, not only as far as the 
MA graphy is concerned. As observed above, relationships between the units of 
written language have been characterized as less regular in comparison with those 
binding the units of spoken language. However, even the latter are not always 

82 Cf. Abu-Rabia & Taha (2016: 325-326), who observe: “The reading-aloud tasks require pho-
nology and grapheme-phoneme conversion. Silent-reading comprehension, however, may require 
visual-orthographic identification of roots of words for initial lexical access more than phonological 
representation”.
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fully systematic: There are cases in which a pair of sounds is capable of differ-
entiating meaning context-independently in some contexts, while in others, they 
are context-independently mutually interchangeable. In yet other word pairs, their 
relation is context-dependent, i.e. context is needed to determine whether two 
words differentiated only by the opposition of these two sounds have the same 
meaning or not. In other words, their phonetic opposition is functionally deficient. 
Two pairs of MA sounds, s ~ š and q ~ g, will be used to illustrate this. The pair s 
~ š is a clear context-free case of phonological opposition if, for instance, the pair 
sqa ‘he gave (someone) to drink; he fetched (water)’ vs. šqa ‘he got tired’ is con-
sidered. But in some other pairs, these sounds are in free variation: for example, 
‘sun’ in MA is both šǝms and šǝmš, and ‘window’ is both sǝṛžǝm and šǝṛžǝm. This 
pair of sounds can also be in a neutralized relation, i.e. it is only from context that 
one can determine the semantic relationship between šǝdd and sǝdd: whether they 
mean the same, i.e. ‘he closed’, or two different things, for instance ‘he closed’ 
vs. ‘a dam’. The pair q ~ g is similar in this respect. Used in some words, these 
sounds are capable of differentiating meaning irrespective of context, e.g. gana 
‘good mood’ vs. qana ‘ditch’, and thus should be considered to be bound by pho-
nological opposition. But in other words, they are in variation: ‘he said’ is both gal 
and qal, and ‘in front of’ is both gŭddam and qŭddam. There are also word pairs 
the semantic relationship between which can be determined only from the context, 
for instance, gaʕ and qaʕ can mean the same, ‘bottom, pedestal’ or two different 
things: ‘all’ and ‘bottom, pedestal’, respectively.

Perhaps the relative numbers of word pairs representing particular relations 
could be resorted to in order to determine the functional status of such pairs of 
sounds. In MA, some pairs of sounds predominantly differentiate meaning con-
text-independently, while words in which they are in variation, or in a neutralized 
relation, are marginal. This is the case of s and š. Their predominant meaning-
differentiating capability is an argument for classifying them into two phonemes. 
Some other sounds, by contrast, are predominantly in variation, while pairs in 
which they differentiate meanings context-independently are rare. The pair g and 
q is an example of this. Their marginal meaning-differentiating capability might 
be an argument for placing these two sounds in one phoneme, as variants83. How-
ever, deciding whether the meaning-differentiating capability is strong or mar-
ginal can be difficult for some pairs, e.g. s and ṣ, without a statistical count. 

83 Relationships such as the one between q and g have turned out problematic for scholars. For 
instance, Sánchez (2014: 93) says that (in the dialect of Marrakesh) /g/ is considered an allophone 
of /q/ ‘in some words in which it is a free variant’, but in the next sentence he adduces pairs which 
‘fully justify the phonemic status of both realizations’. This can only mean that g and q are both in 
one phoneme and in two different phonemes at the same time. Laconically, Danecki writes of ‘an 
imbalance between the phonemes q and g’ (1989: 141). 
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Instances of the unsystematicity of functional relationships between units can 
be found even more easily in written language. In the MA graphy, it frequent-
ly happens that a pair of graphs is capable of differentiating meanings context-
independently in some pairs of graphic words, while in others, they are freely 
interchangeable irrespective of the context (graphemic variation), and in yet oth-
ers their graphemic relation is neutralized, i.e. it is context that determines the 
semantic relationship between the graphic words (the latter situation occurs if at 
least one of the heterographs is an ambiguous graphy). Consider the following ex-
amples of pairs of graphs and functional relations which can bind them (phonetic 
relationships do not concern us at this point). 

Example 1: ق ‹q› and ك ‹k›, in all positions
a. Meaning-differentiating function, e.g. in the pair: قرا ‹qra› qṛa ‘he read, he 
studied’ vs. كرا ‹kra› kra ‘he rented’;
b. Graphemic variation, e.g. in the pair: قدام ‹qdam› vs. كدام ‹kdam› gŭddam ‘in 
front of’;
c. Neutralized relation, e.g. in the pair  قال ‹qal› vs. كال ‹kal›, which depending 
on the context may have the same meaning and pronunciation: gal ‘he said’, 
or two different ones: gal ‘he said’ vs. kal ‘he ate’.

Example 2: ه ‹h› and و ‹w›, word-finally
a. Meaning-differentiating function, e.g. in the pair: كراه ‹krah› kra-h ‘he rented 
it’ vs. كراو ‹kraw› kraw ‘they rented’;
b. Graphemic variation, e.g. in the pair: مدرسته ‹mdrsth› vs. مدرستو ‹mdrstw› 
mǝḍṛaṣṭ-u ‘his school’;
c. Neutralized relation, e.g. in the in the pair: كتبه ‹ktbh› and كتبو ‹ktbw›, 
which depending on the context may have the same meaning and pronuncia-
tion: kǝtb-u ‘he wrote it’, or two different meanings (and pronunciations): كتبه 
kǝtb-u ‘he wrote it’ or kǝtba ‘a writing’ vs. كتبو kǝtbu ‘they wrote’, ‘write!pl’ or 
kǝtb-u ‘write it!’.

Relatively numerous pairs of graphs are bound in MA graphy by what is re-
ferred to here as the neutralized relation. In many cases, for example that of ق ‹q› 
and ك ‹k›, it is difficult to tell if they are used more in the meaning-differentiating 
function or in graphemic variation, in contrast to pairs for which one relationship 
is dominant. Therefore, for the purpose of proposing an inventory of MA graph-
emes, the different types of qualitative variation will be considered and used to ne-
gotiate descriptively the problem of these functional multivalencies. The priority 
in this approach to classifying graphs into graphemes is given to variation rather 
than opposition. Thus, the criterion proposed provides: Two graphs are classified 
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into one grapheme if and only if they are bound by free variation or asymmetrical 
variation, in all possible positions, and the variation is not marginal.

This criterion has the following consequences: Two graphs that are never in 
variation with each other are classified into two different graphemes. A graph that 
has no variants at all is classified into a separate grapheme. Two graphs that are 
in restricted variation or pseudo-variation can be in one grapheme but neither of 
these relations entails classifying the pair into one grapheme. 

Variants belonging to one grapheme are called allographs. An allograph which 
occurs in restricted environments, i.e. depends on some additional conditions, is 
a non-basic allograph. The allograph which is independent of such additional 
conditions and can be used in a greater number of environments is the basic al-
lograph.

Before the issue of graphemes in MA is taken up again in Sect. VI.2.3., par-
ticular cases of variation between graphs will be illustrated and analyzed in Sect. 
VI.1. This will be preceded by a discussion of some other specific problems re-
lated to the description of MA graphy and of the spelling principles operating in it.
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IV.  Moroccan Arabic graphy.  
Descriptive problems 

In the following paragraphs, some methodological problems related to the descrip-
tion of MA spelling are discussed (some of them are indicated in Michalski 2017). 
First, this concerns various types of indeterminacy of graphs and graphic words, 
i.e. the impossibility to identify in a non-arbitrary way a unit under description or 
relations that bind it with other units. Second, the issue of idiosyncratic and rare 
graphies and their descriptive treatment will be discussed.

IV.1. Graphic indeterminacy

Graphic indeterminacy can be explained with the use of the concepts of actual 
graphs and abstract graphs (see Sect. III.1.). It consists in the impossibility of 
associating an actual graph or sign used in a given text with one of the abstract 
graphs existing in the language awareness of the language users. In plain words, 
this means that what is written, printed or displayed in a particular place of a par-
ticular text cannot be deciphered. Consider, for instance, (1) and (2).

(1)     (2)  

 ‹åuhw› or ‹åhw›? (Ḍa. 6510)  ‹åadːaah› or ‹ådːaah›? (MX 332)
 u-hŭwwa ‘and he’   dda-h ‘[it] took him’ 

The first graph in each of these two graphic words is clearly أ ‹å›. However, the 
hamza sign overlaps in each case with an indistinct sign, probably a ḍamma, ُـ ‹u›, 
in (1) and a fatḥa, َـ ‹a›, in (2) (note that the latter is normally written above, not 
below, the hamza). Such situations are often in both sources. (3) and (4) are other 
examples of graphic indeterminacy.

(3)     (4)   

 ‹mː•haa› or ‹m•haa›? (Mm. 1122)  ‹ǵalwa› or ‹kaalwa›? (XM 707)
 ṃṃa-ha ‘her mother’   galu ‘they said’:
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In (3), a partly blackened circle appears as a secondary graph (a situation quite 
often in Mm.). It can only be guessed that this represents a šadda, ّـ ‹ː›, superposed 
on a sukūn, ْـ ‹•›. In (4), the first letter has a short stroke above which is printed in 
a way that makes it look like a fatḥa, َـ ‹a›, a situation quite often in XM. However, 
after comparing a number of words containing this graph in this source one can be 
sure that the stroke is not a fatḥa but a constituting part of the graph گ ‹ǵ›.

These and similar problems, resulting from the imperfections of printing tech-
nology, are rather rare and can be neglected. Examples affected with this kind of 
indeterminacy are not used in the work.

IV.2. Functional indeterminacy

Functional indeterminacy means the impossibility of determining the function of 
a given graph. A special case thereof is phonetic indeterminacy, which means 
that it is known that the function is marking a sound but it cannot be determined 
which one (see Sect. IV.2.1.). First, however, two other cases of functional inde-
terminacy will be discussed: one concerning some graphs used word-initially and 
another one concerning some graphs used word-medially at the boundary of two 
morphemes.

The first example concerns the function of أ ‹å› used word-initially, e.g. in 
 åḥká› (Ḍa. 756). This graph can be interpreted either as a pseudo-prothesis› أحكى
indicating a word-initial consonant cluster; the pronunciation is then ḥka and the 
meaning ‘he told’. Another interpretation is that it marks the conjunction u- ‘and’, 
with the pronunciation being u-ḥka and the meaning ‘and he told’ (on this prac-
tice, see Aguadé 2006: 267-268). The latter interpretation is suggested by context, 
by other graphic words which more clearly show that this conjunction is written in 
this way and by the fact that ḥka is written with no pseudo-prothesis in this source, 
e.g. الصغيرحكى ‹alṣġyrḥká› ṣ-ṣġiṛ ḥka ‘the little one told’ (Ḍa. 752) (the absence of 
space is irrelevant here). What goes against this interpretation is that other graphic 
words can be found in Ḍa. in which أ ‹å› is clearly used as a pseudo-prothesis, e.g. 
in أبدت ‹åbdt› in the phrase: أمنين أبدت ‹åmnyn_åbdt› u-mnayn bdat (or mnayn bdat) 
‘and when she began’ (or ‘when she began’) (Ḍa. 487). Another example is that of 
the graphic word اشنو ‹ašnw› ‘what’ (ṮN 4611), which has two possible pronuncia-
tions: šnu and ašnu. If the former pronunciation is assumed, the function of ا ‹a› 
is to signal a pseudo-prothesis. If the pronunciation is taken to be ašnu, the graph 
marks the vowel a.

The second case of functional indeterminacy concerns some graphs used 
word-medially. For instance, it cannot be determined whether ا ‹a› in كادّوب    
‹kadːwb› ka-ddub ‘you melt’ (Ṛḥ. 135) is used to mark the vowel a in the preverb 
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ka- or is a remnant of the word-initial pseudo-prothesis signalling the gemina-
tion dd. Either interpretation can be supported by the speller’s decisions found 
elsewhere in his text: On the one hand, ka- is normally written كا ‹ka› there. 
On the other hand, a pseudo-prothetic ا ‹a› is used in ادّوب ‹adːwb› ddub ‘she/itf 
melts’ (Ṛḥ. 1913).

The use of the above or similar cases will be avoided in the subsequent analy-
sis and clearer examples will be adduced instead. 

IV.2.1 Phonetic indeterminacy

Phonetic indeterminacy is a phenomenon situated at the intersection of functional 
indeterminacy and phonetic ambiguity (see Sect. III.1.). It occurs when a graphic 
word or graph has more than one pronunciation, i.e. it is phonetically ambiguous, 
and the pronunciation intended by the speller cannot be determined even when the 
meaning is known and a context given. The difference between phonetic ambigu-
ity and phonetic indeterminacy consists in that the former merely denotes the fact 
of having more than one pronunciation, irrespective of whether the pronunciation 
intended by the speller can or cannot be identified by the reader, e.g. with the 
help of the context, while the latter concerns cases where the identification of the 
intended pronunciation is impossible.

The basic and most common case of phonetic indeterminacy concerns two 
(or more) possible pronunciations which can be associated with a graphic word. 
This can happen between a MA graphic word and its SA cognate or between two 
MA words. The former situation means that it is impossible to determine whether 
a graphic word represents a MA word or its SA cognate. It occurs if the MA word 
is phonetically similar to its SA cognate or is written in a donor form-oriented 
way. An example of this is the graphic word األّول ‹alåwːl› ‘firstdef’ in (5).

(5)  

‹falṣːf_alåwːl› (ṮN 444)
‘in the first row’
fǝ ṣ-ṣǝff l-lŭwwǝl or fǝ ṣ-ṣaffi l-ʔawwal ?
(cf. SA في الّصّف األّول ‹fy_alṣːfː_alåwːl› fī ṣ-ṣaffi l-ʔawwali ‘idem’)

Although its meaning is known, its pronunciation is indeterminate: it can be either 
MA l-lŭwwǝl (cf. the univocal graphy اللّول ‹allwːl›, used in the same phrase in Ṛḥ. 
302) or SA l-ʔawwal. Since the context in which the entire phrase is used concerns 
religious matters, SA pronunciation may be intended. 
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This type of indeterminacy would not occur if one could be sure that a text 
under analysis is consistently written in one particular variety of Arabic: MA or 
SA. However, linguistic interference, or code-mixing, between MA and SA is 
encountered in both spoken (cf. Durand 2004: 40-42) and written contexts84, to 
which the following example bears witness:

(6) 

‹ln_åxfykm_walw› (BB 1602)
lan ʔuxfiya-kum walu
‘I will not keep anything back from youpl’

In this phrase, the negated verb with the suffixed pronoun, meaning ‘I will not 
keep back from youpl’ has the SA future negation particle lan and the SA verbal 
affix ʔu- (however, the rection of the verb is not correct SA: It should be ʔuxfiya 
ʕalay-kum, i.e. with the preposition ʕalā). In contrast, the word walu ‘nothing’ is 
clearly MA. Such cases of code-mixing suggest that authors can be expected to 
use SA words in phrases which appear to be written entirely in MA. For the needs 
of the present work, it is assumed that if a graphic word used in a MA context has 
a SA form but is pronounceable in the MA manner, it represents a MA word spelt 
in the donor form-oriented graphy.

As for phonetic indeterminacy between two MA words, these two words may 
belong to two different varieties of MA or to a single one. Sometimes, it is difficult 
to determine the variety of MA a text is written in or the pronunciation intended by 
the speller (cf. Aguadé 2005: 247, 2.2.1.). A good illustration of this problem con-
cerns the pronunciation of the expression resulting from attaching some personal 
suffixes to the preposition l- ‘for, to’. The resulting form may contain -i-, e.g. li-k 
‘to you’ and li-h ‘to him’, or not, lǝ-k ‘to you’ and l-u ‘to him’. Aguadé charac-
terizes the pronunciation of this expression as “[d]epending on the dialect” (for 
instance, “[p]rehilalian dialects have always forms without it” [i.e. without -i], 
Aguadé 2006: 267). Some graphies are unambiguous in this respect: The graphy 
with ي ‹i› always stands for forms with i: ليه ‹lyh› clearly represents li-h, while that 

84 Durand (2004: 40) actually equals what results from code-mixing between vernacular MA 
and SA to the variety which is intermediate between them, termed ‘middle Arabic’, al-ʕarabiyya 
al-wusṭā (or ‘modern MA’ in Youssi 1992). 

For a discussion of linguistic interference illustrated with EA and Syro-Lebanese Arabic mate-
rial, see Diem (2006: 25-52, esp. 36-52 for the morphological, syntactic and lexical levels). Cf. also 
Mejdell (2014), dealing with strategic bivalency, i.e. elements belonging to the two different variet-
ies of Arabic deliberately used and manipulated by language users, in EA.
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with و ‹u› always stands for forms with u: لو ‹lw› clearly represents l-u. However, 
the graphy with no ي ‹i› or و ‹u›, له ‹lh›, is ambiguous: it can be read both ways: 
li-h or l-u. The form and meaning of the expression resulting from attaching suf-
fixal pronouns to this preposition have been presented in various ways in descrip-
tions of MA85, which makes the description of the graphic words representing 
them even more problematic.

This problem also affects texts written in a single variety and even those repre-
senting the speech of a single character of a narrative. For instance, on one page in 
BB, when one of the characters of the novel says ‘tell them!’, her words are repre-
sented by means of the ambiguous graphy گْل لهم ‹ǵul•_lhm› (BB 2131) in one line, 
while in another the univocal one گْل ليهْم ‹ǵul•_lyhm•› (BB 2134) is used. Hence, it 
might seem that these two graphies both represent the same pronunciation and that 
the ambiguous graphy should be read gul li-hŭm rather than gul l-hŭm. However, 
it can also happen that two different univocal graphies indicate the use of the two 
paradigms in a text or a line representing the speech of a single character. For 
instance, forms belonging to the two different paradigms, li-h and l-u, are used in 
the narrator’s words in Ḍa. in one line:

(7) 

‹åḥká_lyh_ma_ǧ•rá_luw › (Ḍa. 756-7)
u-ḥka li-h ma žra l-u
‘and he told him what happened to him’

This and similar cases (which can also be found, for instance, in ḤM) suggest that 
the use of these two paradigms by individuals may be inconsistent. 

Another instance of phonetic indeterminacy within a single dialect, one of 
the quantitative type, too, concerns the initial ا ‹a› in some graphic words. For 
instance, ا ‹a› in اتكتبوا ‹atktbwa› tkǝtbu ‘youpl write’, could be best interpreted as 

85 Some authors give only one paradigm: Thus, only forms without -i- are given in Harrell’s 
grammar (1962: 138, 143) and used throughout his dictionary (Harrell 1966), both works being 
based on the speech of the educated urban speakers from Fez, Rabat and Casablanca. By contrast, 
forms with -i- are given in Aguadé & Benyahia’s dictionary (2005, in particular p. 87, s.v. l-), based 
on the Casablanca variety, and Sánchez (2014: 218-219, 234), a description of the dialect of Mar-
rakesh. According to Caubet (1993: 206), there are two prepositions that are different semantically: 
l- (the short form) “marque un déplacement vers quelque chose” and “généralement la construc-
tion indirecte” (e.g. in šnu gal lǝ-k? ‘What did he tell you?’), while li- (the long form) “marque 
l’attribution” (e.g. ma-ši li-ya ‘is not mine’) or “le destinataire” (e.g. šrit-u li-k ‘I bought it for you’). 
Durand (2004: 90) observes that the paradigm of the preposition l- with suffixed pronouns (which 
he calls serie indiretta) is split (“sdoppiata”), for which, however, he gives no further explanation.
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signalling an initial consonant cluster. However, as Durand points out, the pro-
nunciation tkǝtbu (tkǝ̌tbu in his notation), although prevalent, is not the only one 
possible: One can also hear: tǝ̌kǝ̌tbu, and tǝ̌ktǝ̌bu (Durand 2004: 128), i.e. forms 
with no initial cluster, which would make the graphy with the pseudo-prothetic ا 
‹a› unjustified.

The use of the graph ق ‹q› will be discussed now to illustrate phonetic inde-
terminacy affecting qualitative features. In MA graphy, this graph is phonetically 
ambiguous as it is used to mark two sounds: q or g. In some cases, the graphic 
word itself or the context suffice to determine which one of them is to be pro-
nounced. For instance, it can be only q in قليل ‹qlyl› qlil ‘little, few’ and only g in 
-fazq› fazəg ‘wet’. In some contexts, however, it is phonetically indetermi› فازق
nate: For instance قال ‹qal› ‘he said’ can be pronounced qal or gal, with the pro-
nunciation depending on the variety but also the speaker86. However, like in the 
case of the preposition l- with suffixed pronouns, different graphies can be used 
for representing the speech of a single person. For instance, when the narrator and 
protagonist in ḤB says ‘he said’ in MA, it is written, on a single page, by means 
of the ambiguous graphy قال ‹qal›, representing either qal or gal (ḤB 44), and the 
univocal graphy ڭال ‹ĝal›, representing gal (ḤB 46). How should such situations 
be interpreted? Arguably, even if it cannot be excluded that one person shifts from 
one pronunciation to another, it is rather unlikely for an author to reflect this delib-
erately in writing. Hence, for the purpose of the present description it is assumed 
that in cases like this the pronunciation is the same, viz. that قال ‹qal› and ڭال ‹ĝal› 
form a variational heterograph pair. However, the possibility that an author delib-
erately writes ق ‹q› to mark q should always be taken into consideration.

Finally, an issue to be discussed here is the parallelism of double pronuncia-
tion and double graphy. By this term, phonetic variation accompanied by a paral-
lel heterography is meant. For instance, MA has two phonetic words for ‘he man-
aged’: dǝbbǝṛ and ḍǝḅḅǝṛ. Of interest to us is the variation between the sounds 
d and ḍ (the remaining varying sounds are irrelevant). Parallelly to this double 
pronunciation, two graphies are in use: دبر ‹dbr› and ضبر ‹ḍbr›. This situation can 
be interpreted in two ways. One is to assume that there is strict correspondence 
between graphy and pronunciation, viz. that ض ‹ḍ› marks ḍ and د ‹d› marks d. The 
other possiblity is to assume that in view of the fluctuation in pronunciation and 
spelling, such a correspondence does not exist. Accordingly, the graphic word دبر 
‹dbr›, apart from its more literal pronunciation dǝbbǝr, could also be pronounced 
ḍǝḅḅǝṛ, while the graphic word ضبر ‹ḍbr›, apart from its more literal pronuncia-

86 Knowing the origin of the author of a given text is helpful only to a limited extent. For in-
stance, even if it is known that the author uses the koine based on the Casablanca variety, still both 
q and g are possible (cf. Aguadé & Benyahia 2005: 9, e; Ennaji 2013: 238. For a discussion of the 
variation between q and g in MA in general, see Heath 2002: 141-147).
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tion ḍǝḅḅǝṛ, could also be pronounced dǝbbǝr87. The latter interpretation, although 
appearing to adequately reflect the real usage, would require a much more com-
plex and speculative description, with too much space being left for uncertainty. 
Therefore, the first, simpler option has been chosen in this work.

IV.3. Idiosyncratic graphies, misprints and rare graphies 

Some graphies belong to the idiosyncratic usage of a single author only. This is, 
for instance, the case of the use of matres lectionis for marking reduced vowels, 
e.g. in كونت ‹kwnt› kŭnt ‘I was’ (Ṛḥ., passim), which has been found only in Ṛḥ. 
Despite their idiosyncratic use, they are included into the macrosystemic descrip-
tion as long as such a use can be considered a tendency in a given source. Such 
graphies are treated descriptively as equally valid to more frequent ones, but their 
individual character is indicated.

Graphies that seem to be evident misprints are not taken into consideration. 
This decision might seem problematic considering the fact that with no ortho-
graphic norms, one cannot speak of errors, i.e. graphies which break such norms. 
A misprint, however, can be identified as something different from an error. It 
is understood as a graphy used only once for which no other explanation can be 
found than a technical fault or misunderstanding of the text on the part of the ul-
timate creator of a given graphy, i.e. the typesetter. The example in (8) concerns 
linear features and shows a misprint consisting in placing an unnecessary space 
after ال ‹la›, perhaps because it was mistaken for la ‘no, not’.

(8) 

 ‹la_zmna_nṣyfṭw› (ṮN 5212)  (instead of الزمنا نصيفطو ‹lazmna_nṣyfṭw›)
 lazǝm-na nṣifṭu ‘we have to send’

The following example, by contrast, shows a missing space:

(9) 

 ‹ḁwaxwya› (ḤB 1412) (instead of إوا خويا ‹ḁwa_xwya›)
 ʔiwa xu-ya ‘well, brother’

87 Other examples of this parallelism are: شمس ‹šms› vs. شمش ‹šmš› ~ šǝms vs. šǝmš ‘sun’; جوج 
‹žwž› vs. زوج ‹zwǧ› ~ žuž vs. zuž ‘two’; شرجم ‹šrǧm› vs. سرجم ‹srǧm› ~ šǝṛžǝm vs. sǝṛžǝm ‘window’.
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A quantitative misprint is shown in the graphic word in (10), which contains at least 
one ل ‹l› too much.

(10)  

 ‹allly› (Mu. 449) (instead of اللي ‹ally›, للي ‹lly›, لي ‹ly› and other forms)
 lli ‘which’

Even though repeated, some forms should be considered misprints if only a re-
peated typographical error can be their justification. In the following example of 
a repeated quantitative misprint, lli ‘which’ is misprinted as الليل ‹allyl› l-lil ‘night’, 
a word which makes no sense here:

(11) (12)

 ‹kl_šy_allyl_kan_ʕndy› (ṮM 6710) ‹hd_alšy_allyl bġyty tǵwl› (ṮM 687-8)
 kŭll ši lli kan ʕǝnd-i had š-ši lli bġiti dgul
 ‘all that I had’ ‘the thing you wanted to say’

Some graphies, however, are dubious in this respect, i.e. it is unclear whether 
they are misprints or a tendency because they appear repeatedly and may have 
some kind of justificaiton. A conspicuous example concerns a qualitative feature, 
namely the use of ي ‹y› word-finally to mark a, while one could think that ى ‹á› is 
intended. For instance, the word mša ‘he/itm went’ is sometimes written مشي ‹mšy› 
(Ṛḥ. 1689) instead of the current graphy مشى ‹mšá› and the word ila ‘if’ is written 
 ylá›. This phenomenon is› يلى yly› (ṮN 533) instead of the more current graphy› يلي
repeated (although in our corpus it occurs mostly in Ṛḥ.) and, in addition, can be 
justified in some way: First, since it also appears in SA, it may be interpreted as be-
ing modelled on it. Second, it can be interpreted as an instance of analogical graphy 
(see the next chapter). For these reasons, its instances are not rejected as misprints 
but included in the description.
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V.  Spelling principles in Moroccan Arabic 

In this chapter, the issue of spelling principles presented introductorily in Sect. 
II.1. is taken up again. Here, they will be supplemented, systematized and refined. 
The task of identifying a spelling principle underlying a particular graphy may, 
however, be not easy since the spellers of MA practically never indicate reasons 
for the way they write.

Due to their non-normative character, the principles are referred to as spelling 
principles, not orthographic ones. Also, since it is possible that such principles 
can also be identified in other alphabetical or semi-alphabetical writing systems 
borrowed from (genetically related) donor languages, their names are kept as little 
language-specific as possible.

Based on the fundamental decision a speller writing in MA has to make, i.e. 
one concerning orientation, i.e. what is used as the point of reference of the MA 
graphy, two major principles were distinguished: the principle of self-orientation 
(the point of reference being MA) and the principle of donor-orientation (the point 
of reference being SA, the graphy of which is borrowed or imitated). The point 
of reference of a third principle, that of donor-defying, is SA, as well, but treated 
negatively: It means that although the SA graphy would well reflect MA pronun-
ciation (or morphology), the speller rejects it in favour of some other (phonetic 
or morphological) graphy. For this reason, it is treated here together with the self-
orientation principle. 

Each of these two major spelling principles divides into two further principles.
The principle of donor-orientation divides into the principle of donor form-

orientation and that of donor principle-orientation. The former consists in using 
in a given MA graphic word a graph occurring in its SA cognate graphic word 
although this use is at odds with MA pronunciation (or morphology). For instance, 
 ṯany› tani ‘second’ is written in accordance with this rule because this› ثاني ṯ› in› ث
graph is used to mark ṯ, a sound absent from MA but present in the SA cognate of 
this word: ثاٍن ‹ṯānin› ṯānin ‘idem’ (cf. the MA self-oriented phonetic graphy ت ‹t› 
in تاني ‹tany› ‘idem’). The principle of donor principle-orientation (repetition of 
‘principle’ is intended) means that a SA orthographic principle is applied to dia-
lectal phonetic and graphic content. Thus, what is used as a model is not the form 
but an abstract principle. An instantiation of this principle is signalling a pseudo-
prothesis by means of ا ‹a› (discussed under “ا ‹a› ~ أ ‹å›” in Sect. VI.1.). Another 
example are different graphies of the hamza sign used to mark ʔ depending on 
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the phonetic environment of this sound. For instance, the reason for using أ ‹å› in 
the MA graphic word مأدب ‹mådb› mʔǝddəb ‘polite’ is the application of the SA 
orthographic principle according to which ʔ is marked as أ ‹å› if it is preceded by a 
consonant and followed by a, with the MA sound ǝ being treated as close enough 
to a (cf. the SA cognate,  مؤدب ‹mẘdb› muʔaddabun, in which ʔ is preceded by u 
and followed by a, hence, according to another SA orthographic rule, it is written 
as ؤ ‹ẘ›).

The principle of self-orientation subdivides into the phonetic principle and 
morphological principle, depending on the level of representation reflected in 
writing (as discussed in Sect. II.1.).

A phonetic graphy, i.e. one based on the phonetic principle, may be either 
adoptive or adaptive, depending on the genesis of a particular graph used accord-
ing to this principle. The adoptive phonetic graphy, the dominant type in MA, 
means that a graph used in the donor alphabet, in the present case the SA alphabet 
as used in Morocco, is adopted together with its graph-sound correspondence. For 
example, the graphs ت ‹t› and ج ‹ǧ› mark the sounds t and ž, respectively, in MA 
because they do this in Moroccan SA88. Within the adoptive graphy, two graphic 
traditions have to be differentiated, reflected in the way of marking f and q. Fol-
lowing the Moroccan SA usage, they are commonly marked in MA as ف ‹ff› and ق 
‹q›, respectively, i.e. in a way based on general donor graphy (i.e. general Arabic 
graphy, the Ḥafṣ tradition, see Sect. I.1.). In addition – again, following the Mo-
roccan SA usage – two special graphs are sometimes used in this function in the 
MA graphy as a regional peculiarity: ڢ ‹f›̣ and ڧ ‹fq›, respectively, based on local 
donor graphy (i.e. local Maghrebi graphy, the Warš tradition). 

The adaptive phonetic graphy means that a graph is adapted for reflecting MA 
own phonetic purposes; i.e. the graph-sound correspondences are a matter of MA-
internal conventions. Generally, adaptive phonetic graphy is used for marking 
sounds which have no exact counterparts in Moroccan SA. In this type of graphy, 
what is adapted may be a graph used in the SA graphy, i.e. endogenous adapta-
tion, or a graph not occurring in this writing system, i.e. exogenous adaptation. 
An example of the former is إ ‹ḁ›, which marks in SA word-initial ʔ followed by i, 
but in MA it marks word-initial i, e.g. in إتيم ‹ḁtym› itim ‘orphan’. The latter type 
of adaptation is exemplified by گ ‹ǵ› and ڭ ‹ĝ›, used for marking g. 

Endogenous adaptation is subcategorized into phonetically motivated and 
historically motivated. Phonetically motivated endogenous adaptation consists in 
using a SA graph which, in SA, marks a sound phonetically (articulatorily and 
auditively) similar to a given MA sound. For instance, the MA sound g, with no 

88 This is not the case, for instance, in Egyptian SA, in which ج ‹ǧ› is in most cases used to 
mark g.
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counterpart in Moroccan SA, is marked as ك ‹k› because this graph marks in SA 
k, a sound phonetically similar to g, the only difference between them being un-
voicedness vs. voicedness. 

Historically motivated endogenous adaptation consists in using a SA graph 
which marks a sound with which the MA phonetic phenomenon to be marked is 
diachronically related (in a way, this corresponds to the historical principle de-
scribed in point 4. in Sect. I.3.). For instance, some spellers use the graph ج ‹ǧ› 
to mark g in words in which this sound is a result of dissimilaton (deaffrication) 
of reflexes of SA ǧ under the influence of a sibilant (cf. Heath 2002: 136-138; 
Aguadé 2008: 288). For example, glǝs ‘he sat down’ (cf. SA ǧalasa ‘idem’) is 
often written جلس ‹ǧls›, with ج ‹ǧ›. The sounds g which have originated in this way 
are never marked as ق ‹q›, e.g. glǝs is never spelt *قلس ‹qls›89. In contrast, g being a 
diachronic reflex of q can be marked as ق ‹q› but never as ج ‹ǧ› (e.g. gal ‘he said’ 
can be spelt قال ‹qal› but never *جال ‹ǧal›).

Another case of historically motivated endogenous adaptation is the use of ا 
‹a›, أ ‹å› and آ ‹ã› to mark word-initial a in MA. In SA, in which no word begins 
with a vowel (e.g. Danecki 1994: 68; Corriente 2002: 35), these graphs are used 
to mark a word-initial glottal stop ʔ. Properly speaking, the ʔalif ا functions as sup-
port (bearer) for the hamza sign marking ʔ, e.g. أنا ‹åna› ʔana ‘I’. However, since 
the hamza sign is frequently not written, the support has taken over the function 
of the sign it was to carry, i.e. ا ‹a› has been refunctionalized to mark ʔ so that 
ʔana ‘I’ is also written انا ‹ana›. In MA, which has no word-initial ʔ (except for 
borrowings from SA) and in which words do begin with a vowel, these graphs 
have been adapted to mark the word-initial a, e.g. انا ‹ana›, أنا ‹åna› and آنا ‹ãna› all 
represent ana ‘I’90. A similar adaptation can be observed for إ ‹ḁ› and ا ‹a› which 
word-initially mark ʔi in SA but i in MA as well as for و ‹w› which word-initially 
marks w in SA but u in MA.

Exogenous adaptation consists in marking a sound by means of a graph for-
eign to the SA alphabet, adapted from other scripts of Arabic origin (most notably 
Persian). To illustrate, the sound g in MA, apart from being marked by the SA 
graphs ج ‹ǧ›, ق ‹q›, ك ‹k›, is also marked by گ ‹ǵ›, a graph used, for instance, in 
Persian script for marking g, or ڭ ‹ĝ›, used, for example, in the Ottoman Turkish 

89 It also seems that ق is not used to mark g in loanwords. Thus, it is not likely for gana ‘good 
mood’ (from Spanish gana ‘willingness’) to be spelt as *قانة ‹qanħ› or girra ‘war’ (from Spanish 
guerra ‘idem’) as *قيرة ‹qyrħ›.

90 One can thus propose the following refunctionalization chain of the word-initial ʔalif: ‘sup-
port of the hamza sign’ (SA) > ‘marking ʔ’ (SA) > ‘marking a vowel’ (MA).
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Arabic alphabet to mark [ŋ]. These two exogenous graphs are used (together with 
.k›) to mark g irrespective of its historical development, including borrowings91› ك

The dichotomous division of the spellings principles proposed for MA in the 
above paragraphs is represented in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Spelling principles operating in the graphy of MA

Since some graphies cannot be explained in terms of these spelling principles, 
other factors responsible for them need to be identified. One of the most pervasive 
ones seems to be analogy. Analogical graphy is a manifestation, at the graphic 
level, of the linguistic phenomenon of analogy, which is based on the proportional 
relationship between specific linguistic forms (cf. Polański 2003b: 46). It is un-
derstood as a graphy which a speller uses in graphic word A because (s)he is aware 

91 Note that endogenous adaptation is responsible for the existence of the phonetic ambiguity 
of graphs. For instance, ب ‹b› is adapted to mark p and at the same time retains its original function 
of marking b. In contrast, graphs introduced into MA graphy via exogenous adaptation, e.g. پ ‹p› 
marking p, are phonetically univocal.
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Phone�cally 
mo�vated

Historically 
mo�vated

Morphological 
principle

Donor-
orienta�on

Donor form-
orienta�on

Donor 
principle-

orienta�on
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that it is used in graphic word B which is similar in some respect; however, while 
this graphy in B is justified by one of the spelling principles proposed, this is not 
the case for A. (Whether the speller is aware that, properly speaking, such graphies 
are based on false analogies is difficult to verify).

A quantitative example of analogical graphy is the use of ʔalif al-wiqāya, i.e. 
of ا ‹a› after و ‹w› marking word-final -u, written in forms other than plural verbs. 
For instance, the graphy عندوا ‹ʕndwa› (LŠ 5411) representing the prepositional 
phrase ʕǝnd-u ‘he has’, lit. ‘with him’ composed of the preposition ʕǝnd- ‘with, 
at’ and the personal suffix -u ‘him’, more currently written عندو ‹ʕndw›, can be 
explained in the following terms: The speller is aware that the final -u is written 
as وا ‹wa› in many MA graphic words, e.g. in سمعتوا ‹smʕtwa› smǝʕtu ‘youpl heard’ 
and (s)he uses this graphy to mark the final -u in ʕǝnd-u ‘with him’. Both situa-
tions are similar in that each of these phonetic words ends in -u which is a suffix, 
but also dissimilar: -u in smǝʕtu is a verbal plural suffix and its being marked as وا 
‹wa› is justified by the principle of donor principle-orientation, while in ʕǝnd-u it 
is a personal suffix which none of the spelling principles justifies to mark in this 
manner. 

A qualitative example of analogical graphy is the use of ذ ‹ḏ› in the graphic 
word  الذود ‹alḏwd› (BT 1163) representing d-dud ‘wormsdef’. The speller uses this 
graphy because (s)he is aware that d is written ذ ‹ḏ› in many words, e.g.  ذراع ‹ḏraʕ› 
draʕ ‘arm’. The situations are similar in that in each case it is the same sound and, 
in addition, each word has a SA cognate. However, there is a dissimilarity between 
them: The SA cognate of draʕ contains the sound ḏ and is written with ذ ‹ḏ› (which 
justifies the donor form-oriented use of this graph in MA ذراع ‹ḏraʕ›), whereas the 
SA cognate of MA d-dud ‘wormsdef’, viz. الدود ʔad-dūdu ‘idem’, contains d and is 
written with د ‹d›. Analogy is also responsible for this type of graphy in words that 
have no SA cognates at all, e.g. druk / ḍṛuk ‘now’ being written as ذروك ‹ḏrwk› 
(ḌK  371) rather than دروك ‹drwk›.

In some cases, analogy gives rise to graphies referred to as pseudo-correct 
in Michalski (2016: 385-386). This concerns MA words with a SA cognate for 
which an erroneous spelling is assumed by the speller (cf. the case of الذود ‹alḏwd› 
discussed above). The concept of analogical graphy helps us to understand why 
such graphies are used. In this study, I prefer not to use the term ‘pseudo-correct’92 
in order not to suggest that such graphies aspire to some norm but fail to reach it 
because of the speller’s insufficient skills. A pseudo-correct graphy may occur in 

92 Or ‘hypercorrection’, used by Rosenbaum (2004: 305-306), who described an analogous 
phenomenon in EA.
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a text written in SA (cf. Blau 1970)93 but not in a text written in MA, for which no 
orthographic norms exist.

Sometimes the choice between two graphs seems to be conditioned by the 
lesser phonetic ambiguity of one of them. This choice is, actually, a choice be-
tween two opposing principles: the principle of economy, aiming at reducing 
graphic elements which are not necessary for achieving communication, and the 
phonetic principle, requiring a maximal graph-sound correspondence94. In most 
cases, the degree of phonetic ambiguity of a graph depends on the absence or pres-
ence of elements such as dots, strokes, the hamza or madda signs, with the graph-
sound correspondences being usually established in accordance with the values of 
the letters of the SA alphabet. The degree of phonetic ambiguity of some graphs 
can be described only relatively, i.e. by comparing them with another graph. In 
consequence, when characterizing a graph in this respect, the formulation ‘graph 
A is phonetically less ambiguous than graph B’ will be used. For instance, as far 
as marking the sound a in MA is concerned, آ ‹ã› is phonetically less ambiguous 
than أ ‹å›, which may also mark u. An even more ambiguous way of marking this 
sound is the graph ا ‹a›, which may also mark u and i or no sound at all. Another 
example is the pair ا ‹a› and ه ‹h›: the former is less ambiguous in marking the final 
a than the latter, which may also mark u or h. An aspect of this issue, which will 
not concern us further in this work, will be discussed in Sect. VI.2.2., after analyz-
ing the particular graphs in more detail.

As signalled in Sect. I.2., spelling principles can overlap, i.e. the graphy of 
a particular graph can be interpreted as resulting from more than one underly-
ing principle. In other words, two principles may lead to the same result. In such 
cases, it seems more adequate descriptively to speak of a  parallelism of spelling 
principles rather than arbitrarily opt for one of them to the detriment of another. 
Such a parallelism can be proposed, for example, for the graphy ت ‹t› in تجي  ‹tǧy› 
dži (< t-ži) ‘you come’ as compared with د ‹d› used in its heterograph دجي ‹dǧy›. 
With respect to orientation, this graphy can be interpreted as self-oriented mor-
phological (marking the abstract morpheme t-) but also as donor form-oriented 

93 An instance of pseudo-correct graphy in Moroccan SA is the frequent case of writing the 
expression mudirrun li-r-ribḥi ‘income-generating’ as مذر للربح ‹mḏr_llrbḥ›, with ذ ‹ḏ›, instead of مدر 
.d› (e.g. on a web site of the Moroccan Ministry of Education, (https://www› د mdr_llrbḥ›, with› للربح
men.gov.ma/Ar/Pages/DetailActualite.aspx?ActuID=n/WXVdu2/hY=, accessed 30 March 2018). In 
this case, the speller writes ذ ‹ḏ› because (s)he is aware that certain SA words contain the sound ḏ 
and are spelt with ذ ‹ḏ›, while their MA lexical cognates contain d. What the speller fails to recog-
nize is that the word in question is not one of such words (it does not even have a direct MA lexical 
cognate).

94 In a different context, Coulmas (2003: 200) observes in a similar vein: “For an efficient 
graphic code to be developed the countervailing demands of encoding (minimizing manual work) 
and decoding (maximizing visual discrimination) must be taken into account”.
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(cf. SA تجيء ‹tǧyo› taǧīʔu ‘idem’). In another instance of this phenomenon, the 
word-initial ا ‹a› in forms such as اجلس ‹aǧls› glǝs ‘sit down!’ does not represent 
any sound. One possible reason for using this graphy is donor form-orientation. 
This means that the MA graphic word results from copying the form of its SA 
cognate: ʔiǧlis ‘idem’, written اجلس ‹aǧls›. Another possible reason is donor prin-
ciple-orientation, i.e. that the form is a result of applying to MA phonetics the 
SA orthographic principle which requires ا ‹a› to be written before clusters even 
when no prothetic vowel is pronounced; cf. for instance, the SA phonetic phrase 
qāla ǧlis ‘he said: Sit down!’, in which the final a in qāla eliminates the reason 
for a prothetic vowel but the graph ا ‹a› marking it is retained in writing: قال اجلس 
‹qal_aǧls›.
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VI.  Qualitative variational heterography 
and variations between graphs in 
Written Moroccan Arabic 

In this chapter, a representative selection of qualitative variational heterograph 
pairs is given in which particular variations between graphs are manifested. The 
heterographs have been chosen from among the totality of the examined graphic 
words occupying the nearly 1900 printed pages included in the corpus. The pri-
mary goal of this presentation is to identify graphs that are bound by particular 
types of variation. In addition, graphs are also characterized with respect to the 
spelling principles underlying their use in order to describe the MA graphic sys-
tem in a more complete way. The distinctivity approach is thus complemented 
by a representational approach and accompanied by an attempt at explaining the 
reasons behind particular graphies. Finally, in the section devoted to the graphe-
mics of MA, the variation types identified between graphs will make it possible to 
propose an inventory of graphemes. 

VI.1. Heterograph pairs and spelling principles 

The pairs of graphs bound by variation are given and exemplified, in heterograph 
pairs, in a way intended to completely reflect the usage in the corpus. However, 
since only graphs that are in variation are characterized with respect to their func-
tions and underlying spelling principles, the representational component of this 
study does not pretend to be complete. For instance, the graph ر ‹r›, which is not 
in any variation with any graph, is not characterized with respect to its functions 
(marking r and ṛ) and the spelling principles underlying its use. 

For each graph affected by variation, all its variants are identified. The pairs 
of variants thus originating are indicated by means of a tilde, e.g. “ا ‹a› ~ أ ‹å›”, and 
arranged in alphabetical order. Variations of each graph are analyzed with respect 
to positions in a graphic word: word-initially, word-medially, word-finally or in 
all possible positions in which the graph occurs95. In rare cases, there are varia-

95 The fact that a pair of graphs is in some type of variation word-initially does not necessarily 
mean that it is in the same type of variation word-medially if the word-medial position is a result of 
graphic prefixation. For instance, word-initially, ا ‹a› can be substituted for أ ‹å› in any graphic word, 
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tions which manifest themselves in more than one position but for various reasons 
are described separately (e.g. ا ‹a› Rv ي ‹y›).  Pseudo-variations are described in 
a similar way. In addition, the following technical rules have been observed:
1. The description of every heterograph pair and pair of variants is given under the 
graph which comes first in the alphabet. It is not repeated under the other graph 
but a cross-reference is provided instead. For instance, the asymmetrical varia-
tion between د ‹d› and ذ ‹ḏ› is described under د ‹d›. Under ذ ‹ḏ›, the reader finds 
a cross-reference: See د ‹d› Av ذ ‹ḏ›.
2. No preference is given to data from a single text or from two different texts 
since both situations are equally relevant. Sometimes, however, examples from 
a single text are given on purpose to show that variation manifests itself even in 
a single author’s text. As far as possible, graphic words representing various parts 
of speech and morphological categories have been chosen as examples.
3. Some graphic words are used as examples more than once.
4. For the sake of clarity, examples with less or no vocalization have been pre-
ferred.
5. Since none of the authors uses graphies involving some kind of ‘graphic san-
dhi’, i.e. the form of a graphic word being influenced by its graphic environment, 
graphic words are represented in isolation. 
6. Although pairs of minimal qualitative heterography are given priority, in excep-
tional cases, where pertinent examples could not be identified in the corpus, non-
minimal heterograph pairs are used, provided that the additional distinctive units 
do not influence the graphy under consideration. The irrelevant distinctive units, 
whether qualitative, quantitative or linear, are transliterated in round brackets. For 
instance, when analyzing the word-initial graph in graphic words representing 
simana ‘week’, it is irrelevant whether the last graph is ا ‹a› or ة ‹ħ›, hence, the 
graphic words سيمانا ‹syman(a)› and صيمانة ‹ṣyman(ħ)› can be compared with each 
other as heterographs.
7. In sporadic cases, pairs of graphic words differing in meaning are adduced as 
examples provided that the meaning-differentiating elements in no way influence 
the graphy under discussion. These elements, referred to as accidentals, are usu-
ally: the definite article, conjunctions, temporal and aspectual affixes (preverbs), 
prepositions or number and gender affixes. They are transliterated in square 
brackets. For instance, the graphic words سليب ‹slyb› slip ‘briefs’ and السليپ ‹[al]
slyp› ‘briefsdef’ are considered comparable with each other as far as the word-final 

e.g. أرض  ‹årḍ› ~  ارض ‹arḍ› ʔǝṛḍ ‘earth’, but word-medially this is not always the case since, for 
example, فأرض ‹fårḍ› f-ʔǝṛḍ ‘in the earth of’ is not the same as فارض ‹farḍ› faṛǝḍ ‘supposing, having 
supposed’. This is related to the fact that while أ ‹å› word-initially is typically used to mark a, its 
function word-medially is sometimes to mark ʔ.
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graph is concerned because any influence of the presence or absence of the defi-
nite article on its choice can be ruled out96. 
8. Expected variations together with the necessary expected forms are indicated 
only for cases with a high probability of their occurrence or cases that are other-
wise relevant to the point. No attempt is made to indicate all expected forms or 
expected variations.

In some cases of variations expected to manifest themselves in all possible po-
sitions, only pairs showing variation in one or two positions have been recorded. 
For instance, the variation ج ‹ǧ› Rv ك ‹k› has been recorded only word-initially 
although it is also expected to occur word-medially.

GRAPH ا ‹a›

‹å› أ ~ ‹a› ا

Word-initially / Asymmetrical variation (ا ‹a› Av أ ‹å›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which both graphs are used in 
one of the two following functions based, to some extent, on SA graphy:

(i) marking a word-initial vowel (or a word-initial ʔ followed by a vowel),
(ii) signalling initial clusters (pseudo-prothetic use) or pseudo-clusters.

The variation is asymmetrical because ا ‹a› can be substituted for أ ‹å› in all graphic 
words but in some graphic words أ ‹å› cannot be substituted for ا ‹a›. For instance, 
this is not possible in graphic words with SA cognates which are not spelt with أ 
‹å›. Thus, the MA word mtiḥan ‘examination’ can be written امتحان ‹amtḥan› but 
not أمتحان ‹åmtḥan› (cf. SA امتحان ‹amtḥan› ʔimtiḥānun ‘idem’).

(i) An analysis of the use of ا ‹a› marking an initial vowel or a word-initial glot-
tal stop ʔ followed by a vowel in MA must be preceded by a discussion of its 
related functions in the donor graphy. In SA, words do not begin with vowels 
(e.g. Danecki 1994: 68; Corriente 2002: 35). Even prothetic vowels are preceded 
by a glottal stop, which is elided when possible. It is a common practice in SA to 
mark elidible glottal stops (hamzat al-waṣl) by means of ا ‹a›, the bare ʔalif, (e.g. 
 asm› ʔismun ‘name’), while non-elidible glottal› اسم ,’!adxl› ʔudxul ‘come in› ادخل

96 An example of an element which makes two graphic words incomparable in this respect is ش 
‹š› marking the negational -š in the pair باغية ‹baġyħ› baġya ‘she wants’, lit. ‘wishingf’ vs.  ما باغياش 
‹ma_baġyaš› ma baġya-š  ‘she does not want’, lit. ‘not wishingf’. Affixed word-finally, it influences 
the way how the feminine affix -a- is marked: It requires ة ‹ħ› to be replaced by ا ‹a› because ة ‹ħ› 
cannot occur word-medially.
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stops (hamzat al-qaṭʕ) are marked as أ ‹å› (the ʔalif with the hamza sign added on 
top) if the following vowel is a (e.g. أرض ‹årḍ› ʔarḍun ‘earth’) or u (e.g. أذن ‹åḏn› 
ʔuḏunun ‘ear’), and by means of إ ‹ḁ› (the ʔalif with the hamza sign added below) 
if the vowel is i (e.g. إثم ‹ḁṯm› ʔiṯmun ‘sin’)97. This rule is, however, often violated 
in SA, in two ways. On the one hand, words beginning witht a non-elidible ʔ 
are written with ا ‹a› (e.g. ارض ‹arḍ› ʔarḍun ‘earth’) by “some less conscientious 
typographers” (Beeston 1970: 26). On the other hand, the elidible ʔ is (rather 
rarely, mostly for didactic purposes and utterance-initially) written as أ ‹å› or إ ‹ḁ›, 
depending on the following vowel (e.g. أدخل ‹ådxl› ʔudxul ‘come in!’, إسم ‹ḁsm› 
ʔismun ‘name’)98.

This inconstinency has been borrowed into the MA graphy, albeit with differ-
ent functions: Since MA words do not begin with ʔ, except for borrowings from 
SA, the primary function of ا ‹a› and أ ‹å› is to mark a word-initial a, as shown 
in (1)-(3). Both MA graphies are based on the adaptive phonetic principle, with 
the adaptation being endogenous and historically motivated. In (1), which shows 
a graphic word with a SA cognate, both graphies are coincident with the donor 
graphy.

(1)       
  ‹ana› (ṮN 425)   ‹åna› (MX 92)
  ana ‘I’ (cf. SA أنا ‹åna› and انا ‹ana› ʔana ‘idem’)

(2)      
  ‹atay› (ḤB 141)   ‹åtay› (ṮN 266)
  atay ‘tea’ 

(3)        
  ‹awdy› (ḤB 4712)  ‹åwdy› (ḤB 156)
  a-wədd-i ‘pal!, my dear!’ (a- is a vocative particle)

97 Such a rule is given indirectly in, for instance, al-ʔAsmar (1988: 130) and Qabbiš (1984: 
26). However, many Arab authors of normative spelling books fail to explicitly mention any rules 
underlying the choice between ا ‹a› or أ ‹å›/إ ‹ḁ› in the word-initial position, although they apply them 
in their examples (e.g. Hārūn 1993: 7-11; al-Ġalāyīnī 2002 [1912]: 269-272). 

98 Al-ʔAsmar (1988: 130) advocates such spellings as a means of facilitating reading. Badawi 
et al. (2004: 12) observe that this “innovation (…) has largely been sanctioned by the language 
academies”.
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Marking word-initial ʔ followed by a or u is a secondary function of these graphs 
in MA, observable only in borrowings from SA. Such graphies are adoptive pho-
netic and coincident with the donor graphy. Example:

(4)    
  ‹astaḏ› (Mu. 308)  ‹åstaḏ› (Mu. 305)
  ʔŭstad ‘professor’ (cf. SA أستاذ ‹åstaḏ› and استاذ ‹astaḏ› ʔustāḏun ‘idem’)

(ii) Before analyzing the second function of ا ‹a› in MA, i.e. the one of signalling 
initial clusters, including geminates, and pseudo-clusters, it is necessary to outline 
the issue of the syllabic structure of the onsets of MA words. According to most 
descriptions, a word can begin with a two-consonant cluster, i.e. with no prothetic 
vowel. Some authors state it explicitly (e.g. Kjamilev 1968: 33 and Durand 2004: 
61-62, who even posits three-consonant initial clusters), while others suggest it 
through their transcription (e.g. Harrell 1962; Youssi 1992; Aguadé & Benyahia 
2005)99. Despite this, the graph ا ‹a› is very often written at the beginning of graph-
ic words representing such words (cf. Aguadé 2006: 257, pt. 4.1100). Rarely, أ ‹å› 
is used instead (آ ‹ã› has not been recorded in this function). Some graphies of this 
type can be considered to be donor form-oriented, e.g. (5) and (6).

(5)      
 ‹akḥl› (BB 911)   ‹åkḥl› (ḤB 331)
  kḥǝl ‘black’ (cf. SA أكحل ‹åkḥl› and اكحل ‹akḥl› ʔakḥalu ‘black’, said of 

eyes)

(6)     
 ‹ant› (ḌK 135)    ‹ånt› (BB 4410)
 nta ‘you’ (cf. SA أنت ‹ånt› and انت ‹ant› ʔanta ‘idem’)

99 The alternative view, according to which a prothetic shwa appears in such situations, is sug-
gested by Abdel-Massih’s (1974: 9-10) transcription: [ǝl-wǝld] ‘boydef’, [ǝš-šǝṛžǝm] ‘windowdef’.

100 Hoogland (2013a: 71) writes that in two of his sources, the ʔalif is used “in stead of a ya 
before verbs, both in the past and present tense”. However, he fails to recognize two different uses 
of this graph: one is the marking of the present tense prefix in verbs and the other one is signalling 
a consonant cluster (in the latter case, this graph is not used instead of a ya, as revealed by the ex-
amples he adduces). 
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However, many MA graphic words with word-initial ا ‹a› or أ ‹å› have no SA 
cognates written in this way, for instance:
 

(7)    
 ‹aḥna› (Bǝ. 761)   ‹åḥna› (Bǝ. 7611)
 ḥna ‘we’ (cf. SA نحن ‹nḥn› naḥnu ‘idem’)

(8)     
 ‹amryḍ› (XM 1498)  ‹åmryḍ› (Ṣa. 2297)
 mṛiḍ ‘ill’ (cf. SA مريض ‹mryḍ› marīḍun ‘idem’)

(9)       
 ‹amalyn› (ḤB 69)  ‹åmːalyn› (ḤD 231)
 ṃṃwalin, mwalin ‘owners’

(10)    
 ‹aʕyyt› (ṮN 446)  ‹åaʕ•yiyt› (MX 821)
 ʕyit ‘I got tired’ (cf. SA عييت ‹ʕyyt› ʕayiytu ‘I was unable’)

These graphies might be understood as reflecting the feeling of some MA spell-
ers that a prothetic vowel is pronounced. However, a more probable explanation 
seems to be the principle of donor principle-orientation: According to the SA prin-
ciple applied here, an ʔalif must be written word-initially in SA words beginning 
with a two-consonant cluster, even when this vowel is not pronounced due to 
elision. Following this rule, the pseudo-prothetic ا ‹a› can be written in MA even 
where a consonant cluster is preceded by a word ending in a vowel, which would 
cause the elision of any potential prothetic vowel. For instance, ši flus ‘some mon-
ey’, usually spelt فلوس افلوس šy_flws›, can also be written as› شي   ‹šy_aflws› شي 
(XM 1303)101.

The use of أ ‹å› in this function is an instance of analogical graphy: The speller 
assumes that since ا ‹a› can be substituted for by أ ‹å› in some contexts (e.g. انا 

101 Al-Fāsī (1986), explains his using ا ‹a› word-initially in MA graphic words such as اجلس 
‹aǧls› glǝs ‘sit down!’, where it does not represent any sound, by comparing it to the SA ʔalif al-
wiqāya in verbal forms: ‘it is like the ʔalif which we put at the end of the word دخلوا ‹dxlwa› daxalū 
‘they entered’’ (1986: 24). Unfortunately, he fails to indicate its function. He may simply mean that 
what both uses of ا ‹a› have in common is the absence of a phonetic function.
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‹ana› and أنا ‹åna› for ana ‘I’), this may also occur in graphic words representing, 
for instance, ḥna ‘we’, mṛiḍ ‘ill’, et cetera, although the phonetic circumstances 
are different. 

The second cluster-related function of the initial ا ‹a› and أ ‹å› is the signalling 
of pseudo-clusters. The term ‘pseudo-cluster’ is used here to refer to a sequence 
of three word-initial consonants which is split by a reduced vowel between the 
first and second consonant (shwa in Benhallam 1980, 1990, as cited in Boudlal 
2011, and ǝ or, in some environments, ŭ in Harrell 1962 and Aguadé & Benyahia 
2005), resulting in the structures CǝCC- or CŭCC-102. Speech pace seems to be of 
importance in this respect: In careful speech, reduced vowels can be heard, while 
rapid speech may eliminate them. At any rate, ا ‹a› and أ ‹å› are used in graphic 
words representing this type of words in one source only, the author of which 
most probably wanted to signal what he considered to be initial clusters. Since no 
heterograph pairs could be established, the following examples are given without 
heterographs: (11) and (12) show ا ‹a› used in this function, while in (13) and (14) 
the use of أ ‹å› is exemplified103: 

(11)    (12)  
 ‹ablly› (Ṣa. 2455)    ‹antsnak› (Ṣa. 2223)

 bǝlli ‘that’ (conjunction)   nǝtsǝnna-k ‘I wait for you’

(13)    (14)  
 ‹åʕmrny› (Ṣa. 2158)   ‹ånksywk› (Ṣa. 21210)
 ʕǝmmǝṛ-ni ‘I never’   nǝksiw-ǝk ‘we dress you’

The use of ا ‹a› in this function can thus be explained as a result of the principle of 
donor principle-orientation. Its variant أ ‹å› is used by way of analogical graphy, 
as was the case with clusters discussed above. 

102 Durand (2004: 58, 61-64) holds a different view, arguing that three word-initial conso-
nants are pronounceable without a shwa. The latter, in his opinion, is given in “traditional notation” 
for merely didactic purposes. However, he admits that some “additional interruptions” (“ulteriori 
cesure”) which facilitate pronunciation can be heard, without constituting fully-fledged syllables (he 
terms them ‘pseudosyllables’, p. 63).

103 The word in (13) is utterance-initial while the remaining ones are not but it is difficult to tell 
if this is of any relevance.
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Word-medially / Restricted variation (ا ‹a› Rv أ ‹å›)
In graphically prefixed words, the graphs ا ‹a› and أ ‹å› have the same function as 
word-initially (q.v.): marking a vowel (rarely, preceded by ʔ) or signalling a pseu-
do-prothesis. If there is no SA cognate, both graphies are adaptive phonetic, with 
the adaptation being endogenous and historically motivated. Example:

(15)     
  ‹watay› (ḤB 65)  ‹wåtay› (MX 494)
  w-atay ‘and tea’

If the word has a SA cognate spelt with آ ‹ã›, the principle underlying أ ‹å› seems 
to be donor-defying. For example: 

(16)     
  ‹alaxr› (ḤD 285) ‹alåxr› (LŠ 963)
   l-axŭṛ ‘otherdef’  (cf. SA اآلخر ‹alãxr› or االخر ‹alaxr› ʔal-ʔāxaru ‘idem’)

In some graphically prefixed words, both graphs can be interpreted as donor form-
oriented or as remnants of word-initial donor form-oriented graphy. For instance:

(17)       
  ‹want› (ḤB 482)  ‹wånt› (Mǧ. 285) 
  u-nta ‘and you’
   (cf. SA وانت ‹want› and وأنت ‹wånt› wa-ʔanta ‘idem’ and MA انت ‹ant› and 

(’ånt› nta ‘you› أنت

In words that are not graphically prefixed, ا ‹a› used to mark a is an instance of 
adoptive phonetic graphy based on general donor graphy, whereas أ ‹å›, reflecting 
ʔ of the SA cognates, is used following the principle of donor form-orientation. 
Examples:

(18)     
  ‹naxḏ› (BT 1163) ‹nåxḏ› (Ṣa. 2386)
  naxŭd ‘I take’ (cf. SA نأخذ ‹nåxḏ› naʔxuḏu ‘we take’)
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(19)     

  ‹alras› (Ṣa. 2389) ‹alrås› (Ṣa. 2389)
  ṛ-ṛaṣ ‘headdef’ (cf. SA الرأس  ‹alrås› ʔar-raʔsu ‘idem’)

This variation is restricted because, despite a large number of contexts 
in which ا ‹a› can be substituted for أ ‹å› word-medially, this cannot happen 
in graphic words representing some phonetic words borrowed from SA with 
a word-medial glottal stop. A quite consistent practice is to mark this sound as أ 
‹å›, an adoptive phonetic graphy based on general donor graphy. Examples: نأّكد  
‹nåkːd› nʔǝkkǝd  ‘I confirm’ (ṮN 4310), فأرض ‹fårḍ› f-ʔǝṛḍ ‘in the earth of’ (Mu. 
294), the latter instance being a graphically prefixed word. No heterographs with 
 a› have been recorded for them. If found, such graphic words would most› ا
probably have different meanings, cf. ناكد ‹nakd› nakǝd ‘sad’ or فارض ‹farḍ› 
faṛǝḍ ‘supposing, imagining’104.

Word-finally / Asymmetrical variation (ا ‹a› Rv أ ‹å›)
This variation manifests itself in verbs that have SA cognates with the word-final أ 
‹å› marking a glottal stop. The graphy ا ‹a› is adoptive phonetic, based on general 
donor graphy, while the use of أ ‹å› is donor form-oriented. Examples:

(20)     
  ‹ytwḍa› (Fʕ 1811)  ‹ytwḍå› (Ḍa. 977)
   yĭtwŭḍḍa ‘he performs his ablutions’ (cf. SA يتوّضأ ‹ytwḍːå› yatawaḍḍaʔu 

‘idem’)

(21)      
  ‹ybra› (MX 11212) ‹ybrå› (BB 708)
  yǝḅṛa ‘he gets cured’ (cf. SA يبرأ ‹ybrå› yabraʔu ‘idem’)

104 This reasoning is not invalidated by the fact that for the graphic word مسألة ‹msålħ›, used 
normally to represent mǝsʔala ‘issue, matter’, a heterograph with ا ‹a› has been recorded: مسالة 
‹msalħ› (QQ 578) – a hapax legomenon being doubtless a result of careless graphy rather than a de-
liberate choice.
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‹ã› آ ~ ‹a› ا

Word-initially / Asymmetrical variation (ا ‹a› Av آ ‹ã›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which both ا ‹a› and آ ‹ã› mark 
word-initial a (see discussion under ا ‹a› Av أ ‹å›). Seeing that آ ‹ã› cannot be 
substituted for ا ‹a› in some graphic words, e.g. it is never used pseudo-prothetically 
(e.g. no *آحنا ‹ãḥna› for ḥna ‘we’ or *آبللي ‹ãblly› for bǝlli ‘that’ (conjunction) have 
been recorded), the variation is asymmetrical. Both graphs used in the function of 
marking word-initial a are adaptive phonetic graphies (in SA, they mark the word-
initial ʔ), with the adaptation being endogenous and historically motivated. If the 
word has a SA cognate written with أ ‹å› or ا ‹a›, as in (22), آ ‹ã› may be additionally 
considered donor-defying, while ا ‹a› coincident with SA graphy. Examples:

(22)     
 ‹ana› (ṮN 425)  ‹ãna› (Bǝ. 453)
 ana ‘I’ (cf. SA أنا ‹åna› and انا ‹ana› ʔana ‘idem’)

(23)     
  ‹atay› (ḤB 141)  ‹ãtay› (MX 8112)
  atay ‘tea’

(24)    
 ‹aǧy› (ḌK 353)  ‹ãǧy› (ḤB 93)
 aži ‘come!; hey!’

(25)    
 ‹alalːħ› (ṮN 552)  ‹ãlalħ› (DB 2511)
 a-lalla ‘madam!’ (a- is a vocative particle)

Word-medially / Restricted variation (ا ‹a› Rv آ ‹ã›)
Unquestionable cases of mutual substitutability between ا ‹a› and آ ‹ã› occur only 
in graphic words in which these graphs become word-medial as a result of graphic 
prefixation: in (26)-(27) the prefix is a conjunction, in (28) the definite article. 
Like in the case of their word-initial variation (q.v.), both graphies are adaptive 
phonetic, with the adaptation being endogenous and historically motivated. The 
following example shows a word with no SA cognate:
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(26)     
  ‹watay› (ḤB 65)  ‹wãtay› (MX 8115)
  w-atay ‘and tea’

If there is a SA cognate, some graphies are also coincident with the donor graphy, 
e.g. ا ‹a› in (27) and both graphies in (28), while others are donor form-defying, 
e.g. آ ‹ã› in (27).

(27)      
  ‹wana› (ṮM 1112)  ‹wãna› (DB 1423)
  w-ana ‘and me’ (cf. SA وأنا ‹wåna› and وانا ‹wana› wa-ʔana ‘idem’) 

(28)     
  ‹alaxr› (ḤD 285)  ‹alãxur•› (Mm. 1112)
  l-axŭṛ ‘otherdef’ (cf. SA اآلخر ‹alãxr› and االخر ‹alaxr› ʔal-ʔāxaru ‘idem’)

This variation is classed here as restricted, not asymmetrical, because in contexts 
other than graphically prefixed words, it does not occur or its status is dubious, 
for two reasons: The first one is that it cannot be ruled out that each of the two 
graphies reflects a different pronunciation. For instance, كيامن ‹[k]yamn› ‘he be-
lieves’ (ṢX 977) may represent yamǝn (a form given by Aguadé & Benyahia 2005: 
29 and Sánchez 2014: 131), while يآمن ‹yãmn› (Mi. 1531) may represent yʔamǝn 
(a form given by Harrell 1966: 2). The second difficulty is the scarcity of data: 
Graphic words with a word-medial آ ‹ã› are rare and their heterographs with ا ‹a› 
even rarer (recorded only twice, in ṢX). No heterographs with ا ‹a› for such words 
as كنآمر   ‹knãmr› ka-nʔamǝṛ ‘I order, I command’ (Mn. 452) or كنآذن ka-nʔadən 
‹knãḏn› ka-nʔadǝn ‘I permit’ (Bǝ. 839) have been recorded105. For all these rea-
sons, it is more adequate to consider that آ ‹ã› cannot be substituted for by ا ‹a› in 
some graphic words.

105 For the frequent word l-Qŭṛʔan ‘the Quran’, a borrowing from SA consistently pronounced 
with a glottal stop and written القرآن ‹alqrãn›, one heterograph القران  ‹alqran› (Mm. 1498) has been 
identified. However, this hapax legomenon appears to be a misprint or careless graphy rather than 
a deliberate graphic decision.
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‹ḁ› إ ~ ‹a› ا

Word-initially / Asymmetrical variation (ا ‹a› Av إ ‹ḁ›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which ا ‹a› and إ ‹ḁ› mark word-
initial i or ĭ (cf. discussion under “ا ‹a› Av أ ‹å›”) as well as y (discussed below). 
Used in the function of marking i or ĭ, they are adaptive phonetic graphies (in SA, 
they mark the initial ʔ), with the adaptation being endogenous and historically mo-
tivated. Such graphies have been recorded in graphic words with no SA cognates, 
as shown in (29)-(30).

(29)     
  ‹alá› (Ḍa. 644)  ‹ḁlá› (ṮN 813)
  ila ‘if’

(30)    
  ‹ayh› (ḤB 132)  ‹ḁyh› (Bǝ. 864)
  ĭyyǝh ‘yes’

Both graphs are also used to mark the 3rd person non-feminine present tense, al-
though neither has this function frequently (ا ‹a› is rather idiosyncratic of Ḍa., while 
 ḁ› is used, quite consistently, in Ṛḥ.). Two principal manners of spelling this prefix› إ
have been recorded in the corpus: إ ‹ḁ›, and its less frequent variant ا ‹a› (exception-
ally also أ ‹å›), is one of them. The second is ي ‹y›106. Before the two graphies can 
be analyzed, a discussion of the pronunciation of this prefix is necessary. Accord-
ing to Kjamilev (1968: 40), it is y- if the stem begins with a vowel, e.g. yǝktǝb ‘he 
writes’ (the stem being -ǝktǝb), and i- if the stem begins with a consonant, e.g. išuf 
‘he sees’. The issue is viewed in a similar way by Aguadé & Benyahia (2005: 9), 
while Harrell (1962: 47-48) presents a more complex description: The prefix is usu-
ally i- (e.g. iddi ‘he takes’), but before stems beginning with w, h, ʕ or ḥ followed 
by a consonant it is usually yǝ- (e.g. yǝwṣǝl ‘he arrives’, yǝhḍǝṛ ‘he talks’, yǝḥmǝl 
‘he carries’, yǝʕṭiw ‘they give’). However, he adds, “[i]n slower speech, especially 
for words pronounced in isolation, the prefix may take the form yǝ- before any 
consonant cluster (…), e.g. yǝdxol ‘he enters’”. Thus, what Kjamilev and Aguadé & 
Benyahia formulate as a general rule, Harrell gives only for slower speech. Accord-
ing to Sánchez (2014: 117), the prefix is y(ə)- (in the Marrakesh variety). 

106 A third one is their combination: ايـ ‹ay›, إيـ ‹ḁy›, or أيـ ‹åy›, not discussed here seeing that it 
involves quantitative variation.
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Hence, when determining the pronunciation of this prefix, the structure of the 
stem and the pace of speech should be taken into consideration (with the role of 
the latter being impossible to verify in the case of written texts). At any rate, two 
major graphies, ا ‹a›/إ ‹ḁ› and ي ‹y› are in use. Each of them is better suited to mark 
a particular pronunciation, i- and y-, respectively, by virtue of the graph-sound 
correspondences obtaining in SA. For the needs of this description, an assumption 
is made that these are their typical functions as far as representing the prefix in 
question in writing is concerned, although usage in some sources does not confirm 
this – admittedly idealistic – rule (cf. also “ا ‹a› Rv ي ‹y›”)107. 

Let us consider the two following examples of variation between ا ‹a› and إ ‹ḁ›. 
In order to exclude the possibility that the graphy of the prefix is conditioned by 
the consonantal or vocalic character of a preceding sound, every heterograph pair 
comprises words which occurred in the same phonetic environment: Both verbs in 
(31) are preceded by the semivowel w, and both in (32) are preceded by a vowel.

(31)      
  ‹aš•rib•w› (Ḍa. 474) ‹ḁšrbw(a)› (Ṛḥ. 1726)
  išǝṛbu ‘they drink’ (cf. SA يشربوا ‹yšrbwa› yašrabū ‘that they drink’)

(32)     
  ‹aqṭʕ› (Ḍa. 768)  ‹ḁq•ṭʕ› (Ḍa. 765)
  yǝqṭǝʕ ‘he cuts’ (cf. SA يقطع ‹yqṭʕ› yaqṭaʕu ‘idem’)

In the light of the assumption made above, both ا ‹a› and إ ‹ḁ› in (31) marking i can 
be considered adaptive phonetic graphies, with the adaptation being endogenous 
and historically motivated. As for (32), both graphs could be interpreted as donor-
defying, but it seems more convincing to regard them as analogical graphies: The 

107 The graphy of this prefix does seem to depend on the syllabic structure of the stem in, for 
instance, Ṛḥ. In Ḍ, by contrast, a factor which may influence it, at least to a certain extent, is the 
phonetic environment, more specifically: the sound preceding the prefix. Inconsistency, however, is 
strong there too, as the following sequence of three verbs with various graphies of the prefix shows:

‹bġa_amšy_yḥǧ_ḁzwr› (Ḍa. 979)
bġa yĭmši iḥǝžž iẓuṛ
‘he wants to go on a pilgrimage to visit…’, lit. ‘he wanted he goes he makes a pilgrimage he 
visits’
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speller is aware that this MA verbal prefix is marked as ا ‹a› and إ ‹ḁ› in some cases 
and (s)he uses this graphy in a verb with the prefix being pronounced in a way 
which does not justify this. The analogical graphy may be additionaly induced by 
the relatively small auditive difference between the two pronunciations. 

Word-medially / Asymmetrical variation (ا ‹a› Av إ ‹ḁ›)
This variation manifests itself only in graphic words in which the word-medial 
position of these graphs results from graphic prefixation. Otherwise, the graph إ 
‹ḁ› never occurs word-medially in MA. Examples:

(33)     
  ‹walá› (Mn. 4211) ‹wḁlá› (Mn. 184)
  w-ila ‘and if’

(34)      
  ‹wayaha› (ḤB 186) ‹wḁyaha› (MX 6412)
   w-ĭyya-ha ‘with her’ (cf. SA وإياها ‹wḁyaha› and واياها ‹wayaha› wa-ʔiyyā-

hā ‘idem’)

If the graphs ا ‹a› and إ ‹ḁ› are interpreted as marking the sounds i or ĭ, they are 
adaptive phonetic graphies (in SA, they mark -ʔi-), with the adaptation being en-
dogenous and historically motivated. In (34), for which a SA cognate exists, both 
graphies can be interpreted as donor form-oriented.

‹n› ن ~ ‹a› ا

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ا ‹a› Rv ن ‹n›)
This variation manifests itself, very marginally, in graphic words which repre-
sent set expressions ending in -ǝn and borrowed from SA. In SA, the ending is 
-an; it originally signals the accusative and is written in most cases by means of 
 a›. The› ا or simply ,(a› with a double fatḥa› ا) aan›, the so-called tanwīn ʔalif› اً
latter graphy in A in (35) is thus donor form-oriented, while ن ‹n› in B is adoptive 
phonetic, based on general donor graphy. It is the only occurrence of this type of 
graphy recorded in the corpus.
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(35)     
  ‹dayma› (Bǝ. 712) ‹daymn› (Fʕ 5811)
  daymǝn ‘always’ (cf. SA ًدائما ‹daẙmaan› or دائما ‹daẙma› dāʔiman ‘idem’)

‹h› ه ~ ‹a› ا

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ا ‹a› Rv ه ‹h›)
The graph ه ‹h› is in variation with ا ‹a› by virtue of its being a graphically reduced 
variant of ة ‹ħ› (see “ه ‹h› Rv ة ‹ħ›” for details). Hence, this quite frequent variation 
manifests itself in the same contexts as ا ‹a› Rv ة ‹ħ›, i.e. in some words ending in 
a, including nouns, adjectives, adverbs, but not verbs (which are written only with 
a final ا ‹a›, أ ‹å› or ى ‹á›; see, however, footnote 110). To some extent, it mirrors 
the usage in SA, where some borrowings, in particular proper names, have varia-
tional heterographic spellings, e.g. أوروبا ‹åwrwba› ~ أوروبه ‹åwrwbh› for ʔurubba 
‘Europe’108 (the spelling with ا ‹a› being considerably more frequent). Some of the 
MA graphic words have SA cognates, which makes their graphy relativizable to 
the donor form; for instance ا ‹a› in (40) can be considered donor-defying, while 
-h› coincident with the donor graphy. However, it seems more adequate to de› ه
scribe ه ‹h› (and ة ‹ħ›, below) as having been refunctionalized within SA graphy 
to mark a (cf. Sect. I.3., point 4.e. and discussion under “ه ‹h› Rv ة ‹ħ›”) and, in 
consequence, to characterize both graphies ا ‹a› and ه ‹h› as adoptive phonetic, 
based on general donor graphy. Examples:

(36)     
  ‹ålala› (Fʕ 82)   ‹ålalh› (XM 1302)
  a-lalla ‘madam!’

(37)    
  ‹(a)lqrwda› (QQ 386) ‹lqrwdh› (Mu. 4211)
  lǝ-qṛuḍa ‘monkeysdef’

108 The final vowel a in this word is not long but neutral with respect to quantity, with the graph 
.a› being used as a mater lectionis to indicate its quality› ا
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(38)      
  ‹byḍa› (ḤB 226)   ‹byḍh› (ṮN 569)
  biḍa ‘whitef’ (cf. SA بيضاء ‹byḍao› bayḍāʔu ‘idem’)

(39)      
 ‹waqyla›(Ṣa. 23111)  ‹waqylh› (Mu. 3715)
 waqila ‘perhaps’

(40)     
 ‹ġadya› (Ṣa. 22710)  ‹ġadyh› (MX 1511)
 ġadya ‘going tof’ (future marker)
 (cf. SA غادية ‹ġadyħ› and غاديه ‹ġadyh› ġādiyatun ‘becomingf’)

‹ħ› ة ~ ‹a› ا

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ا ‹a› Rv ة ‹ħ›)
This variation mirrors the preceding one because ة ‹ħ› is a variant of ه ‹h› in the 
function of marking the final a. The analysis given under “ا ‹a› Rv ه ‹h›” applies 
here as well, with the corresponding variational heterograph pair in SA being 
 ‹a› ا åwrwbħ› for ʔurubba ‘Europe’109 (the spelling with› أوروبة ~ ‹åwrwba› أوروبا
being considerably more frequent). Like in the case of ا ‹a› Rv ه ‹h›, this very fre-
quent variation does not manifest itself in verbs or pronouns, which are not spelt 
with a word-final ة ‹ħ›110. Following the analysis given under “ا ‹a› Rv ه ‹h›”, both 
graphies ا ‹a› and ة ‹ħ› used in MA are interpreted as being adoptive phonetic, 
based on general donor graphy, with ة ‹ħ› having been refunctionalized within SA 
graphy to mark a. Examples:
 

(41)     
  ‹almakla› (Mm. 1478)  ‹almaklħ› (ḤB 410)
  l-makla ‘food, eatingdef’

109 See preceding footnote.
110 One exception, however, has been recorded: اتّسالة ‹atːsalħ› tǝtsala ‘itf ends’ (Ṛḥ. 2105), in-

stead of, for instance, اتّساال ‹atːsala› or اتّسالى ‹atːsalá›. A similar example can be adduced for EA: تبقة  
‹tbqħ› tibʔa ‘you are’ (ʕAyz. 92), instead of the usual graphy تبقى ‹tbqá›. Such occurrences are yet 
another argument for the view that ة ‹ħ› and ه ‹h› have been refunctionalized to mark the final a.
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(42)      
  ‹alǧnawa› (Mm. 1285)  ‹alǧnawħ› (Fʕ 163)
  lǝ-žnawa ‘knivesdef’

(43)     
  ‹dġya› (ḤD 155)   ‹dġyħ› (Mn. 784)
  dǝġya ‘quickly’

In some graphic words with SA cognates, exemplified below, the phonetic use 
of ا ‹a› or ة ‹ħ› can also be donor-defying (both graphies in 45, ا ‹a› in 46-48) or 
coincident with the donor graphy (ة ‹ħ› in 46-48).

(44)       
  ‹zrqa› (ḤB 128)   ‹zrqħ› (Ṛḥ. 1634)
  ẓǝṛqa ‘bluef’ (cf. SA زرقاء ‹zrqao› zarqāʔu ‘idem’)

(45)      
  ‹allwla› (Fʕ 46)   ‹allwlħ› (Ṛḥ. 1484)
  l-lŭwwla ‘firstf def’ (cf. SA األولى ‹alåwlá› ʔal-ʔūlā ‘idem’)

(46)     
  ‹baġya› (ṢX 962)  ‹baġyħ› (ḤB 187)
   baġya ‘she wants’, lit. ‘wishingf’ (cf. SA باغية ‹baġya› bāġiyatun ‘desir-

ingf’)

(47)     
  ‹dǧaaǧaa› (Mm. 1112)  ‹dǧaǧħ› (Mu. 51)
  džaža ‘hen’ (cf. SA دجاجة ‹dǧaǧħ› daǧāǧatun ‘idem’)

(48)     
  ‹alʕar•biyːaa› (Mm. 1217)  ‹alʕrbyħ› (ṮN 1313)
   l-ʕǝṛbĭyya ‘Arabic languagedef’ (cf. SA العربية ‹alʕrbyħ› ʔal-ʕarabiyyatu 

‘idem’)
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‹á› ى ~ ‹a› ا

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ا ‹a› Rv ى ‹á›)
This very frequent variation manifests itself in graphic words belonging to vari-
ous semantic categories, including verbs, in which both graphs mark final a. It 
mirrors the same variation in SA, which, by contrast, manifests itself in a very 
limited number of words (e.g. borrowings such as mūsīqā ‘music’, written موسيقا 
‹mwsyqa› or, much more frequently, موسيقى ‹mwsyqá›). In MA, both graphies, ا 
‹a› and ى ‹á›, are adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy. In (49)-(54), 
graphic words with no SA cognates are exemplified.

(49)      
  ‹lʕzara› (ṮM 317)  ‹lʕzará› (BT 151)
  lǝ-ʕzara ‘bachelorsdef’

(50)      
  ‹bʕda› (ḤB 78)    ‹bʕdá› (Ṛḥ. 1573)
  bəʕda ‘already; first’

(51)       
  ‹ḁla› (ḤB 49)   ‹ḁlá› (ṮN 813)
  ila ‘if’

(52)       
  ‹ḥna› (ṢX 954)   ‹ḥná› (ṮM 659)
  ḥna ‘we’

(53)        
  ‹wxa› (Ṣa. 2098)  ‹waxːá› (BB 1076)
  waxxa ‘although’

(54)       
  ‹åra› (MX 137)   ‹årá› (MX 4613)
  aṛa ‘give!’ (a verb-like particle)
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The graphy of words with SA cognates can also be relativized to the donor 
graphy. In (55)-(59), the adoptive phonetic graphy ا ‹a› is donor form-defying, 
while ى ‹á› is coincident with the donor graphy.

(55)     
  ‹allwla› (Fʕ 46)   ‹allwlá› (ṮM 384)
  l-lŭwwla ‘firstf def’ (cf. SA األولى ‹alåwlá› ʔal-ʔūlā ‘idem’)

(56)        
  ‹tnsa› (Ṣa. 2529)   ‹tnsá› (ṮN 481)
  tǝnsa ‘you forget’ (cf. SA تنسى ‹tnsá› tansā ‘idem’)

(57)       
  ‹ytsna› (ṮN 126)   ‹ytsná› (WM 3911)
  yĭtsǝnna ‘he waits’
  (cf. SA يتسنى ‹ytsná› yatasannā ‘it is feasible’, a morphological cognate)

(58)     
  ‹mša› (ḤB 3812)   ‹mšá› (Mu. 143)
  mša ‘he went’ (cf. SA مشى ‹mšá› mašā ‘idem’)

(59)       
  ‹tlaqa› (ṮN 2012)  ‹tlaqá› (ḤD 321)
  tlaqa ‘he met’ (cf. SA تالقى ‹tlaqá› talāqā ‘idem’)

Since variation in (60) manifests itself in the graphy of the final -a marking the 
plural number, the graphies of this MA word need to be relativized to the graphy 
of its SA morphological, not lexical, cognates111. These cognates are SA plurals of 
the pattern C1uC2ūC3a

tun, written with a final ة ‹ħ› or ه ‹h›. Hence, both ا ‹a› and ى 
‹á› in this pair can be considered donor-defying graphies.

111 Its SA lexical cognate is darbun ‘lane, small street’, with the plural durūbun.
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(60)     
  ‹aldrwba›  (WM 2910)  ‹aldːrwbá› (Ṛḥ. 1987)
  d-druba ‘lanes, small streetsdef’
  (cf., for instance, السبوعة ‹alsbwʕħ› ʔas-subūʕatu ‘predatory animalsdef’)

Both graphies are sometimes used in verbs with SA cognates written with the 
word-final أ ‹å›, as in (61)-(63), and in non-verbs with SA cognates written with 
the word-final اء ‹ao›, as in (64) and (65). The graph ا ‹a›, being formally closer to 
the donor graphy, is much more frequent in such cases.

(61)       
  ‹yqra› (MX 596)   ‹yqrá› (Ṛḥ. 1292)
  yǝqṛa ‘he reads; he studies’ (cf. SA يقرأ ‹yqrå› yaqraʔu ‘he reads’)

(62)      
  ‹bda› (Ṣa. 2094)   ‹bdá› (ṮN 452)
  bda ‘he began’ (cf. SA بدأ ‹bdå› badaʔa ‘idem’)

(63)      
  ‹ahda› (MX 181)   ‹ahdá› (ṮN 417)
  hda ‘calm down!’ (cf. SA اهدأ ‹ahdå› ʔihdaʔ ‘idem’)

(64)       
  ‹mwra› (ḤB 142)  ‹mwrá› (ṮN 5411)
  muṛa ‘behind, after’ (cf. SA من وراء ‹mn_wrao› min warāʔi ‘from behind’)

(65)     
  ‹alšta› (ṢX 961)   ‹alštá› (Ṛḥ. 1581)
  š-šta ‘raindef’ (cf. SA الشتاء ‹alštao› ʔaš-šitāʔu ‘winterdef’)
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‹y› ي ~ ‹a› ا

Word-initially / Restricted variation (ا ‹a› Rv ي ‹y›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words representing words beginning with 
i- or yV-, especially in the prefix of the 3rd person non-feminine present tense, 
discussed under “ا ‹a› Av إ ‹ḁ›”. The corpus reveals that either of these graphs can 
be used to mark either pronunciation, but in verbs, ي ‹y› is by far more frequently 
used, especially to mark the latter one. In order to rule out any influence of the 
phonetic environment on the pronunciation and graphy, every heterograph pair 
given below is composed of graphic words occurring in the same phonetic envi-
ronment: in (66) the words are preceded by a word ending in a consonant, in (67) 
and (68) by words ending in a vowel.

(66)      
  ‹ak•ṯːar•› (Ḍʔ 135)  ‹ykṯːar› (MX 1071)
  ikǝttǝr ‘he multiplies’ (cf. SA يكثّر ‹ykṯːr› yukaṯṯiru ‘idem’)

(67)      
  ‹alá› (Ḍa. 644)   ‹ylá› (ṮN 428)
  ila ‘if’

(68)      
  ‹ax•dam•› (Ḍʔ 134)  ‹yxdm› (XM 916)
  yǝxdǝm ‘he works’ (cf. SA يخدم ‹yxdm› yaxdimu ‘he serves’)

When the pronunciation of the prefix is i-, as in (66) and (67), the graphy ا ‹a› 
is adaptive phonetic, with the adaptation being endogenous and historically mo-
tivated. By contrast, the reason for ي ‹y› seems to be donor form-orientation if 
there is a SA cognate with ي ‹y›, as in (66). If there is no SA cognate that could 
suggest this spelling, as in (67), the graphy is analogical: The speller is aware that 
 y› is used in many MA words beginning with i-, e.g. verbs written in the donor› ي
form-oriented way, and uses it in a word beginning with i- in which, however, this 
spelling cannot be justified by donor form-orientation.

When the pronunciation is yV-, as in (68), the graphy ي ‹y› is adoptive phonetic, 
based on general donor graphy, while ا ‹a› can be interpreted as either donor-defying 
or analogical: The speller is aware that ا ‹a› is used in many cases of this MA verbal 
form and uses it in a verb which, however, is pronounced in a way not justifying this. 
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The analogical graphies may be additionaly induced by the relatively small 
auditive difference between the two pronunciations.

Word-medially / Restricted variation (ا ‹a› Rv ي ‹y›)
This variation manifests itself, rarely, in graphic words in which these graphs 
mark i and their word-medial position results from graphic prefixation. In the fol-
lowing examples, the prefixed element marks the conjunction w- ‘and’.

(69)     
  ‹wabhdl› (Ṣa. 2154)  ‹wybhdl› (ḤM 853)
   w-ibəhdəl ‘and he humiliates’ (cf. SA ويبهدل ‹wybhdl› wa-yubahdilu 

‘idem’)

(70)      
  ‹walá› (Mn. 4211)  ‹wylá› (ṮN 605)
  w-ila ‘and if’

If the graph ا ‹a› marking the word-medial i is considered to be the remnant of 
a word-initial ا ‹a› (cf. ابهدل ‹abhdl› ibǝhdǝl ‘he humiliates’ and الى  ‹alá› ila ‘if’ 
and see above for variation of this pair word-initially), this graphy is adaptive 
phonetic, with the adaptation being endogenous and historically motivated. The 
reason underlying the use of ي ‹y› in these examples is less obvious. First, one can 
assume that ي ‹y› is the remnant of its use word-initially. Then, in (69), the graphy 
 y› would be donor form-oriented, while in (70), which has no SA cognate, it› ي
would be explained as analogical graphy, cf. (66) and (67) for this variation word-
initially. However, in both examples, the graphic word can also be viewed as an 
indivisible whole beginning with wi- (such as, for instance, ويل ‹wyl› wil ‘woe’), 
rather than as a graphically prefixed word beginning with w-i-. Then, the graphy 
 ”‹y› ي ḁ› Rv› إ“ y› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy (cf. also› ي
word-medially). 

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ا ‹a› Rv ي ‹y›)
This variation manifests itself in some words ending in a which also have spell-
ing with ى ‹á› (discussed under “ا ‹a› Rv ى ‹á›”). It is, however, marginal because 
forms with a final ي ‹y› marking a are rare. Interestingly, all occurrences recorded 
in the corpus have SA cognates. Examples:
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(71)     
  ‹mša› (ḤB 3812)   ‹mšy› (Ṛḥ. 1689)
  mša ‘he went’ (cf. SA مشى mašā ‘idem’)

(72)     
  ‹alšta› (ṢX 961)   ‹alšty› (Ṛḥ. 1958)
  š-šta ‘raindef’ (cf. SA الشتاء ‹alštao› ʔaš-šitāʔu ‘winterdef’)

The graph ا ‹a› in (71) is donor-defying, while in (72) it is adoptive phonetic, 
based on general donor graphy. As for the use of ي ‹y›, it mirrors somehow the 
usage in SA, where it is, in some rare cases, used instead of ى ‹á› to mark final a. 
As such, it seems to be an instance of analogical graphy (see “ى ‹á› Fv ي ‹y›” for 
a detailed discussion).

Pseudo-variation

‹t› ت a› Pv› ا

Word-initially
This intra-variety pseudo-variation occurs in graphic words representing verbs 
with the abstract prefix t-, usually inflectional, less often derivational, which as-
similates to a stem-initial denti-alveolar stop – d in (73), ṭ in (74), and ḍ in (75) 
– and constitutes word-initial geminates with them. The graph ا ‹a› signals this 
word-initial gemination as a pseudo-prothesis and as such is donor principle-ori-
ented, while ت ‹t›, marking the abstract prefix t-, is an instance of morphological 
graphy coincident with the donor graphy.

(73)      
  ‹adːyr› (ṮM 297)   ‹tdyr› (ṮN 237)
   ddir (< t-dir) ‘she makes’ (cf. SA تدير ‹tdyr› tudīru ‘she manages, she di-

rects’)
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(74)     
  ‹aṭwrna› (XM 1091)  ‹tṭwrna› (XM 1091)
   ṭṭŭwwǝṛna (< t-ṭŭwwǝṛna) ‘we developed’ (cf. SA تطورنا ‹tṭwrna› 

taṭawwarnā ‘idem’)

(75)       
  ‹aḍːyʕ› (Ṛḥ. 1379)  ‹tḍyʕ› (Mu. 229)
  ḍḍiʕ (< t-ḍiʕ) ‘itf gets lost’ (cf. SA تضيع ‹tḍyʕ› taḍīʕu ‘idem’)

If the stem begins with t, the graphy ت ‹t› can also be interpreted as marking the 
initial geminate. As such, it is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy. 
Example:

(76)      
  ‹atyq› (XM 764)   ‹ttyq› (ḤM 891)
  ttiq (< t-tiq) ‘you trust’ (cf. SA تثق ‹tṯq› taṯiqu ‘idem’)

A different situation results from attaching this prefix to a consonant cluster 
begining with one of these stops. Then, a sequence of three consonants originates 
the pronunciation of which is “a complex phonological problem that needs to be 
examined in detail for each dialect” (Heath 2002: 205). Such clusters tend to be 
reduced in normal speech or split by inserting a shwa in a deliberately careful 
pronunciation. Consider the following example: 

(77)       
  ‹atʕšːá› (ṮN 437)   ‹ttʕšːá› (BB 979)
  tǝtʕǝšša (< t-tʕǝšša) ‘you have supper’ (cf. SA تتعّشى ‹ttʕšːá› tataʕaššā ‘idem’)

Here, ا ‹a› signals the pseudo-cluster tǝtʕ- or, if the pronunciation [tʕǝʃːa], with 
cluster simplification, is assumed, it functions as a pseudo-prothesis signal-
ling a two-consonant cluster. In either case, the principles underlying particular 
graphies are the same as those indicated for (73)-(76).
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Word-medially
This intra-variety pseudo-variation manifests itself in graphic words which result 
from graphic prefixation (cf. pseudo-variation of this pair word-initially discussed 
above). For instance:

(78)     
  ‹ka(d)ːwb› (Ṛḥ. 135)  ‹kt(ḏ)wb› (Fʕ 545)
  ka-ddub (< ka-t-dub)
  ‘you melt’    ‘she/itf melts’112 
  (cf. SA تذوب ‹tḏwb› taḏūbu ‘idem’)

The graphy ت ‹t› in B marks the abstract inflectional affix t- and is thus morpho-
logical, coincident with the donor graphy. In this particular case, t- is normally 
assimilated to the stem-initial d-, the result being the geminate dd. The graph ا ‹a› 
in A is functionally indeterminate: It either marks a in the preverb ka- (adoptive 
phonetic graphy, based on general donor graphy) or is a remnant of the donor 
principle-oriented graphy ا ‹a› used pseudo-prothetically, cf. the unprefixed form 
 adːwb› ddub ‘she/itf melts’ (Ṛḥ. 1913). Whatever be the case, the function of› ادّوب
.t›113, hence the pair is a case of a pseudo-variation› ت a› is different than that of› ا

 ‹l› ل a› Pv› ا

Word-initially
This infrequent intra-variety pseudo-variation manifests itself when the preposi-
tion l(ǝ)- ‘to, for’ is prefixed to a word with the definite article, which may be l- or 
a consonant resulting from the assimilation of l- to the stem-initial consonant, as 
in (79).

(79)       
  ‹alǧamʕ› (Ḍa. 977)  ‹llǧamʕ› (MX 1514)
  lǝ-ž-žamǝʕ ‘to the mosque’ (cf. SA للجامع ‹llǧamʕ› li-l-ǧāmiʕi ‘idem’)

112 The fact that the affix t- signals the 2nd person in A and the 3rd person feminine in B does 
not affect pronunciation or morphology and can be disregarded here.

113 Note that this pair only appears to be a pair of qualitative heterographs. In reality, it repre-
sents (contiguous) enantiodiacritic quantitative heterography: in A the augment is ا ‹a›, in B it is ت 
‹t›.
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The graphy ا ‹a›, quite infrequent, signals the pseudo-cluster lǝ-ž-ž and is thus 
donor principle-oriented (ل ‹l› marks the preposition l(ǝ)-, while ج ‹ǧ› marks the 
geminate resulting from the assimilation of the definite article to the stem-initial 
ž). In Form B, the graph ل ‹l› being in pseudo-variation with ا ‹a›, i.e. the first one 
in the graphic word, marks the preposition l(ǝ)-, its graphy being adoptive pho-
netic, based on general donor graphy, and coincident with the donor graphy (the 
second ل ‹l› marks the definite article, morphologically).

Word-medially
Intra-variety pseudo-variation of these graphs has been identified in one pair of 
graphic words, shown in (80). Both graphies, ا ‹a› and ل ‹l› are adoptive phonetic, 
based on general donor graphy but each of them has a different function: ا ‹a› 
marks a, while ل ‹l› marks l114.

(80)    
 ‹lala› (Fʕ 498)   ‹llla› (FL 817)
 lalla ‘madam’

Inter-variety pseudo-variation involving this pair is manifested in (81).

(81)      
  ‹alawlá› (ḤD 184)  ‹allwlá› (ḤB 127)
  l-lŭwwla ‘firstf def’
  (cf. SA االولى ‹alawlá› ʔal-ʔūlā ‘idem’)

In this pair, the graphy ا ‹a› is donor form-oriented, while the graphy ل ‹l› for l is 
adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy.

 ‹n› ن a› Pv› ا

Word-initially
This intra-variety pseudo-variation manifests itself, marginally (in one source 
only), in the 1st person singular present tense verbs with a stem beginning with n 
or r. In the former case, the attaching of the abstract personal prefix n- to the stem 
results in the word-initial geminate nn-, while in the latter case, the prefix n- is 

114 This pair only appears to be a pair of qualitative heterographs. In reality, it represents (con-
tiguous) enantiodiacritic quantitative heterography: in A the augment is ا ‹a›, in B it is ل ‹l›.
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assimilable to r in less careful speech. The graphy ا ‹a›, used less frequently than 
-n› in this situation, but more often than could be expected, signals the word› ن
initial geminate and is thus donor principle-oriented, while the graphy ن ‹n› is 
morphological, coincident with the donor graphy. Examples:

(82)       
  ‹anːsá› (Ṛḥ. 1012)  ‹nnsá› (ṮN 491)
  nnsa [nːsa] ‘I forget’ (cf. SA ننسى ‹nnsá› nansā ‘we forget’)

(83)      
  ‹arːkb› (Ṛḥ. 202)   ‹nrkb› (MX 3314)
  nrkǝb [rːkǝb] ‘I ride’ (cf. SA نركب ‹nrkb› narkabu ‘we ride’)

GRAPH أ ‹å›

‹a› ا ~ ‹å› أ

Word-initially / Asymmetrical variation (inverse) (أ ‹å› Av-1 ا ‹a›) 
See ا ‹a› Av أ ‹å›

Word-medially / Restricted variation (أ ‹å› Rv ا ‹a›) 
See ا ‹a› Rv أ ‹å›

Word-finally / Asymmetrical variation (inverse) (أ ‹å› Av-1 ا ‹a›) 
See ا ‹a› Av أ ‹å›

‹ã› آ ~ ‹å› أ

Word-initially / Asymmetrical variation (أ ‹å› Av آ ‹ã›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which the graphs mark the word-
initial a. It is asymmetrical because أ ‹å› can always be substituted for آ ‹ã› in this 
function but not always can آ ‹ã› be substituted for أ ‹å›: Marking word-initial u, 
signalling initial clusters (pseudo-prothetically) or pseudo-clusters is a function of 
 ã›. There are, for instance, no› آ but not (”‹å› أ a› Av› ا“ see examples under) ‹å› أ
occurrences of *آستاد ‹ãstad› for ʔŭstad ‘professor’, *آحنا ‹ãḥna› for ḥna ‘we’ or *آبلي 
‹ãbly› for bǝlli ‘that’ (conjunction).
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Both graphies marking a are adaptive phonetic, with the adaptation being 
endogenous and historically motivated. In (88), the MA word has a SA cognate, 
hence, the graphy ا ‹a› is coincident with the donor graphy.

(84)     
 ‹åš›  (Ṣa. 2434)   ‹ãš› (Bǝ. 411)
 aš ‘what’

(85)     
 ‹åtay› (ṮN 266)   ‹ãtay› (MX 8112)
 atay ‘tea’

(86)    
 ‹åǧy› (ṮM 676)   ‹ãǧy› (ḤB 93)
 aži ‘come!; hey!’

(87)    
 ‹åṣaḥby› (Bǝ. 414)  ‹ãṣaḥby› (Bǝ. 741)
 a-ṣaḥb-i ‘my friend!’ (a- is a vocative particle)

(88)       
 ‹åna› (MX 92)   ‹ãna› (Bǝ. 453)
 ana ‘I’ (cf. SA أنا ‹åna› ʔana ‘idem’)

Word-medially / Restricted variation (أ ‹å› Rv آ ‹ã›)
This variation manifests itself only in graphically prefixed words115. It is anal-
ogous to variation between these graphs used word-initially, of which both are 
word-medial remnants. Both graphies marking a are adaptive phonetic, with the 
adaptation being endogenous and historically motivated. Example:

115 Otherwise, these graphs may be meaning-differentiating, albeit marginally. One can think 
here of the pair: نآدي ‹nãdy› nʔadi ‘I hurt, I harm’ vs. نأدي ‹nådy› nʔǝddi ‘I perform’. Although these 
graphic words have not been recorded in the corpus, they are expected on the basis of such graphic 
words as: نآديوا ‹nãdywa› nʔadiw ‘we harm’ (MX 1697) and ي  ån•ådːiy› nʔǝddi ‘I perform’ (MX› أْنأدِّ
1236).
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(89)     
 ‹wåtay› (MX 494)  ‹wãtay› (MX 81)
 w-atay ‘and tea’

In the case of graphic words with SA cognates, the adaptive phonetic graphy can 
be relativized to the donor graphy. Thus, the graphy آ ‹ã› in (90) and أ ‹å› in (91)  
are coincident with the donor graphy, while أ ‹å› in (90) and آ ‹ã› in (91) are donor 
form-defying.

(90)     
 ‹alåxr› (LŠ 963)   ‹alãxur•› (Mm. 1112)
 l-axŭṛ ‘otherdef’ (cf. SA اآلخر ‹alãxr› ʔal-ʔāxaru ‘idem’) 

(91)      
 ‹wåna› (WM 316)  ‹wãna›  (DB 1423)
 w-ana ‘and I’ (cf. SA وأنا ‹wåna› wa-ʔana ‘idem’)

‹ḁ› إ ~ ‹å› أ

Word-initially / Restricted variation (أ ‹å› Rv إ ‹ḁ›)
This variation manifests itself in words with word-initial i, ĭ or y. The graphy إ 
‹ḁ› is adaptive phonetic, with the adaptation being endogenous and historically 
motivated. If there is a SA cognate, the graphy أ ‹å›, less frequently used, is donor 
form-oriented. Examples:

(92)      
  ‹åyam› (ḤD 255)  ‹ḁyːam› (ṮN 582)
  ĭyyam ‘days’ (cf. SA أيام ‹åyam› ʔayyāmun ‘idem’)

(93)      
  ‹åydy[h]› (Ṣa. 2206)  ‹ḁydy[k]› (Ṣa. 2272)
  yĭddi[-h] ‘his hands’  yĭddi[-k] ‘your hands’
  (cf. SA أيديه ‹åydyh› ʔaydī-hi ‘his handspl’)
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If there is no SA cognate that could be considered to be serving as a model, the 
graphy أ ‹å› is analogical, as in (94).

(94)       
  ‹åymta› (ḤD 198)  ‹ḁymta› (Ṣa. 2384)
  imta ‘when?’

The speller of Form A is aware that the word-initial ĭ can be written as أ ‹å› in some 
words, for instance ĭyyam (donor-oriented graphy), and (s)he applies this graphy 
to imta, a word which begins with i, a sound phonetically similar, but has no SA 
cognate that would justify this graphy.

‹w› و ~ ‹å› أ

Word-initially / Restricted variation (أ ‹å› Rv و ‹w›)
This variation manifests itself in the graphy of u- ‘and’, the phonetic variant of 
the conjunction used before consonants (with w- being used before vowels, Har-
rell 1962: 212; cf. also Aguadé & Benyahia 2005: 9 and Durand 2004: 72, who, 
in addition, notes instability affecting the use of these two sounds116). The graphy 
 å› used in this function (only in Ḍa.) is adaptive phonetic, with the adaptation› أ
being endogenous and historically motivated, while و ‹w› is donor form-oriented. 
Examples:

(95)     
  ‹åǵaliyhm› (Ḍa. 474)  ‹w•ǵaalːiyhum•› (Mm. 1161)
  u-gal-li-hŭm ‘and he said to them’
  (cf. SA وقال لهم ‹wqal_lhm› wa-qāla la-hum ‘idem’)

(96)     
  ‹åum•nyn•› (Ḍa. 724)  ‹wmnyn› (Bǝ. 449)
  u-mnayn ‘and from where’
  (cf. SA ومن أين ‹wmn_åyn› wa-min ʔayn ‘idem’)

116 Indeed, there are many pairs like udǝn ~ wdǝn ‘ear’, ulad ~ wlad ‘sons, children’, uṣǝḷ ~ wṣǝḷ 
‘he arrived’; see Aguadé & Benyahia (2005: 153-154) for more.
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In contrast to the similar case of ا ‹a›/إ ‹ḁ› and ي ‹y› marking the vowel i- and the 
semivowel y-, respectively, where the correspondence between graphs and sounds 
was sometimes violated (see example 32 under “ا ‹a› Av إ ‹ḁ›” word-initially), 
in the present case there is consistency: No instances of the semivowel w- being 
marked as أ ‹å›, typically marking vowels (e.g. *أُانا ‹åuana› for w-ana ‘and I’), have 
been recorded in the corpus.

‹ẘ› ؤ ~ ‹å› أ

Word-medially / Restricted variation (أ ‹å› Rv ؤ ‹ẘ›)
This variation manifests itself, marginally, in graphic words representing borrow-
ings from SA in which they mark ʔ. For example:

(97)     
  ‹mådːbyn› (Ṛḥ. 976)  ‹mẘdbyn› (ḤM 879)
  mʔǝddbin ‘well-manneredpl’
  (cf. SA مؤدّبين ‹mẘdːbyn› muʔaddabīna ‘well-manneredpl obl’)

The graphy ؤ ‹ẘ› is donor form-oriented, whereas أ ‹å› could seem to be donor 
form-defying, but can also be interpreted as donor principle-oriented, i.e. being 
a result of applying to MA pronunciation the SA orthographic rule according to 
which a glottal stop preceded by a consonant and followed by a is marked as أ 
‹å› (MA ǝ would be treated like a in this case) (cf. also “أ ‹å› Rv ئ ‹ẙ›” word-
medially).

‹á› ى ~ ‹å› أ

{All possible positions (word-finally) /  Restricted variation (أ ‹å› Rv ى ‹á›)}
This variation is expected to manifest itself in graphic words representing verbs 
with SA cognates in which ʔ is the final radical. The donor form-oriented graphy 
 ybrå› yǝḅṛa ‘he gets cured’ (BB 707)› يبرأ å› has been observed in such verbs as› أ
and يتوضأ ‹ytwḍå› yĭtwŭḍḍa ‘he performs his ablutions’ (Ḍa. 977), while their het-
erographs with ى ‹á›, adoptive phonetic graphy based on general donor graphy, 
are missing. By contrast, for the verbs يقرى ‹yqrá› (Ṛḥ. 1292) yǝqṛa ‘he reads; he 
studies’ and نبدى ‹nbdá› (ṮN 495) nǝbda ‘I begin’, the graphy ى ‹á›, i.e. adoptive 
phonetic graphy based on general donor graphy, is recorded, while no cases of 
donor form-oriented graphy أ ‹å› have been encountered.
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‹ẙ› ئ ~ ‹å› أ

Word-medially / Restricted variation (أ ‹å› Rv ئ ‹ẙ›)
This variation manifests itself, marginally, in graphic words in which these graphs 
mark ʔ. The graphy أ ‹å› is donor form-oriented, whereas ئ ‹ẙ›, a marginal graphy, 
can be donor form-defying, as in (98).

(98)      
  ‹msålħ› (Mn. 733)  ‹msẙlħ› (Ṛḥ. 1498)
  mǝsʔala ‘issue’ (cf. SA مسألة ‹msålħ› masʔalatun ‘idem’)

It can also be donor principle-oriented, as in (99), in which probably the SA or-
thographic rule requiring a glottal stop preceded by i and followed by a consonant 
to be marked as ئ ‹ẙ› was applied to MA pronunciation (cf. also “أ ‹å› Rv ؤ ‹ẘ›” 
word-medially).

(99)      
  ‹alyås› (Ṛḥ. 837)  ‹alyẙs› (Ṛḥ. 20111)
  l-yĭʔs ‘despairdef’ (cf. SA  اليأس ‹alyås› ʔal-yaʔsu ‘idem’)

{Word-finally / Restricted variation (أ ‹å› Rv ئ ‹ẙ›)}
This variation expected to manifest itself in graphs marking word-final ʔ in some 
borrowings from SA used rarely in MA texts, would be marginal. The graph أ 
‹å› in خاطأ ‹xaṭå› xaṭǝʔ ‘wrong’(MX 18712) can be interpreted as donor principle-
oriented graphy (assuming that the speller applied the SA orthographic rule on the 
spelling of word-final -aʔ to MA -ǝʔ). By contrast, the graphy  ئ ‹ẙ› in هادئ ‹hadẙ› 
hadǝʔ ‘calm’ (Ṛḥ. 10110) is donor form-oriented.

‹o› ء ~ ‹å› أ

{Word-finally / Restricted variation (أ ‹å› Rv ء ‹o›)}
Like the preceding one, this expected variation would be marginal. Two graphic 
words with donor form-defying graphy ء ‹o› have been recorded, الخطء ‹alxṭo› 
l-xaṭaʔ ‘mistakedef’ (Ṛḥ. 1574) and تجّرء ‹tǧrːo› džǝrrǝʔ ‘he dared’ (Ṛḥ. 2810), while 
the respective donor form-oriented graphies, الخطأ ‹alxṭå› and تجرأ ‹tǧrå› (cf. SA 
 tǧrå› taǧarraʔa ‘idem’) are expected. Both› تجرأ alxṭå› ʔal-xaṭaʔu ‘idem’ and› الخطأ
these words are borrowings from SA and are rather unusual in MA. 
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Pseudo-variation

‹t› ت å› Pv› أ

Word-initially
This intra-variety pseudo-variation occurs in graphic words in which أ ‹å› signals, 
as a pseudo-prothesis, word-initial gemination, cluster or pseudo-cluster resulting 
from attaching the abstract prefix t-. Example:

(100)    
 ‹ådyrw[ny]› (Ṣa. 2323)  ‹tdyrw(a)› (MḤ 685)
 ddiru[-ni] (< t-diru[-ni])  ddiru (< t-diru)
 ‘youpl make me’   ‘youpl make’
 (cf. SA تديروا ‹tdyrwa› tudīrū ‘that youpl manage, that youpl direct’) 

The graphy ت ‹t›, marking the prefix, is morphological, coincident with the donor 
graphy, while أ ‹å›, used rather infrequently (in Ṣa.), is donor principle-oriented, 
although SA uses ا ‹a›, not أ ‹å›, in this function. The use of أ ‹å› can be explained 
as analogical graphy: The speller is aware that أ ‹å› and ا ‹a› are interchangeable 
in MA in many word-initial contexts (e.g. when marking a) and (s)he uses أ ‹å› to 
signal pseudo-prothesis, even though this is usually made by means of ا ‹a›. 

‹l› ل å› Pv› أ

Word-initially
This intra-variety pseudo-varation occurs (mostly in Ṛḥ.) when the pseudo-pro-
thetic graph أ ‹å› is used to signal a (pseudo-)cluster or a geminate resulting from 
prefixing the preposition l(ǝ)- ‘to, for’ to a word beginning with a consonant or 
consonant cluster and, as in the case of (102), its assimilation117. The graphy أ ‹å› 
is interpretable as donor principle-oriented or analogical (cf. discussion of the 
preceding pair). The graphy ل ‹l› is adoptive phonetic based on general donor 
graphy in (101), but morphological in (102), where the preposition undergoes as-
similation. In both cases, it is coincident with the donor graphy.

117 Form B in (102) is assumed to have two pronunciations: ṛ-ṛaṣ-u, with assimilation, and 
l-ṛaṣ-u, without it, the latter not concerning us here.
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(101)    
 ‹ålːḥmam› (Ṛḥ. 376)  ‹llḥmam› (Mn. 296)
  lǝ-l-ḥǝmmam ‘to the bathroom’ (cf. SA للحمام ‹llḥmam› li-l-ḥammāmi 

‘idem’)

(102)     
 ‹årasw› (Ṣa. 2373)  ‹lrasw› (ʕD 19612)
 ṛ-ṛaṣ-u (< l-ṛaṣ-u) ‘to himself’, lit. ‘to his head’
 (cf. SA لرأسه ‹lråsh› li-raʔsi-hi ‘to his head’)

Word-medially
In this marginal inter-variety pseudo-variation (like in the case of “ا ‹a› Pv ل ‹l›”), 
the graphy أ ‹å› is donor form-oriented (أ ‹å› marks ʔ in the SA cognate), while 
the graph ل ‹l›, marking l, is an adoptive phonetic graphy, based on general donor 
graphy. Example:

(103)    
  ‹alåwlá› (Ḍa. 6610)   ‹allwlá› (ḤB 127)
  l-lŭwwla ‘firstf def’ (cf. األولى ‹alåwlá› ʔal-ʔūlā ‘idem’)118

‹n› ن å› Pv› أ

Word-initially
This intra-variety pseudo-variation, occurring exceptionally, in Ṛḥ., is similar to 
the one described under “أ ‹å› Pv ل ‹l›” word-initially. In less careful speech, the 
prefix of the first person singular present tense, n-, can undergo assimilation to 
a stem-initial l, which results in a word-initial geminate ll119. In the pair below, 

118 A dubious instance of this pseudo-variation has been encountered in the pair of graphic 
words with the meaning ‘earthdef’. Whereas one of them, اللرض ‹allrḍ› (e.g. ḤB 84), has univocal 
graphy and is pronounced l-lǝṛḍ, it is not sure if the other one, األرض ‹alårḍ› (e.g. Ṛḥ. 1449), repre-
sents the same pronunciation or a different one, viz. l-ʔǝṛḍ. According to Cantineau (1950: 2016) 
and Kjamilev (1968: 24), l-ʔǝṛḍ is used in the north of Morocco, while ḷ-ḷǝṛḍ is characteristic of 
the south. Heath (2002: 180), by contrast, claims that the glottal stop in l-ʔǝṛḍ tends to be restored 
“under literary influence”. In view of this uncertainty, the pair is not taken into consideration here.

119 Form B is assumed to have two pronunciations: llqa, with assimilation, and nlqa, without it, 
the latter not concerning us here.
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this geminate is signalled by the pseudo-prothetic أ ‹å›, a donor principle-oriented 
graphy. The graphy ن ‹n› represents the abstract prefix and is thus morphological, 
coincident with the donor graphy. Example:

(104)    
  ‹ålːqá› (Ṛḥ. 1459)  ‹nal•qaá› (MX 6510)
  llqa (< n-lqa) ‘I find, I meet’ (cf. SA نلقى ‹nlqá› nalqā ‘we find, we meet’)

GRAPH آ ‹ã›

‹a› ا ~ ‹ã› آ

Word-initially / Asymmetrical variation (inverse) (آ ‹ã› Av-1 ا ‹a›)
See ا ‹a› Av آ ‹ã›

Word-medially / Restricted variation (آ ‹ã› Rv ا ‹a›) 
See ا ‹a› Rv آ ‹ã›

‹å› أ ~ ‹ã› آ

Word-initially / Asymmetrical variation (inverse) (آ ‹ã› Av-1 أ ‹å›)
See أ ‹å› Av آ ‹ã›

Word-medially / Restricted variation (آ ‹ã› Rv أ ‹å›) 
See أ ‹å› Rv آ ‹ã›

Pseudo-variation

‹w› و ã› Pv› آ

Word-medially
In this marginal inter-variety pseudo-variation, exemplified in (105), آ ‹ã› copies 
the SA graph marking the sequence ʔā and is thus donor form-oriented, while the 
graphy و ‹w›, marking ŭ, is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy.
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(105)    
  ‹(a)lãxryn› (ṮM 656)  ‹lwxryn› (XM 855)
  l-ŭxṛin ‘othersdef’ (cf. SA اآلخرين ‹alãxryn› ʔal-ʔāxarīna ‘othersdef obl)

GRAPH إ ‹ḁ›

‹a› ا ~ ‹ḁ› إ

Word-initially / Asymmetrical variation (inverse) (إ ‹ḁ› Av-1 ا ‹a›)
See ا ‹a› Av إ ‹ḁ›

Word-medially / Asymmetrical variation (inverse) (إ ‹ḁ› Av-1 ا ‹a›)
See ا ‹a› Av إ ‹ḁ›

‹å› أ ~ ‹ḁ› إ

Word-initially / Restricted variation (إ ‹ḁ› Rv أ ‹å›)
See أ ‹å› Rv إ ‹ḁ›

‹y› ي ~ ‹ḁ› إ

Word-initially / Restricted variation (إ ‹ḁ› Rv ي ‹y›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which they mark word-initial i- 
and y-. For a discussion, see the variation “ا ‹a› Rv ي ‹y›”, to which it is analogous. 
In what follows, the variation is illustrated with pairs of verbs preceded by the 
same phonetic environment in order to rule out its influence on the pronunciation 
and graphy. The most conspicuous category of words affected by this variation are 
the 3rd person non-feminine present tense verbs, for instance:

(106)     
  ‹ḁǧyb› (Ḍa. 197)  ‹yǧyb› (MX 913)
  ižib ‘he brings’ (after a consonant)
  (cf. SA يجيء ‹yǧyo› yaǧīʔu ‘he comes’, morphological cognate)
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(107)     
  ‹ma_ḁkwn› (Ṛḥ. 1566)  ‹ma_ykwn› (MX 179)
  ma ikun ‘he/itm is not’ (after a vowel)
  (cf. SA ال يكون ‹la_ykwn› lā yakūnu ‘idem’)

(108)      
  ‹ḁqra› (Ḍʔ 2128)   ‹yqra› (BT 1177) 
  yǝqṛa ‘he reads’ (after a vowel)
  (cf. SA يقرأ ‹yqrå› yaqraʔu ‘idem’)

In the case of verbs pronounced with initial i-, إ ‹ḁ› is used phonetically as a result 
of historically motivated endogenous adaptation. The reason for the use of ي ‹y› 
seems to be donor form-orientation: in SA, this prefix is always written in this 
way. When the pronunciation is yV-, the graphy ي ‹y› is adoptive phonetic, based 
on general donor graphy, while إ ‹ḁ› can be interpreted as donor form-defying or 
analogical: The speller is aware that إ ‹ḁ› is used in some cases to mark this MA 
verbal prefix and uses it here even though the prefix is pronounced in a way not 
justifying this. In the case of both pronunciations, but especially yV-, the graphy 
 :ḁ› being used only in three sources in the corpus› إ) y› is by far more frequent› ي
Ṛḥ., Ḍa. and Ḍʔ).

This variation also manifests itself in words for which only one pronunciation, 
i-, is given in dictionaries. Examples:

(109)     
  ‹ḁtym› (Ṛḥ. 1782)  ‹ytym› (MḤ 4212)
  itim ‘orphan’ (cf. SA يتيم ‹ytym› yatīmun ‘idem’)

(110)     
  ‹ḁlá› (ṮN 813)   ‹ylá› (ḌK 82)
  ila ‘if’

In both pairs, إ ‹ḁ› is used phonetically as a result of historically motivated endog-
enous adaptation. The graphy ي ‹y› is donor form-oriented in (109), while in (110) 
it must be explained as analogical graphy: The speller is aware that word-initial 
i is spelt ي ‹y› in some MA words, e.g. itim (principle of donor form-orientation), 
and (s)he applies this to ila, although it has no SA cognate that would justify this.
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Word-medially / Restricted variation (إ ‹ḁ› Rv ي ‹y›)
This variation mirrors the one discussed for this pair word-initially. It is also anal-
ogous to the variation ا ‹a› Rv ي ‹y› word-medially. It manifests itself in graphic 
words in which the word-medial position of إ ‹ḁ› and ي ‹y› results from graphic 
prefixation. Examples:

(111)     
  ‹alḁibrħ› (MX 11415)  ‹alybrħ› (MX 1814)
  l-ibra ‘needledef’ (cf. SA اإلبرة ‹alḁbrħ› ʔal-ʔibratu ‘idem’)

(112)    
  ‹wḁla› (ḤB 4311)  ‹wyla› (ṮM 910)
  w-ila ‘and if’

(113)      
  ‹wḁǧy› (Ḍa. 998)  ‹wyǧy› (ṢX 958)
  w-iži ‘and he comes’ (cf. SA ويجيء ‹wyǧyo› wa-yaǧīʔu ‘idem’)

This situation is analogous to the one discussed for this pair word-initially without 
graphic prefixes (cf. the preceding variation). The graph إ ‹ḁ› can be considered to be 
the remnant of a word initial إ ‹ḁ› (cf. إبرة ‹ḁbrħ› ibra ‘needle’, إال ‹ḁla› ila ‘if’, إجي ‹ḁǧy› 
iži ‘he comes’). As such, it is used phonetically as a result of historically motivated 
endogenous adaptation. However, if the graphic word is not viewed as graphically 
prefixed but as indivisible (such as, for instance, ويل ‹wyl› wil ‘woe’), the graphy ي ‹y› 
in (111)-(113) can be interpreted as adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy. 
In (113), for which a SA cognate exists, it is coincident with the donor graphy. 

GRAPH ب ‹b›

‹p› پ ~ ‹b› ب

All possible positions / Asymmetrical variation (ب ‹b› Av پ ‹p›)
This variation manifests itself when these graphs mark p, a sound for which the 
SA alphabet has no special letter. In order to represent it, MA spellers sometimes 
use ب ‹b›, the graph normally marking b, its voiced counterpart, in both SA and 
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MA, and thus resort to adaptive phonetic graphy, with the adaptation being endog-
enous and phonetically motivated. In some cases, a šadda, normally marking the 
lengthening, or gemination, of a consonant, is written over ب ‹b› to mark that p is 
intended, as in Form A in (114). Marking this sound by means of the graph پ ‹p›, 
i.e. ب ‹b› with three dots, not included in the SA alphabet (but marking p in, for in-
stance, Persian), also means resorting to adaptive phonetic graphy, but in this case 
the adaptation is exogenous. Below are given examples of word-medial and word-
final occurrence. This variation is also expected to manifest itself word-initially.

(114)   
 ‹[al]flybːiyr› (ṮM 439) ‹flypyr› (ṮM 479)
 [lǝ-]flipǝr ‘flipperdef’ flipǝr ‘flipper’

(115)   
 ‹slyb› (Fʕ 182)  ‹[al]slyp› (ṮM 174)
 slip ‘briefs’  [s-]slip ‘briefsdef’

GRAPH پ ‹p›

‹b› ب ~ ‹p› پ

All possible positions / Asymmetrical variation (inverse) (پ ‹p› Av-1 ب ‹b›) 
See ب ‹b› Av پ ‹p›

GRAPH ت ‹t›

‹ṯ› ث ~ ‹t› ت

All possible positions / Asymmetrical variation (ت ‹t› Av ث ‹ṯ›)
This variation manifests itself, quite frequently, in words in which these graphs 
mark t. The graphy ت ‹t› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy. 
In words which have SA cognates with t, as in (119) and (120), it is, in addition, 
coincident with the donor graphy. The graphy ث ‹ṯ› (cf. Aguadé 2006: 257-258) is 
donor form-oriented in words which have SA cognates with ṯ, for instance:
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(116)     
 ‹tqal› (Mu. 445)   ‹ṯqal› (ṮN 141)
 tqal ‘itm became heavy’ (cf. SA ثقل ‹ṯql› ṯaqula ‘idem’)

(117)    
 ‹tlatħ› (DB 2116)  ‹ṯlāṯħ› (LŠ 972)
 tlata ‘three’ (cf. SA ثالثة ‹ṯlāṯħ› ṯalāṯatun ‘idem’)

(118)    
 ‹ḥyt› (ṮM 1111)   ‹ḥyṯ› (Ṣa. 2451)
 ḥit ‘because’ (cf. حيث ‹ḥyṯ› ḥayṯu ‘idem’)

If the MA word has no SA cognate with a corresponding ṯ, the graphy ث ‹ṯ› is 
explainable in terms of analogical graphy: The speller is aware that t is spelt as 
 ṯ› in many MA words (by virtue of donor form-orientation) and (s)he uses it› ث
although the word to be written has no SA cognate with the corresponding ṯ that 
would justify this graphy. Examples:

(119)     
 ‹alḥwtħ› (ḤB 4211)  ‹alḥwṯħ›(ṮN 123)
 l-ḥuta ‘fishdef’ (cf. SA الحوت ‹alhwt› ʔal-ḥūtu ‘idem; whaledef’)

(120)    
 ‹(a)lytamħ› (ṮN 4210)    ‹[l]lyṯamħ› (ṮN 5311)
 l-itama ‘orphansdef’  [lǝ-]l-itama ‘to orphansdef’
 (cf. SA اليتامى ‹alytamá› ʔal-yatāmā ‘orphansdef’)

‹d› د ~ ‹t› ت

Word-initially / Restricted variation (ت ‹t› Rv د ‹d›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words representing words in which the 
abstract affix t-, whether derivational or inflectional, is pronounced d due to as-
similation. In such cases, the graphy ت ‹t› is morphological, whereas د ‹d›, rather 
infrequent, is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy. Examples:
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(121)     
 ‹tzad› (Ṛḥ. 1228)  ‹d•zad› (Ṛḥ. 1025)
 dzad (< t-zad) ‘he was born’

(122)      
 ‹tǧyb› (ṢX 928)   ‹dǧyb› (Ṣa. 2531)
 džib (< t-žib) ‘you bring’

Word-medially / Restricted variation (ت ‹t› Rv د ‹d›)
Although ت ‹t› and د ‹d› are bound by variation word-initially, manifesting itself 
in verbs (see preceding paragraph), no pair of graphically prefixed verbs illustrat-
ing this variation word-medially could be identified in the corpus. The reason is 
that word-medially, the affix t- is always written morphologically as ت ‹t›, e.g. 
ka-džib (< ka-t-žib) ‘you bring’ is spelt كتجيب ‹ktǧyb›, while phonetic graphies 
 have not been recorded. An isolated occurrence of this variation (‹kdǧyb› كدجيب)
in the word-medial position involves a noun with a graphically prefixed conjunc-
tion u- ‘and’:

(123)    
  ‹wtzayryyn› (Mu. 4313)  ‹wdzayryyn› (Mu. 333)
  u-dzayriyin ‘and Algerians’

The graphy د ‹d› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy, whereas ت 
‹t› seems to be an instance of analogical graphy: The speller is aware that MA d is 
sometimes written as ت ‹t› (by virtue of the morphological principle) and uses it 
in this word despite the fact that d is part of its root, not an affix, and the graphy ت 
‹t› cannot be justified by this principle.

‹ṭ› ط ~ ‹t› ت

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ت ‹t› Rv ط ‹ṭ›)
This variation manifests itself, rather marginally, in graphic words in which these 
graphs mark ṭ. It has been recorded word-initially and word-medially. Examples:
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(124)      
 ‹tnaš›(MX 794)   ‹ṭnaš› (Fʕ 576)
 ṭnaš ‘twelve’ (cf. SA اثنا عشر ‹aṯna_ʕšr› ʔiṯnā ʕašara ‘idem’)

(125)    
 ‹xmstaš› (Ḍa. 981)  ‹xmsṭaš› (ḤD 274)
 xǝmṣṭaš ‘fifteen’ (cf. SA خمسة عشر ‹xmsħ_ʕšr› xamsata ʕašara ‘idem’)

The graphy ط ‹ṭ› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy. The use of 
-t› seems to be donor-defying in (124)120, while in (125), it is donor form-ori› ت
ented121. The variation is marginal due to the marginal use of ت ‹t› in this function.

For the word-final position, no heterograph pairs can be identified because 
heterographs with a word-final ت ‹t› have not been recorded in the corpus for such 
graphic words as كونط ‹kwnṭ› kunṭ (from French compte) ‘bank account’ (Mu. 
1911) or الطواليط ‹alṭwalyṭ› ṭ-ṭwaliṭ (from French toilette) ‘toilet’ (Mu. 372). How-
ever, since the variation between ت ‹t› and ط ‹ṭ› occurs when these graphs mark 
ṭ being part of the lexical root, it can be expected to occur in all positions, also 
word-finally. Hence, the missing heterographs كونت ‹kwnt› and التواليت ‹altwalyt› 
are expected forms. 

‹ħ› ة ~ ‹t› ت

All possible positions (word-finally) / Restricted variation (ت ‹t› Rv ة ‹ħ›)
This variation manifests itself in nouns, mostly feminine, in the construct state. 
Both graphs mark the word-final t which replaces, or, in less numerous cases, is 
attached to, the final -a which the noun has in the free state (i.e. when it is not 
followed by a genitive attribute). The most frequent graphy of this t is ة ‹ħ› (the 
usual graphy in SA, cf. “ه ‹h› Rv ة ‹ħ›”), which may be characterized as adoptive 
phonetic, based on general donor graphy and coincident with the donor graphy. As 
for ت ‹t›, this graphy was used in CA, for instance, in the Quran, where the word 
ʔimraʔat- ‘woman, wife’ in the construct state is spelt in this manner if it is fol-

120 Surprisingly, the expected form with donor form-oriented graphy ث ‹ṯ›, ثناش ‹ṯnaš›, has not 
been recorded in the corpus.

121 Note that the correspondent graph in the SA cognate is not ت ‹t› but ة ‹ħ›. Since ة ‹ħ› cannot 
be used word-medially, its word-medial counterpart is used in the MA graphic word. This strictly 
positional issue can be disregarded here.
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lowed by the husband’s name (al-ʔAsmar 1988: 223), e.g. امرأت نوح ‹amråt_nwḥ› 
ʔimraʔatu nūḥin ‘Noah’s wife’ (surah 66, 10). However, it is rather unlikely that 
this use of ت ‹t› in MA should be based on the Quranic practice. It seems rather to 
be a donor form-defying graphy. Examples:

(126)    
 ‹fy_syft_fqyh› (Ṣa. 2441-2) ‹fy_syfħ_fqyh› (Ṣa. 2417)  
 f-ṣift fqih ‘in the form of a learned man’ (cf. ṣifa in the free state)
 (cf. SA في صفة فقيه ‹fy_ṣfħ_fqyh› fī ṣifatifaqīhin ‘in the capacity as legist’)

(127)    
 ‹rḍat_alwaldyn› (Ḍa. 1013) ‹rḍaħ_alwaldyn› (MḤ 269)  
 ṛḍat l-waldin ‘the parents’ joy’ (cf. ṛḍa in the free state)
 (cf. SA رضا الوالدين ‹rḍa_alwaldyn› riḍā l-wālidayni ‘idem’)

(128)     
 ‹myat[_ʕam]› (Ṛḥ. 1612) ‹myaħ[_åwrw]› (Ṛḥ. 1263) 
 myat [ʕam]   myat [oṛo] (cf. mya in the free state)
 ‘a hundred [years]’   ‘a hundred [euros]’
 (cf. SA مئة عام ‹mẙħ_ʕam› miʔatu ʕāmin ‘a hundred years’)

Since ة ‹ħ› is in variation with ه ‹h›, it might seem that also variation between 
 h› is possible. This is, however, not the case because, as the corpus› ه t› and› ت
findings show, forms with ه ‹h›, e.g. كلمه ‹klmh› ‘word’ (MX 1704), are always 
pronounced with a final a (kǝlma, in the present example) and are never used in 
the construct state. 

Pseudo-variation

 ‹a› ا t› Pv› ت

Word-initially: See ا ‹a› Pv ت ‹t›
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Word-medially: See ا ‹a› Pv ت ‹t›

‹å› أ t› Pv› ت

Word-initially: See أ ‹å› Pv ت ‹t› 

GRAPH ث ‹ṯ›

‹t› ت ~ ‹ṯ› ث

All possible positions / Asymmetrical variation (inverse) (ث ‹ṯ› Av-1 ت ‹t›)
See ت ‹t› Av ث ‹ṯ›

‹ṭ› ط ~ ‹ṯ› ث

Word-medially / Restricted variation (ث ‹ṯ› Rv ط ‹ṭ›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which these two graphs mark ṭ. 
Recorded only in two pairs in the corpus, shown in (129) and (130), it is marginal. 
The graphy ث ‹ṯ› is donor form-oriented, while ط ‹ṭ› is adoptive phonetic, based 
on general donor graphy.

(129)    
 ‹ṯlṯaš› (Ḍa. 9913)  ‹tlṭːaš› (Ṛḥ. 954)
 ṭǝḷṭaš ‘thirteen’
 (cf. SA ثالثة عشر ‹ṯlaṯħ_ʕšr› ṯalāṯata ʕašara ‘idem’)

(130)     
 ‹ḥrṯany› (BB 932)  ‹[al]ḥrṭany[ħ]› (ḤB 82)
 ḥəṛṭani ‘mulatto, black’  [l-]ḥəṛṭani[ya] ‘mulatto woman, blackf def’
 (cf. SA حر ثاٍن ‹ḥr_ṯanin› ḥurrun ṯanin, lit. ‘second free man’?122)

122 The graph ث ‹ṯ› used in Form A in this pair can be interpreted as donor form-oriented only 
if the speller is assumed to have had this folk etymology: ‘a second-class free man’, ironically: 
‘a slave’, in mind or associated the word in question with ḥǝrrat ‘ploughman’ (cf. SA حّراث ‹ḥrːaṯ› 
ḥarrāṯun ‘idem’).
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This variation, at least as exemplified in (129), is due to the fact that ṭ is a result 
of two historical phonetic processes: despirantization of ṯ and pharyngealization 
of the resulting t, which affected the phonetic system independently of the pho-
nological relationships within words. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that this 
variation can manifest itself in all positions. Word-initially, for instance, it could 
be the case in a heterograph pair representing the word ṭnaš ‘twelve’. However, 
only the heterograph with the phonetic graphy ط ‹ṭ›, طناش ‹ṭnaš› (ḤB 369), has 
been recorded, while the donor form-oriented graphy, ثناش ‹ṯnaš›, is missing. Since 
the word-final substitability of these graphs could not be evidenced either, this 
variation is described as manifesting itself solely word-medially.

GRAPH ج ‹ǧ›

Before discussing the particular variants of ج ‹ǧ›, it is useful to outline the two 
usual functions of this graph in the MA graphy: marking ž and g. The former func-
tion, not affected by variation, is adopted from Moroccan SA. The second func-
tion, marking g, a sound absent from the typical SA sound inventory (a practice 
current in medieval Moroccan texts, Aguadé 2013: 207), is based on the principle 
of endogenous adaptation. It is, however, limited to cases where this sound is a re-
sult of the historical dissimilaton of reflexes of SA ǧ in words containing a sibilant 
(Heath 2002: 136-138; Aguadé 2008: 290), a process which, as it seems, cannot 
be observed word-finally, e.g. جلس ‹gls› glǝs ‘he sat down’ (cf. SA ǧalasa ‘idem’). 
Indeed, the corpus reveals that ج ‹ǧ› is never used to mark g which is related to 
q, e.g. gal ‘he said’ (cf. SA قال qāla and MA qal ‘idem’) is never spelt *جال ‹ǧal›. 
Hence, the principle underlying the use of ج ‹ǧ› to mark g is adaptive phonetic, 
with the adaptation being endogenous and historically motivated. In this function, 
.ǧ› is in variation, non-word-finally, with the three graphs discussed below› ج

‹k› ك ~ ‹ǧ› ج

Word-initially, word-medially / Restricted variation (ج ‹ǧ› Rv ك ‹k›)
The primary function of ك ‹k› in the SA and MA graphy is to mark k. In MA, 
this graph has been adapted to mark g because of the phonetic similarity between 
these two sounds: the only difference between them being that g is voiced and k is 
unvoiced. The use of ك ‹k› is thus a result of phonetically motivated endogenous 
adaptation. Example (131) shows a word-initial occurrence of variation between 
 .k›, marginally evidenced, but also expected word-medially› ك ǧ› and› ج
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(131)    
 ‹ǧals› (Mm. 1477)  ‹kals› (ʕD 1115)
 galǝs ‘sitting’ (participle) (cf. SA جالس ‹ǧals› ǧālisun ‘idem’)

‹ǵ› گ ~ ‹ǧ› ج

Word-initially, word-medially / Restricted variation (ج ‹ǧ› Rv گ ‹ǵ›)
Not being part of the SA alphabet, the graph گ ‹ǵ› is used notably in the Persian 
alphabet to mark g. The practice of using it in this function in MA is thus a result 
of exogenous adaptation. Examples:

(132)    
 ‹ǧals› (Mm. 1477)  ‹ǵals› (Mǧ. 2445)
 galǝs ‘sitting’ (participle) (cf. SA جالس ‹ǧals› ǧālisun ‘idem’)

(133)     
 ‹alǧzar› (XM 576)  ‹alǵzar› (MḤ 1915)
 l-gǝzzar ‘butcherdef’ (cf. SA الجزار ‹alǧzar› ʔal-ǧazzāru ‘idem’)

‹ĝ› ڭ ~ ‹ǧ› ج

Word-initially, word-medially / Restricted variation (ج ‹ǧ› Rv ڭ ‹ĝ›)
As indicated in Sect. III.1., graph ڭ ‹ĝ› occurs in ḌK and ḤB only. In the latter 
source, its connecting form is used even in the non-connecting final position, e.g. فوڭ 
‹fwĝ› fug ‘over, upon’ (ḤB 168). This makes it impossible to determine whether the 
isolated form of this graph is ڭ or ݣ . Just like گ ‹ǵ›, it is not part of the SA alphabet, 
hence its use to mark g in MA is described as a result of exogenous adaptation. Vari-
ation between ج ‹ǧ› and ڭ ‹ĝ› is only marginally manifested in the corpus because the 
use of ڭ ‹ĝ› to mark g being a reflex of SA ǧ is very limited there. Examples:

(134)     
 ‹[al]ǧzar› (XM 576)  ‹ĝzar› (ḌK 1511)
 [l-]gǝzzar ‘butcherdef’   gǝzzar ‘butcher’  
 (cf. SA جزار ‹ǧzar› ǧazzārun ‘butcher’)
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(135)      
 ‹aǧls› (BT 1285)  ‹aĝls› (ḤB 104)
 glǝs ‘sit down!’ (cf. SA اجلس ‹aǧls› ʔiǧlis ‘idem’).

GRAPH ح ‹ḥ›

No variation.

GRAPH خ ‹x›

No variation.

GRAPH چ ‹č›

The graph چ (the čim of the Persian alphabet) has been used in MA graphy to mark 
two sounds: g and č. The former is the case if g corresponds diachronially to SA 
ǧ and this has been observed at least in two sources, not included in the corpus: 
Tqǝ. (see Aguadé 2006: 259), a literary work, and an edition of mǝlḥun poetry 
(al-Fāsī 1986: 25). The second function of چ ‹č›, marking č (Lerchundi 1900: 4 
[1872: 5, footnote 1]), a sound occurring in northern and Jbala dialects (Aguadé 
2008: 289-290), has not been recorded in the corpus nor has been observed by 
other scholars123.

GRAPH د ‹d› 

‹t› ت ~ ‹d› د

Word-initially and word-medially / Restricted variation (د ‹d› Rv ت ‹t›) 
See ت ‹t› Rv د ‹d›
123 The other manner of marking č indicated by Lerchundi, viz. ڜ , which, formally speaking, 

is a ش ‹š› with three additional dots below, has not been recorded in the corpus either. However, 
in more than one source included in it, this sound is marked, rarely and only in borrowings, by the 
digraph تش ‹tš›, e.g. تشامير ‹tšamyr› čamir ‘a type of long shirt’ (MḤ 609), ماتش ‹matš› mač ‘match, 
game’ (FB 667), َكاْيتَْشاتِي ‹kaay•t•šaatiy› ka-yčati ‘he is chatting (online)’ (Mm. 1128). In one isolated 
case, another digraph, ‹ṭš›, is used in this function: الفرناطشي ‹alfrnaṭšy› l-fǝṛnači ‘a person tending 
the water heater in public baths’ (fǝṛnatši in Harrell 1966: 1938, from Italian fornace ‘furnace’). 
Belonging to the quantitative domain of heterography, digraphs do not concern us in this work.
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‹ḏ› ذ ~ ‹d› د
All possible positions / Asymmetrical variation (د ‹d› Av ذ ‹ḏ›)
This variation manifests itself, very frequently, in graphic words in which د ‹d› 
and ذ ‹ḏ› mark the sound d. The graphy د ‹d› is adoptive phonetic, based on general 
donor graphy. If the MA word has a SA cognate with d, as in (140) and (141), it 
is, in addition, coincident with the donor graphy. Heterograph pairs based on this 
variation mostly represent words with SA cognates which contain ḏ. In such cases, 
the graphy ذ ‹ḏ› is donor form-oriented (cf. Aguadé 2006: 257-258). Examples:

(136)    
 ‹dakšy› (ʕD 1119)   ‹ḏakšy› (ḤB 428)
  dak š-ši ‘that’, lit. ‘that thing’ (cf. SA ذاك الشيء ‹ḏak_alšyo› ḏāka š-šayʔu 

‘that thing’)

(137)     
 ‹ġda› (ṮN 327)   ‹ġḏa› (ṮN 193)
 ġədda ‘tomorrow’ (cf. SA غدا ‹ġda› ġadan ‘idem’)

(138)    
 ‹wdnyk› (ṮM 810)  ‹wḏnyk› (MX 555)
 wŭdni-k ‘your ears’ (cf. SA أذنيك ‹åḏnyk› ʔuḏunay-ka ‘your earsdu obl’)

(139)    
 ‹naxd› (Ṣa. 2328)  ‹naxḏ› (BT 1163)
 naxŭd ‘I take’ (cf. SA نأخذ ‹nåxḏ› naʔxuḏu ‘we take’)

In less frequent, cases, ذ ‹ḏ› is used in words which have no SA cognates with 
corresponding ḏ. The reason for such spellings is analogical graphy: The speller 
is aware that MA d is spelt as ذ ‹ḏ› in many words (donor form-orientation) and 
uses this graphy even though the word to be written has no SA cognate with a cor-
responding ḏ that would justify this. Examples:

(140)     
 ‹aldwd› (ʕD 7910)  ‹alḏwd› (BT 3611)
 d-dud ‘wormsdef’ (cf. SA الدود ‹aldwd› ʔad-dūdu ‘idem’)
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(141)     
 ‹ġdy› (LŠ 549)   ‹ġḏy› (Mn. 236)
 ġadi ‘going to’ (future marker) (cf. SA غاد ‹ġad› ġādin ‘going; becoming’).

(142)     
 ‹daba› (BB 9710)  ‹ḏaba› (MX 20314)
 daba ‘now’

(143)    
 ‹adyalk› (FL 11110)  ‹aḏyalk› (XM 1138)
 dyal-ǝk ‘yours, of yours’

‹ḍ› ض ~ ‹d› د

All possible positions / Restricted variation (د ‹d› Rv ض ‹ḍ›)
This variation manifests itself first and foremost in graphic words in which these 
two graphs mark a pharyngealized ḍ. In marginal cases, the sound marked by them 
is plain (non-pharyngealized) d. The variation is related to the fact that in numer-
ous cases, plain sounds in SA phonetic words have pharyngealized correspondents 
in MA cognates (cf. e.g. Aguadé 2008: 290) (and, in a few examples, vice versa). 
If the sound marked by these graphs is ḍ, the corresponding sound in the SA cog-
nate is usually d or ḍ. Apart from these two major situations, a third possibility is 
that a SA cognate has ḏ or that there is no SA cognate at all.

In the first situation (ḍ in MA, d in the SA cognate), the graphy د ‹d› is do-
nor form-oriented124, while ض ‹ḍ› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor 
graphy. Examples:

(144)     
 ‹dwrħ› (Fʕ 42)   ‹ḍwrħ› (Ṛḥ. 1562)
 ḍuṛa ‘walk, tour; turn’ (cf. SA دورة ‹dwrħ› dawratun ‘turn, rotation’)

124 As observed by Aguadé (2006: 258, 4.3 and 2013: 210, 214), in the case of some words, 
‘the weight of the orthography of the classical language’ prevents the speller from using the phonetic 
spelling ض ‹ḍ› (2013: 214). The analysis of the corpus confirms this: Donor form-oriented graphy 
 d› is used consistently for writing such words as: ḍaṛ ‘house’, ṣǝhḍ ‘heat’, ṛǝḍḍ ‘he returned’ and› د
others. 
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(145)      
 ‹ḥ•daš•› (ṮM 76)   ‹(a)ḥḍaš› (DB 2127)
 ḥḍaš ‘eleven’ (cf. SA أحد عشر ‹åḥd_ʕšr› ʔaḥada ʕašara ‘idem’)

(146)     
 ‹balbarwd› (Fʕ 565)  ‹balbarwḍ› (Ṛḥ. 1756)
  bǝ-l-ḅaṛuḍ ‘with gunpowderdef’ (cf. SA بالبارود ‹balbarwd› bi-l-bārūdi 

‘idem’)

The second situation (ḍ in both MA and the SA cognate) is illustrated in (147) 
and (148).  

(147)     
 ‹yqdy› (ḌK 244)  ‹yqḍy› (MX 143)
 yəqḍi ‘he accomplishes’ (cf. SA يقضي ‹yqḍy› yaqḍī ‘idem’)
 

(148)    
 ‹bʕd_almrat› (Ṣa. 22311)  ‹bʕḍ_almrat› (Ṣa. 2415)
  bǝʕḍ ǝl-mǝṛṛat ‘sometimes’ (cf. SA المرات  bʕḍ_almrat› baʕḍa› بعض 

l-marrāti ‘idem’)

In this situation, the graphy ض ‹ḍ› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor 
graphy, and is coincident with the donor graphy, while د ‹d› can be interpreted 
as analogical graphy: The speller is aware that MA ḍ is sometimes spelt د ‹d› 
(donor form-orienation), and (s)he uses this graphy even though the word to be 
written does not have a SA cognate with d that would justify this. Analogical 
graphy may be suggested to spellers by the fact that in MA there are pairs of 
words in which d and ḍ are mutually substitutable, e.g. dǝbbǝṛ ~ ḍǝḅḅǝṛ ‘he ar-
ranged’, hdǝr  ~ hḍǝṛ ‘he talked’,  which is often reflected in writing, resulting 
in the parallelism of double pronunciation and double graphy (cf. a similar case 
of س ‹s› and ص ‹ṣ› below).

In the third situation, there is no SA cognate containing d or ḍ. In (149), the SA 
cognate has ḏ, while (150) shows a word with no SA cognate at all.
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(149)     
 ‹alhdrħ› (Mn. 784)  ‹alhḍrħ› (Mi. 4410)
 l-həḍṛa ‘conversation, talkdef’ (cf. SA الهذر ‹alhḏr› ʔal-haḏru ‘prattledef’)

(150)    
 ‹hydwrħ› (Mm. 1521)  ‹hyḍwrħ› (Mu. 2914)
 hiḍuṛa ‘(sheep)skin’

In these cases, the graphy ض ‹ḍ› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor 
graphy, while د ‹d› is analogical (cf. explanation above).

Finally, this variation is marginally evidenced in graphic words representing 
words in which the two graphs mark d, while the SA cognate has ḍ. The only het-
erograph pair showing this which has been recorded in the corpus is given in (151).

(151)     
 ‹tqadat› (ḌK 1510)  ‹tqaḍat›  (ḤB 143)
 tqadat ‘she/itf ended’ (cf. SA تقّضت ‹tqaḍt› taqaḍḍat ‘idem’)

The graphy د ‹d› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy, while ض 
‹ḍ› is donor form-oriented.

GRAPH ذ ‹ḏ›

‹d› د ~ ‹ḏ› ذ

All possible positions / Asymmetrical variation (inverse) (ذ ‹ḏ› Av-1 د ‹d›) 
See د ‹d› Av ذ ‹ḏ›

‹ḍ› ض ~ ‹ḏ› ذ

{All possible positions / Restricted variation (ذ ‹ḏ› Rv ض ‹ḍ›)}
Restricted variation between ذ ‹ḏ› and ض ‹ḍ› is expected to manifest itself in two 
cases: First, in graphic words representing words containing ḍ which is a result of 
the despirantization and pharyngealization of ḏ, e.g. fxaḍ ‘thighs’, for which pho-
netic graphy, فخاض ‹fxaḍ› (Fʕ 548), has been recorded in the corpus, while the donor-
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oriented form (فخاذ ‹fxaḏ›) is expected. Second, this variation is expected to manifest 
itself in graphic words representing words containing ḍ and having no SA cognates, 
e.g. ḍʕiṛa ‘a fine’, for which an analogical graphy with ذ ‹ḏ›, ذعيرة ‹ḏʕyrħ› (MX 417), 
has been recorded, while its phonetic graphy (ضعيرة ‹ḍʕyrħ›) is expected.

GRAPH ر ‹r›

No variation.

GRAPH ز ‹z›

‹ṣ› ص ~ ‹z› ز

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ز ‹z› Rv ص ‹ṣ›)
Although this variation manifests itself in one pair only, both graphic words are 
frequent enough to justify taking it into consideration. The graphs bound by it 
mark the sound z. The graphy ز ‹z› in this function is adoptive phonetic, based on 
general donor graphy, while ص ‹ṣ› results from donor form-orientation125.

(152)      
 ‹alqfz› (Ṣa. 2468)  ‹alqfṣ› (Ṣa. 2476)
 lǝ-qfǝz ‘cagedef’ (cf. SA القفص ‹alqfṣ› ʔal-qafaṣu ‘idem’)

GRAPH س ‹s›

‹ṣ› ص ~ ‹s› س

All possible positions / Restricted variation (س ‹s› Rv ص ‹ṣ›)
As was the case with d and ḍ (cf. “د ‹d› Rv ض ‹ḍ›”), in many words, the SA plain 
(non-pharyngealized) s corresponds to the pharyngealized ṣ in MA. Predominant-
ly, variation between س ‹s› and ص ‹ṣ› manifests itself in graphic words represent-

125 It is interesting to note that ز ‹z› is used in MA to denote pharyngealized ẓ (IPA: [zˁ]) (e.g. 
in زرابي ‹zraby› ẓṛabi ‘carpets, rugs’) although the SA graph ظ ‹ẓ› could fulfil this function better 
from the point of view of sound-letter-correspondence because it represents this sound in some re-
gional pronunciations of SA, e.g. Egyptian (Cairene) (Holes 2004: 59). However, in Moroccan SA, 
it is usually pronounced ḍ (IPA: [dˁ]) and hence it is not used in this function. The authors of works 
included in the corpus use ظ ‹ẓ› only in some donor form-oriented or analogical graphies.
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ing phonetic words that contain a pharyngealized ṣ, less frequently a plain s. It 
has been recorded word-initially and word-medially and is also expected to occur 
word-finally.

If the sound marked by these graphs is ṣ, the corresponding sound in the SA 
cognate is usually s or ṣ. A third possibility is that the word has no SA cognate 
which could be taken into consideration as a graphic point of reference.

In the first situation (ṣ in MA, s in the SA cognate), the graphy س ‹s› is donor 
form-oriented, while ص ‹ṣ› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy. 
Examples: 

(153)     
 ‹sbaṭ› (ḌK 172)   ‹ṣbaṭ› (Fʕ 153)
 ṣǝḅḅaṭ ‘shoe’ (cf. SA سبّاط ‹sbːaṭ› sabbāṭun ‘idem’)

(154)    
 ‹alsṭl› (MḤ 644)   ‹alṣːṭl› (Ṛḥ. 1535)
 ṣ-ṣṭǝḷ ‘bucketdef’ (cf. SA السطل ‹alsṭl› ʔas-saṭlu ‘idem’)

The second situation (ṣ in both MA and the SA cognate) is exemplified in one 
heterograph pair only:

(155)     
 ‹mqwsħ› (ṮN 1013)  ‹[al]mqwṣħ› (Ṣa. 22612)
 mquṣa ‘scissorspl’  [lǝ-]mquṣa ‘scissorspl def’ 
 (cf. SA مقّص ‹mqṣː› miqaṣṣun ‘scissors’)

Here, the graphy ص ‹ṣ› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy and 
coincident with the donor graphy, while س ‹s› is an instance of analogical graphy: 
The speller is aware that the MA sound ṣ is marked as س ‹s› in some words (donor 
form-orientation) and uses this graphy even though the word to be written does 
not have a SA cognate with s that would justify this graphy. Analogical graphy 
may be suggested to spellers by the fact that in MA there are pairs of words in 
which s and ṣ are mutually substitutable, e.g. sag ~ ṣag ‘leg’, safǝṛ ~ ṣafǝṛ ‘he 
travelled’, which is often reflected in writing, resulting in the parallelism of dou-
ble pronunciation and double graphy (cf. a similar case of د ‹d› and ض ‹ḍ› dis-
cussed above). It is, however, also possible that the graphy س ‹s› in (155) is meant 
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to reflect depharyngealized pronunciation in this word, recorded by Heath (2002: 
440) as mqǝss.

In the third situation, the MA word containing ṣ has no transparent SA cognate 
that could justify donor form-oriented graphy. Examples:

(156)     
 ‹qasḥ› (Ḍʔ 2127)  ‹qaṣḥ› (ṮM 513)
 qaṣəḥ ‘hard’ (cf. SA قاسح qāsiḥun ‘idem’, very rare)

(157)     
 ‹balfqsħ› (ḤB 527)   ‹[w]balfqṣħ› (MX 1641)
 bǝ-l-fǝqṣa    [u-]bǝ-l-fǝqṣa
 ‘out of sorrowdef’   ‘[and] out of sorrowdef’
 (no transparent SA cognate)

In such cases, the graphy with ص ‹ṣ› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor 
graphy, while س ‹s› is analogical, as explained under (155).

Finally, in a rather rare configuration of this variation, the sound marked by س 
‹s› and ص ‹ṣ› is s. Examples:

(158)     
 ‹[al]mslwq› (ḤM 833)  ‹mṣlwq[ħ]› (Ṛḥ. 1999)
  [l-]mǝsluq ‘boileddef’   mǝsluq[a] ‘boiledf’ 
 (cf. SA مسلوق ‹mslwq› maslūqun ‘boiled’)

(159)    
 ‹syman(ħ)› (Fʕ 5813)  ‹ṣyman(a)› (ṮM 385)
 simana ‘week’

The graphy س ‹s› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy – and in the 
case of (158), which has a SA cognate, coincident with donor graphy. The graphy 
 ṣ› might seem to be analogical, but the usage evidenced in the corpus does› ص
not make it possible to identify its exact basis because the sources analyzed do not 
reveal instances of MA s marked as ص ‹ṣ› by virtue of one of the proposed spell-
ing principles. In particular, no MA words with s spelt as ص ‹ṣ› due to a possible 
influence of SA graphy have been recorded. 
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GRAPH ش ‹š›

No variation.

GRAPH ص ‹ṣ›

‹s› س ~ ‹ṣ› ص

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ص ‹ṣ› Rv س ‹s›)
See س ‹s› Rv ص ‹ṣ›

‹z› ز ~ ‹ṣ› ص

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ص ‹ṣ› Rv ز ‹z›) 
See ز ‹z› Rv ص ‹ṣ›

GRAPH ض ‹ḍ›

‹d› د ~ ‹ḍ› ض

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ض ‹ḍ› Rv د ‹d›)
See د ‹d› Rv ض ‹ḍ›

‹ḏ› ذ ~ ‹ḍ› ض

{All possible positions / Restricted variation (ض ‹ḍ› Rv ذ ‹ḏ›)} 
See {ذ ‹ḏ› Rv ض ‹ḍ›}

‹ṭ› ط ~ ‹ḍ› ض

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ض ‹ḍ› Rv ط ‹ṭ›)
This variation manifests itself, rather marginally, in graphic words in which these 
graphs mark the sound ṭ resulting from the devoicing of ḍ. The graphy ط ‹ṭ› is 
adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy, while ض ‹ḍ› represents ḍ, the 
last radical of the lexical root, morphologically. Note that this case is different 
from the majority of morphological graphies, which are used to mark affixes, not 
parts of the root. Examples:
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(160)     
 ‹ʕwḍ_ma› (Mu. 155)  ‹[fá_]ʕwṭ_ma› (Ṛḥ. 1868-7)
 ʕiwǝḍ [ʕɨwǝtˁ] ma  [f-]ʕiwǝḍ [fʕɨwǝtˁ] ma ‘instead of’
 (cf. SA عوض ‹ʕwḍ› ʕiwaḍa ‘idem’)

(161)    
 ‹ġmḍ› (Mn. 341)  ‹ġmːṭ› (WM 316)
 ġǝmmǝḍ [ɣǝṃːǝtˁ] ‘close!’ (said of eyes)
 (cf. SA غّمض ‹ġmːḍ› ġammiḍ ‘idem’)

‹ẓ› ظ ~ ‹ḍ› ض

All possible positions / Asymmetrical variation (ض ‹ḍ› Av ظ ‹ẓ›)
This variation usually manifests itself in graphic words which have SA cognates 
with a corresponding ظ ‹ẓ›. Both variants mark ḍ. The graphy ض ‹ḍ› is adoptive 
phonetic, based on general donor graphy, while ظ ‹ẓ› is donor form-oriented. Ex-
amples:

(162)    
 ‹ḍryf› (ṮM 486)   ‹ẓryf› (Mu. 163)
 ḍṛif ‘nice’ (cf. SA ظريف ‹ẓryf› ẓarīfun ‘idem’)

(163)     
 ‹alḍlam› (Ṛḥ. 1391)   ‹alẓlam› (MḤ 221)
 ḍ-ḍlam ‘darknessdef’ (cf. SA الظالم ‹alẓlam› ʔaẓ-ẓalāmu ‘idem’)

(164)     
 ‹n•ḍaaḍr•› (Mm. 1193)  ‹[w]nẓaẓr› (ḤB 137)
 nḍaḍǝṛ ‘glasses’   [u-]nḍaḍǝṛ ‘[and] glasses’
 (cf. SA نظارة ‹nẓarħ› naẓẓāratun ‘idem’)

Marginally, this variation manifests itself in graphic words with a SA cognate 
spelt with ض ‹ḍ›, as in (165).
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(165)      
 ‹ʕwḍ_ma› (Mu. 155)   ‹[f]ʕwẓ_ma› (ṮN 126)
 ʕiwǝḍ ma    [f-]ʕiwǝḍ ma ‘instead of’
 (cf. SA عوض ‹ʕwḍ› ʕiwaḍa ‘idem’)

In this case, the graphy ظ ‹ẓ› is analogical: The speller is aware that the MA sound 
ḍ is sometimes written ظ ‹ẓ› (donor form-orientation) and uses this graphy even 
though the graphy of the SA cognate does not justify this.

GRAPH ط ‹ṭ›

‹t› ت ~ ‹ṭ› ط

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ط ‹ṭ› Rv ت ‹t›)
See ت ‹t› Rv ط ‹ṭ›

‹ṯ› ث ~ ‹ṭ› ط

Word-medially / Restricted variation (ط ‹ṭ› Rv ث ‹ṯ›)
See ث ‹ṯ› Rv ط ‹ṭ›

‹ḍ› ض ~ ‹ṭ› ط

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ط ‹ṭ› Rv ض ‹ḍ›) 
See ض ‹ḍ› Rv ط ‹ṭ›

‹ẓ› ظ ~ ‹ṭ› ط

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ط ‹ṭ› Rv ظ ‹ẓ›)
This variation is marginal as it has manifested itself in only one heterograph pair. 
The graphs bound by it mark the sound ṭ resulting from the devoicing of ḍ.

(166)       
 ‹f(á_)ʕwṭ_ma› (Ṛḥ. 1868-7)  ‹fʕwẓ_ma› (ṮN 126)
 f-ʕiwǝḍ [fʕɨwǝtˁ] ma ‘instead of’
 (cf. SA عوض ‹ʕwḍ› ʕiwaḍa ‘idem’)
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The graphy ط ‹ṭ› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy, while ظ ‹ẓ› 
is an instance of analogical graphy (explained under “ض ‹ḍ› Av ظ ‹ẓ›”).

GRAPH ظ ‹ẓ›

‹ḍ› ض ~ ‹ẓ› ظ

All possible positions / Asymmetrical relation (inverse) (ظ ‹ẓ› Av-1 ض ‹ḍ›) 
See ض ‹ḍ› Rv ظ ‹ẓ›

‹ṭ› ط ~ ‹ẓ› ظ

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ظ ‹ẓ› Rv ط ‹ṭ›) 
See ط ‹ṭ› Rv ظ ‹ẓ›

GRAPH ع ‹ʕ›

No variation.

GRAPH غ ‹ġ›

The primary function of the graph غ ‹ġ› is marking ġ (IPA [ɣ]), voiced velar frica-
tive, in both SA (Beeston 1970: 18; Holes 2004: 58) and MA (Kjamilev 1968: 
19; Aguadé 2003: 85; Caubet 2008: 275)126. In MA graphy, it has been adapted 
to mark g, the voiced velar plosive sound (Harrell 1962: 3, Aguadé 2003: 83)127. 
The reason for this adaptation is that the sound it represents in the donor language 
shares some phonetic features with the sound for the spelling of which it was 
adapted: voicedness and velar articulation. This is thus a case of phonetically mo-
tivated endogenous adaptation. 

126 Other points of articulation have also been given for this sound. In SA, it has been character-
ized as: uvular (e.g. al-Ani 2008: 598), postvelar (e.g. Corriente 2002: 24) or context-conditioned: 
postdorsal-postvelar in the vicinity of i or postdorsal-uvular in the vicinity of a and u (Kästner 1981: 
65-66). In MA, it has also been described as uvular in Harrell (1962: 3) and as prevelar in Durand 
(2004: 70).

127 Kjamilev (1968: 22) and Caubet (2008: 275) characterize its point of articulation as post-
palatal. 
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The use of غ ‹ġ› in the function of marking g is, however, marginal and the 
scarcity of graphic words which show this use makes it difficult to compose het-
erograph pairs. This graph occurs in this function in only three graphic words in 
the corpus: غارو  gaṛṛu ‘a cigaret’ (ṮM 1110), أغادير agadir ‘Agadir’ (XM 1467), and 
 hambŭrgǝr ‘hamburger’ (XF 966), none of which is of Arabic origin. These هامبرغر
graphic words evidence only word-initial and word-medial use of غ ‹ġ› marking g. 
Word-final use can be expected, although it would be very marginal too.

‹k› ك ~ ‹ġ› غ

Word-initially, word-medially / Restricted variation (غ ‹ġ› Rv ك ‹k›)
Both graphs bound by this marginal variation mark g as a result of phonetically 
motivated endogenous adaptation (see “ج ‹ǧ› Rv ك ‹k›” for the discussion of ك 
‹k›). The use of غ ‹ġ› in this function is marginal, while that of ك ‹k› very frequent. 
Example:

(167)     
 ‹ġarw› (ṮM 1110)  ‹[l]karw› (ḤM 8910)
 gaṛṛu ‘cigaret’   [l-]gaṛṛu ‘cigaretdef’

‹ǵ› گ ~ ‹ġ› غ

Word-initially, word-medially / Restricted variation (غ ‹ġ› Rv گ ‹ǵ›) 
While the principle underlying the marginal use of غ ‹ġ› to mark g is that of 
phonetically motivated endogenous adaptation, the frequent graphy گ ‹ǵ› in this 
function is based on exogenous adaptation. Examples:

(168)     
 ‹ġarw› (ṮM 1110)  ‹ǵarw› (MḤ 1611)
 gaṛṛu ‘cigaret’

(169)     
 ‹hambrġr› (XF 966)  ‹[al]hamb(w)rǵ•r› (ṮM 651)
 hambŭrgǝr   [l-]hambŭrgǝr
 ‘hamburger’   ‘hamburgerdef’
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‹ĝ› ڭ ~ ‹ġ› غ

{Word-initially, word-medially / Restricted variation (غ ‹ġ› ~ ڭ ‹ĝ›)}
This variation has not manifested itself in the corpus but is expected because ڭ ‹ĝ› 
is a free variant of گ ‹ǵ›, which, in its turn, is a variant of غ ‹ġ› (see above). The 
graphic words ڭارو ‹ĝarw› for gaṛṛu ‘cigaret’ and هامبرڭر ‹hambrĝr› for hambŭrgǝr 
‘hamburger’ are expected heterographs of those given under “غ ‹ġ› Rv گ ‹ǵ›”.

GRAPH ڢ ‹f›̣

‹f› ف ~ ̣‹f› ڢ

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ڢ ‹f›̣ Rv ف ‹f›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which these graphs mark f. Both 
graphies are adoptive phonetic, with ڢ ‹f›̣ being based on local donor graphy and 
 f› being based on general donor graphy. In this function, the shape of the latter› ف
in non-connecting positions is ف ‹ff›.

This variation is restricted for the following reasons: On the one hand, the 
graph ڢ ‹f›̣ cannot be substituted for ف ‹f› if the latter marks q. On the other hand, 
 ‹f› ف f›̣ in graphic words or texts which contain›  ڢ f› cannot be substituted for› ف
marking q (e.g. in فڢة ‹ffħ̣› qǝffa ‘basket’ to yield *ففة ‹ffħ›) because this would 
result in ف ‹f› marking two different sounds according to two different writing tra-
ditions in a single graphic word or text128. 

The variation is marginal because the analyzed pages of the only source in 
the corpus in which the local Maghrebi graphy is, very modestly, used, viz. ḌK, 
yielded only two occurrences of ڢ ‹f›̣: It was used twice in one graphic word, 
written decoratively on the opening page of a chapter, while in the body of the 
text, ف ‹f› is used, as shown in (171). Form A in (170) is taken from a source not 
included in the corpus.

(170)       
 ‹fṛḥanħ› (Ḥaš. 36)  ‹frḥanħ› (MX 711)
 fǝṛḥana ‘happyf’

128 In other words, ف ‹f› marking f is a conditioned graphy, i.e. when substituting this graph for 
 q›. By› ق f› used originally to mark q must be substituted for by› ف f›̣ (which always marks f), any› ڢ
contrast, the graphy ڢ ‹f›̣ is unconditioned, i.e. its use does not require any other graph – in particu-
lar, ق ‹q› marking q – to be substituted for by any other graphs, and consequently ڢ ‹f›̣ and ق ‹q› can 
be used in a single text (as is the case in Ḥaš.).
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(171)    
 ‹alš•f ̣aayf ̣•› (ḌK 202)  ‹alšfayff› (ḌK 224)
 š-šfayǝf ‘lipsdef’

As expected, the rasm of ف ‹f› in the non-neutralized (non-connecting) position in 
(171) is the shallow-bowled (fricative) one: ف ‹ff›.

GRAPH ف ‹f›

̣‹f› ڢ ~ ‹f› ف

All possible positions / Restricted variation (‹f› Rv ڢ ‹f›̣)
See ڢ ‹f›̣ Rv ف ‹f›

‹q› ق ~ ‹f› ف

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ف ‹f› Rv ق ‹q›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which the two graphs mark q. 
It has been recorded word-medially, while word-initially and word-finally it is an 
expected variation. Both graphies are adoptive phonetic, with ف ‹f› being based on 
local donor graphy and ق ‹q› being based on general donor graphy. The rasm of ف 
‹f› in non-connecting positions is expected to be the deep-bowled (plosive) one: ڧ 
‹fq›. This, however, could not be verified on the basis of the corpus. 

The variation is restricted because it manifests itself only if the graphs mark 
the sound q, which is not always the case, because both are phonetically ambigu-
ous. In addition, ف ‹f› marking q cannot be used in graphic words or texts which 
contain ف ‹f› marking f (e.g. in قفة ‹qfħ› qǝffa ‘basket’ to yield *ففة ‹ffħ›) because 
this would result in ف ‹f› marking two different sounds according to two different 
writing traditions in a single graphic word or text129.

As was the case with the preceding variation, this one is marginal too: the 
analyzed pages of ḌK, the only source in the corpus in which the local Maghrebi 

129 In other words, the graphy ف ‹f› marking q is conditioned, i.e. its use in a graphic word or text 
requires any  ف ‹f› used there to mark f to be substituted for by ڢ ‹f›̣, in order to avoid ف ‹f› marking 
two different sounds according to two different writing traditions in a single graphic word or text. By 
contrast, the graphy ق ‹q› marking q is unconditioned, i.e. its use does not require any other graphs – 
in particular, ڢ ‹f›̣ – to be substituted for by any other graphs and consequently ق ‹q› and ڢ ‹f›̣ can 
be used in a single text (as is the case in Ḥaš.).
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graphy is used, yielded only one occurrence of ف ‹f› marking q, used, word-medi-
ally130, in a graphic word written decoratively on a chapter-opening page. In the 
body of text, the general donor-graphy, ق ‹q›, is used: 

(172)    
 ‹ʕl•fm› (ḌK 71)   ‹ʕlqm› (ḌK 87)
 ʕǝlqǝm ‘colocynth’

‹v› ڤ ~ ‹f› ف

Word-initially, word-medially / Restricted variation (ف ‹f› Rv ڤ ‹v›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which these graphs mark the 
sound v. As a rule, such graphic words represent loanwords. The use of ف ‹f› in 
this function is based on phonetically conditioned endogenous adaptation: In the 
donor language, this graph marks f, i.e. the unvoiced counterpart of v. As for ڤ ‹v›, 
it does not form part of the traditional SA alphabet131 and its use to mark v in MA 
is based on exogenous adaptation132. Examples:

(173)     
 ‹fyla› (Mi. 618)   ‹vyla› (ṮN 215)
 villa ‘villa’

(174)     
 ‹ǧafyl› (XM 1487)  ‹ǧavyl› (ṮM 93)
 žavil ‘household bleach’133

130 Therefore, the shape of its non-connecting rasm cannot be ascertained.
131 It is sometimes used in SA texts for marking v in borrowings, especially foreign proper names.
132 Both graphs are conditioned graphies. The use of ف ‹f› to mark v in a graphic word or text 

requires any ف ‹f› used there to mark q to be substituted for by ق ‹q›, in order to avoid ف ‹f› marking 
two different sounds according to two different writing traditions in a single graphic word or text. 
The use of ڤ ‹v› to mark v in a graphic word or text requires any ڤ ‹v› used there to mark g to be 
substituted for by some other graph: ق ‹q›, ك ‹k›, گ ‹ǵ›, ڭ ‹ĝ› or غ ‹ġ› in order to avoid ڤ ‹v› marking 
ambiguously v and g in a single graphic word or text.

133 The word žavil derives from the French eau de Javel, lit. ‘Javel water’, a disinfecting and 
bleaching chemical solution for domestic use, named after a district in Paris where it was originally 
produced.
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It is rather unlikely for this variation to manifest itself word-finally because in 
order for this to occur, these graphs would have to mark a word-final v, which is 
not allowed by the phonology of MA (see, however, under ڤ ‹v› for this graph used 
to mark a word-final v in an Arabic transcription of a French word).

GRAPH ق ‹q›

‹f› ف ~ ‹q› ق

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ق ‹q› Rv ف ‹f›) 
See ف ‹f› Rv ق ‹q›

‹v› ڤ ~ ‹q› ق

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ق ‹q› Rv ڤ ‹v›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which these graphs are used to 
mark g, a pronunciation ascertained for ق ‹q› in (175) and (177) and assumed in 
(176).

(175)     
 ‹qaʕ› (Ṣa. 23310)  ‹vaʕ› (FB 6511)
 gaʕ ‘even’, intensifying particle

(176)    
 ‹tlqaha› (XM 1494)  ‹tlvaha› (FB 707)
 tǝlga-ha ‘you find itf’ (cf. SA تلقاها ‹tlqaha› talqā-hā ‘idem’)

(177)     
 ‹fazq› (Mn. 2912)  ‹fazvf› (FB 62)
 fazəg ‘wet’

For graphic words with SA cognates with q, such as (176), the use of ق ‹q› in 
this function is explainable by two related principles. First, it can be interpreted 
as donor form-oriented. The other possible principle is that of historically mo-
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tivated endogenous adaptation: ق ‹q› is adapted to mark g because this sound is 
a reflex of SA and MA q. For instance, g in the MA tǝlga-ha ‘you find itf’ cor-
responds to SA q in talqā-hā ‘idem’ and to MA q in tǝlqa-ha ‘idem’. If there is 
no SA cognate, as in (175) and (177), its use is an instance of analogical graphy: 
The speller is aware that ق ‹q› is used to mark g in a number of words (donor 
form-orientation) and uses this graphy in a word lacking a SA cognate that could 
justify this graphy. As for ڤ ‹v›, a graph which is not part of the SA alphabet, its 
use is a result of exogenous adaptation (apart from this function, it also marks 
v, see “ف ‹f› Rv ڤ ‹v›”). It is used in this function, quite regularly, only in one 
source, FB (with one isolated occurrence recorded in MX). There, g marked as 
 v› is always a reflex of SA q, never ǧ134, but it may also occur in words with› ڤ
no SA cognates.

Contrary to expectations based on the considerations presented in Sect. III.1., 
the unconnected shape of ڤ ‹v› used word-finally in FB – illustrated in (177) – is 
not ڨ ‹vq›, i.e. the deep-bowled plosive rasm, as the historical relationship be-
tween the two plosives q and g would suggest, but ڤ  ‹vf›, i.e. the shallow-bowled 
fricative rasm, used in graphs typically marking f or v.

‹k› ك ~ ‹q› ق

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ق ‹q› Rv ك ‹k›) 
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which both graphs are used to 
mark g being a reflex of SA q. The graph ق ‹q› used in most graphic words which 
could serve as heterographs based on this variation is phonetically indeterminate 
(see Sect. IV.2.1.)135. In (178), the pronunciation g seems to be ascertained because 
elsewhere in this source this word as said by the same character is written with the 
univocal graphy ڭ ‹ĝ›. In order to ascertain that the heterographs with ق ‹q› and 
 k› in (179) are homophonous, this pair has been taken from a single source in› ك
which each heterograph represents the same word uttered by a single character of 
the same narrative. The homophony of the heterographs in (180) is assumed on 
the basis that both come from works of a single author.

134 Al-Fāsī (1986: 25) adopts this convention explicitly. 
135 The graph ‹k›, too, is phonetically ambiguous, but not phonetically indeterminate, i.e. its 

phonetic function can be determined by resorting to the context. The corpus, however, reveals a cer-
tain reluctancy to use it in words which would make this necessary. For instance, only exceptionally 
are gǝlb ‘heart’ or gal ‘he said’ written كلب ‹klb› and كال ‹kal›, respectively, because they can be 
mistakenly pronounced as kǝlb ‘dog’ and kal ‘he ate’, especially when taken out of context.
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(178)     
 ‹qal› (ḤB 44)   ‹kal› (ʕD 20210) 
 gal ‘he said’ (cf. SA قال ‹qal› qāla ‘idem’)

(179)    
 ‹kyqwlw(a)› (ṢX 9510)  ‹kykwlw› (ṢX 956)
 ka-ygulu ‘they say’ (cf. SA يقولوا ‹yqwlwa› yaqūlū ‘that they say’)

(180)    
 ‹zrq› (Mu. 573)   ‹zrk› (ḤB 163)
 ẓṛǝg ‘blue’ (cf. SA أزرق ‹åzrq› ʔazraqu ‘idem’)

Marking g is not a function of either of these two graphs in Moroccan SA, from 
which this sound is absent, nor their primary function in MA, in which ق ‹q› nor-
mally marks q and ك ‹k› normally marks k. Here, the use of ك ‹k› to mark g, its 
voiced counterpart, is a result of phonetically motivated endogenous adaptation. 
As for the use of ق ‹q› in this function, it is based either on the principle of donor 
form-orientation or that of historically motivated endogenous adaptation (see “ق 
‹q› Rv ڤ ‹v›).

To a considerably lesser extent this variation involves ق ‹q› marking g in 
graphic words which have no SA cognate with a corresponding q. In this case, the 
graphy is analogical (see, again, “ق ‹q› Rv ڤ ‹v›). Examples:

(181)     
 ‹qaʕ› (Ṣa. 23310)  ‹kaʕ› (Ṣa. 2142)
 gaʕ ‘indeed, at all’

(182)     
 ‹fazq› (Mn. 2912)  ‹fazk[yn]› (Mn. 779)
 fazəg ‘wet’   fazg[in] ‘wetpl’
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‹ǵ› گ ~ ‹q› ق

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ق ‹q› Rv گ ‹ǵ›) 
This variation is similar to that between ق ‹q› and ك ‹k› in that the sound marked 
by the graphs is g. In (183) and (185), the graphy ق ‹q› is phonetically indetermi-
nate. For (183), see explanation under (178). The homophony of the heterographs 
in (185), i.e. that ق ‹q› in A is pronounced as g, is assumed on the basis that both 
come from works of a single author.

(183)     
 ‹qal› (ḤB 44)   ‹ǵal•› (BB 451)
 gal ‘he said’ (cf. SA قال ‹qal› qāla ‘idem’)

(184)     
 ‹qaflħ› (ḤB 205)   ‹ǵaflħ› (XM 6611)
 gafla ‘caravan; a host of’ (cf. SA قافلة ‹qaflħ› qāfilatun ‘caravan’)

(185)     
 ‹n•quwliyk•› (Ḍʔ 135)  ‹nǵwlyk› (Ḍa. 467)
 ngul-lik ‘I tell you’ (cf. SA نقول لك ‹nqwl_lk› naqūlu laka ‘we tell you’)

The graphy گ ‹ǵ› is based on exogenous adaptation (see under “ج ‹ǧ› Rv گ ‹ǵ›”). 
For words having SA cognates with q, as in (183)-(185), the use of ق ‹q› can be 
explained either as a result of donor form-orientation or historically motivated en-
dogenous adaptation (see “ق ‹q› Rv ڤ ‹v›”). In graphic words with no SA cognates, 
such as (186) and (187), ق ‹q› is an instance of analogical graphy (see, again, “ق 
‹q› Rv ڤ ‹v›”).

(186)     
 ‹fazq› (Mn. 2912)  ‹fazǵ› (Ṛḥ. 1426)
 fazəg ‘wet’

(187)    
 ‹alqrṭyṭħ› (Fʕ 68)  ‹alǵrṭyṭħ› (MX 1718)
 l-gǝṛṭiṭa ‘little beast, pranksterdef’
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‹ĝ› ڭ ~ ‹q› ق

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ق ‹q› Rv ڭ ‹ĝ›)
This variation is analogous to “ق ‹q› Rv ك ‹k›” and “ق ‹q› Rv گ ‹ǵ›”, which were 
discussed above. The homophony of the heterographs in the first two examples, 
i.e. that ق ‹q› in their Forms A is pronounced as g, is assumed on the following ba-
sis: The heterographs in (188) are used in a single work, those in (190) – in works 
of a single author. As for (189), there is admittedly no cogent evidence that ق ‹q› 
is pronounced as g in Form A, but nothing rules this out.

(188)     
 ‹qaflħ›  (ḤB 205)   ‹ĝaflħ› (ḤB 134)
 gafla ‘caravan; a host of’ (cf. SA قافلة ‹qaflħ› qāfilatun ‘caravan’)

(189)     
 ‹yqwl› (MX 1649)  ‹yĝwl› (ḌK 95)
 igul ‘he says’ (cf. SA يقول ‹yqwl› yaqūlu ‘idem’)

(190)      
 ‹fwq› (Mu. 298)   ‹fwĝ› (ḤB 168)
 fug ‘over, upon’ (cf. SA قوق ‹fwq› fawqa ‘idem’)

The graphy ڭ ‹ĝ› is based on exogenous adaptation (discussed under “ج ‹ǧ› Rv ڭ 
‹ĝ›”). Since the words in (188)-(190) have SA cognates with q, their spelling with 
 q› can be interpreted either as a result of donor form-orientation or historically› ق
motivated endogenous adaptation (see “ق ‹q› Rv ڤ ‹v›”). In the following two 
graphic words, which have no SA cognates, the graphy ق ‹q› is analogical (see, 
again, “ق ‹q› Rv ڤ ‹v›”):

(191)      
 ‹qaʕ› (Ṣa. 23310)   ‹ĝaʕ› (ḤB 49)
 gaʕ ‘even’, intensifying particle

(192)    
 ‹alqrṭyṭħ› (Fʕ 68)  ‹alĝrṭyṭħ› (ḤB 387)
 l-gǝṛṭiṭa ‘little beast, pranksterdef’
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GRAPH ڤ ‹v›

This graph is used in MA graphy to mark two sounds: v and g. Not being part of 
the SA alphabet, it was created by adding one dot to the two-dotted graph ق ‹q›. 
For reasons expounded in Sect. III.1., its unconnected (non-neutralized) shape is 
expected to be ڤ ‹vf› when marking v and ڨ ‹vq› when marking g. This however, 
has not been confirmed by the corpus: No occurrence for ڤ ‹vf› marking a final 
v has been recorded as this sound does not occur word-finally in MA. However, 
in the Arabic transcription of the French word grave [gʀav] ‘serious’, ending in 
[v], the shape is, as expected, the shallow-bowled fricative rasm: غراڤ ‹ġravf› 
(ṮM 4510). Contrary to expectations, in FB, the same rasm, is used consistently to 
mark the word-final g, a plosive; see Form B in (177) under “ق ‹q› Rv ڤ ‹v›”. This 
inconsistent usage is reflected in scholarly descriptions: Aguadé (2005: 246) gives  
 vq› as marking v in Tqǝ., but according to Aguadé (2006: 255), the shape for› ڨ
MA in general is ڤ ‹vf›.

‹f› ف ~ ‹v› ڤ

Word-initially, word-medially / Restricted variation (ڤ ‹v› Rv ف ‹f›) 
See ف ‹f› Rv ڤ ‹v›

‹q› ق ~ ‹v› ڤ

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ڤ ‹v› Rv ق ‹q›)
See ق ‹q› Rv ڤ ‹v›

‹k› ك ~ ‹v› ڤ

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ڤ ‹v› Rv ك ‹k›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which these graphs mark the 
sound g provided it is not a reflex of SA ǧ. The graph ڤ ‹v› is used as a result of 
exogenous adaptation, while the principle underlying the use of ك ‹k› is that of 
phonetically motivated endogenous adaptation (see under “ج ‹ǧ› ~ ك ‹k›”). Het-
erograph pairs can be found for words with SA cognates, shown in (193), and 
without them, exemplified in (194). This variation is expected to occur in the 
word-final position as well.
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(193)      
 ‹val› (FB 712)    ‹kal› (ʕD 20210) 
 gal ‘he said’ (cf. SA قال ‹qal› qāla ‘idem’)

(194)     
 ‹[wal]mvan[ħ]› (FB 703)  ‹mkan[ty]› (ṮN 87)
 [u-l-]magan[a]    magan[ti]
 ‘and the watch’    ‘my watch’

‹ǵ› گ ~ ‹v› ڤ

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ڤ ‹v› Rv گ ‹ǵ›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which these graphs mark g 
provided it is not a reflex of SA ǧ. Both are used in this function as a result of ex-
ogenous adaptation. Heterograph pairs can be found for words with SA cognates, 
shown in (196), and without them, exemplified in (195) and (197).

(195)      
 ‹vaʕ› (FB 786)    ‹ǵaʕ› (ṮM 4510)
 gaʕ ‘all’

(196)      
 ‹tvwl› (FB 709)    ‹tǵwl› (ṮM 688)
 dgul ‘you say, you tell’ (cf. SA تقول ‹tqwl› taqūlu ‘idem’)

(197)      
 ‹fazvf› (FB 62)    ‹fazǵ› (Ṛḥ. 1426)
 fazəg ‘wet’

‹ĝ› ڭ ~ ‹v› ڤ

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ڤ ‹v› Rv ڭ ‹ĝ›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which these graphs mark g, pro-
vided it is not a reflex of SA ǧ. It is analogous to the variation between ڤ ‹v› and گ 
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‹ǵ› discussed above. Both graphs are used in this function as a result of exogenous 
adaptation. Heterograph pairs can be found for words with SA cognates, shown in 
(199) and (200), and without them, illustrated in (198).

(198)      
 ‹vaʕ› (FB 6511)    ‹ĝaʕ› (ḤB 49)
 gaʕ ‘even’, intensifying particle

(199)    
 ‹tvwl› (FB 709)   ‹[ka]tĝwl› (ḌK 253)
 dgul ‘you say’   [ka-]dgul ‘you are saying’
 (cf. SA تقول ‹tqwl› taqūlu ‘you say, you are saying’)

(200)    
 ‹fwvf› (FB 774)   ‹fwĝ› (ḤB 168)
 fug ‘over, upon’ (cf. SA قوق ‹fwq› fawqa ‘idem’)

GRAPH ك ‹k›

‹ǧ› ج ~ ‹k› ك

Word-initially, word-medially / Restricted variation (ك ‹k› Rv ج ‹ǧ›) 
See ج ‹ǧ› Rv ك ‹k›

‹ġ› غ ~ ‹k› ك

Word-initially, word-medially / Restricted variation (ك ‹k› Rv غ ‹ġ›) 
See غ ‹ġ› Rv ك ‹k›

‹q› ق ~ ‹k› ك

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ك ‹k› Rv ق ‹q›) 
See ق ‹q› Rv ك ‹k›
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‹v› ڤ ~ ‹k› ك

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ك ‹k› Rv ڤ ‹v›) 
See ڤ ‹v› Rv ك ‹k›

‹ǵ› گ ~ ‹k› ك

All possible positions: Asymmetrical variation (ك ‹k› Av گ ‹ǵ›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which both graphs mark g, ir-
respective of its origin. In (201), it is a reflex of SA q, in (202) of ǧ, while (203) 
has no SA cognate. The graph ك ‹k› (the strong variant) is used in this function 
by virtue of phonetically motivated endogenous adaptation (see under “ج ‹ǧ› ~ ك 
‹k›”), while the use of گ ‹ǵ› (the weak variant) is based on exogenous adaptation. 

(201)      
 ‹kal› (ʕD 20210)    ‹ǵal•› (BB 451)
 gal ‘he said’ (cf. SA قال ‹qal› qāla ‘idem’)

(202)       
 ‹lak•nws› (Ḍa. 996)   ‹(a)lǵnws› (Ṛḥ. 1549)
 lə-gnus ‘peoples, nationsdef’
 (Cf. SA الجنوس ‹alǧnws› ʔal-ǧunūsu ‘kindsdef’)

(203)      
 ‹mzawk› (ḤB 561)   ‹mzawǵ› (MX 13510)
 mzawəg ‘imploring’

‹ĝ› ڭ ~ ‹k› ك

All possible positions: Asymmetrical variation (ك ‹k› Av ڭ ‹ĝ›)
This variation mirrors the preceding one: it manifests itself in graphic words in 
which both graphs mark g, irrespective of its origin. In (204), it is a reflex of SA ǧ, 
in (206) of q, while (205) has no SA cognate. The graph ك ‹k› (the strong variant) 
is used in this function by virtue of phonetically motivated endogenous adaptation 
(see under “ج ‹ǧ› ~ ك ‹k›”), while the use of گ ‹ǵ› (the weak variant) is based on 
exogenous adaptation.  
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(204)     
 ‹kals› (ʕD 1115)   ‹ĝals› (ḤB 211)
 galǝs ‘sitting’ (participle) (cf. SA جالس ‹ǧals› ǧālisun ‘idem’)

(205)     
 ‹alkawryat› (ḤB 429)  ‹alĝawryat› (ḤB 142)
 l-gawṛĭyyat ‘foreign womendef’ (despective)

(206)     
 ‹zrk› (ḤB 163)   ‹z[w]rĝ› (ḤB 128)
 ẓṛǝg ‘blue’   ẓ[u]ṛǝg ‘bluepl’
 (cf. SA أزرق ‹åzrq› ʔazraqu ‘blue’, زرق ‹zrq› zurqun ‘bluepl’)

GRAPH گ ‹ǵ›

‹ǧ› ج ~ ‹ǵ› گ

Word-initially, word-medially / Restricted variation (گ ‹ǵ› Rv ج ‹ǧ›)
See ج ‹ǧ› Rv گ ‹ǵ›

‹ġ› غ ~ ‹ǵ› گ

Word-initially, word-medially/ Restricted variation (گ ‹ǵ› Rv غ ‹ġ›)
See غ ‹ġ› Rv گ ‹ǵ›

‹q› ق ~ ‹ǵ› گ

All possible positions / Restricted variation (گ ‹ǵ› Rv ق ‹q›) 
See ق ‹q› Rv گ ‹ǵ›

‹v› ڤ ~ ‹ǵ› گ

All possible positions / Restricted variation (گ ‹ǵ› Rv ڤ ‹v›)
See ڤ ‹v› Rv گ ‹ǵ›
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‹k› ك ~ ‹ǵ› گ

All possible positions / Asymmetrical variation (inverse) (گ ‹ǵ› Av-1 ك ‹k›) 
See ك ‹k› Av گ ‹ǵ›

‹ĝ› ڭ ~ ‹ǵ› گ

All possible positions / Free variation (گ ‹ǵ› Fv ڭ ‹ĝ›)
This variation is one of the two instances of free variation which could be estab-
lished on the basis of the findings in the corpus. In contrast to the other one (ى ‹á› 
Fv ي ‹y›), which is marginal, it is pervasive. Both graphs mark g, irrespective of 
its origin: in (207), it is a reflex of SA q, in (208), a reflex of SA ǧ, while (209) has 
no SA cognate. Both are used by virtue of exogenous adaptation.

(207)    
 ‹ǵaflħ› (XM 6611)   ‹ĝaflħ› (ḤB 134)
 gafla ‘caravan; a host of’ (cf. SA قافلة ‹qaflħ› qāfilatun ‘caravan’)

(208)      
 ‹aǵls› (MX 2212)   ‹aĝls› (ḤB 104)
 glǝs ‘sit down!’ (cf. SA اجلس ‹aǧls› ʔiǧlis ‘idem’)

(209)     
 ‹drǵː› (ṮN 6110)   ‹drĝ› (ḤB 103)
 dǝrrǝg ‘hide!’   dǝrrǝg ‘he hid’136

 (The šadda ّـ ‹ː› in A was probably intended to be placed after ر ‹r›.)

GRAPH ڭ ‹ĝ›

‹ǧ› ج ~ ‹ĝ› ڭ

Word-initially, word-medially / Restricted variation (ڭ ‹ĝ› Rv ج ‹ǧ›)
See ج ‹ǧ› Rv ڭ ‹ĝ›

136 The fact that Form A is an imperative and Form B a past form does not affect pronunciation 
and can be disregarded here.
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‹ġ› غ ~ ‹ĝ› ڭ

{Word-initially, word-medially / Restricted variationf (ڭ ‹ĝ› Rv غ ‹ġ›)}
See غ ‹ġ› Rv ڭ ‹ĝ›

‹q› ق ~ ‹ĝ› ڭ

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ڭ ‹ĝ› Rv ق ‹q›)
See ق ‹q› Rv ڭ ‹ĝ›

‹v› ڤ ~ ‹ĝ› ڭ

All possible positions / Restricted variation (ڭ ‹ĝ› Rv ڤ ‹v›) 
See ڤ ‹v› Rv ڭ ‹ĝ›

‹k› ك ~ ‹ĝ› ڭ

All possible positions / Asymmetrical variation (inverse) (ڭ ‹ĝ› Av-1 ك ‹k›)
See ك ‹k› Av ڭ ‹ĝ›

‹ǵ› گ ~ ‹ĝ› ڭ

All possible positions / Free variation (ڭ ‹ĝ› Fv گ ‹ǵ›) 
See گ ‹ǵ› Fv ڭ ‹ĝ›

GRAPH ل ‹l›

Pseudo-variation

‹a› ا l› Pv› ل

Word-initially: See ا ‹a› Pv ل ‹l›

Word-medially: See ا ‹a› Pv ل ‹l›

‹å› أ l› Pv› ل

Word-initially:  See أ ‹å› Pv ل ‹l›

Word-medially: See أ ‹å› Pv ل ‹l›
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GRAPH م ‹m›

‹n› ن ~ ‹m› م

Word-medially / Restricted variation (م ‹m› Rv ن ‹n›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which these graphs mark m 
followed by b. It is marginal since only one heterograph pair could be composed:

(210)     
 ‹kambw› (Ṣa. 23713)  ‹kanbw› (ḤB 241)
 kambu ‘nitwit’ 

The graphy م ‹m› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy, while ن 
‹n› can be accounted for in terms of morphological graphy: The sound m is inter-
preted as resulting from the assimilation of n to b (bilabialization). In fact, that 
n is part of the root is visible in the plural of this word: kwanǝb (not kwamǝb*). 

Graphies with ن ‹n› have also been recorded for borrowings which cannot 
contain a morphological n because their source words are pronounced with m. For 
instance, ḅumḅa ‘pump’ and ṭ-ṭṛŭmba ‘water pumpdef’ are spelt with ن ‹n›: بونبة 
‹bwnbħ› (MX 417) and الطرونبة ‹alṭrwnbħ› (FB 705), although their source words, 
Spanish bomba and Italian tromba, are pronounced with m. In such cases, the 
graphy ن ‹n› is probably analogical: The speller is aware that m followed by b is 
marked as ن ‹n› in some MA words (morphological principle) and uses this graphy 
in words in which this graphy is not justified by morphology. The graph ن ‹n› can 
also be chosen under the influence of the graphy of SA words which are written 
in this manner but pronounced with m, such as dužambir ‘December’ (Moroccan 
SA), written دجنبر ‹dǧnbr› (cf. Wehr 1985: IX).

GRAPH ن ‹n›

‹a› ا ~ ‹n› ن

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ن ‹n› Rv ا ‹a›) 
See ا ‹a› Rv ن ‹n›

‹m› م ~ ‹n› ن

Word-medially / Restricted variation (ن ‹n› Rv م ‹m›) 
See م ‹m› Rv ن ‹n›
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Pseudo-variation

‹a› ا n› Pv› ن

Word-initially: See ا ‹a› Pv ن ‹n›

‹å› أ n› Pv› ن

Word-initially: See أ ‹å› Pv ن ‹n›

GRAPH ه ‹h› 

‹a› ا ~ ‹h› ه

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ه ‹h› Rv ا ‹a›) 
See ا ‹a› Rv ه ‹h›

‹ħ› ة ~ ‹h› ه

All possible positions (word-finally) / Restricted variation (ه ‹h› Rv ة ‹ħ›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words in which these graphs mark the 
word-final a (see “ا ‹a› Rv ة ‹ħ›” for discussion)137. 

(211)     
 ‹lylh› (Mu. 423)   ‹lylħ› (MḤ 375)
 lila ‘night’ (cf. SA ليلة lylħ› and ليله ‹lylh› laylatun ‘idem’)

(212)        
 ‹byḍh› (ṮN 569)   ‹byḍħ› (Ṛḥ. 3010)
 biḍa ‘whitef’ (cf. SA بيضاء ‹byḍao› bayḍāʔu ‘idem’)

137 A phenomenon analogous to ي ‹y› marking a instead of ى ‹á›, its dotless variant, explainable 
in terms of analogical graphy (see “ى ‹á› Rv ي ‹y›”) has not been recorded for ه ‹h› and ة ‹ħ› in the 
corpus, i.e. ة ‹ħ› is never used to mark u instead of ه ‹h›, its dotless variant.
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(213)    
 ‹ġadyh› (MX 1511)  ‹ġadyħ› (ṮN 3011)

 ġadya ‘going tof’ (future marker)
 (cf. SA غاديه ‹ġadyh› or غادية ‹ġadyħ› ġādiyatun ‘becomingf’)

The use of ه ‹h› and ة ‹ħ› to mark a is based on the SA practice (see a discussion of 
-ħ› in Sect. I.3., point 4.e.), with necessary modifications required by MA mor› ة
phosyntax. Most MA feminine nouns end in a in the free state (i.e. without a geni-
tive attribute), e.g. lila ‘night’, with this sound being marked in various ways: 
usually ة ‹ħ› and ه ‹h›, but also ا ‹a› or ى ‹á›. If such a noun is used in the construct 
state (i.e. is followed by a genitive attribute), a is replaced by t (or, less often, t is 
added to it), e.g. lilt l-ʕid ‘the night of the feast’. As the corpus reveals, this op-
position between a and t is reflected on the graphic level: t is always marked as ة 
‹ħ› (in sporadic cases, ت ‹t›, see “ت ‹t› Rv ة ‹ħ›”), never as ه ‹h›138. Hence, lilt l-ʕid 
is written ليلة العيد ‹lylħ_alʕyd›. This is the reason why the variation between ه ‹h› 
and ة ‹ħ› is restricted, not asymmetrical. 

Since some words, such as (213), cannot be used in the construct state, their 
final ه ‹h› and ة ‹ħ› always mark a. This means that both graphs, having been 
refunctionalized in this way within SA, can mark this sound irrespective of mor-
phological factors – albeit not in verbs or pronouns, cf. footnote 110). Conse-
quently, these two graphies are considered adoptive phonetic, based on general 
donor graphy (and if there is a SA cognate spelt with ه ‹h› or ة ‹ħ›, coincident with 
the donor graphy) rather than relativized to the donor graphy (donor-oriented or 
donor-defying).

‹w› و ~ ‹h› ه

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ه ‹h› Rv و ‹w›)
This variation manifests itself, frequently, in graphic words in which these graphs 
mark the pronoun -u ‘him, his; itm, itsm’ suffixed to nouns, verbs and prepositions. 
The graphy ه ‹h› is donor form-oriented – the cognate SA suffix -hu/-hi ‘idem’ is 

138 Therefore, if a graphic word with a final ه ‹h› which in a context-free position can be inter-
preted either as marking the nominal feminine suffix a or the suffixed pronoun ‘him, his; itm, itsm’ -h, 
e.g. سميه ‹smyh›, interpretable either as smĭyya ‘name’ or sǝmmi-h ‘call him’, is followed immedi-
ately by a noun, this ه ‹h› is more likely to be interpreted by native speakers as marking the suffixed 
pronoun -h, rather than the feminine suffix -t. For example, سميه احمد ‹smyh_aḥmd› is more likely to 
be interpreted as sǝmmi-h Ḥmǝd ‘call him Ahmad’ rather than smĭyyt Ḥmǝd ‘the name of Ahmad’.
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marked in this way. The graphy و ‹w›, which seems to be more frequent, espe-
cially with verbs, is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy. Examples:

(214)    
 ‹rasuh› (BB 909)   ‹rasw› (ḤD 238)
 ṛaṣ-u ‘his head’ (cf. SA رأسه ‹råsh› raʔsu-hu ‘idem’)

(215)     
 ‹qtlh› (BB 1083)   ‹qtlw› (Mu. 3813)
 qǝtl-u ‘he/itm killed him’ (cf. SA قتله ‹qtlh› qatala-hu ‘idem’)

(216)     
 ‹ʕndh› (Mn. 414)  ‹ʕndw› (Mn. 431)
 ʕənd-u ‘he has’, lit. ‘with him, at him’ (cf. SA عنده ‹ʕndh› ʕinda-hu ‘idem’)

Rarely, this variation manifests itself in graphic words ending in u which is not 
this suffixed pronoun, for instance:

(217)      
 ‹(ã)šnh› (ḌK 309)

139  ‹(a)šnw› (ṮN 4611)
 ašnu/šnu ‘what’

(218)       
 ‹naklh› (Mn. 8710)  ‹naklw› (MḤ 383)
 naklu ‘we eat’140

In such cases, the reason for the graphy و ‹w› is the same as above, but ه ‹h› has 
to be explained as analogical: The speller is aware that ه ‹h› can mark word-final 
u in some words (donor form-orientation) and uses it in a word in which this is not 
justified because the word-final u is not the suffixed pronoun ‘him, his; itm, itsm’141. 

139 Recorded also by Hoogland (2013a: 71) as one of the ‘unique spellings’.
140 In both heterographs, the reading nakl-u ‘I eat itm’, with u being the suffixed pronoun – is 

ruled out by context.
141 An alternative, morphological and historical, interpretation of the use of ه ‹h› in (217) could 

be based on the fact that the interrogative ašnu/šnu is a result of the fusion of the interrogative aš 
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Variation between ه ‹h› and و ‹w› has not been recorded in the corpus word-
medially although the morpheme u ‘him, his; itm, itsm’ does occur in this position, 
in most cases, as a result of suffixing the negational -š. In such situations, u is 
always marked phonetically, as و ‹w›. For instance, ma nʕǝml-u-š ‘I don’t do itm’ 
is spelt ما نعملوش ‹ma_nʕmlwš› (BT 1327), not *ما نعملهش ‹ma_nʕmlhš›. 

‹á› ى ~ ‹h› ه

All possible positions (word-finally) / Restricted variation (ه ‹h› Rv ى ‹á›)
This variation manifests itself, rather rarely, in graphic words in which these 
graphs are used to mark the word-final a. Examples:

(219)      
 ‹[l]ytamh› (ṮN 5310)  ‹ytamá› (ḤB 94)
 [l-]itama ‘orphansdef’  itama ‘orphans’
 (cf. SA يتامى ‹ytamá› yatāmā ‘idem’)

(220)        
 ‹bʕdh•› (BB 755)  ‹bʕdá› (Ṛḥ. 1573)
 bəʕda ‘already; first’  

In (219), for which a SA cognate exists, the graphy in Form A is donor form-defy-
ing, while that in Form B is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy and, 
additionally, coincident with the donor graphy. In (220), which has no SA cognate, 
both graphies are adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy. 

Pseudo-variation

‹y› ي h› Pv› ه

Word-finally
This inter-variety pseudo-variation occurs, marginally, in graphic words which 
end in i and have SA cognates with a final h, marked as ه ‹h›142. The graphy ي ‹y› 

and the pronoun hŭwa ‘he, it’, with an ‘n-extension’ (cf. Heath 2002: 477-478, where aš-n huwa is 
adduced, among other forms). It is, however, unlikely that the speller using the graphy ه ‹h› should 
have this structure in mind.

142 Cf. Heath (2002: 180) on the loss of the final h in MA.
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marking i is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy, while ه ‹h› is donor 
form-oriented. Examples: 

(221)     
 ‹hḏh› (BB 1598)   ‹hḏy› (BB 914)
 hadi ‘this onef’ (cf. SA هذه ‹hḏh› hāḏihi ‘idem’)

(222)     143

 ‹fʔh› (FL 1448)   ‹[l]fʔy› (FL 1445)
 fʔi    [lǝ-]fʔi
 ‘expert in Islamic law,  ‘idemdef’
 Quranic school teacher’
 (cf. SA فقيه ‹fqyh› faqīhun ‘expert in Islamic law’)

GRAPH ة ‹ħ›

The functions of this graph, which occurs only in the word-final position, are dis-
cussed under “ه ‹h› Rv ة ‹ħ›”; cf. also Sect. I.3, point 4.e.

‹a› ا ~ ‹ħ› ة

All possible positions (Word-finally) / Restricted variation (ة ‹ħ› Rv ا ‹a›)
See ا ‹a› Rv ة ‹ħ›

‹t› ت ~ ‹ħ› ة

All possible positions (Word-finally) / Restricted variation (ة ‹ħ› Rv ت ‹t›)
See ت ‹t› Rv ة ‹ħ›

‹h› ه ~ ‹ħ› ة

All possible positions (Word-finally) / Restricted variation (ة ‹ħ› Rv ه ‹h›)
See ه ‹h› Rv ة ‹ħ›

143 See Sect. II.2. for explanation of the use of parentheses, irrelevant in this case.
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‹á› ى ~ ‹ħ› ة

All possible positions (Word-finally) / Restricted variation (ة ‹ħ› Rv ى ‹á›)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words representing nouns, adjectives 
or adverbs, with the exclusion of verbs and pronouns144, in which these graphs 
mark a word-final a. Both graphies are adoptive phonetic, based on general donor 
graphy (within which ة ‹ħ› has been refunctionalized to mark this vowel). In (223) 
and (224), graphic words with no SA cognates are exemplified.

(223)     
 ‹ʕzarħ› (Ṣa. 2136)  ‹ʕzará› (ḤB 263)
 ʕzara ‘bachelors’

(224)     
 ‹bʕdħ› (Mn. 455)  ‹bʕdá› (Ṛḥ. 1573)
 bəʕda ‘already; first’

If the word has a SA cognate spelt with ة ‹ħ›, as exemplified in (225) and (226), 
the graphy ى ‹á› is donor form-defying. If the SA cognate is spelt with ى ‹á›, as in 
(227), it is ة ‹ħ› that is based on this spelling principle.

(225)     
 ‹[fa]lqah•waħ› (Mm. 1199) ‹[w]lqhwá› (Mu. 3714)
 [fǝ-]l-qǝhwa ‘[in] the café’ [u-]l-qǝhwa ‘[and] the café’
 (cf. SA القهوة ‹alqhwħ› ʔal-qahwatu ‘coffee; cafédef’)

(226)    
 ‹aldrwbħ› (FB 785)  ‹aldːrwbá› (Ṛḥ. 1987)
 d-druba ‘small streetsdef’
 (cf., for instance, السبوعة ‹alsbwʕħ› ʔas-subūʕatu ‘predatory animalsdef’145)

(227)       
 ‹allwlħ› (Ṛḥ. 1484)  ‹allwlá› (ḤB 127)
 l-lŭwwla ‘firstf def’ (cf. SA األولى ‹alåwlá› ʔal-ʔūlā ‘idem’)

144 For an isolated case of a verb written with the word-final ة ‹ħ›, see footnote 110.
145 See example (60) in this chapter for explanation of referring to the morphological cognacy.
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GRAPH و ‹w›

‹å› أ ~ ‹w› و

Word-initially / Restricted variation (و ‹w› Rv أ ‹å›) 
See أ ‹å› Rv و ‹w›

‹h› ه ~ ‹w› و

Word-finally / Restricted variation (و ‹w› Rv ه ‹h›) 
See ه ‹h› Rv و ‹w›146

‹ẘ› ؤ ~ ‹w› و

Word-medially / Restricted variation (و ‹w› Rv ؤ ‹ẘ›)
This variation manifests itself, rather rarely, in graphic words in which these two 
graphs mark u or w corresponding to ʔ in SA cognates spelt with ؤ ‹ẘ›. The varia-
tion is restricted, not asymmetrical, because و ‹w› cannot be substituted for ؤ ‹ẘ› 
in graphic words, usually representing borrowings from SA, in which the latter 
graph marks ʔ: For example, suʔal ‘question’ is consistently written سؤال ‹sẘal›, 
not *سوال ‹swal›. The graphy و ‹w› marking u or w is adoptive phonetic, based on 
general donor graphy, while ؤ ‹ẘ› is donor form-oriented. Example:

(228)    
 ‹almwmnyn› (MḤ 2013)  ‹almẘmnyn› (MḤ 265)
 l-mumnin ‘believersthe’ (cf. SA المؤمنين ‹almẘmnyn› al-muʔminīna ‘idemobl’)

Although it cannot be ruled out that the pronunciation of B intended by the speller 
was the donor-oriented pronunciation with ʔ, i.e. l-muʔminin, it seems justified to 
assume that in this and similar cases, the graphy with ؤ ‹ẘ› also allows the more 
colloquial pronunciation l-mumnin.

146 A possible but not recorded restricted word-medial variation between و ‹w› and ه ‹h› is 
briefly discussed there.
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Pseudo-variation

‹å› أ w› Pv› و

Word-initially: See أ ‹å› Pv و ‹w›

 ‹ã› آ w› Pv› و

Word-medially: See آ ‹ã› Pv و ‹w›

GRAPH ؤ ‹ẘ›

In the corpus, the graph ؤ ‹ẘ› is recorded only in the word-medial position. How-
ever, it has been described by other scholars (Hoogland 2013a: 71; Mion 2014: 
193) as marking the conjunction w-/u- ‘and’ in Ami. (not included in the corpus), 
a function in which this graph occurs word-initially.

‹å› أ ~ ‹ẘ› ؤ

Word-medially / Restricted variation (ؤ ‹ẘ› Rv أ ‹å›) 
See أ ‹å› Rv ؤ ‹ẘ›

‹w› و ~ ‹ẘ› ؤ

Word-medially / Restricted variation (ؤ ‹ẘ› Rv و ‹w›) 
See و ‹w› Rv ؤ ‹ẘ›

‹o› ء ~ ‹ẘ› ؤ ẙ› and› ئ ~ ‹ẘ› ؤ

These two variations can be expected in graphic words representing borrowings 
from SA that have retained ʔ in MA pronunciation. Since such graphic words are 
infrequent, these variations would be marginal.

{Word-medially / Restricted variation (ؤ ‹ẘ› Rv ئ ‹ẙ›)}
For graphic words such as مسؤول ‹msẘwl› mǝsʔul ‘responsible’ (Mu. 76) orميئوسة  
‹myẙwsħ› məyʔusa (Ṛḥ. 16310) ‘desperatef’, heterographs with ئ ‹ẙ›, viz. مسئول  
‹msẙwl› and ميؤوسة ‹myẘwsħ›, can be expected on the basis of the occurrence of 
such forms in written Moroccan SA. 
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{Word-medially / Restricted variation (ؤ ‹ẘ› Rv ء ‹o›)}
For graphic words such as الرؤوف ‹alrẘwf› r-raʔuf ‘compassionatedef’ (part of 
a proper name) (XM 1482) or دؤوب ‹dẘwb› daʔub ‘tireless, persevering’ (Ṛḥ. 1198), 
heterographs with ء ‹o›, viz. الرءوف ‹alrowf› and دءوب ‹dowb›, can be expected on 
the basis of the occurrence of such forms in written Moroccan SA. 

GRAPH ى ‹á›

The graph ى ‹á› occurs only word-finally. 

‹a› ا ~ ‹á› ى

All possible positions (word-finally) / Restricted variation (ى ‹á› Rv ا ‹a›) 
See ا ‹a› Rv ى ‹á›

‹å› أ ~ ‹á› ى

{All possible positions (word-finally) / Restricted variation (ى ‹á› Rv أ ‹å›) 
See أ ‹å› Rv ى ‹á›

‹h› ه ~ ‹á› ى

All possible positions (word-finally) / Restricted variation (ى ‹á› Rv ه ‹h›)
See ه ‹h› Rv ى ‹á›

‹ħ› ة ~ ‹á› ى

All possible positions (word-finally) / Restricted variation (ى ‹á› Rv ة ‹ħ›) 
See ة ‹ħ› Rv ى ‹á›

‹y› ي ~ ‹á› ى

All possible positions (word-finally) / Free variation (ى ‹á› Fv ي ‹y›)
This very specific variation manifests itself, marginally, in two situations: (i) when 
these graphs are used to mark a word-final a or i/y and (ii) regularly but in only 
one source and one abstract graphic word, when they mark no sound. 

As for the first situation, the use of ى ‹á› and ي ‹y› to mark a or i/y is adop-
tive phonetic, based on general donor graphy. However, while marking i/y is the 
typical function of ي ‹y› in general SA, Moroccan SA and MA, this is not the case 
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with ى ‹á›, which is used in this way only by some spellers. For instance, SA fī 
‘in’, apart from having the graphic form في ‹fy›, can also be written فى ‹fá›. This 
practice, known “in many regions” (Badawi et al. 2004: 15, 20), is especially 
widely used in Egypt – for both Egyptian SA and EA – where ى ‹á› used in this 
way is referred to as al-yāʔ al-miṣriyya ‘Egyptian yāʔ’ (as opposed to al-yāʔ al-
šāmiyya ‘Levantine yāʔ, i.e. ي ‹y› marking i) (cf. also footnote 23 on its name). 
The corpus reveals that the extent of this practice in MA is marginal: Only two 
such graphies have been recorded. They are shown as Forms A in (229) and (230).

(229)     
 ‹alšːlá› (ṮN 455)   ‹[w]alšːly› (ṮN 455)
 š-šli ‘chairsdef’   [u-]š-šli ‘[and] chairsdef’

(230)     
 ‹tkmá› (BT 681)   ‹tkmy› (MḤ 175)
 tǝkmi ‘you smoke’

Apart from these two graphic words, i is consistently marked as ي ‹y› and perhaps 
the two cases should be treated as misprints. However, since this graphy can also 
be found, albeit sporadically, in Moroccan SA texts, it is possible to claim that 
these forms are a sign of a spelling tendency which has not penetrated into the 
corpus substantially. In other words, although on the abstract level ى ‹á› can be 
used instead of the word-final ي ‹y› in any graphic word, it is only exceptionally 
put into practice on the level of actual graphic words.

If the use of ى ‹á› instead of ي ‹y› to mark i/y in MA is not quite clear, the use 
of ي ‹y› instead ى ‹á› to mark a is even more so: Consider the following pairs that 
have been chosen out of a dozen established on the basis of occurrences recorded 
in the corpus:

(231)     
 ‹alnṣará› (QQ 494)  ‹alnṣary› (Ṛḥ. 1697)
  n-nṣaṛa ‘Christians, Westernersdef’ (cf. SA النصارى ‹alnṣará› ʔan-naṣārā 

‘idem’)

(232)     
 ‹mšá› (Mu. 143)   ‹mšy› (Ṛḥ. 1689)
 mša ‘he/itm went’ (cf. SA مشى ‹mšá› mašā ‘idem’)
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(233)      
 ‹ylá› (ḌK 82)    ‹yly› (ṮN 533)
 ila ‘if’

The graphy ى ‹á› is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy, in (231) 
and (232), additionally, coincident with the donor graphy, but the reason behind 
the use of ي ‹y› is not obvious. It mirrors a phenomenon observed in SA, where 
 y› at times marks the long final ā – a spelling which, strictly speaking, is an› ي
orthographic error147. The reason behind it seems to be analogical graphy: The 
speller is aware that ى ‹á› and ي ‹y› are mutually substitutable in some words 
word-finally and uses ي ‹y› in a word in which there is no sound that would justify 
this. However, this analogy-based explanation is not very convincing in the case 
of MA graphy, in which the basis for the analogy is weak: What should induce 
spellers to use ي ‹y› instead of ى ‹á› for marking a, if ى ‹á› is not very often used 
instead of ي ‹y› for marking i, remains an open question. 

The second situation distinguished at the beginning of the section devoted to 
the present variation is a particular case too. It manifests itself in graphic words 
representing the preposition f- ‘in’, which means that these graphs mark no sound. 
Example:

(234)    
 ‹fá_ǧybw› (Ṛḥ. 726)  ‹fy_ǧybw › (MX 1309)
 f-žib-u ‘in his pocket’
 (cf. SA في جيبه ‹fy_ǧybh› and فى جيبه ‹fá_ǧybh › fī ǧaybi-hi ‘idem’)

The graphy ى ‹á› in this function has been recorded in one source only, Ṛḥ., but 
is used quite consistently there. The graphy ي ‹y›, by contrast, is frequent in other 
sources148. Both graphies are clearly donor form-oriented. 

147 Badawi et al. (2004: 20) regard it as one of the “many typographical inconsistencies” in modern 
SA graphy which indicate that the system is still unstable. Buckwalter (2004: 32) observes this phenome-
non in Arabic newswire texts and says that “[i]t is not entirely clear whether these “dotted” alif maqsura’s 
were produced by human typists or by an encoding conversion process gone awry”. He proposes the 
following explanation: “It is possible that the original keyboarding was done on a platform where word-
final ya’ [ي ‹y› – M.M.] and alif maqsura [ى ‹á› – M.M.] are displayed via visually identical “un-dotted” 
glyphs, so it makes no difference which of the two keys the typist presses on the keyboard: both produce 
the same visual display, but are stored electronically as two different characters”. It should be added that 
on some electronical devices, e.g. some mobile phones, the graph ى ‹á› is entered indirectly, by selecting 
it from a list opened through the key ي ‹y›, which makes it more time-consuming to type than ي ‹y›. This 
obviously does not explain why this phenomenon occurs in printed literary texts and news texts.

148 Apart from these two graphies, this preposition is usually written as ف ‹ff› followed by 
a space or ف ‹f› connected to a following word.
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GRAPH ي ‹y›

‹a› ا ~ ‹y› ي

Word-initially / Restricted variation (ي ‹y› Rv ا ‹a›) 
See ا ‹a› Rv ي ‹y›

Word-medially / Restricted variation (ي ‹y› Rv ا ‹a›) 
See ا ‹a› Rv ي ‹y›

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ي ‹y› Rv ا ‹a›) 
See ا ‹a› Rv ي ‹y›

‹ḁ› إ ~ ‹y› ي

Word-initially / Restricted variation (ي ‹y› Rv إ ‹ḁ›) 
See إ ‹ḁ› Rv ي ‹y›

Word-medially / Restricted variation (ي ‹y› Rv إ ‹ḁ›) 
See إ ‹ḁ› Rv ي ‹y›

‹á› ى ~ ‹y› ي

All possible positions (word-finally) / Free variation (ي ‹y› Fv ى ‹á›) 
See ى ‹á› Fv ي ‹y›

‹ẙ› ئ ~ ‹y› ي

All possible positions (word-medially, word-finally) / Restricted variation  
(‹ẙ› ئ y› Rv› ي)
This variation manifests itself in graphic words representing words that have SA 
cognates with ʔ spelt as ئ ‹ẙ› to which i or y corresponds in MA. The graphy ي ‹y› 
is adoptive phonetic, based on general donor graphy, while ئ ‹ẙ› is donor form-
oriented. Examples:
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(235)    
 ‹ǧyt› (ṮM 911)   ‹ǧẙt› (BB 437)
 žit ‘I came’ (cf. SA جئت ‹ǧẙt› ǧiʔtu ‘idem’)

(236)     
 ‹dayma› (Bǝ. 712)  ‹daẙma› (Ṛḥ. 799)

149

 daymǝn ‘always’ (cf. SA دائما ‹daẙma› dāʔiman ‘idem’)

Word-finally, this variation is marginal as it is manifested in one heterograph pair 
only (note that ئ ‹ẙ› does not mirror the SA graphy faithfully):

(237)    
 ‹haḏ_alšy› (Aʕ 332)  ‹haḏ_alšẙ› (ḌK 223)
 had š-ši ‘this’, lit. ‘this thingdef’
 (cf. SA هذا الشيء ‹hḏa_alšyo› hāḏā š-šayʔu ‘this thingdef’)

The variation is restricted for the following reasons: Some graphic words with ئ 
‹ẙ› are likely to have been intended by the spellers to have a pronunciation with ʔ, 
i.e. that of borrowings from SA with a meaning different from their MA cognates. 
For instance, the graphic words القارئ ‹alqarẙ› (Ṛḥ. 944) and كاتفاجئ ‹katfaǧẙ› (Ṛḥ. 
992) seem to have been intended to be pronounced l-qaṛǝʔ and ka-tfažǝʔ and mean 
‘readerdef’ and ‘you surprise’, respectively,  rather than qaṛi and ka-tfaži, which 
mean ‘educated, having learned; having read’ and ‘you console’. Such examples 
suggesting that the pair ي ‹y› and ئ ‹ẙ› can be meaning-differentiating are, how-
ever, scanty. Finally, there are examples in which only ʔ can be pronounced and 
only ئ ‹ẙ› can be written, for instance, l-yĭʔs ‘despair’, spelt اليئس ‹alyẙs› (Ṛḥ. 
20111), cannot be spelt *الييس ‹alyys›. 

Pseudo-variation

‹h› ه y› Pv› ي

Word-finally: See ه ‹h› Pv ي ‹y›

149 Although Form B, written with ئ ‹ẙ›, can be pronounced in the SA-oriented way daʔimǝn, 
i.e. with ʔ, this does not rule out the pronunciation daymǝn.
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GRAPH ئ ‹ẙ›

This graph occurs only word-medially and word-finally.

‹å› أ ~ ‹ẙ› ئ

Word-medially / Restricted variation (ئ ‹ẙ› Rv أ ‹å›)
See أ ‹å› Rv ئ ‹ẙ›

{Word-finally / Restricted variation (ئ ‹ẙ› Rv أ ‹å›)}
See أ ‹å› Rv ئ ‹ẙ›

‹ẘ› ؤ ~ ‹ẙ› ئ

{Word-medially / Restricted variation (ئ ‹ẙ› Rv ؤ ‹ẘ›)}
See ؤ ‹ẘ› Rv ئ ‹ẙ›

‹y› ي ~ ‹ẙ› ئ

Word-medially / Restricted variation (ئ ‹ẙ› Rv ي ‹y›) 
See ي ‹y› Rv ئ ‹ẙ›

Word-finally / Restricted variation (ئ ‹ẙ› Rv ي ‹y›) 
See ي ‹y› Rv ئ ‹ẙ›

‹o› ء ~ ‹ẙ› ئ

Word-medially / Restricted variation (ئ ‹ẙ› Rv ء ‹o›)
This variation manifests itself, marginally, in graphic words representing borrow-
ings from SA in which these graphs mark ʔ. Examples:

(238)     
 ‹[kan]tsaẙl› (Ṛḥ. 1481)  ‹[a]tːsaol› (Ṛḥ. 1873)
 [ka-nǝ]tsaʔǝl ‘I wonder’  [tǝ]tsaʔǝl ‘you wonder’
  (cf. SA نتساءل ‹ntsaol› natasāʔalu ‘we wonder’ and تتساءل ‹ttsaol› tatasāʔalu 

‘you wonder’)
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(239)      
 ‹hadẙħ› (Ṛḥ. 1328)  ‹haad•oaħ› (MX 13712)
 hadʔa ‘calmf’ (cf. SA هادئة ‹hadẙħ› hādiʔatun ‘idem’)

In (238), the graphy ء ‹o› is donor form-oriented. The graphy ئ ‹ẙ› seems to be 
donor form-defying at first glance but can also be interpreted as donor principle-
oriented: If so, it is a result of applying to MA phonetic content the SA ortho-
graphic principle according to which ʔ preceded by ā and followed by i is marked 
as ئ ‹ẙ› (with MA ǝ being treated as i). In (239), the situation is different: ئ ‹ẙ› is 
donor form-oriented, while ء ‹o› is donor form-defying (as it cannot be justified 
by the donor-graphy or any SA orthographic principle).

GRAPH ء ‹o›

This graph occurs only word-medially and word-finally.

‹å› أ ~ ‹o› ء

{Word-finally / restricted variation (ء ‹o› Rv أ ‹å›}
See أ ‹å› Rv ء ‹o›

‹ẘ› ؤ ~ ‹o› ء

{Word-medially / Restricted variation (ء ‹o› Rv ؤ ‹ẘ›)}
See ؤ ‹ẘ› Rv ء ‹o›

‹ẙ› ئ ~ ‹o› ء

Word-medially / Restricted variation (ء ‹o› Rv ئ ‹ẙ›) 
See ئ ‹ẙ› Rv ء ‹o›

VI.2. Discussion

By identifying heterograph pairs and the variants of particular graphs as well as 
spelling principles underlying particular graphies in the previous section, ques-
tions (1) and (2) formulated in the introduction to this book, concerning elements 
showing variation and reasons for it, were answered as far as its qualitative type is 
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concerned. In what follows, questions (3) and (4) will be approached: that about 
qualitative invariants and phonetic ambiguity. Next, the second axis of this study 
indicated in the introduction will be addressed, by enumerating and discussing 
different types of variants of particular graphs and establishing a list of MA graph-
emes with their allographs.

VI.2.1. Qualitative invariants

Once all graphs affected by variation and those which have no variants have been 
identified, it becomes possible to determine which MA graphic words are qualita-
tive invariants, i.e. have no qualitative variational heterographs, not only as re-
vealed by the corpus but also as can be predicted. First, graphic words composed 
solely of graphs which have no variants, i.e. ح ‹ḥ›, خ ‹x›, ر ‹r›, ش ‹š› and ع ‹ʕ›, can 
be safely considered qualitative invariants. Examples:

,’ʕš› ʕǝšš ‘nest› عش
,’šrʕ› šṛǝʕ ‘religious law, shariah› شرع
,’ʕšr› ʕšǝṛ ‘ten› عشر
,’šrḥ› šṛǝḥ ‘he explained› شرح
,’šxr› šxǝṛ ‘he snored› شخر
,’rš› ṛǝšš ‘he sprinkled› رش
’ḥr› ḥŭṛṛ ‘free› حر
.’xrxr› xǝṛxǝṛ ‘he rattled› خرخر

The list of qualitative invariants is not limited to such graphic words. It can be 
claimed that it also includes graphic words representing any phonetic word which 
fulfils all of the following conditions:
a. it contains no emphatics and has no lexical SA cognates with emphatics, except 
for emphatics that have no special graphs in SA: ḅ, ṛ, ḷ and ṃ,
b. it contains no lexical SA cognates with interdental fricatives, 
c. it contains no g, p, f, q or v,
d. it does not end in vowels, especially a (except for verbs ending in -u marking 
the plural),
e. it does not begin in a vowel or semivowel nor is a result of graphic prefixation.
Thus, qualitative invariants include, for instance:

,’ktab› ktab ‘book› كتاب
,’raǧl› ṛažǝl ‘man› راجل
.ʕbd_alkrym› ʕǝbd ǝl-krim, a male given name› عبد الكريم
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Admittedly, one can imagine that one comes across graphic words with analogi-
cal graphies which can appear to be possible heterographs of such graphic words, 
viz. *كثاب ‹kṯab› for ktab or *عبذ الكريم ‹ʕbḏ_alkrym› for ʕǝbd ǝl-krim. Such forms, 
however, should be considered special cases due to their irregular and marginal 
character. 

A qualitative invariant can show other types of variational heterography: 
quantitative, e.g. اكتاب ‹aktab›, رجل ‹rǧl›, or linear, e.g. عبدالكريم ‹ʕbdalkrym›, 
respectively. Words which have no qualitative, quantitative or linear heterographs 
are absolute graphic invariants. Identifying them will be possible once quantita-
tive and linear heterography has been described in real texts. 

VI.2.2. Phonetic ambiguity of graphs

In many cases, variation is related to the phonetic ambiguity of graphs. A strict 
view on phonetic ambiguity is taken here, in which only graphs used on the ba-
sis of the phonetic principle are taken into consideration, with the exclusion of 
graphies based on the morphological principle, analogical graphy and the prin-
ciple of donor-orientation150. Graphs which the corpus has revealed to be phoneti-
cally ambiguous are listed below with the sounds they mark.

a› a, u, i, ʔ, y› ا
å› a, u, i, ʔ› أ
ã› a, ʔa (word-medially)› آ
ḁ› ĭ, i, y› إ
b› b, ḅ, p› ب
ǧ› ž, g› ج
r› r, ṛ› ر
z› z, ẓ› ز
ġ› ġ, g› غ
f› f, q, v› ف
q› q, g› ق
v› v, g› ڤ
k› k, g› ك
l› l, ḷ› ل

150 If the non-phonetic functions of graphs, i.e. those based on the morphological principle (e.g. 
 ‹d› د ,ṯ› marking ṭ› ث t› and› ت .t› marking d, ṭ and ḍ) or the principle of donor-orientation (e.g› ت
marking ḍ, س ‹s› marking ṣ), were also taken in to consideration, the number of graphs character-
ized by ambiguity, which in this case would be functional, would be higher. The graphs ا ‹a› and أ 
‹a› are special in this respect because apart from being phonetically ambiguous, they also have non-
phonetic functions (signalling clusters and pseudo-clusters).
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m› m, ṃ› م
h› h, a (word-finally), u (word-finally)› ه
ħ› t, a› ة
w› u, w› و
y› i, y, a (word-finally)› ي

Thus, out of a total 42 graphs, 19, i.e. nearly half, are phonetically ambiguous. 
However, some graphies responsible for the phonetic ambiguity are marginal. This 
is the case of غ ‹ġ› marking g, ف ‹f› marking q and ي ‹y› marking a word-finally. 

In some cases, phonetic ambiguity occurs only in particular positions in the 
graphic word. For example, the phonetic function of آ ‹ã› is indeterminate when 
this graph is considered out of context, but within a graphic word it is determin-
able as marking a word-initially and ʔa word-medially. Similarly, ه ‹h› is phoneti-
cally ambiguous when used word-finally, but word-initially and word-medially it 
always marks h.

Efforts to remedy the undesirable feature of the phonetic ambiguity of some 
graphs have been undertaken by some spellers. They consist in using, with greater 
or lesser consistency, special univocal graphs introduced by way of exogenous 
adaptation: پ ‹p› for p, گ ‹ǵ›, ڭ ‹ĝ› and ڤ ‹v› for g as well as ڤ ‹v› for v (paradoxi-
cally, ڤ ‹v› itself turns out to be phonetically ambiguous). On the other hand, no 
attempts have been observed in the corpus to introduce special graphs that would 
reflect the difference between plain (non-pharyngealized) and emphatic (pharyn-
gealized) sounds: In all sources, ب ‹b› marks both b and ḅ, ر ‹r› marks both r and 
ṛ, ز ‹z› marks both z and ẓ, ل ‹l› marks both l and ḷ, and م ‹m› marks both m and ṃ. 
The reason seems to be that if there are any minimal pairs showing that some of 
these pairs of sounds are bound by phonological opposition, they are so rare that 
marking this in writing is superfluous from the practical point of view151.

VI.2.3. Variants and graphemes in Written Moroccan Arabic

A complete inventory of variants of a graph would be composed of its free vari-
ants, asymmetrical variants, restricted variants and pseudo-variants. This is ex-
emplified in Table 3 for ا ‹a›, the graph with the highest number of variants, as an 
example (i = word-initially; m = word-medially; f = word-finally; ~ = marginal 
variation; expected variants are not indicated).

151 Proposals for distinguishing graphically at least some of these sounds can be, however, 
found in scholarly literature. For instance, al-Midlāwī (2001: 168-169) proposes using Arabic letters 
modified by the addition of three dots for marking emphatic sounds such as ṛ, ẓ and ẓ̌, while Durand 
(2004: 52) uses a similar method (addition of three dots or a superscript hamza) to mark ṛ, ẓ and ṃ.
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Table 3. Variants of the graph ا ‹a›

‹a› ا ‹å› أ ‹ã› آ ‹ḁ› إ ‹t› ت ‹l› ل ‹n› ن ‹h› ه ‹ħ› ة ‹á› ى ‹y› ي
Asymmetrical
variants i, f i i, m 

Restricted
variants m m f ~ f f f i, m, 

f ~
Pseudo-variants i, m i, m i

Giving such complete sets for each graph would certainly show the complexity 
of the MA graphic system tellingly but it seems that it would not be very illu-
minating regarding its structure, while taking up too much space. Let us instead 
take a look at a different type of data emerging from the analysis. The number of 
variations identified is 101 (without counting expected variations), and includes: 
2 free variations, 10 asymmetrical variations and 89 restricted variations. 10 pseu-
do-variations have been identified: 6 of the intra-variety type and 4 of the inter-
variety type. Five graphs show no variation at all.

Frequent variations should be distinguished from marginal ones. For in-
stance, the free variation between گ ‹ǵ› and ڭ ‹ĝ› is very frequent, while the 
other one, between ى ‹á› and ي ‹y› is marginal. All asymmetrical variations are 
frequent. Out of restricted variations, 75 are frequent, while 14 are marginal. 
Thus, apart from the special case of ى ‹á› Fv ي ‹y›, all instances of marginal 
variation belong to restricted variation. This means that asymmetrical variation 
and, to a lesser extent, free variation, are relations very well represented in the 
corpus, and this stability can be interpreted as proving that choosing them as 
a criterion for classifying two graphs into one grapheme is a right decision, in 
contrast to restricted variation, which may manifest itself in very few instances 
for some pairs of graphs.

In what follows, the variants of each variation type are listed separately for 
each graph. In parallel to this, particular variations are discussed in the light of 
the criterion proposed at the end of Sect. III.2.2.2. Finally, a list of MA graphemes 
with their allographs will be established.

1. Free variation. There is only one pair of graphs bound by free variation which 
is not marginal: گ ‹ǵ› Fv ڭ ‹ĝ›. It manifests itself in all positions. There is no doubt 
that these two graphs can be classified into one grapheme. Neither of them can be 
considered the basic allograph. The former, however, is used in several sources 
included in the corpus, while the use of the latter has been recorded in two only 
(ḤB and ḌK). 
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The other pair of graphs considered to be bound by free variation is ى ‹á› and 
 ‹á› ى y›. It manifests itself word-finally, i.e. in all possible positions in which› ي
can occur. However, since it is represented by very few pairs of actual graphic 
words, it is considered marginal. Consequently, the two graphs are not classified 
into one grapheme.

2. Asymmetrical variation. In most cases, this variation manifests itself in all 
positions or, in one case, إ ‹ḁ›, in all possible positions (word-initially and word-
medially). In addition, no pair bound by asymmetrical variation is marginal. All 
this points to its regular and structural character. Any two graphs bound by it, as 
listed below, are classified into one grapheme. 

‹ḁ› إ  a›  Av› ا
‹p› پ b›  Av› ب
‹ṯ› ث t›  Av› ت
‹ḏ› ذ  d›  Av› د
‹ẓ› ظ ḍ›  Av› ض
‹ǵ› گ  k›  Av› ك
‹ĝ› ڭ  k›  Av› ك

In asymmetrical variation, the strong variant is the basic allograph and the weak 
one – the non-basic allograph. It is conspicuous that except for the pair ض ‹ḍ› Av 
 ẓ›, the strong variants are graphically less complex than the weak ones, i.e. they› ظ
are bare rasms, in contrast to rasms modified by the addition of a hamza sign, dots 
or strokes. This allows us to formulate the following generalization regarding the 
nature of a part of the domain of qualitative variation: Bare rasms are able to be 
substituted for graphically complex forms, but not always vice versa. 

Graphs bound by asymmetrical variation manifesting itself only in some po-
sitions are not necessarily classified into one grapheme. These are the following 
pairs:

å›, word-initially, word-finally› أ  a›  Av› ا
ã›, word-initially› آ  a›  Av› ا
ã›, word-initially› آ  å›  Av› أ

As far as these pairs are concerned, situations in which the strong variant cannot 
be substituted for the weak one in a given position are fairly rare. In other words, 
their variability is much stronger than their distinctive potential. The latter, how-
ever, cannot be ignored.
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3. No variation. Graphs that show no variation are five: ح ‹ḥ›, خ ‹x›, ر ‹r›, ش ‹š›, 
 ʕ›. Each of them is placed into a separate grapheme, with no allographs. Their› ع
invariance is closely related to the fact that, apart from ر ‹r›, they are phonetically 
univocal. As for ر ‹r›, it is phonetically ambiguous, marking both plain (non-
pharyngealized) r and emphatic (pharyngealized) ṛ, two sounds out of which each 
has the status of a phoneme (Kjamilev 1968: 24; Aguadé 2003: 78). However, 
since the distinctive potential of this pair manifests itself in a very limited number 
of words, the spellers do not feel the need to reflect it in writing. 

4. Restricted variation, the most frequent type of variation, binds many pairs of 
graphs. Exemplified and described in detail in the preceding sections, its particu-
lar pairs are represented synthetically in the following tables, this time without 
cross-referencing, i.e. every restricted variation is indicated for every graph sepa-
rately. The plus sign + means variations manifesting themselves (comparatively) 
frequently. The tilde ~ marks marginal variations. (Expected variations are indi-
cated, as {}, only for variations manifesting themselves in all positions.)

:‹a› ا ‹å› أ ‹ã› آ ‹n› ن ‹h› ه ‹ħ› ة ‹á› ى ‹y› ي
word-initially +

word-medially + + +
word-finally ~ + + + ~

:‹å› أ ‹a› ا ‹ã› آ ‹ḁ› إ ‹w› و ‹ẘ› ؤ ‹ẙ› ئ
word-initially + +
word-medially + + ~ ~
word-finally

:‹ã› آ ‹a› ا ‹å› أ

word-medially + +

:‹ḁ› إ ‹å› أ ‹y› ي
word-initially + +
word-medially +

:‹t› ت ‹d› د ‹ṭ› ط ‹ħ› ة
word-initially + ~
word-medially ~ ~
word-finally {} +
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:‹ṯ› ث ‹ṭ› ط
word-medially ~

:‹ǧ› ج ‹k› ك ‹ǵ› گ ‹ĝ› ڭ

word-initially ~ + ~

word-medially {} + ~

:‹d› د ‹t› ت ‹ḍ› ض

word-initially + +

word-medially ~ +

word-finally +

:‹z› ز ‹ṣ› ص

word-finally ~

:‹s› س ‹ṣ› ص
word-initially +
word-medially +
word-finally {}

:‹ṣ› ص ‹z› ز ‹s› س
word-initially +
word-medially +
word-finally ~ {}

:‹ḍ› ض ‹d› د ‹ṭ› ط
word-initially +
word-medially +
word-finally + ~

:‹ṭ› ط ‹t› ت ‹ṯ› ث ‹ḍ› ض ‹ẓ› ظ
word-initially ~
word-medially ~ ~
word-finally {} ~ ~
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:‹ẓ› ظ ‹ṭ› ط
word-finally ~

:‹ġ› غ ‹k› ك ‹ǵ› گ
word-initially ~ ~
word-medially ~ ~

:̣‹f› ڢ ‹f› ف
word-initially ~
word-medially ~
word-finally ~

:‹f› ف ̣‹f› ڢ ‹q› ق ‹v› ڤ
word-initially ~ {} +
word-medially ~ ~ +
word-finally ~ {}

:‹q› ق ‹f› ف ‹v› ڤ ‹k› ك ‹ǵ› گ ‹ĝ› ڭ
word-initially {} + + + +
word-medially ~ + + + +
word-finally {} + + + +

:‹v› ڤ ‹f› ف ‹q› ق ‹k› ك ‹ǵ› گ ‹ĝ› ڭ
word-initially + + + + +
word-medially + + + + +
word-finally + {} + +

:‹k› ك ‹ǧ› ج ‹ġ› غ ‹q› ق ‹v› ڤ
word-initially ~ ~ + +
word-medially {} ~ + +
word-finally + {}

:‹ǵ› گ ‹ǧ› ج ‹ġ› غ ‹q› ق ‹v› ڤ
word-initially + ~ + +
word-medially + ~ + +
word-finally + +
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:‹ĝ› ڭ ‹ǧ› ج ‹q› ق ‹v› ڤ
word-initially ~ + +
word-medially ~ + +
word-finally + +

:‹m› م ‹n› ن
word-medially ~

:‹n› ن ‹a› ا ‹m› م
word-medially ~
word-finally ~

:‹h› ه ‹a› ا ‹ħ› ة ‹w› و ‹á› ى
word-finally + + + ~

:‹ħ› ة ‹a› ا ‹t› ت ‹h› ه ‹á› ى
word-finally + + + +

:‹w› و ‹å› أ ‹h› ه ‹ẘ› ؤ
word-initially +
word-medially ~
word-finally +

:‹ẘ› ؤ ‹å› أ ‹w› و
word-medially ~ ~

:‹á› ى ‹a› ا ‹h› ه ‹ħ› ة
word-finally + ~ +

:‹y› ي ‹a› ا ‹ḁ› إ ‹ẙ› ئ
word-initially + +
word-medially + + +
word-finally ~ ~

:‹ẙ› ئ ‹å› أ ‹y› ي ‹o› ء
word-medially ~ + ~
word-finally ~
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:‹o› ء ‹ẙ› ئ
word-medially ~

The most general observation conerning this type of variation is that it is the 
most pervasive one. It affects 32 graphs out of a total of 42, i.e. more than 75 per 
cent. It is also responsible for much of the irregularity of MA graphy: It is here 
where marginal variations usually occur and expected forms abound. Four areas 
of a dense grid of restricted variation, due to the intersection of various spelling 
principles, can be observed:

 ,ḁ›, i.e. graphs with their rasms based on the ʔalif› إ ã› and› آ ,‹å› أ ,‹a› ا (1)
used word-initially for marking word-initial vowels or acting as pseudo-prothesis 
signalling clusters and pseudo-clusters.

.á›, used word-finally to mark word-final a› ى ħ› and› ة ,‹h› ه ,‹å› أ ,‹a› ا (2)
.ĝ› used to mark g› ڭ ǵ› and› گ ,‹k› ك ,‹v› ڤ ,‹q› ق ,‹ġ› غ ,‹ǧ› ج (3)
-o› marking ʔ or sounds correspond› ء ,‹ẙ› ئ ,‹y› ي ,‹ẘ› ؤ ,‹w› و ,‹å› أ ,‹a› ا (4)

ing to it in MA or merely copying the donor graphy.
The grid of relations between graphs bound by restricted variation is consid-

erably less ordered in comparison with asymmetrical and free variations. Unlike 
these two variations, restricted variation does not presuppose transitivity: For in-
stance, the fact that ق ‹q› Rv ك ‹k› and ك ‹k› Rv غ ‹ġ› does not necessarily mean 
that ق ‹q› Rv غ ‹ġ›. Many graphs bound by restricted variation also occur in pairs 
of graphic words in which they differentiate meanings context-independently, e.g. 
-k›. In many cases, variation is secondary while opposition is the pri› ك q› and› ق
mary relation. This harmonizes with the assumption made in Sect. III.2.2.2. that 
two graphs bound by restricted variation are not necessarily classified into one 
grapheme.

Graphs that have only restricted variants, i.e. no free or asymmetrical variants, 
e.g. س ‹s›, ص ‹ṣ› or م ‹m›, are placed in separate graphemes, with no allographs. 

5. Pseudo-variation. Below, a list of pairs bound by pseudo-variation which have 
been identified in the corpus is given.
1. Intra-variety pseudo-variation.
t›, word-initially, word-medially› ت a› Pv› ا
l›, word-initially, word-medially› ل a› Pv› ا
n›, word-initially› ن a› Pv› ا
t›, word-initially› ت å› Pv› أ
l›, word-initially› ل å› Pv› أ
n›, word-initially› ن å› Pv› أ
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2. Inter-variety pseudo-variation.
l›, word-medially› ل a› Pv› ا
l›, word-medially› ل å› Pv› أ
w›, word-medially› و ã› Pv› آ
y›, word-finally› ي h› Pv› ه

Intra-variety pseudo-variation manifests itself mostly in graphic words in which ا 
‹a› or أ ‹å› are used to signal clusters and pseudo-clusters word-initially as pseudo-
prothesis or to signal its remnant word-medially, as opposed to the graphs ت ‹t›, ل 
‹l› and ن ‹n›, which are morphological graphies of the definite article, preposition 
l(ǝ)- ‘to, for’ or verbal affixes t- and n-. As for inter-variety pseudo-variation, it 
results, in most cases, from using ا ‹a›, أ ‹å›, آ ‹ã› and ه ‹h› as donor form-oriented 
graphies, as opposed to the self-oriented phonetic graphies ل ‹l› for l, و ‹w› for ŭ 
and ي ‹y› for i.

The fact that two graphs are bound by pseudo-variation does not entail clas-
sifying them into one grapheme.

6. Graphemes. Following the proposed criterion, an inventory of 34 MA graph-
emes has been arrived at, listed below (a basic allograph is given first, non-basic 
allographs are given after the colon):

‹ḁ› إ :‹a› ا ‹s› س ‹ĝ› ڭ ,‹ǵ› گ :‹k› ك
‹å› أ ‹š› ش ‹l› ل
‹ã› آ ‹ṣ› ص ‹m› م
‹p› پ :‹b› ب ‹ẓ› ظ :‹ḍ› ض ‹n› ن
‹ṯ› ث :‹t› ت ‹ṭ› ط ‹h› ه
‹ǧ› ج ‹ʕ› ع ‹ħ› ة
‹ḥ› ح ‹ġ› غ ‹w› و
,‹x› خ ̣‹f› ڢ ‹ẘ› ؤ
‹ḏ› ذ :‹d› د ‹f› ف ‹á› ى
‹r› ر ‹q› ق ‹y› ي
‹z› ز ‹v› ڤ ‹ẙ› ئ

‹o› ء

Contrary to our initial expectations, graphs which are members of each of the 
following pairs: ا ‹a› ~ أ ‹å›, ا ‹a› ~ آ ‹ã›, ي ‹y› ~ ئ ‹ẙ›, ه ‹h› ~ ة ‹ħ›, ف ‹f› ~ ڤ ‹v› and 
 y› have been classified into different graphemes. The reasons for this› ي ~ ‹á› ى
are discussed in detail in respective places. As far as أ ‹å›, آ ‹ã› and ئ ‹ẙ› are con-
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cerned, these graphs have turned out not only to function as donor form-oriented 
graphies for vowels but also to mark ʔ, a sound counted amoung MA phonemes 
(cf. Durand 2004: 71), and thus perform distinctive functions. The graphs ه ‹h› ~ 
 ,ħ› could not be classified into one grapheme because of their, albeit marginal› ة
distinctive functions regarding the construct state. The fact that both ف ‹f› and ڤ 
‹v› are used to mark v could suggest that they are allographs; however, they are 
not always substitutable: The former marks q in the local Maghrebi graphy, while 
the latter at times mark g – although it is unlikely for them to appear in a single 
text in these functions. Finally, the pair ى ‹á› ~ ي ‹y› shows free variation but this 
is manifested in too marginal a measure on the level of actual graphic words (in 
contradistinction to written EA, in which they would be most probably classified 
into one grapheme with similar criteria – an interesting difference between the 
graphies of the two dialects).

In contrast to the complex and intricate grid of relations of restricted variation, 
those of free and asymmetrical variations are simple and transparent. This results 
in a simple system of graphemes, with only six which have non-basic variants, 
out of the total 34 graphemes. Compared with the number of graphs that show 
restricted variation, this number is very moderate. Being unable to differentiate 
meanings and pronunciations, these non-basic variants are in a way superfluous 
units of the graphic system and questions can be asked about the reasons for their 
use. Two can be identified. One is that some non-basic allographs are phonetically 
less ambiguous than than their respective basic allographs. This concerns graphs 
used as a result of adaptive phonetic graphy: the exogenous graphs پ ‹p›, گ ‹ǵ› 
and ڭ ‹ĝ› marking p and g univocally (in contrast to the phonetically ambiguous ب 
‹b› and ك ‹k›), as well as one case of an endogenous graph: إ ‹ḁ›, which univocally 
marks i (in contrast to the phonetically ambiguous ا ‹a›). The other reason for the 
existence of non-basic allographs is that the three graphs ث ‹ṯ›, ذ ‹ḏ› and ظ ‹ẓ› are 
used as donor form-oriented graphies, i.e. they imitate the graphs marking inter-
dental fricatives in SA (in contrast to ت ‹t›, د ‹d› and ض ‹ḍ›, used as self-oriented 
phonetic graphies). In this way, two pairs of opposing principles are reflected in 
the system of graphemes: that of economy vs. the phonetic principle on the one 
hand, and the principle of self-orientation and that of donor form-orientation, on 
the other.
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Conclusion 

Variation appears to be the most pervasive and at the same time one of the most 
attractive traits of MA graphy from a descriptive linguist’s point of view. At the 
time the Quran was compiled, there was variation in the spelling of particular 
words as well (al-Ḥasan 2003: 362). The holy book of Islam is obviously utterly 
different in terms of content, function and status from the works of dialectal lit-
erature, which, being mostly of very wordly character, tend to concern trifling 
matters. However, in both cases, we are dealing with one of the spoken varieties 
of Arabic acquiring a written form in a spontaneous and natural process driven by 
insiders, not imposed from the outside, which is characteristic of so many dialects 
and languages used all over the world throughout history. This does not have to 
mean that one day standardized orthography will necessarily be created for MA. 
Should this happen, it cannot be guaranteed either that such a standardization will 
completely remove variation from texts written in this variety of Arabic, although 
it will surely diminish it, as was the case with SA.

At the present stage, with only five graphs that have no variants whatever, 
the vast domain of variation is used extensively and creatively by the spellers, 
who rely on the different spelling principles: To some extent, they couple the 
graphy of MA with the donor graphy, by borrowing its forms and principles, but 
also rebel against it. In many respects, they use self-oriented graphy, reflecting 
MA pronunciation and morphology, without forgetting, at times, the historical 
development of MA. However, it would be unjustified to claim that in writing 
MA anything goes. In fact, the main objective of the spellers, apart from striving 
for individuality and independence, is, at the end of the day, to make themselves 
understood. The intelligibility of MA written texts seems to be ensured by two 
factors. First, graphs which never vary form a core of stability. But the second one 
seems to be more important: The domain of variation is governed by principles, 
which this study has identified, at least partly, as far as the qualitative type is con-
cerned. These principles regulating what and where can or cannot vary seem to be 
internalized by the users of written MA, even though they are never verbalized. 
Summing up, the macrosystem is fluctuating but it works because its users do not 
have problems recognizing and coping with variational heterographs. 

The establishing of what is qualitatively variable and what is not has made it 
possible to propose a list of conditions for qualitative invariants on the one hand. 
On the other hand, it enables us to predict, at least to a certain extent, the existence 
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of expected forms, i.e. forms that have not been recorded in the corpus but most 
probably are used and most probably can be identified in an extended corpus. 
Positing expected forms should be, however, undertaken with caution because 
of two factors. One is the conditionality of some graphies, i.e. the dependence of 
a graphy on another. The other one is that some expected forms, predictable on the 
grounds by analogy, have not been recorded despite the high frequency of the use 
of the words they represent, most probably because of the weight of the orthogra-
phy of the donor language (e.g. the case of ḍar ‘house’ written always دار ‹dar›, i.e. 
in the donor form-oriented manner, never phonetically ضار  ‹ḍar›). 

On the basis of this study, some new paths for investigation can be indicated. 
First of all, it should be followed by an examination of quantitative and linear 
variational heterographies, two important fields to explore. Such a study should 
result in establishing principles governing situations in which linear and quantita-
tive variations are allowed and, on the other hand, identifying conditions for linear 
and quantitative invariants. Of special interest are interdependencies between the 
three types of heterography, which can be analyzed in the light of conditioned 
graphy. At this point, it seems doubtful that vocalization signs (secondary graphs) 
should be included into the analysis and examined from the perspective of quanti-
tative variation. Even though they are at times co-functional with primary graphs 
(notably, the šadda), their irregular use and their virtually infinite quantitative 
variation (contrasting with their very limited qualitative variation) would make 
the description infinitely complex and hardly illuminative as far as the graphy of 
MA is concerned. Finally, since ambiguous forms can be observed within each 
type of heterography, it seems worthwhile to examine which type of ambiguous 
heterography is most frequently responsible for the context-dependent character 
of MA graphy and which one only exceptionally. Another question to answer is to 
what extent these three types of ambiguity can co-occur, i.e. how frequent is the 
use of graphic words which show linear, quantitative and qualitative ambiguity 
simultaneously.

Second, the corpus can be expanded. The examination of a larger quantity 
of texts will yield different findings, more accurately reflecting the reality of MA 
graphy. This would make it possible to verify whether what has been referred to as 
expected forms can be recorded or not. The expansion of the corpus can be done 
in three dimensions. First, a greater number of pages of the sources included in 
the present corpus could be examined. This, however, does not seem to be a fruit-
ful line of enquiry since the samples of the sources included in the present corpus 
seem to be large enough for us to believe that not much new data will be recorded 
in their remaining parts (although some missing forms could be found there). 
The second manner of enlarging the corpus is to include other literary sources in 
it. It is desirable insofar as other authors are likely to use graphies not recorded 
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in the present corpus and, hence, not analyzed in the study. What is particularly 
missing in the present corpus are such graphic phenomena as the local Maghrebi 
graphy for f and q, practically non-existent there. It would be interesting to know 
if these graphs are ever used in the functions of marking the dialectal sounds v 
and g, which would be a situation of combining local classical graphy with local 
dialectal pronunciation. Adding new sources to the corpus could also be a helpful 
means of determining the formal features of some graphs, such as ڭ ‹ĝ› or ڤ ‹v›, 
over whose exact shape used in the non-neutralized position there is a question 
mark. Finally, the issue of marking ʔ in MA, for which the present corpus reveals 
a relatively strong variation, despite few occurrences, could be better elucidated 
when more words containing this sound could be examined. Enlarging the corpus 
by adding new titles to it would also be useful for a more thorough examination of 
the phenomenon of conditioned graphy: It could be particularly interesting to see 
in detail whether the donor-oriented or self-oriented graphy of element X entails 
a homogeneous graphy of element Y or not. The third way in which the corpus 
can be enlarged consists in including other text genres, such as advertising and 
journalistic. It can be expected that such texts can be equally well examined with 
the use of the proposed theoretical apparatus. Including them in the corpus will 
enable us to investigate to what extent graphies used in literary texts are different 
from those used by the spellers of advertisments which can be seen in Moroccan 
streets and magazines and by the spellers in the media. In particular, it should 
be examined whether the graphies used in the former genre are more varied or 
more complicated, due to spellers aspiring to some kind of graphic individualism, 
while that of the latter genres, being aimed at a larger audience, are rather simpler. 
A separate category of texts are those used in semi-private online communication 
(blogs, posts in social media, forums, comments, etc.). They tend to be consider-
ably less carefully edited and their analysis and comparison with literary texts, 
written with the purpose of being printed, should be carried out with this in mind.

Third, the analysis of the present corpus, or an expanded one, could be exam-
ined with the use of statistical methods. For the time being, such an approach has 
been left for those whose domain it is, although it has been attempted in the course 
of the present work to characterize the identified graphies with respect to the fre-
quency of their use, imprecise as such indications may appear. An exact mea-
surement which type of graphies (morphological, phonetic, donor form-oriented 
etc.) are more frequent and which are marginal would be insightful. A rigorous 
quantitative examination of these phenomena could better reflect the fact, related 
to the macrosystem of the MA graphy being composed of a number of different, 
often internally incohesive microsystems, that some pairs of graphs can be bound 
by more than one relation in a single source or in various sources. In addition, the 
ratio of the use of particular spelling principles in the spelling macrosystem could 
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be calculated in order to determine the extent to which some principles are domi-
nating, i.e. responsible for the greatest number of graphies. 

Finally, a broader study could include comparison with the SA graphy and, 
more interestingly, with the graphy of other Arabic dialects. The best and nearly 
obvious choice would be EA, for which the corpus of modern written texts is vast, 
followed probably by Lebanese Arabic. Such a comparison, taking into consider-
ation the issue of the homogeneity of text genres, would have to be preceded by 
conducting an analogous study of qualitative heterography in a given variety. The 
object of comparison should be not particular graphic words, as these are uncom-
parable due to the phonetic peculiarities of each variety, but principles underlying 
particular spellings. Interesting differences are bound to be identified.
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Streszczenie 

Dialekt marokański języka arabskiego w piśmie 

Studium heterografii wariantywnej jakościowej

Podobnie jak dialekty arabskie w innych krajach arabskojęzycznych dialekt marokański, obej-
mujący w obecnym rozumieniu koine bazującą na dialekcie Casablanki, istnieje w sytuacji dyglosji, 
tj. komplementarności funkcjonalnej dwóch odmian języka. W odróżnieniu od nauczanego w szko-
łach, znormalizowanego i cieszącego się prestiżem ogólnoarabskiego języka literackiego dialekt, 
nabywany w sposób naturalny przez dziecko od opiekunów, pozbawiony skodyfikowanych norm 
i uważany za nieprestiżowy, używany jest typowo w komunikacji prywatnej, nieoficjalnej, pry-
marnie ustnej, w domenie kultury ludowej, popularnej i świeckiej. Rodzimi użytkownicy dialektu 
marokańskiego coraz częściej posługują się nim w piśmie, głównie przy użyciu alfabetu arabskiego 
(poza tym również łacińskiego). Jego postać pisana dominuje w komunikacji elektronicznej i wkra-
cza w sfery reklamy i mediów, a także literatury pięknej ogłaszanej drukiem, dotąd zastrzeżone dla 
języka literackiego. Ponieważ w odróżnieniu od tego ostatniego dialekt nie posiada norm pisowni 
(ortografii), osoby piszące w nim teksty (autorzy, redaktorzy) tworzą i stosują, dość niekonsekwent-
nie, własne systemy graficzne, ustosunkowując się w ten czy inny sposób do pisowni języka lite-
rackiego, czyli języka-dawcy systemu graficznego. W konsekwencji złożony z nich makrosystem 
graficzny dialektu marokańskiego charakteryzuje się dużym stopniem heterografii wariantywnej, 
tj. reprezentowania danego wyrazu fonetycznego przez różne wyrazy graficzne (heterogramy wa-
riantywne). Zawarty w pracy opis jednego z jej typów – heterografii wariantywnej jakościowej 
– bazuje na korpusie obejmującym ok. 1900 stron tekstów literackich wydanych drukiem w latach 
1991-2012. 

Pewną wariantywność wykazuje już sam system pisma języka literackiego, mimo jego znacz-
nej jednolitości w całym świecie arabskim. Ponadto dla niniejszej analizy istotne jest, że pismo to 
jest w dużym stopniu kontekstowe, tzn. określenie znaczenia i wymowy wielu wyrazów graficz-
nych nie jest możliwe w oderwaniu od kontekstu. Jego grafię kształtuje szereg zasad ogólnych: 
fonetyczna, fonologiczna, morfologiczna, historyczna, zasada homonimii, zasada ekonomii, zasada 
estetyczna i inne. 

W dotychczasowych badaniach nad grafią dialektu marokańskiego zidentyfikowano dwie 
główne kształtujące ją zasady (tendencje), w pracy nazywane zasadą zorientowania na język-dawcę 
i zasadą autoorientacji, która z kolei obejmuje zasadę fonetyczną i zasadę morfologiczną. Wyodręb-
nić należy też zasadę kontestacji języka-dawcy, polegającą na dystansowaniu się od grafii języka 
literackiego. Podobnie jak pismo języka-dawcy grafia dialektu marokańskiego jest w dużym stopniu 
kontekstowa. 

Do analizy grafii dialektu marokańskiego w pracy używa się pojęć z obszaru grafetyki, takich 
jak graf, homografia, heterografia, wyraz graficzny ciągły, i grafemiki, np. heterografia dystynk-
tywna, heterografia wariantywna, wyraz graficzny nieciągły, wariancja, grafem. Analiza skupia 
się na 42 grafach prymarnych, tj. podstawowych jednostkach opisu, których zbiór obejmuje 28 
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liter alfabetu arabskiego oraz ich modyfikacje i znak hamzy. W zależności od charakteru elementu 
odróżniającego wyrazy graficzne heterografia wariantywna może być (i) linearna (spacja vs. brak 
spacji), (ii) ilościowa (graf vs. brak grafu) albo (iii) jakościowa (wariancja dwóch różnych grafów 
w tej samej pozycji). Zależnie od relacji między zbiorami wyrazów graficznych, w których może 
się manifestować wariancja dwóch grafów, w pracy wyróżnia się wariancję wolną, asymetryczną 
i ograniczoną. W przypadku grafów użytych w dwóch heterogramach wariantywnych na tej samej 
pozycji, lecz oznaczających dwa różne i niepowiązane zjawiska fonetyczne mamy do czynienia 
z pseudowariancją.

Jedną z trudności związanych z podjętą w pracy próbą ustalenia inwentarza grafemów dia-
lektu marokańskiego jest zjawisko neutralizacji relacji funkcjonalnej wiążącej niektóre jego grafy. 
Proponuje się wobec tego kryterium, zgodnie z którym grafem rozumiany jest jako zbiór grafów 
pozostających ze sobą w określonych typach wariancji, niezdolnych do odróżniania znaczeniowego 
i fonetycznego wyrazów graficznych. 

Do problemów związanych z opisem grafii dialektu marokańskiego należy zjawisko nieokre-
śloności funkcjonalnej niektórych grafów, polegającej na niemożliwości jednoznacznego przypo-
rządkowania im funkcji fonetycznej lub funkcji innego rodzaju. Inna trudność dotyczy rozróżnienia 
między nietypowymi formami graficznymi wynikłymi z niestaranności edytorskiej bądź względów 
typograficznych a nietypowymi formami reprezentującymi tendencję graficzną.

Precyzując zidentyfikowane w dotychczasowych badaniach zasady (tendencje) kształtujące ba-
daną grafię, dla zasady zorientowania na język-dawcę wyróżnia się dwie podzasady: zasadę zorien-
towania na formę języka-dawcy i zasadę zorientowania na zasadę języka-dawcy. Zasadę fonetyczną 
dzieli się na zasadę pisowni fonetycznej według reguł przejętych z języka-dawcy (jego odmiany 
lokalnej albo powszechnej) i zasadę pisowni fonetycznej według reguł adaptowanych, przy czym 
adaptacja może być endogenna (tj. z systemu arabszczyzny literackiej – motywowana fonetycznie 
bądź historycznie) albo egzogenna (tj. spoza niego). Niektóre formy zapisu oparte są na (fałszywej) 
analogii.

Przedstawiając reprezentatywny wybór blisko 240 par heterogramów wariantywnych jakościo-
wych ilustrujących wariancje między grafami wraz ze wskazaniem zasad odpowiadających za po-
szczególne formy graficzne, w pracy identyfikuje się elementy grafii dialektu marokańskiego podle-
gające wariancji jakościowej i wyjaśnia przyczyny tego zjawiska. Z zestawienia wariancji wynika, 
iż tylko jedną parę grafów, گ ‹ǵ› i ڭ ‹ĝ›, wiąże wolna wariancja poświadczona w korpusie w sposób 
niemarginalny. 10 par reprezentuje wariancję asymetryczną (z tego 3 pary tylko w niektórych po-
zycjach w wyrazie graficznym). Tylko 5 grafów nie ulega żadnej wariancji. Wariancja ograniczona, 
najbardziej nieregularna, okazuje się najbardziej rozpowszechniona, dotyczy bowiem 32 grafów, tj. 
75% ich ogółu. 

 Analiza pozwala również sformułować warunki inwariancji jakościowej dla wyrazów graficz-
nych oraz scharakteryzować wieloznaczność fonetyczną opisywanego systemu pisma. Ponadto na 
podstawie zaproponowanych kryteriów określono inwentarz 34 grafemów dialektu marokańskiego 
wraz z ich allografami.

Wśród sygnalizowanych w pracy nowych ścieżek badawczych wartych podjęcia znajdują się 
m.in. włączenie do opisu dwóch pozostałych typów heterografii wariantywnej: linearnej i ilościo-
wej, poszerzenie korpusu o teksty należące do innych gatunków (prasowe, reklamowe, dydaktycz-
ne) i porównanie pod kątem grafetyki i grafemiki dialektu marokańskiego z językiem literackim 
oraz innymi dialektami posiadającymi rozwijające się piśmiennictwo, przede wszystkim egipskim, 
z zastosowaniem zaproponowanego aparatu teoretycznego.
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